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Abstract

TV Love is a study of the emotional and imaginative possibilities summoned and
sustained by television programmes, possibilities that are here gathered under the
rubric of love. By taking seriously a vernacular claim to love particular television
programmes, this thesis intervenes in conventional practices of academic television
criticism. It does so in order to develop an approach that would allow a focus on what
television programmes make possible for the viewers who love them. I argue that the
transactions between viewers and television texts constitute forms of emotional
training that not only reproduce social subjectification, but also enable diverse forms
of intimate experience. This is especially important for those subjects who struggle to
find forms of psychic sustenance in an off-screen context.

The critical approach taken in this thesis is termed reparative, following the
work of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, in so far as it describes a process of restoring value
to much maligned culrural objects. As a rationale for critical practice, reparation
recognises the inadequacy of the social context in which diverse subjects must make a
possible world for themselves. In particular, reparation describes the processes by
which queer subjects have been able to mark out the terms of their own possibility in
the face of difficult social or psychic conditions. The value of reparative criticism is
not limited to queer readers or viewers, although queerness frequently demonstrates
what is at issue between the conventions of academic television criticism and the
alternate mode developed in this thesis. While academic criticism most often focuses
on the ideological lessons presumed to be delivered by television programmes, this
frequently overlooks the smaller scale emotional work that subjects carry out every
day. Television programmes can both enable this emotional work and be the subject
of its labours. In order to develop a fuller and more useful practice of television
criticism than currently exists, TV Love contends that it is necessary to attend to the
affectively enlivening potential of television for its viewers.

The first chapter considers television as a technology of intimacy in terms of
its domestic location and critically analyses television scholarship that has sought to
address the specificiry of that context. The second chapter further develops this
theoretical overview by examining approaches that more explicitly deal with the
affective engagements television allows. [t then moves on to outline the particular
reparative approach taken in this thesis. Chapter Three considers the series of
documentaries that began with Seven Up in 1964 and, in a deparrure from the
conventional discussion of class associated with the documentaries, this chapter
focuses on the affective training the series carries out over its four decade history. The
situation comedy Bewitched is the focus of the fourth chapter, which explores the way
in which sitcoms can be profoundly imbricated in the very experience of childhood
and family life. The repetition of a favourite programme from childhood, even years
later, can generate emotional refurns that demonstrate this intimate connection.
Chapter Five continues the discussion of situation comedy with an analysis of the
seventies hit The Mary Tyler Moore Show. In particular this chapter attends to the
reiterations of the Mary Richards character across other textual contexts in order to
identify the emotional competencies the Mary character makes possible beyond her
seventies context. Chapter Six takes on the heritage criticism that has framed
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academic thinking about the serial drama Bridesheod Revisited and presents an
alternate reading in which high-cultural forms serve to connote homosexuality. The
final chapter examines a series of programmes about the late Diana, Princess of Wales
in order to identify the affective politics those programmes might be seen to enable.
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Introduction

TV Love

Previotrsly, television has been characterised as a lechnology (a

system for broadcasting irnages) and as a cultural form (as a

medium for representation), yet what is fascinating about the

televisual is the scale of its affective influence.

- 
Sarah Cardwell, Adaptation Revisited: Television and the

Cla.ssic Novel

TV Love started life as a meditation on my own experience of watching

television situation comedies in childhood.' What began as an exploration of the

programmes themselves gave way to affectively charged reflections on memory,

family life, matemal love and absence and, ultimately, grief over my mother's death.

My small work of autoethnography demonstrated that television progrcmmes could

work to carry affective meanings and resonances that did not arise directly from

programme content but were indexed, often quite idiosyncratically, to certain

recurring elements. Such idiosyncrasy might rule out the critical usefulness of such an

exploration as a means of commenting on the programmes concerned. However, when

that original piece of writing later fell into the hands of other readers it became

evident that what was an intensely personal exploration for me was also capable of

animating something in those readers. It was as though, through my dwelling on the

details of remembered television programmes, the experience of childhood viewing

was rehydrated for others, so that readers reflected back to me their own stories about

childhood delight in favourite programmes, about watching television as a resource

for the imagination and about television as a means of surviving difficult family

situations or social contexts.

At this point ?'Il Love might have developed into an ethnographic reception

study that would set out to systematically gather and analyse such accounts of

viewing. However, in the processes of reduction that such a project inevitably entails I

' Susan Crozier, "TV Love: watching Bewitched and The Mary Tltler Moore shrtw," (unpublished

paper: 1998).
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feared that something of the provocation provided by the programmes themselves

might be lost. Furthermore, it seemed to me that what was important and original in

that first TV Love was not my story of reception, as intimately revealing as it might

have been, but the way that the critical, writerly work of recollection, description and

analysis allowed other readers to find personal significance in their own rich histories

of viewing.

It has become accepted wisdom in television scholarship that popular culture

texts do not stand up well to close reading of the kind intended to find complexity and

depth, for situation comedies are not Shakespeare. Rather, meaning inheres in the

interaction with a reader or viewer. This thesis moots a similar argument about

television criticism itself, that its significance lies less in what it has to say than in its

capacity to animate the reader's engagement with a given text. Because we are not

always aware of how we watch, why we watch and what television means to us, a

thoughtful and intellectually sophisticated probing of television programmes might

actually be a necessary precondition for such reflection. Television criticism has not

served this function up until now. In the popular press television critics tend to assess

programmes for their aesthetic or intellecrual value along a continuum from trash to

quality, as though there were some universal measure for those things. Such an

approach doesn't foster thoughtful engagement with television, it merely recycles the

common perception that television is bad for you because it makes you lazy, passive,

violent, stupid, or else it stands in the way of any number of more worthwhile

activities. ln an academic context there is a longstanding practice of assessing

television texts in terms of the ideological messages they convey. What appears to be

missing, in both academic and popular contexts, is a version of criticism that reflects

and enriches a viewerly engagement with the medium, an approach that could help us

to think more imaginatively and animatedly about how programmes address us and

the kinds of transactions they make possible for us.

This thesis is a contribution to the development of academic television

critieism, which I would like to see enter into a more active dialogue with popular

forms. I contend that the analysis of television programmes should do several things.

Television criticism should help us to understand what kind of medium television is,

its place in our lives, and the different ways we watch. While there is a plethora of
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criticism that is hostile towards television and television viewing, the starting point for

the television criticism practiced in this thesis is a presumption that television is

beloved. That is to say, for all that given programmes may be flawed, and the medium

itself may have consequences for private and public life that are less than ideal, it is

also the case that certain programmes and certain experiences of viewing carry

associations of positive affect for many viewers. Television is frequently watched

because it is entertaining, enjoyable, comforting and familiar. Remembering favourite

television programmes reanimates affection for them. This thesis takes seriously the

vernacular claim that viewers often make that they love television, or love a particular

television programme. I am not the first to recognize the loving nature of our

engagement with television. Alexander Doty makes such a claim in the title of his

essay on the queer pleasures of watching television siruation comedies, "l Love

Laverne and Shirley. "2 This thesis aims to locate what might be beloved about

particular programmes, but also the ways in which they can be understood as loving,

nurturing and sustaining to the viewers who are caught up by them-

Invoking love as a critical strategy is a somewhat risky wager but one that

promises to pay considerable dividends. Love might appear to be anathema to serious

intellectual investigation, but television criticism is invigorated by the question of the

affective possibilities television enables for its viewers. While the text as a site of

meaning has fallen out of favour over the last twenty years in the turn to television

audience studies, I propose a renewed attention to the text as the locus of love. What

is proposed here is what Bill Brown has termed "an analytic overvaluation'n of the

television text as "the precipitate of other investments."s This overvaluation of the text

as an object for analysis recognises viewerly affection for a beloved programme and

the way that programmes can, in a sense, love the viewer back, resulting in

engagements that are productive or even rehabilitative for the viewing subject. This

approach is fundamentally optimistic in its determination to find value in at least some

of the products of mass culture.

: Alexander Doty, "l Love Laverne and Shirley: Lesbian Narratives, Queer Pleastues, and Television

Sitcorns," in Making Things Pe{ectly Queer: lnterpreting Mass Cultttre (Minneapolis: Minnesota

University Press, I 993), 39-62.

i Bill Brown, "How to Do Things with Things (A Toy Story)," Critical Inquiry 24, Summer (1998): l.
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Much academic television criticism is embedded in an intellectual tradition of

suspicion towards mass culture and its entertainments, perhaps inherited from the

influence of the Frankfurt School theorists such as Theodor Adomo and Max

Horkheimer. Writing in the 1940s Adorno and Horkheimer viewed the culture

industry of cinema and radio, as well as the nascent technology of television, as

machinery for producing compliance with the capitalist system: "To be entertained

means to be in agreement" is one of their grim conclusions. "Amusement always

means putting things out of mind" they argueo "it is indeed escape, but not, as it

claims, from bad reality but from the last thought of resisting that reality."a In the face

of a critical engagement preoccupied with identifuing the negative or harmful

operations of power, affective experiences such as pleasure or amusement have often

been opposed to critical thinking. Forms of hope and optimism have been taken to

represent an escapist denial of pressing social and political problems by "critical

theorists for whom an attitude of pervasive scepticism is the authoritative marker of a

social conscience." For those theorists, as Jane Bennett explains, "the face of social

justice has an eyebrow cocked in disbelief, a nose poised to sniff out power.o'5 From

this perspective an attempt to locate hope, love, pleasure or other forms of positive

affect in the fransaction between television programmes and the viewers who watch

can seem like a dangerous form of naivety and an escape from the harsh realities of

serious political concems. Alternatives have been presented, yet, given the extent of

the territory covered by the suspicious tradition, a more optimistic reading of

television inevitably appears somewhat lightweight. Somehow one must avert

attention from oppressive structures of power and the all-encompassing effects of

global capitalism in order to advance a mode of television criticism that values the

small-scale emotional possibilities television prograrnmes enable.

At the heart of this thesis is an understanding that leaving attachment and even

inspiration unacknowledged, or repeating the practice of incorporating these affective

states into a critical narrative of political naivety, forecloses a recognition and

mobilisation of the altemative possibilities that positive affect might enable. What is

therefore essential to the critical work of this thesis is the intention to find value in

o Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adomo, Dialectic of Enlightenment: Philosophical Fragments
(Stanford: Stanford University Press,2002). I l5-6.
t Jane Bennett, The Enchantment oJ' Modern LiJb: Attachment.s, Crossings and Ethics (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 200 I ), 9- I 0.
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television programmes that would provide support to a viewing subject whose

intimate experience is not supported in other, non-televisual contexts. My project

brings television criticism into a dialogue with theories about the intimate, inner life

of the subject. In this project I take inspiration from an emergent body of scholarship

that gives new attention to emotion as a topic of intellectual investigation in itself, but

also as an epistemology that gives new purchase to the critical investigation of other

topics. This work frequently overlaps with and arises out of feminist and queer

scholarship, which has long had an interest in what Alison Jaggar calls "outlaw

emotions" as the basis for critical inquiry.6 Writing in the 1980s, Jaggar claims

emotion as the special preserve of women's ways of knowing that, given its due place

in epistemologies, would necessarily foster the development of a critical perspective

able to recognize and respond to the effects of power. The continued usefulness of

Jaggar's argument is stymied by its obvious essentialism, which reinforces a binarised

notion of women as innately more caring and feeling than men. The difficulry of

theorizing emotion appears to have wandered down many such intellectual cul-de-

sacs, so that hopeful beginnings, such as Jaggar's own, have not developed as they

might have done. More recently, Robyn Warhol loosens the connection between

women and emotiono and opens up the significance of emotionality to a wider cohort

that includes both men and women. Still signaling the cultural connection between

femininity and emotion, Warhol invokes the idea of "effeminate affect" to indicate its

usefulness to a feminist project of valuing emotional experience and locating forms of

community.t t fitrd Warhol's idea of effeminacy particularly helpful since, as she

points out, it already carries a burden of negativity associated with both women and

homosexuality, but because it doesn't strictly line up with either male or female it is

potentially useful to anyone for whom affective experience marks a sense of

difference from the norm.t

Queer thought has also attended to emotional life as the means of locating and

affirming the particularity of queer experience. The dawning recognition of feeling

6 Alison M. Jaggar, "Love and Knowledge: Emotion in Feminist Epistemology," in

Gender/Bodl,/Knotvledge: Feminist Reconstructions oJ'Being and Knowittg, ed. Alison M. Jaggar and

Susan Bordo (New BnLnswick: Rutgers University Press, 1989), 160'

7 Robyn Warhol, Having a Good Cry: Effeminate Feelings and Pop-Culture Forms (Columbus: Ohio

State University Press, 2003), 6.

8 Wurhol Having a Good Cry,9.
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different from the mainstream is at the heart of many coming out stories and this has

given personal experience a privileged place in liberatory narratives of sexual identity.

In an effort to tell new stories about sexuality and dissident forms of desire, queer

scholarship has frequently had recourse to personal, anecdotal forms of critical

engagement with a diverse range of texts, including television programmes.e [n a

particularly innovative project of gathering an archive of texts in which "feelings are

deposited" Ann Cvetkovich figures "love, rage, intimacy, grief, shame and more'n as

part of "the vibrancy of queer cuhures."lo She locates sites around which forms of

resistance and survival are sustained in the face of sexism, racism, homophobia, AIDS

and sexual trauma, and suggests that affective investments are precisely the means by

which queer politics are enacted.

As an example of recent scholarship influenced by new ways of theorising

about and engaging emotion in critical practice, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's notion of
"reparative reading," a term she coins to identiff certain interpretive work within

queer literary studies, has proven invaluable to my thinking about the positive

transactions that can occur between television programmes and the viewers who

watch them.llReparative reading coexists with more orthodox critical practices that

are grounded in a drive to expose the harmful or oppressive effects of power. As an

alternative or supplementary approach reparative reading focuses on the sustaining or

enlivening energies that inhere within texts, or between texts and their readers or

viewers. As a mode of critical practice, it allows us to recognise that power can be

productive and so the affective hansactions between television viewers and

programmes constitute forms of emotional training that not only reproduce social

subjectification, but are also surprisingly enabling of diverse forms of intimate

experience. From this perspective, affection for popular programmes need not be a

e For queer engagements with mainstream television programmes see, for example, Doty's own work
"I Love Laverne and Shirlef' and two essays by Ernest Pascucci: "Intimate (Tele)visions," in
Architecture of the Everyday. ed. Steven Harris and Deborah Berke (New York: Princeton
Architectural Press, 1997), and "This City Belongs to That Girl," Architechtre New York, no. 12
( r 9e5).

r0 Ann Cvetkovich, An Archive of Feelings: Trauma, Sexuality and Lesbian Pubtic Culrures (Durham:
Duke University Press, 2003), I and 7.

rl Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading; or You're So Paranoid, You
Probably Think This lntroduction is About You," in Novel Gazing: Queer Readings In Fiction, ed. Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick (Durham: Duke University Press, 1997), l.
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sign of agreement with dominant ideological structures. More optimistically, affection

can be interpreted as a sign of life that affirms the possibility of alternate experience.

Crucially, this thesis does not deny the effects of power or the existence of
normative or oppressive cultural imperatives at work in television programmes. What

it does do is locate the ways in which television programmes might sustain optimism

in the face of oppressive social conditions and even how that optimism might be the

precondition for the affective competency that is resistance. The mode of television

criticism advocated here should skill the reader/television viewer to see more in the

programme under discussion, and also to develop a more productive engagement with

television in general. Echoing John Hartley's notion of "intervention analysis," which

is designed to "intervene in the way people might want to watch television," this

thesis promotes a form of critical engagement that could assist viewers to develop an

awareness of their own practices of viewing.l2 Even more than this, and extending the

intervention that Hartley suggests, this thesis is particularly interested in analyses that

recognize and cultivate practices of viewing through which subjects make a possible

world for themselves. Television shapes the world in which we will have to live, but

this is not necessarily a condition of harm. For although the history of television is

frequently one in which the medium schools its viewers in domestic consumption and

familial forms of intimate satisfaction, it is also the nature of television that it

functions to extend the boundaries of what home and familv can contain.

This determinedly optimistic reading of television is fraught with intellectual

and epistemological difficulties, not least of which is the problem of television

criticism itself. The understanding that the meaning of the television text is produced

in the experience of reception has resulted in a dubious status for textual criticism

within television sfudies. lt is not that television programmes themselves cannot be

analysed: the difficulty is that it has become an orthodoxy of television studies that

one may no longer make claims about the experience of reception based on a reading

of the text. This point of view is in large part a result of a reaction against early

versions of psychoanalytic film criticism that produced highly deterministic and

reductive accounts of reception. Against this it is understandable to critique

psychoanalytically based textual analyses for their universalising effects that fail to

't John Hartley, Tele-ologt; Studies in Television (London: Routledge, lgg2),6.
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recognize difference. Cathy Schwichtenberg is one among a number of television

scholars to call for more feminist audience studies as a means of recognizing

difference and refusing to allow the specificity of women's experience to be

overridden by psychoanalytic arguments or a singular version of femininity.l3

Although feminist and queer scholarship informs much of my argument in this thesis,

I resist the notion of sociologically legible categories of viewers as the basis of an

investigation of the affective transactions television makes possible. Audience

reception studies allow the researcher to make claims about viewers and viewing in

terms of their socially situated identities. ln this sense, those studies have been

particularly productive for the identity politics of, for example, feminist media

scholarship. It is clear that ethnographic audience studies work well for producing

certain kinds of empirically supported knowledges from which claims can be made

about practices of reception. Yet they work less well as a means of exploring those

elements of viewers' affective lives that present themselves less tangibly for

observation and analysis, in particular the unconscious dimension of experience.

While the insights of feminist television scholarship have been extremely productive

for understanding and revaluing women's engagement with ordinary television, this

thesis does not assume that certain television programmes are coded masculine or

feminine. Nor does it assume a match between gendered programmes and gendered

viewers, or between identifiably homosexual content and queer audiences. Indeed,

this thesis is especially drawn to the mismatches between televisual address and

moments of reception. In these mismatches things happen that are best explained in

emotional terms. Attending to these intimate contingencies can broaden the

conceptual range of academic television criticism in ways that allow it to recognise

the value of television as a resource for subject formation, especially for those

subjects who are marginal to the dominant norrns organizing sexual, affective and

intimate life.

This thesis takes a more theoretically speculative approach than that of
audience studies. It makes claims about what television might make possible based on

readings of television programmes themselves. I argue that the textual features of

'' Cathy Schwichtenberg, "Reconceptualizing Gender: New Sites for Feminist Audience Research," in
Viewing, Reading, Lislening: Aztdiences and Cultural Reception, ed. Jon Cruz and Justin Lewis
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1996). 169-80.
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those programmes are technologies of intimacy that school viewers in certain

emotional competencies. What the analyses presented here identiff are "patterns of

textual cues" that may or may not be picked up, and may or may not be useful to a

given viewer.ra The criticism practiced here is probing and suggestive about the

nature of viewerly engagements in ways that would be quite inappropriate for an

audience study. In this sense my project is primarily theoretical; it deals with the

viewer as a subject rather than a coherent identity. The notion of subjectivity implies a

set of processes that include social, psychic, affective and culfural dimensions, rather

than an identity, which is presumed to be a constant and is primarily tegible in social

terms such as class, race or gender.ls As Tony Bennett argues, different modes of

audience analysis figure their object differently: "audiences are artifacts of the

instruments selected for their investigation" and in the process of research various

approaches "organize their objects into being."l6 My objective is not to make

empirically supported claims about the audience, but to attempt to think more

productively about the psychical and affective intersections between a given

television text and the culturally and psychically constituted viewing subject. It is not

that all viewers will feel the same about any given television programme, nor even

that any individual viewer will feel the same over time; indeed, the mutability and

instability of response is one of the themes I explore. Rather, a focus on the

possibilities available to viewers at the rather elusive and complex level of affective

engagement are most productively explored through textual analysis.

In this regard, there is much to be gained by renewing the engagement of

television scholarship with psychoanalysis, in so far as it enables productive ways of
thinking about viewers' inner worlds. A problem arises when psychoanalytic accounts

are given the status of authentic and universal truths, rather than being treated as aids

to thought. While psychoanalysis provides highly productive explanatory accounts of
the psychic processes that underpin gender and sexuality, it has other things to say

about the ways that subjects make a possible world for themselves. Indeed, it is

possible to observe, as Sedgwick does, that psychoanalytic practice is much less

la Warhol, Having a Good Cry, 14.

15 Brett Farmer, Spectaarlar Passions: Cinema, Fantasy, Gay Male Spectatorships (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2000), 8.

16 Tony Bennelt, "Figuring Audiences and Readers," inThe Audience and lts Landscape, ed. James
Hay, Lawrence Grossberg. and Ellen Wartella (Boulder: Westview Press, 1996), 147.
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interested in sexuality than its use in critical theory would suggest: "the history of
psychoanalytic thought offers richly divergent, heterogeneous tools for thinking about

aspects of personhood, consciousness, affect, filiation, social dynamics, and sexuality

that, while relevant to the experience of gender and queerness, are often not cenhally

organized around 'sexual difference' at all."l7A broader engagement of
psychoanalysis can revitalise television criticism and deepen our urderstanding of the

transactions between television viewers and texts without repeating the difficulties

that lead to the rejection of psychoanalysis in the first place.

A word about definitions is timely here. Throughout this thesis I treat affect,

emotion and feeling as interchangeable terms when talking about an intimate

engagement between television viewers and the programmes they watch. In part this

is done for reasons of stylistic variety, in an effort to avoid repeating one term again

and again. However, there is some contention about the use of these terms and they

bring with them a particular difficulty of definition that spans their use across

different disciplinary contexts. For example, social psychologist Leonard Berkowitz

uses the term "feelings" as "synonymous with conscious affect" and he goes on to

give the term "a broad meaning that includes emotional experiences, moods, and even

physical sensations.,ls 1n an essay that has been highly influential in media studies,

Brian Massumi distinguishes between affect as a pre-verbal, bodily state and emotion

as a discursive expression (affect defined and brought to language).lo The distinction

seetns an artificial one, for it seems to suggest that once we name emotion we have

understood it, when surely one of the defining features of emotional life is its
unpredictability and occasionally painful unmanageability, no matter how articulately

it is defined. Moreover, I contend that television studies needs to make space for the

unknowable in experience that, in psychoanalytic terms, we can call the unconscious,

for this introduces unruly elements into even the most clearly articulated accounts of
emotional life. Feminist theorist Teresa Brennan argues for an understanding of affect

as an energetic process in the body and between bodies, but she contends that that

"there is no reason to challenge the idea that emotions are basically synonymous with

r7 Sedgwick. "Paranoid Reading," I l.
rE Leonard Berkowitz, Causes and Consequences oJ'Feeling.s (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2000),2.

'o Btian Massumi, "The Autonomy of Affect," in ParahlesJbr the Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2002).
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affects" even if one has a more physiological basis, "or that moods and sentiments are

subsets referring to longer-lasting affective constellations."2O These definitions are

interesting in so far as they indicate the difficulty of pinning down a definition.

However, this thesis is concerned with how we engage with television programmes;

therefore, I am less interested in producing a technically accurate definition of affect

and emotion than I am in generating emotionally engaging and enlivening television

criticism. The colours of emotional life and the intensities of affective experience

weave through the fabric of everyday life, sometimes understood and identifiable,

other times operating at a level that allows them to be unrecognised over long periods.

It is useful then to work with a very fluid and flexible notion of affect, emotion and

feeling.

More interesting, for my purposes, is the problem of where emotions come

from and where they might be said to be located. In this introduction I have suggested

that television provides forms of emotional training, which would seem to indicate a

social constructionist view of emotion in which subjects are inscribed by the

discursive production of emotion within a given culture and the range of affective life

is determined by the cultural context in which one lives. The tidy logic of this account

is rather appealing, and it would support the view that emotional possibility can be

read from an analysis of television programmes. In her own study of engagements

with popular culture forms Warhol expresses a determination to move away from

psychoanalysis because of her view that it reduces all affect to sexuality. lnstead

Warhol argues for an understanding of emotion as performative, in the sense that

practicing the bodily gestures and expressions of emotional states functions to

produce them. This allows her to read books and television prograrnmes as

"technologies of affect" that inscribe emotion or, or in, the body of the

reader/viewer.2l Furtherrnore, accounts of affective life as socially and culturally

constituted contribute a recognition that what is commonly taken to be universal and

natural has a very specific history and in this thesis I seek to understand television's

forms of intimate training within a larger history of domestication and the

commodification of private life. At the same time, however, I suggest that affective

to Teresa Brennan, The Transmission oJ'A.flbct (lthaca: Comell University Press, 2004), 5-6.

2f Warhol, Having a Good Cry, 7.
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experience challenges the knowabilify and accountability of intimate life, which

continually resists tidy categorisation and often has an unaccountable surplus.

Both the performative and social constructionist perspectives on emotion

suggest that affect comes from outside the subject and is only secondarily experienced

by the subject as internal to the self. However, this model doesn't fully account for the

idiosyncratic diversity of subjective experience. People do manage to feel differently,

as the life stories of queer people, among others, attest, which suggests some

specificity that arises within the subject. In the modernist account emotion is seen as

authentic experience arising within a subject who then transmits it to the outside

through expression. tn objecting to the fundamentally modemist psychoanalytic

accounts of emotional life Warhol points to the hydraulic metaphor in Freudian

narratives in which emotion is seen to build up within the subject because of internal

psychic conflicts and therefore requires energetic release. In this view emotion comes

from within the subject and is expressed in a movement from inside to outside, the

opposite of Warhol's own performative theory of affective production, as well as that

of a social constructionist view. Yet both notions of movement, whether external to

internal or vice versa, are essentially fictive and metaphorical accounts for a set of

relations in a complex field. In this thesis I am trying to suggest that television makes

certain emotional experiences more possible, that it supports difference and extends

what is available in the emotional training of home and family life. At the same time,

however, people are different from one another. Recent engagements with

psychoanalysis, specifically fantasy theory, allow for this sense that affective life is at

once culturally produced and contingent on something particular to a given subject.22

It comes, we might say, from both inside and outside the subject. Psychoanalysis

allows for entirely contingent and unpredictable elements of experience; psychic life

is heterogeneous and the unconscious introduces a destabilizing effect into all of our

most rational and reasoned projects, generating affective reactions and attachments

where they might be most inexplicable. I propose that a critical engagement with

psychoanalysis can allow us to get the benefit of the stories it tells about intimate life,

22 [n a gloss of the argument made by psychoanalysts Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis, Brett
Farmer explains the way in which fantasy can be understood as "a scene that is spoken by the subject's

desire, but that also and simultaneously speaks that desire, producing it within a prestructured regime

of symbolic meaning." Spectacu lar Pass ions, 56.
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without signing up to what many in the field of cultural and television studies have

critiqued as its most normative, pathologizing or deterministic components.

Television programmes

In the following chapters the reparative strategy of locating affective value is

practiced in relation to a number of television programmes from a range of genres,

including documentary, situation comedy and serial drama. The programmes chosen

for this study constitute a partial inventory of television viewing from the 1960s to the

present. This inventory includes both American and British programmes, which have

also screened in New Zealand and are therefore representative of television's global

address. I set aside national boundaries as organising criteria for this study because I

am interested in the ways that, especially in emotional terms, programmes exceed the

meanings attributable to them on the basis of their original social context of

production and broadcast. I have also chosen programmes from a number of genres in

order to establish an argument about the intimate or affective training television

provides, across different generic forms.

The reparative attention to particular television programmes undertaken in this

thesis reflects a popular affection for a shared archive of programmes that are woven

into the personal and collective histories of post-war generations. My project might be

seen as a response to Alan McKee who, in a recent essay, notes the dearth of writing

on television programmes within a discipline that appears to have a compelling

interest in other aspects of the medium besides the things people watch. Such an

imbalance, according to McKee, betrays television studies' own intellectual distaste

for the medium it analyses.23 He points out that only popular media have apprehended

television as programmes rather than media systems and so grasped the notion of a

shared archive. Popular media are more likely to generate books, articles and

television programmes on the TV archive than formal, academic television studies

itself. McKee lobbies for an equivalent academic recognition of television

programmes as "part of the condition of living in a public culture.o'24 Where McKee is

interested in the way that programmes constitute a shared public culhrre, I am

" Alan McKee, "What is Television for?," in Qualitv Popular Televisian: Cult W, the Industry and

Fans, ed. Mark Jancovich and James Lyons (London: British Film Institute, 2003), 1834.

2a McKee. "What Is Television For?," 185.
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interested in the affective engagements that specific television programmes summon

forth and in developing the notion of television as a mechanism that enables diverse

experiences of intimate subjectivity, a process that is simultaneously public and

private.

Whether celebratory, mocking or nostalgic, what is at work in popular

attempts at archiving a history of viewing is a vemacular understanding of the

affective significance that television programmes have in the lives of viewers. An

example of the popular journalistic project of reflecting on the television archive is

Stuart Jeffries' book Mrs Slocombe's Pussy; Growing up in Front o.f the Telly.zs

Jeffries offers a particularly personal account of television reception from the 1960s to

the present. He opens his study with an early memory of watching the children's

programme Bill and Ben at his grandmother's house in the 1960s that indexes

childhood feelings of warmth and security to a favourite programme. Moving through

the decades, Jeffries weaves his own autobiography through a history of broadcast

television in Britain, although the programmes he discusses are not exclusively

British, addressing moments of personal discovery, crisis or happiness through a

consideration of the programmes that provided not only background but also some

additional meaning to the experience. Both Jeffries and I are guided by an intuition

that television, our beloved medium, has been a shaping influence in our development

as cultural subjects. Accordingly, we agree that reconsidering old television

programmes gives a unique access to formative moments in the past. However, my

project departs from Jeffries' own in so far as I present the intimate engagement

between viewer and text in critical, argumentative rather than autobiographical terms.

Acting from this recognition that television programmes can constitute a

formative archive I have chosen programmes that have stayed with me over time.

However, just as the argument that is developed here departs from the

autobiographical and so is not peculiar to me, it is my hope that the reparative

strategies developed in this thesis would allow the reader/viewer to replace the

programmes I have chosen with their own selection. For the programmes studied in

this thesis do not possess particular transcendent qualities that make them work as

reparative texts, and I fully acknowledge that what provides one viewer's reparative

25 Stuart JefIiies, Mrs Slocombe's Plrsqv: Grouting [Jp in Front of the Telty (London: Flamingo, 2000).
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encounter might be another's experience of dissatisfaction or alienation. Although, in

the analysis presented here, the programmes abound in elements around which

affective energies might gather, their usefulness inheres in a transaction with a

viewing subject who brings a particular history and a particular set of inchoate needs

and desires to the experience of viewing that, we might presume, are not met in an

off-screen context.

The first two chapters present a more in-depth theoretical analysis of the issues

flagged in this introduction. Chapter One begins with an examination of television's

place as a domestic medium that has shaped and been shaped by a preoccupation with

familial forms of intimacy. Television's domesticity has also govemed the forms of
critical engagement that have predominated in television studies, where the more

abstract forms of psychoanalytic theory that have been applied to film have been

rejected as inappropriate for the social specificity of television's conditions of

reception. The apparently polarised forms of reception that distinguish television from

film are at work in the different notions of viewerly pleasure that each one engages.

While psychoanalytic film theory posits pleasure as a function of ideological

interpellationo in television studies pleasure is frequently taken to be evidence of some

viewerly agency in the face of television's ideological effects. Putting a different slant

on the entire debate, I argue that the pleasure of pleasure, its fundamentally affective

nature, is sidelined by the focus on ideology. In Chapter Two I argue that the same

problem occurs when affect itself is introduced into discussions of the transactions

between television viewers and the programmes they watch. Affect arrives on the

scene in television studies via a critical engagement with Fredric Jameson's notion of
the "waning of affect" that apparently defines postmodern culture.26 While a

Jamesonian analysis of television finds that it degrades the affective lives of viewers,

a more optimistic response to television as a postmodern medium sees the free-

wheeling affect it produces as a democratizingtbrm of empowerment. Both accounts,

however, tend to subsume affectivity itself within accounts of power. Tuming to the

idea of reparative reading Chapter Two provides a fuller exegesis of Sedgwick's own

discussion of this critical practice before elaborating my analysis of the ways that

reparative reading might be engaged in a study of television programmes. In particular

26 Fredric Jameson, "Postmodernisrl or the Cultural Logic of Late Capiklism," New Left Review 146
(1984):61.
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I focus on homosexuality as an experience that most clearly illustrates how reparative

analyses might function as a response to the apparently normative content of

television's domestic and familial address.

ln the chapters that follow those first two theoretical chapters I develop the

notion of reparation in relation to specific television programmes. These programmes

are representative of an archive of viewing that spans the last four decades and a

number of television genres. Through a close analysis of the programmes in question

the thesis maps a history of viewing that is also a history of the affective training

television has provided its viewers, its technologies of intimacy. The televisual

production of intimacy is highly visible in the programmes that are the focus of

Chapter Three, which considers the series of documentaries that began with Seven Up

in 1964. These documentaries trace the lives of a group of English people, first

interviewed as seven year olds, who have subsequently been revisited to make a new

programme every seven years, most recently 42 Up in 1999. Seven Up started life as

an attempt to expose the effects of class positioning on children but as time has passed

the subsequent documentaries have shifted their emphasis to focus on the less easily

grasped contingencies of the subjects' lives. Each of the later documentaries turns

back to include footage from the earlier programmes, so that the history of subject

formation is always before the viewer. In this sense the Up cycle is preoccupied with

the location of subjectivity and provides the viewer with an education in the complex

constitution of intimate, personal life. The problem of class is displaced by the

documentaries' larger project of knowing its subjects and I argue that the consequence

for the viewer is a televisual training in the perception and comprehension of inner

life that encompasses both documentary subjects and the viewer him- or herself.

The following fwo chapters on situation comedy consider viewerly

engagement with familiar, long-running, and often-repeated texts. ln Chapter Four the

1960s sitcom, Beyvitched, is taken as an example of the way in which, for the child

viewer, the setting of a favourite television programme can provide a supplement to

the scene of viewing. Utterly domestic and familial, despite its zupernatural premise,

Bewitched introduces what can be called, in psychoanalytic termso a fantasmatic

alterity into the ordinary, everyday context in which the child watches. While there

exists extensive critical commentary that has understood Bewitched as a response to
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changing gender relations in a period of social transformation, this chapter

foregrounds the capacity of the sitcom to be broadcast in contexts outside those of its

original moment of production and reception. Bewitched, like many other sitcoms,

was originally made for an adult audience but was subsequently rerun as children's

programming, repeatedly screened in an after school slot over a number of years. This

scheduling allowed a favourite programme to achieve a seemingly continuous

presence in the lives of a generation of child viewers, creating a space of fantasy

within the ordinary setting of family life. Watching over time, those long-haul viewers

are able to engage a psychic mobility between on-screen and off-screen worlds,

producing an idealised space of afl'ective satisfaction that might be reactivated by the

phenomenon of the rerun, even years later.

While Chapters Three and Four do not specifically deal with the way that the

programmes they discuss might function to sustain a homosexual viewer, a focus on

television's capacity to foster a homosexual sensibility is more evident in Chapters

Five and Six. Chapter Five, for example, pays particular attention to Mary Richards of

The Mary Tyler Moore Show as an enabling figure for a homosexual viewership.

While conventional feminist analyses have made sense of the Mary figure as a single

working woman in the 1970s, this chapter reads Mary as an emotionally complex

figure who inspires an urge to survive in seemingly deadening contexts. [n both the

repeated screenings of the series and the intertextual reiterations of the Mary figure

across other programmes she continues to stand for the imaginative resilience that is

required in order to sustain unconventional desires in normative or hostile

environments. We might even say that Mary shows the viewer how to endure in the

face of cultural conditions that are inadequate to the self. This reading complicates

more well-rehearsed arguments debating Mary's efficacy as a feminist role model that

have worried over the ideological problem of the progressive and conservative

elements of her character. Rather, this chapter argues that the duality that Mary

Richards contains is psychically productive for a homosexual viewer caught in a

tension between a need to be recognised as a viable social subject and the more

destabilising process of acknowledging one's incoherence within, particularly,

heteronormative structures.
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The sixth chapter most explicitly takes homosexuality as its theme in

presenting a reparative reading of the l98l television adaptation of Evelyn Waugh's

novel Brideshead Revisited. As in the previous chapters on situation comedy this

reading takes issue with modes of criticism that have focused on the ideological

address of the television text. The heritage aesthetic of Brideshead Revisited has lead

critics to condemn the series for its conservatism. However, this chapter argues that

the affective sensibility of this television adaptation valorizes the affective energies of

loss and nostalgia as the means of aflirming homosexual experience. Through an

affective investment in architectures and other heritage properties Bridesheadvisually

indexes homosexuality to a world of lost beauty and grandeur that has been read as

conservative. However, in this chapter I argue that the serial's nostalgia for a bygone

era continually turns the viewer's attention to a lost past that provides the highly

valorized location for a homosexual sensibility within the apparently normative

address of television.

A study of the intimate affective engagements between television viewers and

texts over the last four decades would not be complete without a consideration of the

televisual presence of the late Diana, Princess of Wales. Chapter Seven turns to

consider four different television programmes that have been made about Diana since

the early 1990s, including two made after her death, in order to analyse the ways that

television produces the public experience of Diana as intimately known. Although

frequently overlooked in the attention to papatazzi photography, I argue that

television was the medium that promoted Diana as a feeling Princess and that made

her affectivity available to the viewer. Indeed, I propose that Diana, perhaps more

than any other single figure, epitomizes the much maligned affective transactions

between television viewer and text that are the focus of the reparative work this thesis

undertakes. Through a study of Diana's televisual presence this chapter argues that the

highly personal and affectively charged version of the Princess offered by television

made her into a figure who appeared to offer recognition and validation to diverse and

frequently marginalized subjects. In this way, "Diana TV" facilitated claims to new

forms of public being, however tenuous, for subjects whose demands are necessarily

framed in emotional terms. often because no other terms are available.
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Each of these chapters explores the psychic spaces and affective energies that

television has made available by moving away from the explicit articulations of the

text (what it seems to be about, or what it means) in favour of the emotional

possibilities it mobilizes. The chapters attend to elements frequently overlooked by

more conventional modes of analysis, which tend to focus on narrative or generic

profiles. Television texts, I argue, draw forth affective or fantasmatic investments that

allow a viewing subject to imagine themselves differently. They create a space for

working out emotional conflicts and often provide imaginative or emotional nurture

for impulses otherwise excluded from the scene of viewing, frequently the home. The

reparative spaces that television supports are helpful for a viewing subject who finds

themselves located in a context (domestic, familial, suburban) that seems inadequate

to them in some perhaps unspecifiable way. What this thesis keeps always in mind is

an attention to the ways in which a positive encounter with television can be the

means to generate affects and fantasies that sustain and motivate difference. While no-

one disputes that television has been a formative influence on a generation of viewers,

I hope to argue, somewhat differently, that we have yet to understand the myriad and

unpredictable ways in which television has been good for us.
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Chapter One

Television and Intimacy

Home. The container of memory and cognition. The lives that have

been led there, shared by families, both nuclear and extended, the

familiarity of rooms and tecbnologies, together provide a hold-all

for the quotidian, its stories and its memories: of childhood'
perhaps, above all. Our experiences of home are determined by the

material circumslances of our everyday life, and by the ways in
which they are remembered and recalled. Stories of home run like
veins through the social body' And such stories are no longer

innocent of media.

- 
Roger Silverstone, Why Sndy the Media?

Television is an intimate technology. tt operates at the interface of home and

family (those a priori sites of subject formation) and the technological innovations

that organize everyday life in the modern world. As Margaret Morse observes,

television is a "machine of enculturation," a means by which "'soft' social control has

become industrialized and delegated to impersonal machines capable of simulating

intimate and primary relations of social reality."l Unlike newer and more obviously

interactive technologies that seem, moment by moment, to be changing the fabric of

everyday life, television is utterly familiar and the crisis of its integration seems long

past. For the baby-boom generation, and the generations that follow, television is as

unremarkable as the fumiture and fully "built-in" to the experience of home and

family life.2 Atthough it is now a dated technological and cultural form, television's

very taken-for-grantedness is precisely what makes it interesting to consider under the

rubric of intimacy. For those of us who grew up with it, television is constitutive of

the environment in which we came to be who we are. Yet we continue to imagine that

we have always been no more than ourselves and that television is merely a felicitous

intruder in our homes. No matter how well-integrated television has become in the

fabric of our everyday lives, we continue to feel that it gets in the way of more

authentic relations that are presumed to precede its introduction. This thesis contends,

I Margaret Morse, Virtualities: Television, Media Art, and Cyberctrfulre (Bloomington: lndiana

University Press, 1998), 3.

2 David Foster Wallace, "Fictional Futures and the Conspicuously Young," Revic*- of Contemporary

Fiction 8, no. 3 ( 1988): 39.
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however, that television actually motivates the intimate relations it only seems to

intemrpt. Indeed, rather than posing a barrier to interpersonal relationships television

is more accurately represented as a technology of intimacy that schools us in the very

emotional competencies that enable contemporary subjectivities.

Home

As much recent criticism has demonstrated, television's history is intricately

bound up with a linked set of social phenomena that include mass housing, domestic

consumption and the popularization of psychology.3 Taken together these

developments mark a turning inwards in the organisation of everyday life, generating

a material and personal interiority that became newly available to most people in the

developed world.a Reflecting on the cultural context in which television is embedded,

John Hartley notes that private housing is the essential prerequisite for the medium's

success. In many Westem countries, in the middle decades of the twentieth century,

an intensive programme of building single family dwellings precedes the introduction

Of television. 'oFor TV to Succeed,o' Hartley points out, "consumers had to be at

homeo" in spaces now charged with personal and affective meaning through an

ideology of domesticity that made familial relations and domestic consumption goals

in and of themselves.t As Hartley explains, "the home itself became more than a

dwelling, more than a refuge. It became a lifestyle in itself and in the activities it was

expected to sustain."6 Those activities centred on the figwe of the wife and mother

and included "comfort, cleanliness, cooking, security and regulated monogamous

sex," this last a segregated activity exclusive to the conjugal couple.T In this setting,

television emerged as an essential technology for training entire populations in the

t Ly- Spigel, Make Room Jbr TV: Television and the Familv ldeal in Po.stuvar America (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1992).

a The history of the cultural and discursive production of interiority long predates television, of course'

as Carolyn Steedman demonstrates in her study of the relationship between ideas about childhood and

nolions of human insideness. Carolyn Steedman, Strange Di.vlocations: Childhood and lhe ldea of
Human Interiority, 1780-1930 (London: Virago, 1995). However, what the conjoined histories of mass

housing, television, and the psychologization of everyday life dernonstrate is the way in which that

interiority attained a mass form for the first time.

5 John Hartley, "Housing Television: Textual Traditions in TV and Cultural Studies," in The Television

studies Book, ed. christine Geraghty and David Lusted (London: Arnold, I 998), 4 I .

6 Hartley, "Housing Television," 42.

7 Hartley, "Housing Television," 41.
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new ideology of domesticity, making home spaces the most meaningful sites of

personal experience. Hartley stresses the ideological aspect of this newly feminized

and commodified home-based lifestyle, yet what seems missing from his list of

domestic attractions is a sense of the emotional warmth and fulfilment that home

spaces would now offer their inhabitants. Not simply a vehicle for the dissemination

of the ideology of domesticity, television can also be understood as the means by

which audiences skill themselves in the complexity of personal emotion. This

emotional apprenticeship supports the ideology of domesticity, yet simultaneously

exceeds the requirements of that ideology, making personal life a space of possibility

for the mass of the people in developed nations as never before. Addressing this mid-

century cultural shift, Eli Zaretsky defines it as "the experience, rooted in

industrialization and urbanization, of having a personal identity distinct from one's

place in the family, society, or division of labor." 8 Television and intimacy thus go

hand in hand with the emergence of personal life as a meaningful site of experience

which, as Zaretsky's formulation allows, also introduces a productive gap between

self-knowledge and the domestic location and social context in which that personal

knowledge arises.

Television's arrival in the family home also coincided with emergent forms of

psychoanalysis, which likewise emphasized the psychic interior of the individual, as

well as particularly domestic notions of adult maturity and psychological health. [n

Zaretsky's account of the social integration of psychoanalysis, what began in Europe

as a charismatic form of "transfamtlial experimentation" associated with "bohemias'o

and "gay countercultures" became institutionalized in post-war American society as a

form of internalized social regulation, centred around a renewed and extended

emphasis on home and family life.e With its efflorescence as a mass form of

prescriptive definition and therapeutic intervention, the radically ffansformational

promise of psychoanalysis was reintegrated into regulatory norrns centred on an "ethic

of maturity" indexed to heterosexual family building:

8 Eli Zaretsky, "Charisma or Rationalization? Domssticity and Psychoanalysis in the United States in

the 1950s," Critical Inqui4t 26 (2000): 329.

e Zarelskv. "Charisma or Rationalization?." 330.
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Key elaborators of the ethic of maturity, psychoanalysts tied it to domesticity.

Infusing the private, familial realm with charismatic meanings associated with

sexuality, the deep selt and personal life, they resanctified heterosexuality and

marriage.lo

The consequences for an understanding of the family were dramatic, and Zaretsky

notes that while family life had been "relatively mundane" in pre-war American

society, by the 1950s the family "became an intensely invested sphere of personal

meanings."ll It is at this moment, when the domestic is constituted as the scene in

which happiness and personal fulfilment are to be achieved, that television comes to

the fore, broadcasting idealised images of home and family for viewers to emulate,

investing "the entire project of domestic consumption with the charisma of utopian

desire."r2 This history of the integration of psychoanalysis into everyday life in

America and other Western developed nations demonstrates that the home spaces that

make television a popular form of domestic entertainment and address are not

dismissible as repressive forms of social control. More than becoming feminized and

commodified, as Hartley claims, those spaces become over-invested as emotionally

desirable, holding out a super-charged promise of fulfilment that exceeds the

requirements of social organization made possible by private housing.

In the context in which psychoanalytic ideas achieve a mass form in the

everyday life of Western nations, television helps its viewers to develop forms of

intimate life within the intensified location of the home. With television's assistance

home becomes the site of subjective production and the enriched satisfactions that an

emotionally charged understanding of home and family generates. This affective

investment in domesticity marks a turn to internalized forms of social control and, as

has long been recognized, television is a crucial apparatus for the social regulation of

audiences. However, what has been far less acknowledged is that the investment in

intimate life as a site of self-fashioning and fulfilment has radically transformational

effects in which television is also implicated. As Zaretsky points out, the new

emphasis on personal life as a locus of meaning was not simply a set of ideas

l0 Zaretsky, "Charisma or Rationalization?," 339.

rr Zaretsky, "Charisma or Rationalization?," 339.

l2 Zaretsky, "Charisma or Rationalization?," 338-9.
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circulating in society which have now become pass€. Rather, those ideas have

produced profound changes that have "become part ofour character, our culture, and

the inherited archive of our memory.o'I3 Television has been an important means by

which these cultural hansformations of personal life have been generated and

transmitted, and while there has been considerable critical attention to its function as a

disciplinary apparatus, there is still much work to do in understanding how television

has educated its viewers in the emotional competencies that have, paradoxically,

allowed us to resist the disciplinary effects the medium is more commonly said to

serve.

Television incessantly, and often unwittingly, evokes all that home excludes,

thereby extending the limits of what the domestic scene can contain. Scholarly

emphasis has tended to fall on television's role as a vehicle for schooling viewers in

the ways of domestic consumption and desire.ra Yet, television functions not only to

reproduce social regulation and constraint, but also to energise diverse emotionalities

and subjectivities whose ideological cast is less certain. Personal identities are assisted

into being by television within the context of an ideology of domesticity that indexes

affectivities to home and family. Because television is coextensive with the domestic

soene of subject formation, it energizes renegade affectivities inside the putatively

normative setting that is the family home. Television is able to do this because, even

though it is a domestic medium, it is not always domesticated. That is to say, the

pedagogical consequences of television's ideological force are not determined in

advance. While television texts seem to teach particular modes of living and ideals of

subjectivity, its lessons are not limited to its narrative forms or explicit ideological

articulations. Numerous critical studies of television programmes have laboured over

the problem of whether televisual narratives are ideologically proglessive or

conservative. Such approaches frequently presume that television viewers engage

with television texts at the level of their explicit articulations, either passively

schooled by a programme's ideological address or, more actively, making use of those

ll Zaretsky, "Charisma or Rationalization?," 354.

't Mury Beth Haralovich, for example, notes the way that family sitcoms of the 1950s addressed the

emergent subjectivity of the middle-class homemaker by holding out a utopian promise associated with

family life and the consumption of material goods. "Sit-Coms and Suburbs: Positioning the 1950s

Homemaker," in Private Screenings: Television and the Female Conutmer, ed. Lyn Spigel and Denise

Mann (Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis Press, 1992), I I l.
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programmes that speak to their own, already fashioned, socio-cultural identities.

However, conceiving of television as embedded within the scene of subject formation

itself shifts the terms of engagement between viewers and texts. The notion of an

intimate relation at work in the viewer-text encounter downplays emphasis on both a

direct transmission of ideological meaning suggested by a viewer understood as

passively trained, and a conscious rational response to television narratives suggested

by the active viewer, in favour of analyses more highly tuned to the affective register

of televisual engagement. Conceiving of television as an intimate technology insists

that viewing is continuous with the very complexity of feeling that structures

domestic and familial life more generally. Rather than focusing on narrative meaning

as the locus at which transactions between viewers and texts occur, acts of

interpretation need also to consider the ways in which dense personal meaning can

arise from, or be invested in, diverse elements of the television text. Affective

densities congeal around specifically televisual elements, such as sound, image,

setting, mode of address, repetition and seriality. Over time, these densities

accumulate so that. in all its various elements, the text functions as an affective

archive, a storage system for complex feelings that may in fact have their origins in

the scene of viewing. Affective meaning is thus a function of the amalgamation of the

television text and the context of reception, in which the complexity of the context

organizes the experience of the text while the text itself innoduces new meaning into

the context of reception. From this perspective, it might be impossible to determine

exactly where and how affectivities are first produced.

There is nothing new in emphasizing the importance of the domestic scene.

However, where this thesis departs from previous studies is in the emotional

significance it accords to that setting, which has not been widely acknowledged.

Television scholars have long recognised the significance of television's domestic

context as a determining factor in its reception.rs John Ellis argues that "TV belongs

's Of corlrse, home is not the only setting in which people watch television. ln Ambient Television,

Anna McCarthy considers other, non-domestic, sites of reception. She argues that the meaning of
television is "site-specific," making the point that while television channels "larger socioeconomic

forces into the environment," those forces inevitably meet with other micropolitics that are specific to

any given environment in which television is viewed. Thus, is it not possible "to come up with a
general set of social operations that television always performs, regardless of its place-o' Anna

McCarthy, Ambient Television; Visilql Culnrre and Public Space (Durham: Duke University Press,

2001),2 and 4.
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to the everyday" as one of the "mundane pleasureso' of ordinary life.16 In a similar

vein David Morley proposes that watching TV should more properly be called "'being

at home' or 'everyday domestic life."'17 Rejecting theories of spectatorship derived

from film scholarship, television theorists have emphasised the differences between

film and television forms and the ways they engage their respective audiences. While

cinematic spectatolship is understood to be an intensely focused experience in which

the spectator identifies with the cinematic apparatus, television theorists point out that

watching television is often a distracted activity, haphazardly integrated into the

domestic routines and labours of everyday life. Dorothy Hobson's groundbreaking

study of women watching the soap opera Crossroads, for example, describes the

scene of women trying to find space to watch amid the busy evening labour of feeding

the family.rs A well established orthodoxy has it that while cinema commands the

gaze, television viewing is characterised by the distracted glance.re Regrettably, this

focus on the practical consequences of television's social situatedness has effectively

foreclosed any account of the psychic or affective dimensions of watching, which are

entirely given over to cinema as the more commanding and magnetizing medium. [n

comparison with the cinematic gaze, television viewing is figured as mundane,

distracted and even somewhat lifeless.20

In practice, however, the gazelglance dichotomy is far more problematic than

its institutionalization within media scholarship would suggest. While still

acknowledging that television engages us differently from film, it would be wrong to

figure that engagement as less powerful than its cinematic counterpart. There may be

periods of distraction for the TV viewer but, because of its continuity across time, a

quality that is formally unique to television and distinct from cinema, television

accommodates the wayward viewer. Over a lifetime even the most fickle of viewers

might also experience moments in which he or she is entirely caught up or engaged by

'uJolrn Ellis,Visible Fictions (London: Routledge, 1982), 160.

f 7 David Morley, "Television: Not So Much a Visual Medium, More a Visible Object," in Visual

Culhrre, ed. Chris Jenks (London: Routledge, 1995), 178.

r8 Dorothy Hobson, Crossroads: The Drqma o.f a Soap Opera (London: Methuen, 1982), I l0-l l.

'' Eltis. Visible Fictions,163.
2o Alan McKee notes that the tetevision equivalent of the cinephile is the pejorative 'couch potato,'

"someone who is rendered a passive zombie by a love of television programs." Alan McKee,

Australian Television; A Genealogv of Greut Moments (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001),4-5.
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the on-screen world. These moments of more focused attention might be determined

not only by the round of everyday routine but also by the life stage of the viewer. One

might imagine, for example, that children watch with an intensity less easily brought

to the viewing experience by those who have more responsibilities or distractions to

deal with. Indeed, the worrying influence of television on children as empty vessels

who soak up everything television shows is a perpetual topic of concern in discourses

about television. However, the notion of children as passively absorbed viewers has

been disputed by Patricia Palmer, for example, who finds that children often engage in

other activities while ostensibly watching TV, such as eating, playing, or reading.2l

Yet such marginally attentive states, rather than being markers of distraction or

disinterest, might suggest a fluid relation between on-screen and off-screen worlds

that is quite taken for granted by TV-made generations, for whom the experience of

television watching easily contains other activities without being diminished by them.

Differences in the intensity of viewing across the life course of an individual

are also reported by David Gauntlett and Annette Hill, in their presentation of the

findings from a five year audience tracking study. Older, single, retired people in the

study often seemed to be rather dedicated to a schedule of viewing, watching their

selections in an entirely focused manner that belies the notion of the distracted viewer.

For some young adults in the same study watching television with some involvement

provided 
^ 

way of getting through difficult periods in their lives. For them, finding

that they no longer had time for television was a sign that the diffrcult time had

passed, but their evidence nonetheless suggests that there would be times of relatively

dedicated viewing.22

Besides life stage, viewerly engagement may also be determined by

programme content. Certain high profile eventso from royal weddings and political

scandals to sporting triumphs, tragedies and natural disasters, can find millions of

viewers glued to their TV sets. While numbers of viewers are not a measure of

engagement, such memorable episodes nevertheless suggest the way in which certain

televisual moments or images become incorporated into a complex archive of viewing

t' Patricia Patmer, The Livety Audience: A Studt' of Children around the TV Set (Sydney: Allen and

Unwin, 1986). 133-4.

r? David Gauntlett and Annette Htll, TV Living: Television, Culture and Everytday LiJb (London:

Routledge. 1999), I l5-6.
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that belies the lightweight notion of the glance. Specific genres of television text will

also command different kinds of viewerly engagement. Soap opera, for example, with

its slow moving, reiterative structure, allows for a partially attentive viewership- Yet it

is also the case that soap opera viewers may intentionally make space in their day to

allow them to watch without intemrption or dishaction. Thus while some of the

women Hobson visited in her study were distracted viewerso others rushed to get

through the evening chores so they could sit down and watch their programme in a

concentrated way.23 Similarly, the intense engagements of fandom, in which fans

watch and rewatch particular programmes, studying, memorising and reworking texts,

seriously trouble the notion of the distracted or casual viewer.2a

The gazelglance dichotomy can also be contested conceptually. Morse

elucidates the distinction between cinema and television in a way that highlights the

connective power of the small screen. Effectively undoing the gazelglance dichotomy,

she describes classic film as a representational form that stitches together a world that

is complete within itself, contained by the "actual and invisible barriers" between the

spectator and the story world. Those barriers are composed of "the stage, the

proscenium, the curtain, the screen, the invisible or fourth wall, and the 180" line that

the camera doesn't cross." Television, by contrast, operates on a 'uz-axis," which

describes a movement of depth "toward or away from the viewer." Movement on the

z-axis shifts the viewer "into the depths of the world on-screen, inducting the viewer

as if into the set and the simulation of a parallel world."2t Whil. the cinema is "an

empathy machine" that invites the spectator to identifu with the characters on screen,

Morse finds that television connects with its audience quite differently, by generating

a "fiction of presence."26 This fiction of presence, or "virtuality," is an effect, in part,

of television's direct address to the viewer in which the medium 'opretends" to see us

and to acknowledge our presence. lt is also a consequence of the temporal relation

between on-screen and off-screen worlds in which television presents a shared world

t' Hobson, Crossroqds, l 14.

?a Henry Jenkins notes the way that fans carefully study and scrutinize their favourite programmes,

enabling the process he describes as "thnnish reading," which is "a movernent from the initial reception

of a broadcast toward the gradual elaboration of the episodes and their remaking in alternative tenns."

See, Textual Poachers: Television Fans and Partic'ipatoty Culture (New York: Routledge. 1992), 53.

tt Morse, Virtualities, 16.

?u Morse, Vittualit ies, 19-20.
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"unfolding temporally in some virtual relation to our own, if not always actually

simultaneously."2T The fiction of presence thus generates an interactive transaction

that crosses the imaginary line of the proscenium.2s lndeed, compared to film, a far

finer membrane separates television from everyday life, as Morse explains, "since its

very function is to link the symbolic and immaterial world on the monitor with an

actual and material situation of reception.'oze Thus, while film catches the spectator up

in the on-screen world, television is able to produce an imaginative continuity

between the on-screen world and the scene of viewing-

Television's capacity to achieve continuity between on- and off-screen worlds

is not, however, regarded positively by Morse, who considers that television's

presence in our lives is essentially damaging to the reciprocal interpersonal relations

she believes are essential to our happiness and potential as civil subjects. Wary of

being misread, Morse is at pains to point out that she does not intend simply to repeat

the erroneous presumption that we once had authentic face-to-face relations until

television got in the way. Rather, the "fundamental gap that has always existed

between language and the world" allows our relationships with technological forms to

become inappropriately charged.30 For Morse, what is lost in the virtual world that

television so successfully generates are certain possibilities she judges unique to the

encounters between human subjects. tn Morse's view, such intersubjective

encounters, attended by "all sorts of infelicities and contingencies," instantiate a

positive 'oprocess that can shift the framework that began the exchange in the first

place."3l While she allows that "interactivity and intersubjectivity are not mutually

exclusive," Morse declines to specifu any positive process associated with television

interactivity in and of itself. The "interactive" encounter with television, on the other

hand, is somehow curtailed in advance, foreclosing the possibility of shifts in feeling

and understanding that are only made possible within intersubjective exchanges.32

tt Morse, Virtualities, 2o.

t' Morse, Virtualities, 16.

tn Morse, Virtualities, 18.

'o Morse, Virtualities. 14.

l Morse, Virtualities, 22.

r? Morse, Virtualities, 22.
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Yet, the interactive movement along the z-axis that Morse identifies can also

be conceived as a productive effect. Rather than preventing, or substituting for,

intersubjective relations, television can be encountered as a rich resource for the

production of subjectivities. The peculiar nature of television energizes a mutuality

between on-screen and off-screen worlds that both mirrors and supplements the scene

of viewing, making the televisual encounter resonate with the affective presence of its

domestic and familial context and extending that presence, allowing it to contain more

than the conventionality of its setting would seem to suggest. Seen from this

perspective, we can characterize television as an intimate, even loving technology,

accruing to itself and relaying the emotional complexities that define the scene in

which it is embedded. ln the process of this interaction between viewer and medium,

those complexities may be supplemented or transformed so that the constraints of the

lived context in which the viewer is located are contested or simply made more

elastic, becoming able to contain what they might otherwise have refused.

The Trouble with Pleasure

As beloved as television has been for TV-made generations, it has also been

troubling for educationalists, moralists and cultural critics. Even before television was

fully ensconced in our homes, Hartley argues, a "powerful rhetoric of denunciation

was in place." A horror of popular cultural forms in general meant that "the small

screen was simply assumed to be an extension (perhaps even more pernicious) of

previously despised popular media."33 Countering a prevalent hostility towards

television, cultural studies approaches have focused on the fact of viewerly pleasure

and thus importantly reclaimed television viewing as a site of popular address and

agency. In the first instance, cultural studies reclaims television from effects research,

a model of social science research widely operative in the mid-twentieth century,

which held a notion of an entirely passive consumer of television into whom the

medium transmitted its messages.3a Such a model underpins popular objections to sex

and violence on television, as though watching objectionable behaviours would

l3 Hartley, "Housing Television." 33. Since an anti-television rhetoric pre-dates the medium this

rhetoric is not really about television but, as Hartley points out, neither is it about politics, since it has

its forms in both Left and Right criticism. Rather, this negativity towards television is "the home talk of
the knowledge class" and it has a stultitying etTect on television audiences for it teaches viewers to

"discount their own encounters with television." (47-8)

ra David Morley, Television, Audiences and Cultural Sfitdies (London: Routledge, 1992),45-50'
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necessarily reproduce them in a direct relationship. Cultural studies' innovative focus

on the popular also retrieved television from its status as a debased form considered

unworthy of the critical attention commanded by higher status art forms such as

literature. By taking viewerly pleasure in television seriously, cultural studies has

allowed a more positive understanding of the medium to emerge. Yet, for all that

pleasure in popular forms has become an issue of serious academic study,

examination of the viewerly relationship with television has tended to be constrained

by ideological analyses. Questions concerning the location of meaning within the text

and the ideologically determining or potentially liberatory effects of its reception have

been much worried over. As a result of this tendency, a sense of the breadth of feeling

encompassed by the temporal and affective complexity of our relation to television

has been lost. By focusing on our affective relationships to television and how they

accrue depth and significance over time, an emotional richness can be restored to our

thinking about television.

Pleasure is the noun most readily to hand when critics are describing how

television makes us feel. Television is, after all, primarily a form of entertainment

and, as such, it is designed to produce pleasure. Yet, in its scholarly use, pleasure in

television has become so enmeshed with ideology that it is less likely to specifu

enjoyment than to mark either the subject's interpellation into networks of power or

their resistance to dominant culrural forms. At issue in these dual usages of pleasure

are two different understandings of ideology. The first, derived from Louis Althusser,

sees cultural forms such as film and television as ideological technologies or

apparatuses that constitute the viewing subject at the level of the unconscious and in

conformity with existing power relations. lndeed, this is the definition of ideology,

according to Althusser: "atl ideology has the function (which defines iD of

'constituting' concrete individuals as subjects."35 Subjectivity is constinrted in

momsnts of recognition or response to a hailing or interpellation, and so the

experience of feeling addressed by a text, or feeling pleasure in relation to a text, is

the sign that one is in the process of being constituted as a subject and is therefore

subject to structural forms of power. There is no temporal or spatial outside of

15 Louis Althusser, "selected Texts," in ldeologt, ed. Terry Eagleton (London: Longman, 1994), 107.
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ideology in this model, for it is an "always-already" condition that is at one with our

very being.36

Because the Althusserian view of ideology draws on Lacanian psychoanalysis

and sees ideology as entirely coextensive with psychic life, the theory organizes a

large terrain and leaves little room for alternate experience. When this version of

psychoanalysis is applied to spectatorship pleasure is always equivalent to ideological

reproduction, so that it seems deterministic. The second and more optimistic model

for theorising viewerly pleasure is taken from the work of Antonio Gramsci. As Terry

Eagleton points out, the key term in Gramscian thought is not ideology but hegemony,

which is a broader category that "includes ideology but is not reducible to it."37

Hegemony refers to the processes by which the dominant class circulates their

preferred version of the world in cultural forms that are accepted by popular

consensus as common sense, rather than by coercion. This popular consensus is less

an enforced regime of power than a shifting and unstable collection of discourses that

can be contested at any time. The success of hegemony is always partial, with popular

agreement to its forms needing constant reinforcement. As a model of ideological

reproduction, Gramscian hegemony allows more room for disagreement among

cultural subjects than the Althusserian model of interpellation, emphasizing the notion

of ongoing struggle and contestation over the meanings and values that can be

assigned to representations themselves. "Hegemony," as John Fiske maintains, "posits

a constant contradiction between ideology and the social experience of the

subordinate that makes this interface into an inevitable site of ideological struggle."38

Following on from these different understandings of ideology are diflerent

emphases on either text or audience as the primary location of meaning within media

scholarship. Within the Althusserian framework, the text is dominant and the

spectator understood to engage with that text through processes of identification. The

Gramscian notion of hegemony, on the other hand, motivates a critical focus on an

audience made up of individuals who produce different kinds of engagement with the

3o Althusser, "selected Texts," I 10.

" T*try Eagleton, "ldeology and its Vicissitudes in Western Marxism." in Mapping ldeologt, ed.

Slavoj ZiZek (London: Verso. 1994), 195-6.

3t John Fiske, "British Cultural Studies and Television,n' in Channels of Discourse, Reassernbled:

Television and Contemporary Criticis,n, ed. Robert C. Allen (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina

Press, 1992),291.
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text according to the specificities of their social location. As a subjective response to

the text, pleasure functions differently in each school. [n the former, pleasure is

evidence of the subject's identification with structures of dominance represented

within the text while in the latter pleasure is the mark of resistance to those very same

strucrures.

To clarify what is at stake in this distinction between different uses of pleasure

it is useful to consider their parallel critical histories in film and television studies.

Within film theory the uptake of the Althusserian notion of interpellation is most

obvious in psychoanalytically inflected accounts of the viewing experience in which

pleasure is an experience achieved via the unconscious identification with the

cinematic apparatus in the form of the gaze. Gaze theory relies on an understanding of

the spectator as irresistibly caught up by the ideological formations that cinema

projects. This has been an extremely influential model for thinking about the

transactions between viewers and texts in terms that addresses a psychical and

affective viewerly engagement, and so it is worth examining at some length- As a

model for text-based criticism, gaze theory sets out to identiff not only the meanings

inherent in the text, but also how the text works on the spectator to produce pleasure.

The spectator's look is made identical with that of the camera, so that he or she

necessarily identifies with the mastery of the cinematic apparatus. Thus, the

ideological structures that organize cinema seem entirely acceptable and natural to the

spectator because that is the lens through which he or she sees. The spectator's

pleasure, in this account, is ultimately a measure of his or her alignment with the

ideological position of the film; the emotional experience of pleasure is precisely

equivalent with the subject's constitution as being at one with dominant ideologies'

This psychoanalytic model of gaze theory achieved prominence in the late

1970s and early 1980s in a series of articles appearing in the British media journal

Screen, perhaps most enduringly in the work of feminist film theorist Laura Mulvey.

ln her 1975 article, "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," Mulvey provides a

reading of classical narrative cinema that identifies the formal operations of

patriarchal ideology within Hollywood film texts that privilege the masculine viewer

and consolidate an inferior position for women, thus enforcing sexual hierarchies that
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also pertain beyond the fictional world.3e In essence, Mulvey's argument is that while

watching classical Hollywood narrative films, the spectator experiences pleasure

through identification with the active male hero as well as through the scopophilic

objectification of the woman, who is barred from the position of narrative subject and

frequently canies the burden of being constituted as a visual spectacle. Spectatorial

pteasure thus marks a sexualized investment in the hierarchical relations of gender

presumed to structure the Hollywood narrative film. Mulvey argues that the relation

between viewer and text relies on the activation of certain pre-existing psychical

formations within the viewer, specifically the tensions surrounding sexual difference

that inhere within subjectivity. The conflicted gender relations that structure narrative

cinema provoke, therefore, both desire and anxiety. The cinematic apparafus plays on

spectatorial fears and desires, manipulating the spectator in ways that produce visual

pleasure in conformity with particular ideological determinations, in this case those of

patriarchal capitalism. In Mulvey's account, pleasure is achieved through

identification with a cinematic apparatus that is aligned with a masculine spectatorial

position, one that addresses the anxiety it provokes by taking a controlling and

masterful view of woman as an object to be looked at. For a feminine viewing subject,

pleasure is derived from a masochistic identification with the cinematic woman as

object or a cross-gendered identification with the masculine gaze.ao

Underpinned by anxiety and a deeply conflicted desire, pleasure hardly seenN

to be a happy occasion in this formulation, which subscribes to an Althusserian

rn Laura Mulvey, "Visual Pleasure and Nanative Cinema," Screen 16, no.3 (1975):6-18. Early

fonnulations of psychoanalytic theories of the gaze, such as Mulvey's, are now widely contested. ln
one example of a subsequent revision, Craig Saper points out an inherent contradiction in cinematic

gaze theory. He argues that the theory has been used to argue for a naturalization of an ideologically

determined vision which the film critic is somehow able to see beyond while ordinary spectators are

haplessly aligned with the cinematic apparatus. He points out that this contradiction is covered over by

a confrontational argument that makes the gaze a matter of contention between "politically progressive

theorists and a powerful patriarchy." From Saper's perspective, this is a misuse of the Lacanian notion

of the gaze which intermpts or disturbs vision rather tlran constituting it. In his accounto the gaze can't

be aligned with the eyes but is a far more radically destabilizing site which, far tiom reinforcing

dominant meanings, disrupts meaning entirely: "Rather than an instrument of patriarchal law or

Symbolic order, the gaze interrupts and sways the law like a clinamen, a crucial component of
Epicurean atomic theory, which creates a lack of balance and makes the atoms swerve, setting the

w-orld in motion." Craig Saper, "A Nervous Theory: The Troubting Gaze of Psychoanalysis in Media

Studies," Dictcritics 4 (1991): 35 and 36.

oo Mulvey later retumed to her original argument in order to reconsider the alterative spectatorial

positions available to lhe feminine viewer. Laura Mulvey, "Afterthoughts on 'Visual Pleasure and

Nanative Cinema', lnspired by Duel in the Sun," in Feminism and Film Theory, ed. Constance Penley

(New York: Routledge, l98l), 69-79.
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account of subjective interpellation. The spectator, who is determined by a pre-

existing set of psychic structures, is trapped inside an enclosed circuit of meanings

that only ever repeats the same set of messages, so that pleasure takes a single form

and is incapable of variation. While film theory indexes pleasure to the driving

unconscious force of sexual desire, television scholars carrying out audience studies

have disputed this account in an effort to avoid what they see as the determining

implications of the psychically constituted spectator. Mobilizing a Gramscian notion

of hegemony, many critics have claimed television viewing as an overtly social event.

Unlike the psychic event that is film spectatorship within gaze theory, in audience

studies television viewing is more likely to be indexed to a given viewer's specific

social location and self-conscious identity, out of which the viewer is able to produce

variable forms of meaning. lndeed, David Morley, for example, insists that it is the

task of television studies to open up a critical space between the psychic constitution

of the viewing subject and their interpellation into specific social contexts. According

to Morley, this allows television studies to "move away from the assumption that

every specific reading is already determined by the primary structure of subject

positions and to insist that these interpellations are not given and absolute but, rather,

are conditional and provisional, in so far as the struggle in ideology takes place

precisely through the articulation/disarticulation of interpellations.'41

As this quote from Morley makes clear, instead of the text-dominant model of

interpellation engaged by psychoanalytic film theory, television studies has turned to

the audience-dominant notion of negotiation. In audience studies, pleasure emerges

when diverse viewers are able to extract the meanings that support their specific social

experiences and identities. Thus, for many television scholars, the experience of

pleasure signals a resistance to ideological forms since it is the manifestation of an

engagement with the text in which audiences 'odecode" the text according to their

social position.a2 The apparently deterministic model of representation that

psychoanalytic film theory engages is challenged by a model that sees the messages

ar Morley, Television, Audiences and Cullural Sndies,60.
a2 tnfluential cultural studies theorist Stuart Hall posited the notion that ideological meanings are

encoded within texts, but differentially decoded by readers according to their social location. Stuart

Hall, "Encoding/ Decoding," in Culture, Media, Language, ed. Stuart Hall, Dorothy Hobson, and Paul

Willis (London: Hutchinson, I 980).
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within texts as potentially negotiable by diverse television viewers. As Christine

Gledhill explains,

the term negotiation implies the holding together of opposite sides ln an

ongoing process of give-and-take. As a model of meaning production,

negotiation conceives cultural exchange as the intersection of processes of

production and reception, in which overlapping but non-matching

determinations operate. Meaning is neither imposed nor passively imbibed, but

arises out of a struggle or negotiation between competing frames of reference,

motivation and experience.o3

While this account of viewerly negotiation certainly restores agency to the

subject, it makes pleasure the result of a struggle or conflict between apparently

opposing positions of television reception and production. A number of problems

emerge at this point. tn the first place, the model of negotiation assumes that viewers

have some firm ground from which to stage a struggle with "processes of production,"

which is surely not always the case. More significantly, for my purposes, formulations

such as Gledhill's make the viewerly experience of pleasure entirely marginal to a

first-order conflict or struggle which determines that pleasure's ffue meaning. [n such

accounts of "negotiation" it would appear that we have travelled a long way from how

it feels to watch television and, specifically, the ways in which watching television

might be experienced as pleasurable. However useful the concept of negotiation has

been for thinking about the agency of the viewer, or as a model for meaning

production, it simply doesn't allow for pleasure in all its forms. Accounts of

negotiation as struggle don't seem to have room to accommodate other less hard-line

experiences gathered in the vicinity of television: the soothing reassurance of

comfortable boredom; giddying occasions of fantasy; the warmth of shared laughter;

or hiding behind the couch when the scary bits are on. What I am trying to suggest is

that the experience of watching television might be more complex than any or/off

notion of pleasure allows, insofar as there is either pleasure or not, and the relation

between these two states is presumed to be a conflicted one. Rather than taking

television viewing as an ideological battleground between producers and receivers of

ai Christine Gledhill, "Pleasurable Negotiations," in Female Spectators: Looking at Film and

Television, ed. Deidre E. Pribram (London: Verso, 1988), 67-8.
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television content, this thesis foregrounds television's embeddedness in the

emotionally complex scene of familial domestic [ife. Resiting television in this way

allows for a wider range of affective engagements between viewers and television

texts.

As the above discussion makes clear, the determinism of early film theories of

the gaze has meant that psychoanalysis itself has been dismissed out of hand by many

television scholars as they seek an approach that allows more agency for the viewer'

Gledhill, for example, critiques cine-psychoanalytic readings for producing a singular

reading of viewerly identification, claiming instead that "a range of positions of

identification may exist within any text; and that, within the social situation of their

viewing, audiences may shift subject positions as they interact with the text"4a

Gledhill insists that ethnographic methodologies are more finely attuned than

psychoanalysis to show how texts are received by viewers. Without disputing the

validity of Gledhill's claim about the mobiliry of identification, it needs to be

recognized that the rejection of a particular version of psychoanalysis by television

scholars has resulted in the more wholesale refusal of psychoanalytic thinking. The

consequence of this is an inability within television scholarship to engage with the

wider contribution psychoanalysis has made not only to thinking about processes of

subject formation, but also as a theory of what makes change possible. Psychoanalysis

becomes rigid and normative when it is treated as a set of authentic truths. It functions

more productively and presents a much more useful challenge to thought when it is

understood not as a hard and fast system of interpretation but rather as a set of more or

less enabling stories. Such stories, as psychoanalyst Adam Phillips suggests, provide

o'ways of talking" that "make us feel more or less hopeful," a point of view that

understands the purpose of psychoanalysis as a means of keeping hope alive, rather

than redescribing processes of entrapment within inexorable circuits of power'45

Putting other, less deterministic, psychoanalytic theories to work allows us to generate

more sophisticated understanding of the psychic and affective engagements between

television viewers and television programmes than purely social accounts allow.

to 
Gle<Jhill, "Pleasurable Negotiations," 73.

nt Adam Phillips. The Beast in the Nursery (London: Faber and Faber, 1998), I16.
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It is worth returning to the specificities of Mulvey's feminist psychoanalytic

criticism, as there are a number of points we can extrapolate from her influential

formulation of gaze theory for thinking about the experience of watching television.

First, Mulvey identifies that all ffansactions between viewers and texts have an

unconscious component. This insight requires us to recognize that we can't always

know, understand, or control the ways that television programmes catch us up. The

implication of the unconscious in viewership means that there is always some surplus

meaning, or affect, in play as we view and this surplus can't be disciplined by our

efforts to make conscious sense of the television text. Because of this, viewers may

not be able to articulate the range and complexity of their response to a text when

describing their own processes of engagement. This point about the inadequacy of

conscious thought to account for unconscious processes is crucial since it

problematizes the accounts of television viewing produced by ethnographic

methodologies. Matthew Hills takes up this issue in his work on fan cultures, where

he points out that fan ethnographies frequently regard as fact what are essentially

defensive, common-sense justifications of fan engagements, whereas the affective

truth of those engagements can be far more difficult to grasp or put into words.oo Hills

suggests that when questioned by ethnographers about their favourite programmes

fans labour under a need to overcome a patholo gizing "taint of irrationality," and will

turn out suitably formulated answers rather than be seen struggling to express the

more conflicted or inchoate nature of their passions.aT

A second valuable point to be derived from Mulvey's account, although she

might not herself claim it, is a sense that the attraction and appeal of the cinematic or

televisual text has resonances that are affective rather than only significatory or

ideological. While signification, particularly sexual signification, is organised by

structures of difference, affect can precede or function extemally to such systems of

representational meaning. That is to say, how television programmes make us feel can

be as important as what they mean in themselves. This important insight might also

allow that elements of a given programme can work against that text's more explicit

articulations. In Mulvey's original framework these affective resonances are largely to

do with anxiety and its overcoming. However, there may well be other kinds of

ou Matthew Hrlls, Fan Cultures (London: Routledge, 2002),66.

ni Hills, Fan Culhtres,68.
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feeling response to a film or television programme that exceed the terms of

engagement set down by the interpellative story, such as joy, sadness, humiliation,

laughter, exhilaration and so on. Finally. the notion that a text's psychic pull is an

effect of the apparatus that organises the spectator's view might have other, less

predictable consequences for the production of viewerly pleasures. If so much power

is ceded to the apparatus, might not the apparatus itself function to displace the

explicit articulations of the text? While cinematic gaze theory reads narrative and

apparatus as mutually determining, combining to produce meaning and pleasure for

the viewer, Mulvey's model also opens up the possibility that what a film or television

programme is about can be disorganized by the way we see it. That is to say, if the

apparatus itself so powerfully determines reception, then visual effects might actually

function in contradiction to narrative. This allows affective meaning to condense

around those elements of the text that are not fully contained by the narrative, such as

the mise-en-scdne, the cumulative effects of repetition over time, or the ways that

television characters are constituted as intimately known. lndeed, such elements

frequently provide the focus of the readings that comprise this thesis.

That there are altemate possibilities for engaging psychoanalytic thought to

understand spectatorship is demonstrated by the emergence, in recent years, of a new

development in psychoanalytic film theory, which centres on the role of fantasy in

psychic life. Fantasy theory has provided a means for film scholars to develop a more

complex account of the engagements between spectators and texts, one that allows for

variations in the ways that texts are received and acknowledges multiple points of

identification instead of one highly determined position. As well as the mobility of

identification across the filmic text, fantasy theory takes into account the operation of

the unconscious and the ways that psychic life is structured by fantasy. In their essay

"Fantasy and the Origins of Sexuality," Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis

argue that fantasy is "the fundamental object of psychoanalysis" since it is the

structure that allows Freud to establish the existence of the unconscious.o' Psychical

ot 
Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis, "Fantasy and the Origins of Sexuality," in Formations of

Fantasv, id. Vi"tor Burgin, James Donald, nnd Cora Kaplan (London: Methuen, 1986),5-34. The

Freudian account of fantasy also posits the existence of certain primal or original fantasies that are

taken to be shared in cornmon and linked to the subject's origins. These primal fantasies pre-exist the

subject and are handed down culturally, within families and through one's wider social context. We

only seem to discover these fantasies and make them our own by shaping them from the materials

available to us in our social and historical location. This occurs through the operation of retrospection,

whereby an earlier scene is reactivated or established as psychically significant as the result of a later
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processes need not be a response to actual events, and fantasy is not opposed to reality

but comes to be definitive of reality for the subject, an inner force shaping the

subject's world. ln particular it is the relationship of fantasy to desire that is

significant, so that rather than functioning as a kind of wish fulfilment, fantasy is

understood to give desire its form. Thus we can understand the fantasies that film and

television present to us as a means of schooling as yet unformed desires as well as

giving us material that meets the fantasies we bring to the viewing encounter'

Fantasy theory enables two central theoretical shifts in prevalent accounts of

spectatorship. The first is the recognition that identification need not always line up

with the cinematic apparatus (as it does in cinematic gaze theory) but is a highly

mobile process that can involve different subject positions and different elements of

the text. The second is that cinematic (or televisual) texts do not have an entirely

determining relation to the spectator, for the specific local and contingent details of

psychosocial experience can shape and colour the response to a given text. The

capacity of fantasy theory to acknowledge both the mobility of identification and its

contingency on the specificity of any given subject's experience addresses the

objections raised by Gledhitl and others about the presumably determining effects of

the text and a failure by theories of the gaze to acknowledge viewerly specificity.

Brett Farmer summarizes the contribution of fantasy theory to an understanding of the

viewer-text relation when he concludes that spectatorship is "a site of continual

interaction between the potential fantasmatic scenarios signalled by the text and the

shifting psychosocial frames inhabited by the individual spectator.'/e To summarise

the insights of fantasy theory for television studies, filmic or televisual texts provide

material for a fantasmatic engagement that can be taken up differently by diverse

spectators, according to the specificity of their own personal history and socio-cultural

location. Just as important, however, is the recognition that such engagements can

also change over time, since texts shift in their capacity to address a spectator whose

psychic life is ever-changing, however stable their social location may remain.

experience. This means that primal fantasies only come to have any meaning at all as it is given to them

by the strbject's specific cultwal conlext. Within this framework we can understand mediated images as

powerful modes of psychic address, constituting a cultural context for our fantasies. giving them a

fonn, but only resonant for the specific viewer according to their own situation.

ae Brett Farmer, Spectacular Passions; Cinema, Fanlasy, Gay Male Spectatorships, (Durham: Duke

University Press, 2000), 60.
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Fantasy theory thus opens up room for a more mobile transaction between

viewer and text than the polarised accounts of pleasure in film and television theory

would seem to allow. lndeed, while early audience studies explicitly established their

methodology by rejecting psychoanalytic film theory, later scholarship in the field

does allow that social and psychic dimensions of experience might address each other

in some meaningful way. len Ang, for example, suggests that women's fantasy

identifications with self-destructive and victimised melodramatic heroines in

television soap opera might allow women to momentarily give up the effort of striving

to become better, stronger persons. The fantasy identifications that melodramatic

heroines enable are pleasurable because they involve a release of tension in so far as

they allow women "to let go as it were, in a moment of intense, self-centred

abandon." Fleeting as these moments may be, they "can be experienced as moments

of peace, of truth, of redemption, a moment in which the complexity of the task of

being a woman is fully realized and accepted."S0 Or even, we might say, momentarily

given away. Thus, while in apparatus theory pleasure operates as a regulatory

structure that reinforces gendered hierarchies, in some recent television studies

pleasure has begun to slip out from under that determining structure and to mark an

affective awareness of interior conflicts that are not fully reducible to the ideological

structures organising social life.

Yet, however mobile pleasure becomes, it remains somewhat overdetermined

in film and television theory. Pleasure continues to designate many different things,

from the simplicity of innocent enjoyment, to the struggles of ideological resistance

and the sexual conflicts inherent in patriarchal capitalism. Pleasure is the sign of

ideology's grip and at the same time indicates a loosening of its hold. As productive

as this notion of pleasure has been in television studies, a conceptual framework that

can contain and even foreground the affective complexities that structure viewerly

relations to media texts is still required. Invoking the twin concepts of intimacy and

love in the vicinity of television, this thesis seeks to animate a wider emotional

spectrum for analysis than that made available by the more familiar term, pleasure.

Love, more than pleasure, has an emotional and temporal complexity that has shifting

s0 len Ang, "Melodramatic ldentifications: Television Fiction and Women's Fantasy," in Feminist

Television Criticism: A Reader. ed. Charlotte Brunsdon, Julie d'Acci, and Lynn Spigel (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1997), 165.
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densities and unpredictable appearanees. While there is utuct to corurect love with

pleasrue" there are crusial distinctions between them that make love a more complex

and more useful t€rm for my ciitical purpose$. The next chapter explores another key

term in ,television scholarship's attempt to come to tenns with the intensi$r of

viewerly engagements and r€hrf,rs to the notion of love as the basis of a repanativo

critical srat€gy.
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Chapter Two

Television Repairs: Affect, Love and

Reparation

The vocabulary for articulating any reader's reparative motive

toward a text or a culture has long been so sappy, aestheticizing,

defensive, anti-intellectual, or reactionary that it's no wonder few

critics are willing to describe their acquaintance with such motives.

The prohibitive problem, however' has been in the limitations of
presenl theoretical vocabularies rather than in the reparative motive

itself. No less acute than a paranoid position, no less realistic, no

less attached to a project of survival, and neither less nor more

delusional or fantasmatic. the reparative reading position

undertakes a different range of affects, ambitions, and risks.

- 
Eve Kosotsky Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading and Reparative

Reading; or You're so Paranoid, You Probably Think This

lntroduction is About You."

We have seen how pleasure has been the key critical term for thinking about

viewerly engagements with television programmes, and it has been suggested that

love is a more useful and productive concept. To begin with, love is different from

pleasure because of the temporal relation it implies between viewers and texts' Unlike

pleasure, love is a process in time that takes account of the relationship between

moments of viewing and the emotional history of the viewing subject. Pleasure, as it

is typically invoked in television studies, is produced in an audience that is already

socially and psychically constiruted in a TV-free elsewhere and only later presented

with texts which it finds more or less pleasurable, assuming a primary separation

between the viewing subject and the programmes he or she watches. Whereas

pleasure is always instantaneous, this process of emotional inscription that produces

love of television takes place across time. Love is not an immediate response to any

given text but designates a process of emotional inscription whereby a depth of

feeling, including pleasure as enjoyment, is produced. The notion of love suggests a

more intimate relation with television from the outset, albeit a relation that can

exercise more or less powerful force at different moments in time. What seems

important to the viewer at one time in life may later lose its affective force or,
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alternatively, what falls away unnoticed can, in another moment, be picked up with

renewed ardour, not least for the sense of affective return that such renewal delivers.

By addressing the temporal density of our love for television it is possible to

conceive of the television programmes that we grew up with as a kind of personal

archive. To delve into this emotional archive is to acknowledge the affective

transactions that television texts are able to generate, if not now, then at some other

time in the past. This sense of temporal complexity insists that the retrospective

effects of memory and nostalgia are crucial to understanding television as a mode of

affective inscription. Accordingly, this thesis looks back at specific television

programmes in order to access the emotional complexity of specific viewing histories.

The aim of this critical process is to understand what television has meant to us and

something of the ways in which it has shaped us. However, before moving on to that

process of affective retrieval it is necessary to consider another strand in television

studies.

Television and Post-modern Affect

Besides pleasure, the other key term in television studies for theorizing the

relation between viewers and texts is affect. Just as questions of pleasure in television

scholarship concern a relation to structures of power, affect has tended to become

another way of talking about the ideological effects of media. Within the literature a

binarized argument emerges between an understanding of televisual affect as

something hijacked by capitalist consumer culture and a more optimistic reading that

sees affect as a means for subjects to cut free of circuits of ideology. Typically, this

argument is played out in response to Fredric Jameson's theorization of the

postmodern as a condition in which, as Lawrence Grossberg puts it, "something

'feels' different."r While not discussing television specifically, the way Jameson

distinguishes postmodern affective states from those associated with modernism has

consequences for understanding media. Lndeed, the "waning of affect" that

characterises postmodern culhrre in Jameson's account seems to rely on a loss of

I Lawrence Grossberg. "Postmodemity and Aft'ect: All Dressed Up With No Place to Go."

Contmunication l0 ( I 988): 275.
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interior depth that results from a proliferation of mass-media images.2 In essence,

Jameson's argument is that we find ourselves in times in which there is no longer an

authentic subject with an individual, expressive emotionality. lnstead, we are caught

up in an endless flow of images in which affectivity is a lost condition that we can

only impersonate via mediated sensation. This understanding of the postmodern is

contrasted to the moment of modernism which is dominated by a notion of expressive

individuality. The affective individual at the centre of modernist experience

"presupposes some separation within the subject, and along with that a whole

metaphysics of the inside and the outside." The "'emotion"' experienced by this

modern subject "is then projected out" as "the outward dramatization of inward

feeling."3 While Jameson acknowledges the poststructuralist argument that the subject

never exists as anything more than a discursive effect, he remains strongly attached to

the historicist notion of a centred subject who is lost in the face of capitalism's

intensification of images. One of the consequences of the loss of the centred subject,

possessed of emotional depth and interiority, is the waning of affect. As Jameson puts

it, without an emotional centre "there is no longer a self present to do the feeling."a

This subjective loss is produced by "the cultural products of the postmodern erao"

such as television, which exhibit in the place of feelings "intensities" that are "free-

floating and impersonal,'o and which generate "a peculiar kind of euphoria" in the

subject of postmodemism.s

Jameson's account might lead us to understand TV-made generations as

postmodern subjects who are so thoroughly immersed in media that they are

possessed of an affectivity that is without depth. lndeed, this is the position that Lynne

Joyrich takes in her reading of television's affective economy. Applying Jameson's

analysis of postmodernism to television, Joyrich identifies two related consequences

that television has for the postmodern subject. On one hand, television empties affect

of meaning, so that it is no more than a series of poses that we take up. On the other

hand, and the difference is perhaps no more than a matter of perspective, television

2 Fredric Jameson, "Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism," Nelu LeJi Review 146

(1984):61.

' Jameson, "Postmodernism," 6 L

* Jameson, "Postmodemism," 64.

5 Jameson, "Postmodemism," 64.
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encourages a sentimental excess, so that we engage in extremes of emotion that are

nevertheless without content.6 Postmodemism, having jettisoned emotions as the

authentic expression of an inner self, now produces "artificially-induced

manifestations of emotional material" which are "exhibited for us by the culture

itself."7 Television, according to Joyrich, is the vehicle for the dissemination of

Jamesonian "intensities" that are not to be mistaken for the states of feeling

experienced by the centred subject of modernism. Like Jameson, Joyrich treats the

postmodern as a new ideological formation in which the economic relations of

capitalism, exemplified by television, determine in reduced fashion the affective

experiences of everyday life. tn this postmodern ordero "emotional vitality and

affective connection" are no more than a surface or "outer layer" that the subject,

caught up in the circuits of consumerism that organise capitalist culture, requires

others to read and confirm back to them.8 Watching television we become, affectively

speaking, like television. No longer affective individuals, we become texts that have

been entirely written by media. Lacking any stable centre or affective depth, these

TV-selves need to be reflected by others in order to legitimate their meaning.

As should be apparent, this sense that postmodern generations are all surface,

deprived of any experience of affective depth and authenticity, behays an extremely

hostile view of television. In Joyrich's understanding, the affect that television puts

into circulation is no more than a culrural confidence trick. At best, or worst,

television induces us to think that we are feeling, relating or connecting when, in fact,

viewers are subject to an ideological false consciousness, utterly disconnected from

the truth of their experience. This notion of a decline or loss of authentic affective

interiority, posited by both Jameson and Joyrich, presumes some original stahrs for

affect, a status that is stripped away by the mediated nature of televisual

representation more generally. However, in contrast to the presumption that television

corrodes individual affective life, the medium might rather be understood to energize

affective diversity and mark the possibility of postmodern alterity itself. Specifically,

television can be argued to have a productive relation to affective differences as they

t Lynne Joyrich, "Going through the E/Motions: Gender, Postmodemism, and Affect in Television

Studies," Discottrse 14, no. I (1991-92):29.

? Joyrich, "Going through the E/Motions," 29.

E Joyrich, "Going through the E/Motions," 30.
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manifest themselves within the otherwise regulatory structures of domesticity. Indeed,

the conjoint histories of mass housing, domestic consumption and psychologization,

outlined at the beginning of the first chapter, suggest that the possibility of having a

deep and individuated inner life only becomes possible for most people as a

consequence of the complex interiorisations that come with late capitalism. An utterly

modern and recent phenomenon, such interiorisation is something that has to be

learned. This recognition asks that we take seriously the notion of television as a

resource for a mass audience, a means by which that audience is schooled in the

affective competencies required for achieving a good life within the conditions of late

capitalism. Furthermore, this model of televisual training makes it possible to locate

depth somewhere else than within the classical subject of modernism. Thus we might

understand that for TV-made generations, affective depth and significance exist not

inside the self, nor in a representational space outside the self, but in a transitional

movement between on-screen and off-screen worlds linked by the z-axis that Morse

identifies as particular to televisual spectatorship.e Travelling along this axis, the

affective relations transacted between television viewers and the programmes they

love or hate fosters the development of competencies that enable a diverse range of

intimate experience.

Precisely such a notion of a virtual transitional space operating between

television and viewer is suggested by Grossberg's notion of nomadic subjectivity.

Like Joyrich, Grossberg is prompted by Jameson's account of postmodernism to think

about the affective economy sustained by television. In a sense, Grossberg regards

televisual affect as insubstantial, empty and depthless much as Jameson and Joyrich

do but, unlike those two, he sees this as the liberating or democratic effect of

television. Without any nostalgia for the unified existential subject of modernism,

Grossberg's postmodern subject is nomadic, an entirely provisional assemblage that is

"always moving along different vectors and changing its shape," in order to "win

some space for itself in its local context."lo Nomadic subjectivity, in contrast to

affective individualism, engages in relations that are "shifting," "contradictory" and

"partial," which suggests pattems of engagement that cannot be fixed in place by

e Margaret Morse, Virtuqlitie.y: Television, Media Art, and Cltbercultu'e (Bloomington: Indiana

University Press, 1 998), 16.

rt'Lawrence Grossberg. "The In-Difference of Television," Screen 28 (1987): 39.
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socially legible categories of identity, since they are no sooner located than they are

turned away from. The nomadic subject finds its way through culture, rather than

being constituted by discourses that are not of its own making. Ln Grossberg's

account, television's affective economy is likened to the roadside billboard seen in

passing as the nomadic subject makes its way across the landscape of culture- This

metaphor suggests fleeting and provisional moments of feeling experienced without

lasting effects. Neither constituted nor instructed by the television text as billboard,

the nomadic TV viewer makes entirely contingent use of the peripheral spectacle it

provides on a high speed journey directed elsewhere.

Within television studies, the consequences of this understanding of a subject

who is culfurally mobile are liberating. The framework allows us to understand that

affective engagement, rather than masking ideological struggles over meaning, might

be the means for making sense of the transactions that take place between television

and its viewers. Indeed, in the wake of Grossberg's work, meaning is somewhat

sidelined by the focus on affect. While affect is integral to what constitutes popularity

on television, Grossberg contends that televisual affect is in-different to ideology

because it is not anchored by the non-affective differences that are understood to

organize signification. A free-floating gap opens up between affect and ideology so

that, while we continue to "live ideological values,'n Grossberg contends that o'these

seem not to speak to our affective mood. It is as if one were to experience and in

certain ways live values without actually investing in them (it doesn't matter what

matters).0'll

Grossberg's notion of in-difference is complex and best understood by noting

the distinction that he makes between affect and pleasure. Where pleasure is indexed

to a libidinal economy that causes us to align our desires with dominant ideologies (a

version of pleasure familiar to us from cine-psychoanalytic gaze theory) affect, on the

other hand, is more diffuse. While pleasure-directed desire is utterly focused on its

own fulfilment, affect is more a matter of mood, something experienced as an end in

itself. The affective economy of television doesn't require any particular ideologically

secured pleasure, only the evocation of feeling in general, in order to produce

'r Grossberg, "The In-Difference of Television," 44.
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popularity. tndifferent to ideology, televisual space functions as an "affective

democracy."l 
2 Grossberg continues:

ln this particular economy, every image is equally open to affective

investment because everything is a media event, a style, a pose. This doesn't

mean that we don't live certain poses, or that we don't have to. But it also does

not mean that we necessarily live in their ideological spaces even though we

might speak some of their languages.ll

While ideology remains inescapable it is not, for Grossberg, all-determining and the

affective space of television becomes the space in which ideology might be least

effective. Grossberg valorises television's affective economy as empowering, while

still recognizing that the empowerment to be derived from affect does not equate to

"control, direction or meaning." Rather, what televisual affective empowerment

actually designates is a condition of psychic possibility that Grossberg, borrowing

from Gramsci, describes as "an optimism of the will."lu The task of critical

interpretation then becomes the location of "the strategies and sites of affective

empowennent" that operate in the cultural forms that are part of everyday life'|5

Loosening the hold of ideology on affect, as Grossberg does, certainly seems

to be an optimistic move that would support my own project of understanding

television as an emotionally enabling technology. Grossberg's notion of affect

remains within the orbit of power's determinations without being entirely predicted by

them in advance, allowing the affectivity that television circulates to be taken up in

quite contingent ways by diverse viewers. However, Grossberg is still writing from

within a Gramscian understanding of hegemony that, because it understands all

experience as ideologically determined, is primarily interested in locating the ways

that subjects are able to generate resistance to ideological forms. Perhaps because

ideology remains primary in this way, the notion of affective empowerment that

Grossberg invokes is so emptied of feeling that it seems little more than a theoretical

possibility. In keeping with this political conception of empowerment, Grossberg

l2 Grossberg, "The In-Difference of Television," 44.

l3 Grossberg, "The ln-Difference of Television," 44.

ra 
See Grossberg's discussion of Antonio Gramsci in "Postmodernity and Affect," 286.

l5 Grossberg, "Postmodernity and Affect," 290.
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figures television's affective economy as passionless. Typically, the televisual

examples that he cites represent the ironic distance of a "cool" emotional style with

Miami Vice standing in as a signature 1980s example of the self-conscious

deployment of styte over content. As promising as it initially appears, Grossberg's

argument about televisual in-difference might have little bearing on warrner emotional

experiences that, far from producing ironic detachment, can be a driving and

disorganizing force no less potent than pleasure itself, the structure of desire he

opposes to affect.l6

ln his writings on the phenomenon of fan culture, however, Grossberg argues

the distinction between pleasure and affect slightly differently when he posits the

notion of a "sensibility" to describe the engagement between viewers and texts. This

fan sensibility is governed by a pleasure that continues to be indexed to ideological

operations, yet fandom simultaneously allows a different experience to emerge, one

that is founded in intense emotional response. In the context of fan culture, affective

engagements with popular culture texts are neither cool nor in-different, but

demonstrate shifting emotional and temporal densities.

Some things feel different from others, some matter morer or in different ways,

than others. The same experience will change drastically as our mood or

feeling changes. The same object, with the same meaning, giving the same

pleasure, is very different as our affective relationship to it changes.lT

While nothing is said to matter in the general affective economy of television, the

specific example of the television fan suggests that highly mobile affective states

generated in the vicinity of television programmes are precisely what makes some

things matter more. Another way to put this recognition would be to say that while the

meaning of a text may be ideologically constiruted, the fan-viewer's variable affective

relation to the text is what gives it its significance.

ln the same essay, however, Grossberg somewhat confusingly claims that fan

affect is "socially constructed" which means that its forms and conditions of

'u Grossberg, "Postmodernity and Affect." 285.

17 Lawrence Crossberg, "ls There a Fan in the House?: The Affective Sensibility of Fandom," inThe

Adoring Attdience; Fan Culture and Popular Media. ed. Lisa A. Lewis (London: Routledge, 1992), 56-
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possibility pre-exist the subject.rs While, in earlier discussions, Grossberg figures

affect as something opposed to ideologically determined forms of signification, by

gathering it under the umbrella of social construction affect seems to lose its dissident

force and become another process within a set of hegemonic processes. Matthew Hills

has criticised Grossberg on exactly this point, arguing that the theory of social

construction results in a notion of fan affect that fails to give credit to the affective

subject himself.le There is something deadening about reducing affectivity to a

discursive construction, whereas retaining some sense that emotion belongs to the

subject accords it a certain independent value that describes possibilities carved out by

the subject within oppressive and normative social conditions.20 ln a departure from

Grossberg, Hills seeks an understanding of fan reception that allows feeling to be

taken seriously as something particular to the subject rather than being considered a

function of socially constructed effects that act on the subject. By arguing for the

"subjective" slement of fan attachment, Hills foregrounds "a 'dialectic of value' in

which personalised, individual and subjective moments of fan attachment interact

with communal constructions and justifications without either moment over-writing or

surmounting the other."2 I

The confusion between a free-floating affect that is the site of empowerment

and a socially constructed affect that would appear to refuse agency to the subject is

also addressed by Brian Massumi, who resolves the confusion by insisting on a

distinction between affect and emotion. Massumi notes that in common usage affect

"is most often used loosely as a synonym for emotion" but he insists that emotion and

18 Crossberg, "ls There a Fan in the House?," 56.

re Matthew Hills, Far Cultures, (London: Routledge). 91.

20 The constructionist understanding of affect has also been problematized by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick

and Adam Frank, who point out that the notion of affect as discrusively constructed empties has

achieved the status of common sense knowledge in contemporary theory to such an extent that it is a

taken-for-granted foundational assumption in much critical work. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and Adam

Frank, "Shame in the Cybemetic Fold: Reading Silvan Tomkins," in Shame and lts Sisters: A Silvan

Tomkins Reader, ed. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and Adam Frank (Durham: Duke University Press,

1995), t6. In the process, discussions of affective life as constructed tend to be emptied of feeling.

While remaining critical of the harmful uses to which essentialist and biological evidence has been put,

Sedgwick and Frank are interested in what benefits might accrue from restoring a certain natural or

essential status to feelings. Although the terms of this return bring their own complexities, as a critical

move it appears to be in the spirit of both Hills's and my own projects, for allowing emotions to have

some indeiendent existence serves 1o restore some authenticity or at least some value to feeling life,

rather than always deciding in advance that it is no more than a consequence of the operations of
power.

2l Hills. Fan Cultures.xili.
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affect "follow different logics and pertain to different orders." 22 Like Grossberg and

Joyrich, Massumi comments on the relation between the proliferation of televisual

images and the experience of affect with reference to Jameson's theory of the

postmodem waning of affect. However, according to Massumi, late capitalist culture

is characterized by a surfeit of affect, rather than its waning.23 While he is sympathetic

with Grossberg's recognition of the importance of thinking about affect for an

analysis of culture, he argues that there is a conceptual slippage between affect and

emotion inherent in Grossberg's work that undermines his argument. Massumi places

affect outside systems of signification, locating it at a pre-conscious, pre-verbal bodily

level that is measurable in effects such as skin temperature, heart rate, enhanced

electrical activity in the brain and so on. (ln Massumi's account such effects are not

temporally or developmentally prior to speech and cognition, but they are more

physical than psychical). Against this inarticulate somatic affect he posits viewerly

"emotion" as the

subjective content, the socio-linguistic fixing of the quality of an experience

which is, from that point onward defined as personal. Emotion is qualified

intensity, the conventional, consensual point of insertion of intensity into

semantically and semiotically formed progressions, into nanativizable action-

reaction circuits, into function and meaning. It is intensity owned and

recognized.2a

One of the limitations of Massumi's hard and fast demarcation of emotion from pre-

conscious affect is the implication that emotion is readily identifiable to and

articulable by the subject who experiences it. Subjects experience emotion in ways

that make personal meaning far more problematic than Massumi suggests. Emotion

can disorganize behaviour without being recognized or understood, let alone being

brought into narrative structures. There is much to be gained by considering the gap

between what can and cannot be grasped, articulated and understood in the intimate

experiences that structure everyday life, including the experience of watching

television. The psychoanalytic theory of the unconscious is one way of talking about

t2 Brian Massumi, "The Autonomy of Aft'ect ." in Parables.for the Virtual: Movement, fficL Sensation

(Durham: Duke University Press, 2002),27.

23 Massumi, "The Autonomy of Af'fect," 27.

?a Massumi, "The Autonomy of Affect," 28.
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the difficulty of policing distinctions between what we can see and know about

ourselves and what eludes consciousness, even as it shapes our experience. [t is my

contention that critics of television viewership ignore the role of the unconscious at

their own peril.

Nevertheless, Massumi's thinking about the way in which televisual images

generate affective responses remains useful because it acknowledges the possibility of

"a gap between content and ffict." As he puts it, "the strength or duration of an

image's effect is not logically connected to the content in any straightforward way.o'2s

For Massumi this recognition of a slippage or a g p between content and effects

requires the critic to attend to the ways that coercive power functions outside of

signification, on the periphery of ideology, through the intensity of affect.26 In this

account affect is less a means of eluding power's effects, as Grossberg suggests for

the nomadic subject, than of being drawn inexorably into its orbit. Yet attention to the

inevitable gap between content and effect can also open up more productive and

enabling possibilities for those viewers whose affective engagements with television

exceed television's ideological address.

Reparative Watching

The theoretical accounts of the emotional ffansactions between viewers and

texts outlined above move between pessimistic and optimistic understandings of the

place of affect in televisual spectatorship. At worst, we are entirely seduced and

manipulated by dominant ideologies and our strength of feeling about television

programmes is evidence of that manipulation. At best, televisual affect, or pleasure,

emerges as something that gives evidence of a struggle to find relevance in the

ideologically constructed forms of mass culture. When Grossberg, for instance, claims

that we are all fans in so far as fandom describes a relation to the popular in which we

are all implicated, he puts struggle at the heart of the matter. "lt is in their affective

lives," he writes, "that fans constantly struggle to care about something, and to find

the energy to survive, to find the passion necessary to imagine and enact their own

projects and possibilities."2T But even Grossberg's ostensibly positive account of fan

2s Massumi, "The Autonomy of Affect," 24.

2u Massumi, "The Autonomy of Affect,- 42-3.

27 Grossberg, "ls There a Fan in lhe House?," 59.
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culture presumes an innate conflict between the ideological articulations of television

texts and the interests of a viewer who has to work to get something useful from those

texts. This construction locks viewers and television texts into oppositional positions

wheno actually, the relation between viewer and text is far less separable'

Since the 1950s and 60s most children have grown up with television; we were

born into the world television creates and as adults we are not separately constituted

subjects who later came to do battle with an unfriendly medium. Television is

intimate, familiar and, for many of us, beloved (although, like other members of the

family, we may also sometimes do battle with it). The programmes we have watched

school us in a wide range of emotional competencies that are sometimes highly

normative and other times much less so. Watching television can give rise to feelings

that may later take the form of resistance to the hegemonic discourses encoded within

television texts but which may actually have their original instigation in the televisual

context itself. That is to say, television may be so formative of our emotional range

that it would make no sense to separate emotional life from televisuality. From this

perspective, we don't have to work, struggle or negotiate to get something useful from

television texts. Rather it is television that trains us to have these reactions. Because

so many of us have lived inside television's environment from childhood, it schools

our capacity for taking something from it well before we even know what to look for.

In this sense television can be conceived of as an enabling technology that makes

something possible for the viewer that otherwise might not have been available.

Instead of conceiving of a viewer who struggles to achieve social significance from

the televisual encounter, we need to recognise that the very skills involved in being an

active viewer, now taken for granted, are actually instilled by television itself. Among

the things television teaches are emotional competencies that enable a far more

diverse range of skills than either conformity or resistance alone.

Although other, more norrnative indoctrinations might have been occurring as

we watched TV, we might also think about the ways rn which the medium was also

fostering a diversity of emotional experience. Focusing on what we have loved about

television can help us to understand the affective life it has assisted us to lead. This is

an essentially optimistic manoeuvre, one that intentionally focuses on television as

something that has nurtured and sustained us over time. The inspiration for such an
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approach is derived from the critical practice Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick terms

"reparative reading."28 The concept of reparation is adapted by Sedgwick from the

work of psychoanalyst Melanie Klein, who posits two psychic positions through

which all subjects repeatedly pass: the paranoid/schizoid and the depressive- For

Klein, reparation is an operation through which an object that appeared threatening

from the perspective of the paranoid/schizoid position is made over or repaired from

the perspective of the depressive position. In terms of a critical practice the paired

concepts of paranoia and reparation suggest a necessary counterbalance to

ideologically-based critiques of television progranrmes through forms of criticism that

are able to restore value. Importantly, Klein's paranoid/schizoid and depressive

positions are precisely that, positions, rather than diagnostic categories, and our

occupation of them is both necessary and always temporally limited since they are not

permanent pathological conditions.

ln formulating the notion of these positions, Klein paints a picture of an infant

who is completely dependant on its mother. At times the infant feels satisfied and

comforted by her while at other times it is overwhelmed by fear and rage in response

to a perceived abandonment or attack. Making psychic sense of these diverse

experiences the infant splits its mother, or rather the motheros breast, into good and

bad part-objects. The good part-object provides; the bad part-object not only

withholds, but even threatens, for in its distress at not getting what it needs the infant

imagines the bad part-object is causing its teniffing suffering. Enraged by its failure

to gain satisfaction from its part-objects of attachment, perhaps imagining them to be

persecutory and threatening, the infant/subject attacks those part-objects in fantasy.

This is the psychic experience that Klein terms the paranoid position. When the

subject is able to recognize that the threat in fact derived from their own aggression,

s/he moves into the depressive position. Here the shaftered object is repaired in

fantasy, out of a certain remorse and a recognition that this is the only possibility of

gaining satisfaction at all. In borrowing the concept of reparation from Klein,

Sedgwick shrugs off its more reifying accounts of infantile experience. Instead, she

focuses on the critical value of shifting between alternate modes of understanding that

28 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading; or You're So Paranoid, You

Probably Think This lntroduction is About You," in Novel Gming: Queer Readings in Fiction, ed. Eve

Kosofsky Sedgwick (Durham: Duke University Press, 1997), l-37.
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can take into account the threat posed by normative or oppressive ideological forms,

and the capacity of subjects to imaginatively restore or retrieve value from cultural

objects. Translating Klein's developmental narrative into a critical strategy, we can

see that reparation represents a necessary capacity to find sustenance in the cultural

context in which we are located. As Sedgwick notes, "among Klein's names for the

reparative process is love."2e Critical love, in this understanding, marks a reparative

effort to take already well-critiqued or formerly suspect cultural objects and make

them over as a resource for the self. 'oOnce assembled to one's own specifications,nn

Sedgwick suggests, "the more satisfuing [cultural] object is available both to be

identified with and to offer nourishment and comfort in turn-"30

There is a nvofold movement inherent in the notion of reparative criticism as

Sedgwick defines it. The first phase of reparation suggests an unconscious attempt to

take psychic sustenance from one's surroundings. This can be distinguished from a

second "reading" phase, which is a reffospective operation that doubles back to

retrieve the productive energies of the first phase. In Sedgwick's essay, the figure of

the proto-gay child is the presiding spirit for reparative work. Operating in the first

phase of reparation and not yet gay, the child unknowingly invests in and takes value

from cultural forms in an effiort to find sustenance for him or herself in a context that

seems, if not acrually hostile, then somehow inadequate.3l The child doesn't

necessarily engage in such reparative operations in relation to television programmes

with anything like a conscious intention. More accurately, we might say that

something in the experience of watching energizes imaginative and affective

competencies that can always be retumed to. Only later might that child become an

active viewer, or even a critic, who could refface those reparative habits, giving

meaning to the unformed awarenesses of the past. The analyses of television texts

presented in this thesis thus correspond to Sedgwick's second moment of critical

retrieval; sometimes they work to uncover and retrace the reparative viewing habits of

an earlier, less self-conscious, moment, but at other times it is the skill of retrieving

affective value that is practiced. Precisely because they are so embedded in the

ordinary business of everyday life, reparative viewing habits often go unnoticed. A

le Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," 8.

r0 Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," 8.

rr Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," 2-3.
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reparative analysis calls for the retrieval of the points where texts have been able to

animate our emotions. As a mode of television criticism its objective is to reinvest

affective resonance where it may have faded over time; a reparative analysis reclaims

and renews our relation to texts that we already think we knowo or that have become

wearied by an accumulation of reductive interpretations. lt is a kind of remembering

that seeks to reinvest emotional presence where some trace of it lingers.

In Sedgwick's argument, the work of reparation generates forms of knowledge

that are identified as counter, or supplementar/, to those produced by "paranoid"

modes of interpretation, those critical approaches fuelled by what Paul Ricoeur has

termed a "hermeneutic of suspicion."32 In this suspicious interpretative mode the

critical objective is the revelation of hidden motivations, harms done, or dangers

threatened within or by the text under analysis. According to Sedgwick, paranoid

criticism describes the interpretive strategies of Marx, Nietzsche and Freud. Some of

the theories ofpleasure and affect considered here could also be described as paranoid

in that they seek to alert us to the delusional force of ideology and wam us not to trust

how we feel. While paranoid analyses have clearly motivated a great deal of insightful

criticism, a problem arises when paranoia or suspicion function as the only foundation

for the production of critical insight. There is a sense in which one risks appearing

intellectually naive by failing the imperative to reveal the operations of power at work

in a text, but one of the consequences of this compulsory paranoia is that other, subtler

and less all-encompassing interpretive effects are foreclosed in the name of critical

sophistication.

The reparative reading strategies practiced in this thesis focus on locating

emotional resonance in the programmes under consideration. Contrasting this

approach with the critical intellectual ambitions of so-called paranoid criticism might

suggest that an opposition is being established between emotional work and

intellecrual work. However, Sedgwick describes both paranoid and reparative reading

strategies as cognitive/affective practices, making affect and cognition interdependent

and equivalent rather than opposed processes. Within a framework adopted from

psychologist Silvan Tomkins, Sedgwick places affect in an interactive pairing with

cognition whereby "all people's cognitive/affective lives are organized according to

32 Paul Ricoeur is cited in Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," 4-5.
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alternative, changing, strategic and hypothetical affective theories.'n 
33 Intellectual

critical practice is no less organized by affect, in this account, than everyday and

vernacular accounts of feeling experience. What is often overlooked about paranoia,

as a way of knowing, is that it also describes an affective position that masquerades as

the apotheosis of critical insight. Even though affect is "irreducibly corporeal," it

interacts with cognition so that both affect and cognition are ways of knowing.la

Another aspect of Tomkins's work that Sedgwick draws on in developing the

notion of reparative reading is the idea of strong and weak affect theories- In

Tomkins's account, strong theories gain their strength from a failure to generate

predictive or protective effects, as in this example of a theory of humiliation:

A humiliation theory is strong to the extent to which it enables more and more

experiences to be accounted for as instances of humiliating experiences on the

one hand, or to the extent to which it enables more and more anticipation of

such contingencies before they actually happen.3s

Strong theorjes are expansive in this manner. Weak affect theories, on the other hand,

grow weaker to the extent that they are successful, so that if a pain avoidance strategy

is successful, then it becomes less necessary to guard against pain, and the territory

that the affect theory must cover can reduce, thereby allowing more diverss affective

experience to be recognised. What we can draw from this formulation is that critical

paranoia is a strong aff'ect theory; it believes that exposing the operations of power

will both guard against its effects and lead to a dismantling of the structures that

support it. Neither of these things seem to be the consequences of practicing paranoid

ways of knowing, yet this only seems to drive a further determination to practice

them. On the other hand, reparation is a weak affect theory, giving it less explanatory

force but making it more open to new possibilities, new ways of understanding social

and cultural life that are enlivening and that might lead to more hopeful forms of

social and psychic experience.

rr Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," 12.

la Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," 12.

'5 Silvan Tomkins, A/fecr, Imagery, Consciousre.rs. vol. 2 (New York: Springer, 1963), 4434. Cited in

Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading." I3.
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One of the qualities of paranoid criticism Sedgwick identifies is its tendency to

cancel "any sense of the possibility of alternative ways of understanding or things to

understand." 
36 This obliterative effect or "blotting out" can be seen in criticism of

television's place in contemporary life whereby the medium is critiqued for imposing

an oppressive or damaging regime on the subjects of modernity (or postmodernity)

and is held responsible for separating them from more authentic or satisffing

experiences. Many of the arguments conceming the inadequate window on the world

that television presents subscribe to this paranoia. We have leamed, for instance, that

television mediates reality to the point where we no longer have a grusp on social and

historical truths. On a more personal level, we have been lead to believe that

television, having insinuated itself into our living rooms and our affections, sets about

distorting our view of ourselves and others. Television tells lies, withholds the truth,

turns reality into a spectacle and ordinary lives into soap operas. Morse takes critical

paranoia to exffemes when she argues that there is no use even in switching off your

television set, because it is no longer possible to get outside the world that it creates.3T

Positioned at the interface of technology and the everyday experience of the selt,

television, Morse contends, constitutes space as fundamentally derealized. In this

o'nonspace" the everyday is a kind of dream state within which the world is

experienced at a distance of at least one remove.'* The vague, detached, fictionalized

space created by television and other modes of commodification is nevertheless

fraught with imperatives to regulate, monitor and control the self. Morse's conception

of televisual nonspace can be described as a paranoid theory, since it is so compelling

and so all-encompassing that it precludes the possibility of any other experience of a

world fashioned for us by television. Her account of television's evident saturation of

experience makes an imaginative death the inevitable consequence of television's

impact on society. Yet this outcome is disputed by less paranoid, or more reparative,

accounts of viewership.

Roger Silverstone, at least, finds the idea of a televisually produced nonspace

intolerably deadening, insofar as it leaves the viewer with few possibilities for

36 Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," l0-l l.

'7 Morse. Virtudlities, l16.
rE Morse, Virlualities, 101.
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independent action. Contrary to Morse, Silverstone asserts that the very

characterlessness of nonspace marks it out as a space of contingency, a potentially

hopeful space in which people can "create something of their own culture and their

own identities: spaces for dreaming as well as for action." For Silverstoneo such

spaces may be "the product of technological and social changes, but they are also

continuously reconstructed in the daily activities of those who attend to them -
distracted maybe, but nevertheless committed participants in the ongoing struggles of

everyday life."3e Although Silverstone reprises the notion of struggle here, his account

of televisual space is less motivated by a contest between opposing positions than the

accounts of negotiation over meaning discussed earlier. ln keeping with his emphasis

on the contingency of televisual space, Silverstone's study of viewers' relationships

with television finds those viewers positioned within the world television creates, but

never entirely determined by it. tn this more optimistic account of the televisual

encounter, social life is always evolving and viewing subjects continually refigure

their relationship to the cultural contexts in which they find themselves'

The tension between Morse and Silverstone might be thought of as the tension

between paranoid and reparative modes of analysis. lf the nonspace produced by

television accurately describes the current conditions of everyday life, then a

reparative analysis nonetheless holds out the possibility that we might usefully go in

search of what there is to love within the apparent blankness of a TV-induced cultural

conformity. lt is not that Morse, nor any other paranoid or suspicious critic of

television, is wrong, but rather a question of what criticism looks for, once we

understand the power of television to fashion the world we experience. As Sedgwick

recognizes, practicing forms of knowing other than the politically defensive positions

of critical paranoia allows us to excavate other possibilities of experience sustained by

television, without denying the seriousness of social and political problems'4O

3, Roger Silverstone, Televisiol and Everyday Zy'ir (London: Routledge, 1994),62-3.

o0 The acknowledgement of the reality of social conditions takes Sedgwick's deployment of the

Kleinian notion of the reparative in a politically productive direction. Most readings of Klein tend to

emphasize the connection between aggression and love, such that reparation is a shift to a position in

which subjects come to recognise the aggression they feared from outside themselves actually comes

from within. This recognition should, ideally, move one to be motivated by care and concern for the

other. In her own engagement of the notion of reparalion, however, Sedgwick is quite clear.that many

subjects, especially th. queet readers who are the particular focus of her argument, operate in a world

thai does, in fact, threaten them. Thus reparation does not only follow from coming to terms with one's

own aggression; rather, it represents an impetus toward survival in the face of potentially damaging

social and psychic conditions.
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Reparative ways of approaching television can add to our understanding of the

medium by allowing the critical emphasis to fall on the enabling aspects of televisual

engagements. This includes attending to the small ways in which subjects in everyday

life find or make a possible world for themselves using the resources that television

provides them. Reparative ways of thinking about television are present in the work of

Ang, Grossberg and Silverstone, for example. Yet, by turning still further away from

the preoccupation with ideology or the explicit content of particular progtammes, it

becomes possible to notice the transformational energies invested in textual elements

often considered peripheral to the meaning of the text. Rather than focusing on what a

given text is 'about' by looking at the ideological discourses at work on the level of

narrative, as much criticism has, we might look at elements such as the mise-en-scdne,

the opening credits, or the carnera work to see what role they play in generating the

affectivity any given programme sustains. Such elements may be the oblique entry

points through which reparative readings are possible, despite the various ideological

prohibitions in place.

The distinguishing quality of a reparative analysis, compared to paranoid

criticism, is that it is elaborative rather than reductive. Instead of attempting to reveal

what is hidden or implicit within the text (a paranoid strategy), a reparative analysis

takes the text as an occasion for extemporization, ampliffing what is often considered

marginal or peripheral in order to understand how a text might make something

imaginatively possible for the viewer. Reparative analysis attends to small energies

and augments them so as to animate possibilities not found in the social context in

which the viewer is located. "The desire of a reparative impulse," as Sedgwick noteso

"is additive and accretive. Its fear, a realistic one, is that the culture surrounding it is

inadequate or inimical to its nurture; it wants to assemble and confer plenitude on an

object that will then have resources to offer an inchoate self."al This sense that

reparative habits of viewing might originally be organized by addition and accretion,

rather than by struggle, is crucial for understanding the kinds of subsequent analyses

they will generate. Reparative viewing is undertaken by a viewing subject attempting

to make a world for themselves within the wider setting of family, homeo suburb,

commodity culture and, crucially, heteronormativity. To stay with Sedgwick's

ar Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," 27-8.
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exemplar of the reparative subject, although the proto-gay viewer may not be fully

aware that these contexts are inimical to his or her well-being, he or she nonetheless

seeks something that is not present in that setting. A reparative analysis attempts to

retrieve the creative and innritive processes whereby television programmes originally

come to work for the viewing subject in enlivening ways. Reparative modes of

television criticism can reanimate the non-norrnative possibilities those programmes

continue to make available even in the face of critical condemnation. ln fact,

condemnation itself can bestow reparative value on certain texts, especially for

socially and sexually marginalized viewers for whom the waste-products of culture

are reclaimed and accorded the capacity to sustain forms of difference.

Televisual Space and Homosexual Possibility

One way of clariffing the respective costs and benefits of paranoid and

reparative modes of criticism is to consider the relationship of homosexuality to

television. As a theme, homosexuality seems excluded by the conventionality and

domesticity of television's content. Yet, frequently enough, homosexuality manages

to claim affective space for itself that circulates around televisual texts, even those

without explicit homosexual content. Alexander Doty addresses this apparent

contradiction in his own study of film and television, arguing that queerness is not

entirely dependent on gay content but is present as a relation of oppositionality to

conventional forms of gender and sexuality that can also be located at various

junctures in the transaction between viewers and texts.a2 While queerness is always a

function of interpretation, in Doty's account it frequently seems to be inherent in the

text itself. So, for example, in situation comedies centred on relationships between

women, the exclusive nafure of the same-sex bond prompts Doty to name the

spectator's pleasure in these programmes oqueero regardless of whether the spectator

self-identifies as gay.o3 While these women-centred sitcoms establish their characters

as unimpeachably heterosexual, Doty claims that the narrative centrality they afford to

bonding between women, and the concomitant privileging of women's same-sex

a2 Alexander Doty. Making Things Perfectl.v Queer: Inlerpreting Mass Culture (Minneapolis:

University of Minnesota Press, 1993).

ai Alexander Doty, "l Love Laverne ancl Shirlel,: Lesbian Narratives, Queer Pleasures, and Television

Sitcoms," in Making Things Perfectty Queer: Interpreting Mass Cttlture (Minneapolis: Minnesota

University Press, 1993), 39-62.
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relations over their relations with men, makes room for a queer reading' Doty ffaces

these queer narratives across a number of different programmes, drawing attention to

the way that specific articulations of queerness in dress, action or words further

support the narrative foregrounding of affectionate bonds between women. Caught up

in these articulations of ostensibly straight scenarios, even heterosexual viewers are

queered by their pleasure in the text. The sum total of these almost involuntary

reading strategies is a flamboyant and witty practice of over-reading, one that invests

queer love in a popular form and demonstrates the inherently queer value of mass

culture.

Certainly, Doty's queer reclamation of mass culture seems like a reparative

project. It is at least partially motivated by a determination to take popular forms and

make them work in support of a homosexual viewing subject otherwise without

cultural legitimacy. Rather than focus on this gay viewero howevero Doty's argument

seductively locates resistant meaning within the text so that homoerotic pleasure is an

inevitable side-effect of following the narrative. Yet, Doty's critical project still seems

informed by a paranoid or revelatory impulse insofar as he is attempting to show what

is hidden within mass culture forms in order to unveil the secret pleasure that more

conventional understandings don't want us to acknowledge. It is entirely

understandable that reparative and paranoid projects overlap in this way, since, as

Sedgwick allows, paranoid exigencies are often "necessary for non-paranoid knowing

and utterance."44 Doty, we might say, uses a revelatory methodology to animate

reparative energies. Recognizing the effect of oppressive forces while at the same

time claiming agency against them is a tactic that organizes even the most optimistic

studies of television. However, it is perhaps wrong to overplay the distinction between

paranoid and reparative ways of knowing, since both are founded in an essentially

pessimistic world view. The more significant difference is that while paranoid

knowledge determinedly claims to be the one and only truth, a reparative view

acknowledges a multiplicity of perspectives. Rather than revealing the single meaning

of the text, reparative analyses engage the possibility of "experimenting with a

vocabulary that will do justice to a wide affective range.'/s tf paranoid readings are

primarily motivated by suspicion, reparative analyses are open to possibilities of love,

aa Sedgwick. "Paranoid Reading," 8.

as Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," 24.
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joy, shame, and grief, a range of emotional responses that reflect the fullness of

feeling experienced even in lives that are subject to homophobic oppression'

A reparative analysis, therefore, is qualitatively different from the revelatory

stagings of a paranoid analysis. Since reparation is not organized by a combative

impulse, its attempts to garner helpful meanings are not defensive. Rather, reparation

involves a dawning recognition of the ways one has been emotionally sustained by

texts one has loved. This emphasis on emotion is what makes reparative reading

different from what Charlotte Brunsdon terms "the redemptive reading practices" that

organized academic television criticism in the early 1980s, before the rise of audience

studies. According to Brunsdon, redemptive reading "starts with an acceptance of the

uncongenial politics of whatever cultural text - for it is primarily a political reading -
and then finds, at the least, incoherences and contradictions, and at the most fully

articulated, subtexts of revolt.'46 A reparative analysis differs from this in so far as it

does not attempt to fix the meaning of a given television progfamme as somehow

inherently resistant to dominant ideologies. ln the reparative focus narrative meaning,

as well as any explicit avowal of significance within the text, is less important than

the oblique and idiosyncratic attachments viewers make. These attachments may, for

instance, congeal around elements of the text often considered peripheral to its

ideological content. lndeed, long after the social significance of a television

programme and the ideological weight of its message has faded, haces of feeling are

frequently summoned by those marginal elements alone. These can include the

familiar opening credits or theme tune of a long-running and often repeated

programme, the setting within which the narrative unfolds, and the programme's

inevitable relationship to time and its passing. That temporal relationship can be both

internal to the series run of a programme and implicit in its address to the viewer, who

ages across the same, and other, time spans and is able to map time's passing against

television's own calendar. An affectively-motivated reading of a reparative kind is

essential to recognize the way that feeling condenses at unexpected points across the

televisual encounter. This focus on the unexpected is important since one of the

qualities of reparative ways of knowing that Sedgwick identifies is an openness to

surprises. While paranoid ways of knowing attempt to nail down every possibility in

46 Charlotte Brunsdon, "Television: Aesthetics and Audiences," in Logics oJ'Television: Essalts i.n

Cultural Criricism, ed. Patricia Mellencamp (Bloomington: lndiana University Press, 1990), 65.
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advance, "to a reparatively positioned reader, it can seem realistic and necessary to

experience surprise. Because there can be tenible surprises, however, there can also

be good ones.n'47 This openness to surprise or the unexpected is achieved by moving

outside the all-encompassing force of paranoid analyses and attending to the smaller

and more subtle movements of interest, attachment and feeling that are sustained in

the vicinity of televisual texts.

An example of a reparative analysis can be seen in the work of Ernest

pascucci, whose early death left a tragically small, but unusually productive' body of

critical work on television. Reflecting on his own experience of growing up watching

television in the suburbs, Pascucci explores the notion of television texts as enabling

spaces. In particular, he contests a strand of architectural theory that criticizes

television for its corrosive effect on public space that, unlike the private space

occupied by the television viewer, is deemed to be the necessary location for authentic

political interaction. Thinking about his own viewing history, Pascucci recognizes that

altemate possibilities for a public self were made available to him through television,

"the last place," as he puts ito "that architectural theory would ever think to look.'/8

These alternate possibilities were awakened in the domestic space of his childhood

viewing, where television provided him with figurations of alternative spaces to the

familiar location he, as a child, was at home inside. Comparing the atomised suburban

neighbourhood of his childhood with the cosy urban setting of Sesame Street,

Pascucci writes:

In the absence of such a recognizable neighborhood, television filled the void

with spaceso characters, and contexts. Intimate relations were fbrmed with

people that I would meet each day - not on my street, but on my screen. My

street was a nearly evacuated cul-de-sac in Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, my

screen was alive with possibilities. Fabulous possibilities.ae

"My screen" substitutes for "my Sffeet,o' so that what seems to be lacking in

Pascucci's empty suburb is more than made up for by the on-screen world television

a? Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," 24.

a8 Emest Pascucci, "Intimate (Tele)visions," in Architecture of the Everytdqy. ed. Steven Hanis and

Deborah Berke (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1997). 54.

ae Pascucci, "lntimate (Tele)Visions," 46.
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conveys to him. The possibilities that television brings are not limited to its narrative

or generic form but are also lodged in "spaces, characters and contexts" that are

imaginatively and affectively enabling of experiences that differ from the scene of

television reception. Entering into the worlds that television reliably and repeatedly

conjures, Pascucci shows how the viewing subject is able to create a possible off-

screen world for himself. The process is not reducible to ideological indoctrination

and cannot be grasped through forms of textual criticism that read for meaning at that

level. Rather, what Pascucci describes is a psychic transaction organized around

multiple and diverse elements of the text and between the televisual world and the

scene of viewing.

Pascucci demonstrates that the imaginative occupation of televisual space can

increase the cultural literacy of a child beyond their home environment, and the idea is

further developed when Pascucci moves on to consider his childhood viewing of the

situation comedy That Girt. Here he finds that the regularity and familiarity of the

sitcom, screened in reruns over the summers of his youth, served to instil in the child

that he was a productive fantasy relation to the city of which he otherwise had little

knowledge. This televisual relation to the urban scene fostered a public form of

subjectivity that he only later, as an adult, recognizes as queer, but which was

unsupported in the off-screen spaces of home and suburb:

[T]hese intimate (tele)visions were not inhibiting of proper interpersonal

relations, but enabling of a subjectivity that I could barely recognize, a

subjectivity that had no recognizable place in the 'spaces of appearance'

available to me. These intimate visions enacted a process of identification -
queer in many senses of the term - that located its objects of desire on the

television screen, among other places that are less easy for me to pin down.50

The recognition that television had been so formative in the experience of establishing

a viable and alternate form of public subjectivity leads Pascucci to conclude that

"spaces of appearance should remain elusive, despite architecture's tendency to assign

distinct places to them."sr That is to say, bemoaning the demise of public culture

s0 Pascucci, "lntimate (Tele)visions," 46-7.

51 Pascucci, "Intimate (Tele)visions," 47.
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within recognizably public arenas overlooks the many forms that public cuhure can

take, as well as their usefulness to diverse publics.

As an adult, Pascucci belatedly realizes that, as a child, his involvement with

television allowed him to participate in a gay subjectivity he had not yet understood.

As a young boy, he had thought that his "overwhelming urges tobe That Girf', or his

habit of hearing the theme tune to The Mary Tyler Moore Show in his mind as he

walked down the street, were his own private fantasies. Later, in the context of a 1992

Gay Pride Parade led by Marlo Thomas of That Girl fame, he realises that these

private fantasies had always been "latently public." Among the "beautiful collective

of happy, self-proclaimed fags and dykes" gathered for the parade Pascucci

recognizes that Marlo Thomas's televisual presence assisted this political community

into being.52 Television, he concludes, has long functioned as a potent meeting ground

for as yet unformed political and sexual formations. The example of the nascently gay

child viewer who as an adult finds his televisual preferences matched by his peers

demonstrates that television broadcasts can promote forms of sexual citizenship

nowhere else confirmed.

The value of Pascucci's argument is not restricted to gay culture, however, but

provides the means to challenge the claims made by Morse and others that television

disables politically productive face-to-face relations. Pascucci's self-reflexive account

demonstrates the way in which an affective attachment that is in excess of its

occasion, even while it marks a painful sense of difference, can evolve into something

powerfully enabling for the subject. Attending to the often fragile and inchoate

affectivities that cluster around diverse elements of television texts, Pascucci finds the

origins of what later blossoms into a recognisable political formation. Crucially, this

process is only understood retrospectively. The fantasy relation of the young boy to

the programme he loves does not constitute a self-conscious negotiation with the text.

Rather, the boy's love of That Girl and The Mory Tyler Moore Show give him an

unconditional entry into texts where he both loses and finds himself in the alternate

spaces they make available.

5r Pascucci, "lntimate (Tete)Visions," 52 and 54.
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What is remarkable about Pascucci's readings of television programmes, and

key to understanding the divergence of his work from other television scholarship, is

the way that his interpretations skill the reader to engage in similarly productive

recoveries. One need not be familiar with the progmmmes he discusses in order to

gather the sense of a fruitful relation between on-screen and off-screen worlds that can

then be used for thinking about beloved texts of one's own. Making the experience of

television an open encounter, marked by the availability of fantasy scenarios which

engage the peripheral as well as the generic, means that as viewers we are able to take

up Pascucci's reparative strategies and identifu the ways in which television texts

have worked for us in our own lives. Obviously, Pascucci writes as a gay man and

many of the possibilities he ffaces in TV are indexed to the dissident sexuality he

claims as an adult. Yet his argument doesn't demand homosexuality as the basis of

engagement, and it is sufficiently commodious to contain a variefy of ways in which

viewers have secured space for their own possibility within the apparently normative

constraints of consumer culture, domesticity and suburbanity. Focusing on what it is

that television assists, whether it be a specific outcome (in Pascucci's case, of

homosexuality), or some other affective experience, means that it is possible to shift

the terms of textual analysis away from embedded ideological conflict. lnstead it is

possible to address the way that the experience of watching television can offer

assistance to the subject in contexts that may be inadequate to one's needs. At issue in

this shift are two different conceptions of the self who watches. As we have already

seen, the notion of struggle suggests some firm ground of identity from which one

attempts to resist the lures of mass culture. ln the alternate critical mode I have

outlined, exemplified by Pascucci's work, in which television operates as an

affectively enabling space, no such stable identity exists. Rather, subjectivity

undergoes processes of formation that stretch back into childhood and are ongoing

throughout the subject's viewing history.

By attempting to weave an intimate history of television viewing through a

notion of subject formation my aim in these first two chapters has been to show that

the transactions between viewers and the television prograrnmes they watch should

not be understood, as they all too frequently are, as a conflicted relation between

opposing positions. Because television, as a domestic medium, is already embedded

in the intimate experience of everyday life, home, family and the psychic and
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emotional training subjects receive in those settings, it makes no sense to attempt to

understand it apart from the affective complexity of that setting' Television is one

among a number of discursive and representational systems that traverse the subject,

but perhaps none other besides the family itself has such a daily, intimate presence.

profoundly imbricated in the domestic scene, television watching is as formative for

the contemporary subject as family life and it has effects that continue to resonate for

the subject even after that originary domestic location has been abandoned for others,

and long after the television set has been switched off. Although television has

circulated idealized and normative forms of familial belonging and charged domestic

consumption with the promise of emotional fulfilment, a reparative reading of

television can attend to the ways in which it has also created space for dissident

emotional experience within its apparently normative address. There is much to be

gained by thinking of our engagement with television in terms of an intimate, loving

relationship. That intimate relationship may well bnng problems and conflicts with it,

much as any relationship does, but it is nevertheless characterized by the kind of

affective and temporal depth that frequently binds the subject to his or her family of

origin (even if the tie is a negative, aversive one). Refusing to see television as an

intruder, the objective of this thesis is to develop forms of criticism that can show how

television nurtures and sustains intimate experience. In particular, the chapters that

follow are interested in the ways television programmes assist into being, and sustain,

forms of affective difference with consequences for public and private being that have

not been recognized by more suspicious critical practices.
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Chapter Three

Getting to Know You: Television

Documentary as a Technology of Intimacy

We process the documentary not only as a series of highly

authentic sounds and images that bear the palpable trace of how

people act in the historical world, but also as the serial steps in the
-formation 

of a distinct, textually specihc way of seeing or thinking.

- 
Bill Nichols, Representing Realit.v: Issues and Concepts in

Doutmenlarv

This thesis posits television as a medium that fosters emotional competencies

in its viewers. By virtue of its capacity to simulate and substitute for primary social

relations television is a means by which viewers develop a sense of personal

interiority, as well as certain skills in intimacy necessary to negotiate the complexities

of subjective experience in late capitalist societies. While documentary, which is

associated with the serious investigative treatment of social and political issues, may

seem the geme least likely to provide the kind of emotional training this thesis is

concemed with, it transpires that this most sober of genres is every bit as preoccupied

with the exploration of intimate experience as other more nilrratively organized or

affectively motivated forms. In this chapter I consider the example of Michael

Apted's Up documentaries in order to demonstrate the ways in which the series

schools the viewer in a televisual intimacy that accumulates affective depth across

time.

Making connections: a short history of the Up series (1964 - )

In 1963, twenty children were interviewed to make a one-off documentary for

Granada's current affairs programme, World in Action, which would show how class

determined the lives of children as young as seven. tf we now associate the name

Seven Up (1961with the series it inaugurated, then it is worth remembering that,

unlike later imitations of the Up concept such as Seven Up in America ot Seven Up

2000, the first programme was made without any plan to film or interview the
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children again. Seven years later, however, Apted, who had worked as a researcher on

Seven Up, reinned to interview fourteen of the original group. ln l97I Seven PIus

Seven appeared and so the series was born. Since then, Apted has revisited those same

individuals every seven years to make 2l Up (1978),28 Up (1985), 35 Up (1992) and

most recently 42 Up (1999).r Weaving archival footage from the earlier programmes

into each subsequent one, the resulting septennial cycle of television documentaries

now records not only the unfolding lives of the middle-aged subjects themselves, but

also television's peculiar capacity to generate forms of intimate knowledge that might

be less easily sustained in the unmediated world we continue to think real.

Seven Up is particularly interested in showing the difference between

working-class and upper-class children. Apted has said that in selecting the children

for the original Seven Up he didn't give sufficient representation to the middle-class.

He regrets that the films function at "the extremes of the social system" and feels that

"more of the middle ground would have been valuable."z Of the fourteen subjects,

Bruceo John, Andrew, Charles and Suzy came from privileged backgrounds and

attended private schools. At the underprivileged end of the spectrum were Paul and

symon, who lived in a children's home at seveno while Tony, Jackie, Lynn and Sue

came from working-class backgrounds in the East End of London. Nick was a solitary

child raised on a farm in Yorkshire who, as the only student in a one-room village

school, might be considered socially disadvantaged. Neil and Peter appeared to come

from lower middle-class backgrounds (Neil's parents were teachers) and attended a

state school in Liverpool. As for the middle-class narrator/interviewer/filmmaker, he

is never seen and while Apted has frequently claimed that the Up series is profoundly

imbricated with his own personal and professional history, he remains apart from the

interpretive and representational scrutiny that the Up subjects are placed under. The

failure to make middle-classness an object of study is indicative of the presumprive

audience of the documentary: a middle-class who are themselves initially exempt

from the trauma of representation and for whose benefit an affective engagement of
shock, pity, or dismay is generated by the visual spectacle of the unjust effects of class

difference. But as the documentary subjects mature the viewer is ultimately

' Apted has begun work on 49 IJp, which is due in 2006. Michael Apted, "Harmony in a Pink Shirt," in
Granada Television: The First Generation, ed. John Finch (Manchester: Manchester University Press,
2003), 76.

2 Michael Apted, "lnlroduction ,- n 42 Up, ed. Bennett Singer (New York: The New Press, 1998), 14.
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implicated in the personal experiences, hopes and disappointments that the Up cycle

traces. For what the progress of the series charts is the consequences of an incipient

"embourgeoisement" that was the promise of post-war prosperity.3 We might say that

both documentary subjects and television viewers undergo an affective leveling

process in which the strict demarcations of class are ameliorated by the televisual

pedagogies through which viewers and documentary subjects are alike constituted as

intimately known.

The televisual production of intimacy is reflected in critical commentary on

the Up documentaries. The notion that the Up series is about a collective "us" is

frequently invoked by reviewers of the programmes and critics frequently describe

feelings of familiarity, intimacy and connectedness with the documentary subjects.

Richard Brooks argues that "the Seven Up subjects have become a part of our lives,'o

while Steve Bryant claims that the series is "about our own lives, hopes,

disappointments and recollections."a Social psychologists Nigel Nicholson and

Michael West echo that assessment of the documentaries when they claim that "we

can understand and share the choices that were made, and the tight spaces they were

made in. This we can do because the ring of truth in these lives is the echo of our

own."5 That this sense of shared intimacy is not exclusively British is demonstrated

by Australian film critic Greg King, who proposes that "what began as a calculated

experiment to show how class driven English society was in the '60's has now turned

slowly into a journey through our own lives."6 All of these critics suggest that the Up

documentaries enable an identification between documentary subjects and viewers

that, in its most abstracted form, involves the recognition of our shared humanity and

mortality. Without downplaying the poignancy and affective resonance of such

recognitions, this chapter explores the role of the television apparatus in enabling

them. By tracing the cumulative reiterations of the Up cycle, this chapter shows how

the viewer is schooled in a feeling of warmth and communality that encompasses both

I John Hill, Sex, C/a.rs and Realism: British Cinema t956-63 (Lontlon: Britistr Film Institute, 1986), 7.
a Richard Brooks, "Seven Ups and Downs," The Ohserver, no. l2 July, review section (1998):2. Steve
Bryant, Factual Programmes: A Commentary on the Top 20 in this Genre (British Film Institute,2000
[cited 3 March 2001]); available from http:/iwww.bti.org.uk/features/tv/100/articles/factual.html.
5 Nigel Nicholson and Michael West, "Granada TV's 28 (/p,- New Societ-v 70, no. 6 December (1984):
371.
o Greg Kng, 42 Up (tggg fcired t6 January 2001]); available from
http ://www.netau.com. au,/gregking/f82 242u.htm.
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on-screen documentary subject and the observing viewer at home. [n its consideration

of the representational shategies of the Up films, this chapter makes visible a history

and practice of televisual intimacy that is frequently overlooked in the face of the

changing fashions and conventions of television documentary. In its most recent

manifestation as Reality TV, television documentary has now come to seem intnrsive.

However, looking back at the Llp series as a prototype for this most troubling genre of

our age we can see how television has long been preoccupied with the personal

experience of others. With that history before us, we can see how television has

assisted a generation of viewers to know themselves and to feel for others via a

televisual encounter.

I begin my recovely of televisually produced feeling with an extract from

Seven Up that is frequently repeated in the later programmes. The grainy black and

white footage shows all the children clustered in front of the polar bear enclosure at

London Zoo. Seemingly as exotic as the bear itself, the narrator's voiceover cues us in

to how we should view the children:

This is no ordinary visit to the zoo. It's a very special occasion. We've brought

these children together for the very first time. They're like any other children,

except that they come from startlingly different backgrounds. We've brought

these children together because we wanted a glimpse of Britain in the year

2000. The shop stewards and executives of the year 2000 are now seven years

old.

As the final sentence of this introduction makes clear, these children are to be

understood within the class coordinates that map a contest between workerso rights

and the executive controllers of the means of production. The children, who are hard

to differentiate visually in their uniformly dark winter coats, are, we are told,

"startlingly" unlike each other because of these as yet invisible class differences. The

anthropological camera moves in to linger, in close-up, on their bright faces, calling

on the viewer to seek out and identify the personal consequences of class difference in

the material that follows. Evidently innocent of their own subordinate position in the

British class system, it is the working-class children whom the initial documentary

makes most sympathetic, while those from more privileged backgrounds are exposed
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for their blind assumption of superiority. As Peter, one of boys from Liverpool who

has now quit the series, writes in the book of 35 Up;

The children in that first programme were mainly cast as toffs or tykes: the

spoilt brats of the ruling class, whom you booed, and the loveable kids from

the backstreets, who were the salt of the earth. You could see the same social

structure in any of the Ealing comedies.T

As Peterns comments suggest, Seven Up tells us as much about television

documentary as a genre as it does about class, and, perhaps, the real lesson here is that

these two things, class and the genre through which it is represented, cannot be

analyzed separately. [n the television documentary class polarities are already

emotionally charged, even at the inception of an apparently politically motivated

programme.

Today it may seem as though the cultured and polite mode of documentary

represented by the Up series has been replaced by the prurient ambitions of Reality

TV, with its emphasis on the display of personal feeling and intimate experience.

However, a history of the Up series reveals not the critical social investigation of
quality programming but the tabloid imperative that motivated the original project.

Kevin Glynn notes the difficulty of defining tabloidism and even of drawing

parameters around what is and is not "tabloid" within television, since the tabloid

preoccupation with the personal, the sensational and the peculiarities of other people

are, Glynn suggests, generic to television itself.8 In retrospect, however, Seven (Jp's

privileging of the personal and the affective slips the charge of tabloidism and

becomes the very thing for which the series is celebrated.

At the time it was made, Seven Up was one of a number of television

documentaries that sought to make current affairs a more accessible and engaging

'Cfaire Lewis and Kelly Davis, 35 lJp: The Book of the Granada TV Series (London: Network Books,
l99r), 133.

t Glynn defines tabloid television as "the electronic descendent of the ddclassi tabloid newspapers" that
have been able to function as "conduits for the circulation of popular (as opposed to eliteor ofticial)
ways of knowing." Tabloid television is opposed to more ofificial forms of journalism which are
invested in distance. seriousness and objectivity, while tabloid television trades in feeling, scandal and
voyeurism. Tabloid television, we might say, is less interested in improving its audience than in
exciting and entertaining them. Kevin Glynn, Tabloid Culture: Trash Taste, Popular Pawer and the
Transformation of American Television (Durham: Duke university press, 2000), 6-7.
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project for the television viewer by presenting material in evocative and personalizing

ways.o ln 1964 World in Action, the television series for which Seven Up was made,

was under the editorial control of Australian Tim Hewat, a former editor of British

tabloid newspaper The Daily Express and himself the instigator of the Seven Up idea.

Hewat's influence was to shift television joumalism away from more serious

documentary projects toward a tabloid approach with popular appeal. Apted himself

describes Hewat's work in this period as "peppered with urgent and racy subject

maffer. lt was blue collar television - noisy, vulgaro quick-witted and of the

moment."l0 Apted's fellow researcher on Seven Up, Gordon McDougall, recalls how

Hewat's vision for the project was shocking in its tabloid sensibility, sensationalizing

the issues and exploitative in its ptan to represent the children:

That first day, Hewat outlined his idea. 'If I'm making this film,' said Hewat,

'my opening shot is an aerial camera on the top of Golden Square, shooting

down the 20 seven-year-olds. 'Of these 20 kids,' I say, 'five are going to be

winners' (zoom in) 'and 15 are going to be losers' (zoom in)- 'Now we're

going to show you whY.'

We supposed artists nodded condescendingly at this barbarian tabloid conceit

and then went out and made a film which, though not in those words, said

exactly that.rr

In so far as Hewat's plan had a larger or more intellectual schema it was to literalize

the Jesuit maxim which always accompanies the Up films: "Give me the child until he

is seven and t will show you the man." While that maxim refers to the moral

development of children into adults, Hewat reframes it to show how class is the

determinant of "life shances" which, as Joe Moran points out, was a key concept in

e John Corner's study of British television documentary practice in the 1950s, to which the current

affairs series World in Action was heir, menlions the television series dpecral Enquiry and the work of

Denis Mitchell, who made what Comer terms "social impressionist" documentaries. includng In
prison (BBC, 1957), Night in the Citlt (BBC, 1957) and Morning in the Streets (BBC, 1959). Such

programmes comrnented on social issues by foregrounding the reflective voices of the documentary

sublects in ways that would be affecting for the viewer. John Corner, "Documentary Voices," in

Popular Television in Britain: Studies in Cultural Histaty, ed. John Corner (London: British Filrn

lnstiture, l99l\, 42-59.

ro Lewis and Davis, 35 Up,6.
f r McDougall is cited in Lewis and Davis, 35 Up.6.
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1960s socialism.r2 Produced in a period in which social class is popularly understood

as contestable and potentially malleable through the provision of social services,

especially education, by an interventionist state, Seven Up seems like many another

well-intentioned piece of left-wing journalism. However, understanding Seven Up as

tabloid television means that its apparently socialist agenda must be reconceived in

terms that are more interactive than didactic, for it was a sensationalist project

designed to engage the audience in affective terms. By eliciting revelations from

innocent young children, Seven Up would show how entrenched they were in their

inherited class positions and, as a consequence, how appallingly limited or decadently

expanded their life chances were. The viewer is intended to be shocked and moved by

the social extremes the children represent and the ideology they as yet so lightly bear.

Toffs and Tykes: Watching the Up Children

While class determination is the explicit theme of Seven Up itself, the

subsequent Up documentaries gradually lose their focus on the inescapability of the

British class system. They develop into a more reflexive exploration of those aspects

of individual lives, such as hope, disappointment and solrow, that cannot be

accounted for with reference to class alone. According to Apted, the shifting

trajectory of the series was unintentional, with the filmmaker having no real idea of
the nature of the unfolding project. ln his accounto it was only with the intemational

cinematic release of 28 Up, a first for the series, that he recognized another dimension

of the documentary's appeal. The screening of 28 Up in America provided Apted with

a watershed moment:

I had an epiphany: I realized for the first time, after twenty years on the

project, that I really hadn't made a political film at all. what I had seen as a

significant statement about the English class system was in fact a humanistic

document about the real issues of life - about growing up; about coming to

't Moran notes the popular and influential status of socialist discourse in this period, citing C.A.R.
Crosland's The Fulure of'Socialism as a particularly important text. According to Moran, Crosland
moves away from a classic Marxist position, which would emphasize class conflict, to offer a
Weberian notion of "life chances" that could be ahered by the ameliorative effects of education. Joe
Moran, "childhood, class and Memory in the seven up Films," screen 43, no. 4 (2002):388.
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terms with failure, success, disappointment; about issues of family and all the

things that everybody can relate to.r3

Apted's epiphany is backed up by critical commentary on the series. Moran, for

instance, argues that there is a change in the way that 28 Up and the subsequent

programmes, 35 Up and 42 Up, are put together in a way that demonstrates a more

self-conscious deployment of archival footage. It is the different handling of the

series' own visual archive, according to Moran, that produces a shift "away from the

sociological and towards the personal and the existential."la

I have already suggested that the tabloid imperative behind the original

programme meant that the entire series was always motivated by a sensationalist

preoccupation with personal experience. Furthermore, despite the advancement

Moran attributes to 28 Up, it is worth noting that even those earlier instalments in the

series, Seven Plus Seven and 2I Up, intentionally deploy archival footage as the

mechanism that generates comparisons between past and present and so assists the

participants', as well as the viewers', reflections on change. 2l Up places all of the

documentary subjects in a darkened cinema where they are filmed watching

themselves in the earlier programmes. This is followed by a montage sequence that

cuts between each of the Up subjects and their younger selves. Seven Plus Seven

similarly cuts between the now fourteen-year-old subjects and the children they were,

using the unselfconscious declarations of their childish selves to give discursive

amplification and affective appeal to the strained admissions of the reticent teenagers

they have become. Thus, although Moran claims a qualitative difference from 28 Up

onwards, this cumulative production of temporal and affective depth is evident from

the moment the one-off programme becomes a series.

It is noteworthy that both Moran and Apted assume an opposition between

political and personal interests that oversimplifies the way in which, from the outset,

the Up documentaries weave the personal and political together. However, the shift

that Moran and Apted identiff from a political to a more affectively inflected project

is less a change of focus than a consequence of the series' cumulative effects over

time. If 28 Up appears qualitatively different from the earlier programmes, then I

'' Apted, "lntroduction," I6.
ro Moran, "Childhood, Class and Memory in the Seven Up Films," 396.
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suggest that this is because the series' archival retrospection establishes a complex

temporality whose effects develop across the succeeding instalments. A viewer

watching any of the later programmes, without ever having seen Seven Up, becomes

familiar with the children at seven and with the story about class they were first used

to demonstrate. However, the series' archival device also means that the experience of

watching the documentaries becomes supercharged with an affective density that is

partly the result of observing changes in time embodied by the living subjects of the

series who grow, mature and change.

This development over time means that it is less the case that class analysis

gets pushed aside, and more that the emotional response embedded into the

representational structures of the documentary from the outset comes into clearer

focus. This emotional core is so successful that the socio-economically stratified

subjects on display are able to claim their identities and life stories in ways that

complicate the blunt distinctions of sixties socialism. One of the consequences of this

personalization of documentary address is that the viewer is left with a far less assured

or dispassionate position from which to watch and judge the documentary subjects

than might be secured by sociological analysis alone. As the Up series unfolds the

viewer inevitably begins to feel, as the critics cited earlier demonsffate, personally

implicated in the production of the documentary subjects as intimately known.

Let us consider more closely how this relationship between a critique of the

social structure and the experience of personal interionty is produced within the

documentaries. The original programme introduces the children in clusters that are

representative of class distinctions and the most defining and memorable elements of
this footage are repeated in each of the subsequent films. For instance, a much relied-

upon sequence reveals the three upper-middle-class boys, John, Andrew and Charles

in their classroom at, as the narrator informs us, "an exclusive preparatory school in

Kensington." As the boys sing "Waltzing Matilda" in Latin and boast about watching

the progress of their shares in The Financial Times it is clear that, even at seven, they

are already well-schooled in the matters that will guarantee material success. The

three youngsters map out their educational futures at named private schools and

Oxbridge colleges with what turns out to be disturbing accuracy, thus complying with

the original Seven Up premise that the class you are born into determines opportunity

and success. The children's cheerful self-assurance and confident declarations that the
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poor must be kept out of private schools represent a caricature of privilege that invites

the middle-class viewer's judgment and disapproval. However, this one-dimensional

picture of privilege is unsustainable in the longer term.

In Seven Plus Seven the boys are already protesting, tuming back the

interviewer's questions with questions of their own. John asks, "what is the point of
the programme? The point of the programme is to reach a comparison and I don't

think it is [sic]." Andrew similarly takes issue with the way that the programme will

produce them as typical examples of a private education. Unsurprisingly, the boys are

unhappy with the critical scrutiny the programmes subject them to. After appearing in

2l Up both Charles and John withdraw from the programme, although John reappears

at 35 to promote his charity work for Bulgaria. This is a surprising turn for John, who,

as a young man, had claimed a particular allegiance to Englishness, but turns out to

have a profoundly sentimental attachment to an exotic European heritage. Despite this

attempt to turn his participation in the programme to his own higher ends, the cost is

clearly too great for John, who describes the series as "a little pill of poisono' visited

on him every seven years, and he does not return in 42 Up. Charles now works for the

BBC and clearly draws a line between making television and appearing in it.
However, even though John and Charles no longer wish to participate, their absence is

continually noted by the repetition of that childhood footage in which they

unguardedly display the certainty afforded by privilege. Since they are no longer

present to argue with the documentary maker, the series' continued repetition of their

childish confidence goes unanswered.

Of the three boys, only Andrew still remains willing to appear on camera and

thus offer a retort to the footage from Seyen Up. Maried with children and evidently

successful, Andrew comes across in the later installments as a dour and dreary man,

although that impression may simply be an effect of his unwillingness to perform a

more engaging and animated self for the camera. He expresses strong misgivings

about the entire Up enterprise and his role in it, yet, despite his reserved manner,

Andrew holds our attention because of the temporal structure that always links the

battened-down man back to the endearingly unguarded seven year-old that he once

was. In this way, the reiterative practices of the Up series continually charge the

present moment with more affective depth because of their capacity to access the past.
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Rather than focusing on the tensions between political analysis and personal

perspectives, it might be more accurate to say that psychological depth is one of the

effects generated by this temporal exchange, an effect that gains in intensity the

longer the series goes on.

While the most privileged of the documentary subjects are uncomfortable with

the aftempt to treat them as examples of larger social forces, a similar refusal to accept

the predictive force of class occurs in the series'development of working-class lives.

Diametrically opposed to the three upper-class boys are the three working-class girls

Lynn, Jackie and Sue, who all continue to appear in the documentaries. Bright and

bubbly as seven year-olds, the girls reveal their limited expectations as they express

predictable desires for a home and family and the pathetically constricted horizon of
going to work at Woolworth's. Nevertheless, when interviewed at 2l they are angry

about the presumption of their social inferiority that seems built into Apted's

questions and they defensively claim their freedom to choose in what might be an

echo of 1970s feminist rhetoric. ln 2l lJp, Lynn gives an account of how they had

repeatedly been told by a male teacher at school that "all you girls want is to get

married, have babies and walk down the street pushing a pram with a fag hanging out

the side of your mouth." All three express resentment at this, and their response to

Apted suggests that he is just one more middle-class pedagogue who feels himself

entitled to judge their lives, desires and aspirations and find them lacking. ln refusing

to submit to the defining framework of class distinction and so determinedly claiming

the particularity of their own experiences and choices, the women demand to be

recognized as individuals. Refusal of that demand can only seem patronizing and

condescending so that Apted's own position as narrator/interviewer, as well as that of
the viewer he stands in for, is placed under pressure. The documentary subjects

require the viewer to acknowledge the specificity of their experiences and identities

and in so doing they diffi-rse the framing structure of class polarities.

Even if we accept that the Up programmes give up the framing narrative of
class and shift to a more personal exploration of individual lives, they do not embrace

a libertarianism that would suggest the documentary subjects are entirely free to

choose the path of their lives. Rather, time complicates class as the defining structure

that organizes the subjects' lives, no less impossible to resist than class itself. Time
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Figure 3.1. Jackie, Lynn and Sue: the documentary invites comparison between past

and present. Reproduced in Bennett Singer, ed. 42 Up. (Ner.v York: The New Press,

l 9e8).
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gathers to the blunt class distinctions of the first programme a depth of affective

meaning that softens their lines. 42 Up finds the three women considerably mellowed

but still refusing to allow that they had missed out in any way. They are once more

lined up on the couch together in a replication of their childhood appearance, although

they no longer see one another in their ordinary lives, and so once again the

documentary invites comparisons and connections between past and present. [figure

3.1] The vivacity of the seven-year-old girls contrasts with the older and wiser women

they have become in a way that recalls something of the lost potential that haunts

many lives, regardless of socioeconomic origins. Just as Andrew's dour adult self is

made more appealing by the documentaries' reiteration of his childhood appearance,

so the unexceptional lives of the working-class women gain a certain pathos with

reference to the children they once were.

The emotive force of the connection between adult and child is also at work in

the documentary's porhayal of Tony. Like the three girls, Tony is positioned in

childhood at the most deprived end of the socio-economic polariry that Seven [Jp

depends on. He is a feisty, working-class boy who lives with his family in a council

flat. Although he represents the urban poor in the original 1960s documentary, the

viewer is encouraged to feel affection rather than pity for young Tony. At seven, he is

every bit the loveable tyke straight out of an Ealing comedy. Cheeky young Tony

positively bristles with energy as he is repeatedly told off by his teacher for turning

round and talking in class. He runs and jumps across the playground while the

narrator laughingly tells us that "his girlfriend calls him a monkey," inviting the

viewers' indulgence of his undisciplined antics. One of the consequences of this

affection for his lively charm is that when his childhood dreams of becoming a jockey

are not realized the failure is not fully attributable to class, but describes a more

unpredictable sense of disappointment. If it seems that the documentary causes us to

lose focus on the structural causes of his failures, then it is also the case that we lose

the judgmental distance that treats the Up subjects as cases for us to observe.

In Tony's case the irrepressible energies of childhood repeatedly recalled by

the documentary create a sad contrast with his adult experience as he fails to realize

larger ambitions. Because the viewer watches Tony grow up within the reiterative

apparatus of the later documentaries, his disappointment is understood and perhaps
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even shared by the viewer to some extent. If this empathic relation is not sustained

over time, we nevertheless experience a familiarity with Tony's story that helps us to

understand him. At 2l Tony is "doing the knowledge" to become a London cabbie.

Taxi driving becomes Tony's career and at 42 he is the proud, if financially burdened,

owner of a comfortable suburban home. He and his wife make a good enough living

to be able to provide their children with all the material advantages Tony had lacked

in childhood. If disappointment seems to hang around him then it is not a matter of
money alone. Indeed, time reveals that the 1960s promise of social engineering is

manifest in the lives of the working class subjects. They have all achieved a measure

of material comfort and success in ways that refuse to fully confirm the original

documentary premise of disadvantage and require the viewer to recognize the

particularity of their personal life stories.r5

This claim on the part of the documentary subjects to have their experiences

recognized suggests not the failure of a more structural analysis but a need to

acknowledge and respect the terms of self-definition the subjects themselves invoke.

So, for example, as much as the three working-class women dispute the idea that they

have been disadvantaged by their backgrounds, they also claim the special benefits of
working-class family life in providing them with emotional security. Tony makes a

similar argument in 28 Up when he admits that although he had been wrong at 2l to
claim that education didn't matter, those from more privileged backgrounds were

missing out on "the love and the care, what every East Ender always gives their

children [sic]." lndeed, happiness and family life are frequently opposed to ambition

and privilege by the Up subjects, who assert an alternative set of criteria for success

which is affective rather than material. Privilege is seen here as a fragile guarantee

without the emotional nurture of a stable family background, and in 28 Up both Lynn

and Jackie make oblique references to the way that the programmes have shown this

(although it is unclear exactly to whom or what they are referring). The idea is also

taken up by Suzy in 42 Up when she points to the royal family as the ultimate

example of the failure of privilege: "They're given all that money? wealth, privilege,

15 Jackie complicates this picture somewhat, for although she initially appeared [o move toward
financial security and domestic comfort, her later single parenthood and ill-health have lefl her stuck in
a poverty that her early ambition might have averted. Yet even Jackie's erratic progress refuses a
simple predictive authority to socioeconomic origins and demands the viewer's acknowledgemenl of
the particular choices and diffrculties she has faced.
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but look at them. What a mess!" Expressing a view that is shared by several other

documentary subjects, Suzy declares," money, wealth, position, doesn't give you

happiness or health or anything like that.n' Thus the subjects themselves come to

foreground personal life as a meaningful factor in determining life chances. They

invoke a popular psychology that raises a complex set of questions about what

constitutes a good life and what might provide the solutions to social ills besides the

eradication of the class svstem.

Sad Boys: the Psychological Pedagogies of Seven Up

Privileged upper crust and disadvantaged working class may have been the

defining positions in Seven Up, but as we have seen this is a polarity that is

undermined as the series progresses by the documentary assertion of personal

experience in time. Howevero some of the other children in Seven Up complicate the

polarized structure of class from the outset. More emotionally complex than the toffs

and tykes, even at seven, are Bruce and Symon, whose naiVe willingness to describe

their personal experience is hearhending and presages the collapse ofan upper class/

working class binary. The only black child in the series, Symon lives in a children's

home as a seven year-old, confirming the personal and social disadvantages he faces

as the child of a single mother and an absent father. In an extract from Seven Up that

is often repeated in the later documentaries, young Symon recounts a dream in which

"all the world was on top of me, and I just about got out, and everything flew up in the

air and it all landed on my head." The dream is evocative of the weight of forces

ranged against him, race, class, poverty, family status, that popularized discourses of

sociology and psychology would understand as risk factors. Symon's innocently

revealing account suggests the movingly personal effects of the social conditions that

Seven Up examines. Indeed, the programme frequently substitutes such emotive

fragments for more discursive sociological exposition.

Over time, however, Symon doesn't provide any dramatic fulfillment of the

risk factors adhering to him in childhood. Seven PIus Seven shows that he is back

living with his mother and in time we see him grow up to be a pleasant and mild-

mannered adult who continues to struggle under the weight of what appear to be

invisible and intemalized forces. He works for many years in a sausage factory;

despite declaring his intention in 2l Up to leave the factory before too long, he is still
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there in 28 Up and is evasive when Apted grills him on his apparent lack of ambition.

A broken marriage meant that he refused to appear in 35 Up, but he returns in 42 Up

with a new wife and a new confidence. [n the interval since 28 Up he appears to

develop a new racial consciousness and in 42 Up he seems determined to get the

education he had earlier missed out on. Symon's life thus describes a trajectory of
recovering or discovering the energy to embrace possibilities through processes that

are as much personal and affective as they are social and political; inseparably so, in

fact.16 Asked about the significance of class he tells how "in my day, young people

knew their place" but that now it's changing and young people are determined to
o'burst forward." At 42 Symon seems recovered from a difficult beginning and ready

to "burst forward" himself. Knowing Symon's history the viewer grasps the difficulty

of his joumey and hopes for a good outcome and it is the documentaries' continuous

investment in personal experience from childhood to adulthood that carries the viewer

to the relative psychological sophistication of this position.

While young Symon introduces a more troubling version of the loveable

working-class tyke, Bruce confounds the oppositional structure that would have the

viewer disapprove of the assurance of the children from privileged backgrounds. ln

Seven Up Bruce comes across as a sweet, eamest child who speaks in a stilted, self-

conscious manner that distinguishes him from the other more bubbly and effirsive

children in the programme, whether working class or privately educated. Already at

seven Bruce expresses altruistic desires; against the gleefully self-serving declarations

of the other well-off private school boys he predicts a missionary future for himself

and thinks the most important thing is tbat people "should know about God" and that

we should give "all, some, most of our money to the poor people." As a seven year-

old Bruce attends boarding school and Seven Up shows him with the other boys in his

class marching under the fierce control of an older boy, "the sergeant,o' of whom

Bruce confesses "he gives me nightmares." His anxiety invites viewerly concern, and

when he speaks wistfully of seeing his father again his loneliness is evident: "my

heart's desire is to see my daddy who is 6,000 miles away." Thus already within

Seven Up the notion that privilege constitutes a guarantee of happiness and security is

tu Ann Cvetkovich notes the importance of being attuned to emotional experience when addressing
issues of racial politics and the emotional complexity of living with racism, because one is concerned
with processes that are often overlooked by other forms of analysis. Ann Cvetkovich, An Archive of
Feelings: Trauma, Sexuality and Lesbiqn Public Cultures, (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003),6-
7
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disturbed. The theme of painful loneliness in Bruce's life, once established tn Seven

Up, is continually pursued in the subsequent documentaries and displaces the problem

of privilege that his class origins might have indicated.

Adult Bruce is considerably less pathetic than his seven-year-old self, but he

continues to function in the documentaries as an intemrption to the notion that

privileged beginnings necessarily lead to privileged or self-serving outcomes. By 21

Bruce is studying maths at Oxford and he goes on to become a teacher in the East End

of London, the very area that Tony and the three girls had come from. That part of
London is now largely populated by the immigrant communities of the Asian

diaspora, while the former East Enders have moved out to the suburbs of Essex. -J5

Up sees Bruce on a study tour of Bangladesh, where the documentary allows him to

deliver a thoughtful commentary on Britain's historic pillaging of its Empire and its

consequent post-colonial responsibilities in the present. Indeed, in Bruce's work as a

teacher in the East End, there is the suggestion that race has usurped class as the

determining issue of life chances in contemporary Britain. Quietly articulate about his

socialist views, Bruce represents a more developed version of the left-wing populism

that underpins Seven Up. Yet, even though the programme allows Bruce to express

such acute social and political analyses, it is really more interested in the fact that he

is sfill unpartnered at 35. The documentary continues to play up the image of Bruce as

the sad, lonely boy he was at seven until 42 Up, which shows his wedding to the

robust and matronly Penny.lT This focus on personal, matrimonial fulfillment,

however, is not so much an abandonment of the sociological analysis integral to the

original programme, which Bruce alone of all the Up subjects is able to articulate in

his septennial updates, than the resolution of an affective problem that is present in the

programmes' treatment of Bruce from the beginning. Such affective agendas,

established at the outset and continuous over time, suggest that, although the Up

documentaries invoke the notion of class as an inexorable force in the lives of the

participants, they have always sat uneasily with such a monolithic conception of
structural forces. The relative simplicity of legible social extremes is complicated

'7 Apted had broken bis own seven-year rule to film Bruce and Penny's wedding, which took place a
couple of years prior to his next scheduled return to the documentary, so that it could be included in 42
Up.
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from the outset by the documentary investment in personal experience and

personalizing modes of address to the television viewer.

For Seven Up itself is not motivated purely by a popular socialism, but is also

visibly informed by a popular psychology that sees childhood as the origin of the

adult in developmental terms even more than political or moral terms.l8 Seven Up

provides 'ounprecedented glimpses'n into the lives of children in ways that are

suggestive of their psychological significance. "There are impressionistic snatches of
children's lives," Moran notes, "in the form of playground fights, skipping games,

school dinners and the queue for Saturday morning pictures. In one scene, the camera

even adopts Tony's-eye view as he moves across the schoolyard and into a line of
pupils."le The particularly fraught nature of childhood experience is repeatedly

emphasized by the visual construction of Seven Up. The programme opens with a

series of shots of the children on a climbing frame at an adventure playground and

some children in a physical education class doing free movement to dramatic classical

music. This diegetic music provides a soundtrack to the narrator's announcement of
the programme's intention: "World in Action enters the stmggling, changing world of
the seven year-old." Through this visual framing, together with a voiceover narration

that instructs the viewer in how to see the children, Seven Up schools the viewer in a

psychologically interpretive understanding of the child as the highly contingent origin

of the adult. The instructive combination of televisual imagery and voiceover

narration is evident in a series ofjuxtapositions between upper-class Suzy performing

classical ballet exercises and the working-class children running wild in the

t* Mot- cites psychologist Erik Erikson in this regard. Erikson constructs a number of psychosocial
stages that individuals must negotiate in order to achieve maturify. Such developmental understandings
mark a shift away from the imperatives goveming an earlier generation of schooling which saw the
child as a little adult who must be taught discipline and control. With the appearance of Seven Pfus
Seven and 2l Up the programmes come to trace a developmental trajectory, over and above the
predictive narrative of class, that echoes the influence of developmental psychology in education and
reflects the theoretical understanding that schooling should be appropriate to the child's life stage.
"Childhood, Class and Memory in the Seven lJp Films,394.

This intersection of the Up films with educational psychology is supported by anecdotal evidence that
suggests the films have been widely used in teacher training as a visual encapsulation of developrnent
across time. Apted himself acknowledges that the films are used as teaching resources by psychologists
and sociologists. Michael Apted and Michael Rabiger, A Conversation with Michaet Apied (Chicago:
Department of Film and Video, Columbia College, 1993),4. Up documentary subject Jackie tells of
being recognised by a woman she worked with in London in the I980s who had seen 2l tJp at
teacher's college in Australia. Brooks, "Seven Ups and Downs," 2. I was introduced to the IJp series by
a friend who had seen one of the programmes during teacher training in New Zealand.
re Moran, "Childhood, Class and Memory in the Seven Up Films," 389.
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playground. While the private school children report after school routines of piano

practice, homework and 7pm bed times, working-class Tony says that he goes to bed

at I lpm. The narrator's voiceover reports that "this distinction between freedom and

discipline is the key to their whole future.'o The viewer is thus directed to understand

the need to mould children's psychological development.

The psychological understanding of the formative relation between childhood

and adulthood implicit in the Up films is more fully realized in the later

documentaries which invite the viewer to find the origin of the adult in the footage of
the child. ln 35 Up Nick gives way to tears when he tells of the sadness in his family

over discovering his baby brother was deaf. When putting that programme together

Apted went back and retrieved unused footage recorded for Seven Plus Seven and 2l
Up in which Nick's brother is seen and its inclusion suggests that we can now sse

something of the emotional suffering that was unspoken in that earlier moment. Such

affective retrievals in the later programmes mimic the exploratory nature of the

psychotherapeutic situation in which present experience is explained with reference to

the past. Such therapeutic recoveries are also evident in the interview material with

the homeless Neil in 28 Up, about which Moran observes that "Apted's questions to

the adult Neil follow the hermeneutic model of psychoanalysis, searching for motive

and significance in the fragmentary manifestations of a life - in this case, the archive

of material from the previous programmes."2O Yet it is not onty Apted's questioning

that performs such psychological exploration. The televisual juxtaposition of the

troubled adult with the light-hearted and imaginative seven year-old that Neil was

produces a disjuncture between the stmggles of adulthood and the seemingly carefree

status of childhood. This contrast invites viewerly interpretation; seeing how lost Neil

is as an adult the documentary asks the viewer to reinterpret the child and to look for

tell-tale signs of an unhappiness and disconnection to come. Through its cumulative

exploration of its subjects' lives the lJp cycle trains the viewer to go back and

apprehend such aff-ective histories and so perform analyses of intimate experience.

This is a skill that might, in turn, also be applied to the viewer's own life.

"'Moran, "Childhood, Class and Memory in the.Serer Up Films," 395.
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Documentary Modalities and the Production of Interior Depth

Seven Up reflects a popular interest in social inequality and developmental

psychology, but that original programme is also the product of modalities of television

documentary production that were interested in the exploration of interior states of

mind. Addressing the British television scene, John Corner argues that the

development of more journalistic approaches to documentary in the 1950s and 60s

represented a move away from the didactic forms associated with, for example, John

Grierson's documentary films of the 1930s.2r From the 1950s onwards television

documentary began to foreground the voices of ordinary people and in doing so gave

a new emphasis to personal experience as opposed to authoritative narration designed

more obviously to instruct the audience. In discussing these developments at the level

of documentary modality, Comer emphasizes the importance of "accessed speech" in

distinguishing television documentary from its cinematic predecessors." Until the late

1950s the representation of the lived experience of documentary subjects had been

much constrained by the practice of recording interviews to camera with synchronized

speech. The limitations of 35mm film stock with optical sound and reels that lasted

only four minutes meant that interviews with ordinary people would either be

constantly intemrpted, or else scripted in order to appear unintemtpted, so that they

were understandably stiff and awkward.23 In the late fifties some television

documentarists began to record much longer and more spontaneous interviews on

audio tape, which could then be used as a continuous voiceover across scenes of
activity, thereby offering "the route to a richer and deeper portrayal of popular

attitudes and experiences."'o These new voices offered a means for the exploration of
the consciousness of documentary subjects and created new kinds of "listening

relationships" in which the television viewer experienced a privileged access to the

interior states of others. 25

Such exploratory listening relationships provide a means for the viewer to

learn about other people at a particularly intimate level. Indeed, the experience of

't Cornet, "Documentary Voices," 42.
tt Corner, "Documentary Voices," 42.
tJ Corner, "Documentary Voices," 45.

" Corner, "Documentary Voices," 49.

25 Corner, "Documentary Voices," 44.
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watching the Up documentaries, for example, gives a privileged access to what other

people are like and the nature of their response to the events and conditions they

encounter. This fosters forms of intimate recognition, identification and emulation in

the television viewer. Television promotes such forms of intimate discovery as an

interactive effect whereby the viewer comes to know himself or herself differently

through watching television. This intimate training is cumulative over time and is an

aspect of what John Hartley calls, citing Richard Hoggart, "the amelioration of
manners" in which television schools the viewer in "the manners of the age."26 In

particular, the listening relationships of television documentary, practicedby the Up

series as it progresses, school the viewer in a reflexive interiority that emphasizes

personal, subjective responses over a more impersonal social analysis.

This emphasis on personal experience is evident in another formal

development in television documentary practice that provides the context out of which

Seven Up emerged. Corner identifies a turn within British television of the 1950s and

60s to magazine-style programmes that marked a shift away from more serious

current affairs treatment of social and political issues on television. These new

magazine-style programmes focused on a presenter's interaction with the scenes and

persons he encountered. Interaction displaced the focus on a topic, so that the

relational elements of the investigation gained a new prominence in a programme

style in which "it was precisely the interactive and situated character of talk which

became the primary object of projection to the viewer.''27 The first programme of the

Up cycle, Seven Up itself, has no visible presenter and still relies heavily on voiceover

narration, but that narration is more confiding than authoritative; it assumes a shared

world view between narrator and viewer. Over time, however, the programmes

subdue that narration and rely more fully on a direct relationship with the confiding

subjects. Thus the Up series follows what Corner terms a "shift from the 'social'

towards the 'sociable,"' as the more serious project of observing social issues gives

way to something closer to interaction.tt Comer explains how the "visual framing and

the direct and indirect speech" of the programmes he discusses "perform a replication

26 John Harlley, The IJses of Television (London: Routledge, 1999), 155.
tt Corner, "Documentary Voices," 56.

'* Corner, "Documentary Voices," 57.
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and an extension of everyday sociality. The relationship between the viewers and the

viewed is emphatically mediated in parasocial terms."2e

The technological and sociable developments in the documentary modality,

the foregrounding of the voice and the new emphasis on interaction, are defining

elements of the documentary modalities employed in the Up series. tn its emphasis on

the personal voices and experiences of the children Seven Up suggests a sociable,

interactive relation that is more fully developed by the Up documentaries over time as

the narration is subdued and the focus on the subjects as personalities evolves. The

parasocial mode of television documentary is exemplary of the "fictions of presence"

or virfualities that Margaret Morse attributes to television.s0 According to Morse such

virnral interactivity comes at the cost of more authentic face-to-face relations between

subjects. However, the Up documentaries' representational effects should not be seen

as displacing a more authentic mode of relationship. Rather, they create recurring

structures of affective meaning which school both documentary subject and viewer in

new, technologically mediated forms of intimacy and sociality. In particular, the

parasociality at work in the Up programmes fosters forms of interior and interpersonal

understanding and insight.

Furthermore, the documentary modalities of the Up series provide sociable

experiences of exploration that are more important than an in-depth knowledge of the

subjects themselves. The documentaries produce the subjects as intimately known by

the viewer; as Stanley Kauffman puts it, the documentary subjects o'seem

confidentially close."3r But this is an effect of the intimate sociability of the

documentary apparatus, for in reality we know very little about them from the few

minutes they appear on our screens every seven years. The subjects are directed to

speak on topics related both to the problem of class and the personal aspects of their

lives and the viewer is shown direct interviews to camera, archival footage, and

sometimes dramatic or even staged footage that shows the subjects engaged in

activities that seem defining of their everyday lives. Watching the documentaries the

lengthy processes of establishing intimacy in everyday life are telescoped by the Up

29 Corner, "Documentary Voices," 57.

r0 Morse, Virtualiries: Television, Media Arr, and Cyberailture, (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1998),17.
3l 

Stanley Kauffman, "35 Up," The New Repttblic 206, no. 7 (1992):2j.
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programmes' televisual strategies that allow the viewer to feel close to the on-screen

subjects. The privilege of intimacy accorded to the viewer is anchored by the

documentary fiction of presenting the on-screen subjects "as 'actors of themselves"'

in set-ups which require them "not to recognize the camera's presence, since the

illusion of unseen onlooking is central to conventional documentary aesthetics."32

Thus while at times the Up subjects are very clearly speaking to the interviewer in

front of a camera, the Up programmes also use footage that, for example, shows Suzy

going for a walk with her husband and children. The fiction of the country walk is so

commonly seen that we might assume it is an activity shared in common by a number

of the documentary subjects rather than what it is, a pro-filmic event that creates the

illusion of unseen observation and fosters the sense of looking into the intimate reality

of the subjects' everyday lives. As a televisual effect, the walk seems to be a reflective

space, suggestive of time to think, talk and be together with loved ones. Screened with

a voice track of interview material recorded separately, the viewer is made to feel

close to the intimate reflections of the documentary subjects. As a repeated device,

the country walk also functions to create visible connections between the

documentary subjects, so that the insight it gives the viewer also serves to foster a

sense of community between viewer and documentary subjects, who seem to enter

into one another's reflective space.

At times such evocative footage is staged in ways that visually expand our

affective engagement with the subjects and our sense of knowing them deeply. For

example, in 42 Up Nick is brought back from his home in America so that he can be

filmed on the family farm in Yorkshire, a trip that he would not have made otherwise.

The footage is doubly nostalgic, recalling as it does a lost way of life as well as

reprising the scenes of Nick on the farm as a child and an adolescent, so that we seem

to gain a fuller sense of the emotional complexity of his life. On other occasions

Apted takes advantage of scenic events in the subjects' lives, such as Bruce's trip to

Syhlet in Bangladesh or John's trip to Bulgaria, to gather visually interesting footage

that gives the subjects a presumed psychological complexity through their association

with those seftings. By playing interview material as a soundtrack across those scenes

the documentaries build a connection for the viewer with the presumed interior states

" Joho comer, Television Form and Public Address (London: Edward Arnold, 1995), g0.
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of the documentary subjects in ways that make the footage more than merely

illustrative. Thus 28 Up returns to the problem of Bruce's lonely, unpartnered life

against a backdrop of a busy, crowded, colourful street scene in Syhlet. As he rides

through the street in a cycle rickshaw he is heard in voiceover discussing his romantic

experience and expectations: "l've had affairs. Sometimes they've ended quite

naturally with good will on both sides. Maybe I just haven't met the right person.'n

When Apted asks if he's getting worried, he replies, "l'm always optimistic, who

knows who I might meet tomorrow. But I think that's the trouble with reserve; you're

not rejected but you never know what might have been. But I'm getting better, you

know, year by year. I think we all grow up." These intimations are not in themselves

particularly profound or revealingl run as a voice track across a more evocative scene,

however, they convey a sense of cornplex interiority and seem to condense a process

of making one's way in the world that has a history and an as yet unknown

destination.

This apparent exploration of interior states creates an illusion of depth

projected onto the Up subjects themselves, but more importantly that interiority is

experienced by the viewer as located within the self. That is to say, the viewer feels as

though he or she knows the documentary subjects intimately; however, tthe Up

subjects are only a screen onto which an intimate knowledge is projected, for in
reality the more important site for the exploration of inner life is within the viewer.

The confiding address of television enables the viewer to feel equipped to understand

and interpret more than he or she can actually know. We think that we know the

documentary subjects because we project our own experiences and beliefs onto them.

What feels like deep personal knowledge of the subjects' histories reflects an

interiority located within the viewer. At the same time, the documentaries generate

experiences of depth within the viewer. The Up programmes render the subjects as

intimately known; they create affective depth and meaning through a set of visual and

aural relationships that organize the viewer's engagement with the documentary

subjects. ln this sense the Up series really is about'ts," but in a different sense to that

suggested by the reviewers cited at the beginning of this chapter.

The figurative depth created by the documentaries is an effect of a hiatus that

opens up as a result of the separation of voice and image tracks when interview
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material recorded in a different context is used as a voiceover across a more evocative

mise-en-scdne. The consequence of this practice is that the voice of the documentary

subject is constituted as "a thinking voice, an interior voice," which functions to

convey "individual consciousness."-t3 This use of "reflective talk" paradoxically

produces a feeling of a more profound understanding of the subjects' inner experience

than synchronized speech presented to camera.'o Corner describes the use of such

reflective talk in the 1957 documentary In Prison (BBC) that features extensive use of
such voiceover across the image track, without ever showing the prisoners' faces.

This has the effect, as Corner notes, of creating "an 'inner' strucfure of feeling,

closing the imaginative distance between prisoners and viewers right from the start."

Such "'interior' experience" is a "powerful rhetorical characteristic" that draws the

viewer into an empathic relation with the subjects on-screen.3s

The effect is clearly seen in the highly memorable and distressing portrayal of

Neil in 28 Up, which engages the combination of mise-en-scdne and voiceover to

produce a powerful sense of Neil's personal crisis as the documentary stages a series

of affective problems across Neil and between him and the landscape. 28 Up finds

Neil living an itinerant existence in the western highlands of Scotland. The

programme shows him walking in heavy rain toward an isolated caravan with his

burden of luggage while in voiceover Apted and Neil talk about the precariousness of
his life; how he manages to scrape by living on welfare and always moving on from

place to place, sometimes without the money to put a roof over his head. In the next

shot the unseen camera is located inside the caravan to film Neil as enters that

claustrophobic space with a small cardboard box out of which he unpacks food, so

that we seem to know his experience in intimate detail. The camera then pans across

the confined interior to show his sleeping bag laid out on the little caravan bed, where

Neil sits down and begins searching through his pockets in a way that makes him look

a little crazed.lt is an entirely dismal scene that strongly suggests Neil is suffering

from a mental illness, although the voice ffack of this segment never defines the

nature of his difficulties in those terms. The feeling is nevertheless of being inside

Neil's experience of social and psychic alienation and dissociation.

33 Pahicia Hampl, "Memory's Movies," in Beyond Doumrent: Essal,s on Nonfiction Film, ed. Charles
Warren (Hanover and London: Wesleyan University Press, 1996), 57.
t4 Corner, "Documentary Voices," 52.

15 Corner, "Documentary Voices," 50 and 51.
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However, the visual strategies of the documentary exaggerate Neil's social

isolation, making it seem like a much more profound and problematic psychological

break with the social world than it may in fact be. While we see the caravan from the

outside, the viewer is not shown an establishing shot that locates it in a wider context.

Only one very fleeting view shows that there is actually a house next door but the

programme's visual treatment of Neil emphasizes disconnection over community. For

the most part the caravan appears to be entirely alone in the middle of nowhere and

shots of it are intercut with scenes of Neil trudging through the lonely if beautifut

countryside. The film crew that accompanies him on these walks is invisible and Neil

is visually constituted as dangerously isolated, a perpetual nomad who is unable to

establish a normal life. When the camera next returns to the lonely caravan, Neil is

seen through the window from outside as a darkened silhouette. There is silence and

stillness for a moment. Slowly the camera zooms in and Neil's voice comes in to

soundtrack the image: "l feel, especially sometimes when I'm on my own, that I'm

losing touch with the way other people live." His reflexive statement is charged with

greater significance by the visible isolation and dreariness of the caravan, so that his

physical aloneness indicates a serious separation from everyday sociability.

No restoration is offered for Neil's crisis within 28 Up. At the end of Neil's

section we see a shot of his two heavy suitcases, and the camera pulls back to reveal

him standing on a railway platform with his luggage, while seagulls call mournfully

overhead. The set-up of the shot suggests a departure point, although this will be a

joumey weighed down with many burdens. But the mise-en-scdne in fact conflicts

with Neil's voiceover, which tells that he is happier and more confident now: "l don't

feel so hopelessly as if everything is against me." The relative optimism of this

declaration is lost and if Neil would like to argue that he is quite well and in control,

or at least doing better than he had been, the visual strategies of the programme don't

give credence to such a view. The enduring sense of Neil in 28 Up is of a man who is

rather seriously troubled. However, under closer scrutiny we can see that the crisis is

located in the documentary modality itself and in its capacity to foster experiences of
interiorify and depth, rather than anything that is clearly identifiable as happening to

Neil. The mise-en-scdne effectively overrides what Neil says about himself, or even

serves to make his rather mundane reflections seem more ominous, or more

profoundly revelatory than they are in reality. The documentary modalities produce
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the feeling of knowing the intimate reality of Neil's experience from the inside,

creating a relation of proximity that is at once fictional and empathetically productive.

The notion that it is the viewer's own inner experience that is being addressed

by the documentary evocation of personal depth is suggested by viewer response to

the portrayal of Neil in 28 Up.ln 35 Up Neil tells how he had been disturbed by the

response to his appearance in the earlier programme, after which he had received

many letters from people who admired his way of life. Neil was shocked to discover

that some viewers had interpreted his homelessness as a radical statement against the

restrictions of convention. Even more disfurbingly for Neil, others had seen him as

possessed of special knowledge that meant he could help them to solve their

problems. It seemed as though, in making a connection with the documentaries, those

people had misidentified with Neil, imagining that the visual understanding of interior

states given to them by the documentaries was actually a property possessed by Neil

himself.

Confession, Temporality and the Production of Intimacy

The documentary foregrounding of the subjects' own voices may suggest that

they speak freely about themselves and are thus the agents of their own self-

representation but, as Neil's segment in 28 Up demonstrates, they are caught up in an

apparatus that produces them as intimately known. tn this context, ffuth operates at a

level that is more affective than literal; it is more to do with the complexities of
interpersonal relationships, however mediated, than any expository ambitions the

documentary might have. The production of intimate knowledge in the documentaries

is not only a consequence of the way in which they are constructed but is atso an

effect of a confessional imperative that is built into them. The Up subjects operate

under a compulsion to confess precisely because the documentary is an apparatus that

calls forth intimate revelation. Apted notes of the documentary subjects that "in some

perverse way, they understand what's expected of them and they know they've got to

deliver the goods."36 In watching the documentaries we can hear Apted probe areas

that the subjects are unwilling to speak about, summoning difficult confessions.

However, in describing the process of the documentary interview he observes:

ru Apted and Rabiger, A Conversation wirh Michael Apted, 18.
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"Sometimes the best interviewing technique is not to say anything and just let them

keep talking."37 Even though the Up subjects are frequently quite adept at answers

which refuse prying questions, the documentary apparatus still manages to draw out

more than they mean to tell.

The documentary subjects' revelations come about in what Peter Brooks, in

his sfudy of confession in law, literature and psychoanalysis, terms "a context of
intersubjectivity," which indicates a transaction taking place between positions that

are structurally determined, such as the analytic transference.3s From the Foucauldian

perspective that Brooks invokes, personal revelations given in an intersubjective

context, such as the documentary interview, or the analytic transference itself, are

always shot through with power. The position of confessor is loaded with the power to

pass judgment, while that of the confessant is weighted with a need to be confirmed as

a viable social subject. Michel Foucault notes that in Western societies "confession is

one of the main rituals we rely on for the production of truth." He describes

confession as "a ritual that unfolds within a power relationship, for one does not

confess without the presence (or virtual presence) of a partner who is not simply the

interlocutor but the authority who requires the confession, prescribes and appreciates

it and intervenes in order to judge, punish, forgive, console, and reconcile." 3e The

confessional subject strives on some level to be accepted and to please by answering

the questions directed to him in a way that renders him in the best possible light,

either by being the most revealing (even though one may be condemned by one's own

revelations), or by attempting to create the most attractive story.

In the case of the Up documentaries, it is not so much a matter of presenting

untruths to the camera, nor even that editing takes away a fuller account, but rather

that the Up subjects are caught in a structure that draws forth a necessarily partial

account of the self, partial because the whole truth is impossible to tell. There is

always more that could be said to provide a more complete account, but further

revelation only leads to a need for further elaboration. There is no strategy that can

3i Apted and Rabiger, A Conversation with Michael Apted,18.
rE Peter Brooks, Troubling ConJbssions: Speaking Guilt in Law and Literature (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2000), 95.

te Michel Foucault, The Hisrory oJ'serualir.v,trans. Robert Hurley (London: Penguin, 1976),58 and 6l-
2.
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really work as a defense against the power of the confessional or documentary

apparafus, which necessarily makes more of the subject's confessions than they

intend. For the Up subjects, even an account of disliking or distrusting the

documentary apparatus will not allow them to be independent of the apparatus that

produces them as intimately known.

Yet, although personal revelation is always shot through with power and the

documentary apparatus produces a necessary partial account, we shouldn't fall into

the reductive and possibly paranoid assumption that television documentary

undermines more authentic and fruitful interactions that could somehow operate

outside the circuits of power. Even though confession functions within structurally

determined positions, it is also affectively productive in ways that are useful to the

viewer, not only creating a fictive connection with the subjects on-screen but also a

means of understanding self and others that takes into account the contingencies of
personality, social position and life events. In his study of confession Brooks is

concemed with how we get to the truth within a structure for revelation that is so

determined by the operations of power.ao But I suggest that in the experience of
watching the Up programmes the intimacy generated by the documentaries'

interactive process is more important than the conclusions that can be drawn from any

identifiable content. The structural power relation that links confessor and confessant,

or documentary apparatus and documentary subject, produces a disjuncture between

the performative and constantive elements of the personal revelation, or between the

act of self-revelation and the content of the admission. A gap opens up between what

the documentary subjects say and how they seem. Rather than seeing this as a failure

to access the ffuth, we might rather grasp the ways in which this gap creates an

interpretive space that the viewer can occupy to supplement their knowledge of the

docum'entary subjects with their own understanding and experience. [n this way,

viewers knows themselves better through knowing the subjects on-screen. Such

processes of interpretive supplementarity are leamed by viewers through watching

television across genres and through time so that the fragments of other people's lives

that we watch on television become both meaningful and productive. Reading the Up

oo The complexities of the relationship between truth and representation
documentary scholarship. not leasl the seminal work of Bill Nichols. See,
Representing Reality: Issues and Concepts in Dourmentalu (Bloomington:
199 r ).

motivates a great deal of
for example, Bill Nichols,
Indiana University Press,
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documentaries in terms of the reparative ambitions of this thesis we need to

understand that they are about us, as the commentators cited at the beginning of this

chapter have argued, but that 'us-ness' is not simply a sociological reflection of the

issues faced by the baby-boom generation. Rather' the imaginative, interpretative

work of viewilg the IJp documentaries requires us to explore our own subjective

interiorify and depth via the on-screen subjects. 
al

Furthermore, the reiterative and retrospective form of the Up programmes, in

which adult experience is always made sense of with reference to childhood,

represents television's capacity to foster an intimate awareness of a self whose depth

is not only a function of reflexive or revelatory articulations but is also indexed to the

past. Because intimacy is indexed to temporality and not simply to disclosure, the up

subjects who attempt to assert content over the temporally complex processes of

televisual intimacy do so at their cost. This is evident in 28 Up when Nick' the boy

who grew up on a farm in the Yorkshire Dales and went on to become a nuclear

physicist, is interviewed with his wife Jackie.a2 ln one portion of the interview Nick

and Jackie attempt to explain how they see their relationship. As the intellectuals they

are, they try to offer some analysis of the forces they see ranged within and against

coupledom in their complex and professionally ambitious lives. However' in the

exposition of their relationship dynamics they come across as engaged in a joyless

struggle. The camera shudders into a cynical close-up on Jackie's face, as if

disbelieving her earnest revelations. Nick appears awkward and uncomfortable as he

closes his eyes in a characteristic gesture of embarrassment that we have seen before

in the earlier films. His discomfort here plays across the viewer as well, for it is a

palpably embarrassing segment to watch. Subsequently, in 35 ()p, Nick reports that

Jackie had been furious about the way she was represented in 28 Up and she has since

refused to have anything fur.ther to do with the series. Nick strives to account for the

ar Such a reading of the Up documentaries provides a tbundation for a more optimistic take on present-

day Reality TV,-of which the Up documeniaries are a forerunner. Despite Reality TV's preoccupation

with the most banal elements of personal experience, the mundanity of other people's relationships and

seerningly artificialty generated affect, the form can be understood as an exploration of what other

p"opt" ii" like and, 6ylxtension, how the viewer should know him or herself' In this sense Reality TV

is entirely continuous with the preoccupations thar have always motivated television, albeit in a form

that seems more hyperbolic to audiencei raised on subtler forms of interactivity'

at One of the ways that Apted has attempted to address the gender imbalance in the original group of

Up subjects, *ud" up of ten men and four wolnen, has been to include the wives of some of the men' [t

is a strategy that has been more successful in some instances than others, but fundamentally Apted feels

he has miised out on the opportr.rnity to chart the changes brought abotrt by the womenos movement'
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experience when he says that they were just trying to be really honest and to explain

how they saw their relationship working, yet mystiffingly produced a representation

of themselves as being in a marriage that was on the rocks. Operating on the

provocation or compulsion to disclose, and believing that one's most intimate life was

explainable, the couple learn the hard lesson that fuither disclosure would not produce

a more truthful representation. For Jackie especially, her rush to disclose is an

estranging experience that left her feeling misunderstood and misrepresented'

Jackie's estrangement signals that the intimacy evoked by the documentaries

does not only come about through self-revelation. As the documentary subjects

emerge more fully as personalities rather than class types, it becomes evident that

intimacy is a function of visibility in archival time and not only of disclosure' The

format of the documentaries, with their constant movement between past and present'

means that the subjects come to have a material history into which affective meaning

is telescoped. Jackie arrives in 28 (/p as something of a usurping daughter-in-law'

married to that favoured son Nick, who, more than any other of the Up subjects'

seems to have snatched victory from the jaws of defeat by rising from an isolated one-

room rural school to attend Oxford and achieve professional success in America'

Unlike the other Up subjects, Jackie is without history. She simply arrives in 28 Up

and presumes on the viewerly intimacy established by the documentary mode'

Compared to Jackie, the rather drab lives of the three working-class women are given

affective depth and resonance through the extensive use of archival footage that

shows the three lively seven year olds joking about one another's boyfriends and

animatedly watching television together-

Apted has described the changing face as the central image of the up series

and it is a potent image indeed.a3 The changing face evokes the complex affect that

attaches to an experience of subjectivity caught in the progless of time' The Up

documentaries record the passage of time and the reiterative practice of going back to

retrieve and reuse moments from the earlier films, including footage not used the first

time around, allows the documentaries to function as an "inventory of mortality,"

ot Anthony Kaufrnan, Interuiew: Michael Apled Goes ftom "7 Up" to 007 (indieWIRE, 1999 [cited l6

January 20011); available from
http://www.indiewire.corn/t'ilm/interviews/int_Apted-Michael99 I I l8-html.
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marking both the documentary subjects' and the viewers' own ffajectory in time' 4

Moran likens the documentaries to a photograph album which is plotted "in relation to

a chronological life story.'/s Yet the up programmes resist such chronological order

in practice, for the movement between past and present is much less orderly' It is

rather more like looking at a collection of family photographs jumbled together in an

old and dusty box, emerging out of sequence and descriptive of a far more erratic

temporality. The images jump about, as the subjects are seen now at 35, now at seven,

now at 42, now at2l, and the viewer is called upon to forge the connections of a

larger history that belongs both to the documentary subjects and the viewer him- or

herself. That history is crucial to an understanding of affective depth in the present,

for as Brooks explains, "our modern sense of identity and personality' of those inner

recesses that appear to lodge the essence of the 'self,' would seem to be very much

tied to childhood formative experience, to affectivities reaching deep into what we

conceive of as a personal past.'/6 However, what the Up documentaries further

demonstrate is that contemporary intimacies have another aspect besides the personal

history and interiority that viewers bring to the documentary' The Up series describes

a transaction that both creates and augments the viewerns own experience of a self

possessed of a complex, interior depth.

Conclusion: Works in Progress

The Up documentaries have suoceeded in creating a feeling of connectedness

that is both internal to the programmes themselves and shared by television viewers'

ln 42 lJp, the most recent installment of the series, Lynn, one of the three working-

class girls from London's East End, is asked to comment on what it has meant to

participate in the Seven Up experiment. "We're linked," Lynn replies, "and that can

never go." Although Lynn domesticates this "link" by referring to her fellow subjects

as "family," the connections made by the documentary work in several orders' There

are the links, such as those Lynn avows' between the subjects themselves but' over

4 Describing the capacity of photography to mark time's passage on-the body' Susan Sontag wntes:

.'Through ph-otograp-hs *" folto* in thi most intimate, trorr6ling way the reality of how people age' To

look at an old photograph of oneself, of anyone one has known, or of a much photographed public

person is to feel, first of: all: how much vounger I (she, he) was then' Photography is the inventory of

mortality." susan Sontag , on Photagrapfry (New York: Fanar, Straus and Giroux' 1973)' 70'

ot Moran, "Childhood. Class and Memory in the Sever Up Films," 398'

a6 Brooks, Troubling ConJbssions, 106.
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time, there are also links forged between those subjects and the filmmaker who

observes them. Most obscurely, because least on display, there are the links between

the subjects and the television viewer via the remote medium that brings them to

representation. This chapter has concentrated on this last relation in order to suggest

that the Up phenomenon, and the peculiarly intense nexus of emotional responses that

the documentary series draws from both its participants and its viewers' is less

content-based than formally driven. Spanning the decades from 1960s to the 1990s

and, we anticipate, into the new century, the L)p cycle reveals many things about

social change and the reproduction of class and gender. However, just as importantly

and perhaps more hopefully, it also reveals something about television as an apparatus

of feeling.

The documentary modality of the Up series grows with its subjects to become

more self-assured in evoking a sense of intimate connection. The Up programmes are

a mechanism for the establishment of a figurative interiority, projected onto the

documentary subjects, but inscribed within the viewer' The interlocutionary structure

that calls forth revelations from the Up subjects sees them caught up in the workings

of an apparatus that is always more in control than they are. While it seemingly works

against them, at times creating representations the subjects are unhappy with' for

some of them it also provides a sense of legibility and significance to their lives' For

paul,s wife Sue this is exactly the function that the Up documentaries serve. Paul had

been in the same children's home as Symon at the age of seven and by 14 had

emigrated to Australia with his family, where he has lived ever since. His wife Sue is

an open and talkative woman, who takes over some of the work of describing their

lives from the more reticent Paul. ln 35 up Sue expresses a feeling of gratirude for the

series' capacity to consolidate her relationship with Paul by reminding them of what

they had shared in the past. Although Paul laughs derisively, perhaps out of

embarrassmento at the idea the documentary could function to support their

relationship, Sue has touched on something important about how representations are

central to what constitutes the experience of intimacy. Part of what she responds to

about their shared life is staged footage, for in 28 Up the couple reenacted their trip

across Ausffalia for the cameras, performing fragments of an event that had taken

place several years earlier. This is actually the most extravagantly staged footage of

the entire series and one of few times where non-diegetic music is used as a
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soundfiack. But it is the event that they can point to, as Sue does in 28 Up, to say that

..we hadn't just been nobodies and lived in suburbia all our lives." In time the

representation doubles back, as Sue becomes the audience for her own performance'

won over by it and the affect it plays across her, both on- and off-screen. In this

interactive relation between camera and subject, but also between viewer and text, the

apparatus recognizes and affirms both documentary subject and viewer' [n ways that

are reflective of the cumulative emotional training that television watching provides,

this recognition gains tbrce with each succeeding installment.

While the cycle of documentaries has not yet come to an end, it is safe to

conclude that it is more concerned with producing and exploring subjective interiority

than with any polemical agenda that may have motivated the first programme' Our

knowledge of the documentary subjects, attained through a few minutes of footage

every seven years, can only ever be fleeting and cursory in reality. As viewers we

must work to fill in any gaps of understanding or knowledge with reference to our

own more or less certain grasp of social status and subjective identity. Like a

conversation with a familiar friend, where the pleasure is in the talk and not in

reaching a conclusion, the sociable modality of the Up documentaries is more

concemed with producing inwardness as an infinitely explorable depth than it is in

finding narrative or argumentative closure. The series remains open-ended and the

documentary subjects - and viewers - are works in progress'
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Chapter Four

Love on the Rerun: Repetition,

Retrospection and the Television Sitcom

Popular memory, then, is the place where privale and public pasts
meet. At this crossroads we f,rnd a mix of personal and collective
fantasies that transform the products of mass culture into the tools
of everyday life.

- Lynn Spigel and Henry Jenkins, "Same Bat Channel, Different
Bat Times: Mass Culture and Popular Memory"

The Up cycle of documentaries considered in the previous chapter stages a

continual refolding of the past into the present. The documentaries demonstrate,

among other things, the continuous presence of television in the lives of post-war

generations. In addition, the series' ability to repeatedly refer back to childhood

through recycled television footage traces an ongoing relationship of intimate

representation and affective training that spans the last forty years and more. While

repetition is intemal to the Up documentaries, in this chapter I turn to consider the

much repeated form of the television situation comedy. The 1960s comedy Bewitched

(ABC, 1964-72) is the particular example I focus on to argue that the intimate effects

of the sitcom form are the consequence of its repeatability over periods that run

parallel to the formative years of a generation of viewers. [n time the sitcom emerges

as a focus of affective investment less because of what actually takes place in any

given episode, the details of which are scarcely remembered, than because of the

parallel intimate world its repetition conjures.

Relocation and Dislocation

There is a sense in which to see again, as an adult, a favourite sitcom from

childhood is like being returned to a dream. For in the experience of re-watching, the

linear progression of time breaks up as past, present and fantasy collide and the

favourite programme becomes a lens through which we seem to see the children we
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were. Yet, there is no direct access to those earlier versions of ourselves and no way

to discover, now, how we watched then.l The experience of childhood viewing is only

to be retrospectively construed, made sense of through the traces of memory and the

ephemeral fonn that is the outdated sitcom itself. Utterly embedded in everyday life

and in the emotionally and fantasmatically charged context of home and family, the

sitcom cannot be cut free from the scene of viewing. In contrast to the commonly

engaged strategy of reading sitcoms through their narrative structure and the socio-

historical context of their original production and reception, this chapter proposes that

part of the sitcom's cultural force and appeal derives from the mutual imbrication of
fantasy, affection and domestic iconography that its televisual form secures. One

might even say that the ideal of the sitcom is always the rerun, its reception marked by

affective dislocation and the inevitable recall of an earlier moment of viewing.

Perhaps more than any other genre the sitcom lends itself to repetition.

American sitcoms in particular are sold internationally and rerun over decades until

they are dropped or lost in the reshuffles of scheduling. Derek Kompare accounts for

the particular repeatability of the sitcom in terms of its "compact episode length and

flexible scheduling order," as well as its "formulaic narrative form."2 Sitcom episodes

are bite-sized pieces, pleasurable in themselves and apparently requiring no

continuous involvement so that they can be inserted at any point in the television

schedule. Yet, it is also the case that it takes time to grow familiar with and fond of
the spaces and characters that sitcoms bring into our lives, so that many programmes

only achieve popularity in their rerun life. The Brady Bunch (ABC, 1969-74), for

example, now remembered as one of the most popular family comedies of the 1970s

and parodied in a 1995 cinematic remake, was something of a failure during its initial

run. It only became beloved in a way that indexed it to 1970s childhood, particularly

in the US, when it was rerun in syndication. In his potted history of the series Sean

Griffin attributes the outstanding popularity of The Brady Bunch to the structure of

' There is much worthwhile research into children's viewing practices, not least the work of David
Buckingham, which is notable for its attention to children's own articulation of their experience of
television texts. See, for example, David Buckingham, Chitdren Talking Television: The Making oJ'
Television LiteracT, (London: The Falmer Press, 1993). However, in this chapter I am interested in the
remembered effects of childhood viewing as something that may only be retrieved retrospectively.
2 Derek Kompare, "l've Seen This One Before: The Consl.ruction of 'Classic TV' on Cable
Television," in Small Screens, Big ldeas: Television in the 1950s, ed. Janet Thumim (London: l.B.
Taurus,2002),24.
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children's programming: "The Brady Bunch became inordinately popular in rerun

syndication. This success can be attributed in part to children's afternoon viewing

patterns. Often programmed as a daily 'strip' in after-school time periods, the show

found new viewers who had not previously seen the series."3 This suggests that the

sitcom's repeated and continuous presence over a number of years has certain effects

that are not reducible to the highly consumable single episode.

The repeatability of the sitcom means that it has several viewing lives. The

first of these is the original prime-time broadcast, screened to a primarily adult

audience. Bewitched is a among a number of 1960s and 1970s comedies that began as

popular adult programming in prime-time but within a few years of their inception

were remn as children's television. The appeal of certain sitcoms to both adult and

child viewers is indicative of their audience-gathering capacities, which meant that

they functioned on many levels simultaneously. Narratively they are concerned with

adult themes of relationships and social status, but they also function visually and

affectively to conjure on-screen worlds that children enjoy. In 1964-5, its first and

most popular season in the US, Bewitched was clearly aimed at an adult audience,

screening at 9pm, and its initial prime-time run continued in the late evening. From

1968 to 1973, however, it was also repeated in an aftemoon slot that children could

watch and, as if conferring a parental seal of approval, in 1969 the women's magazine

Good Hottsekeeping declared it "the most agreeable show on the air.'/ Outside of the

US, Bewitched followed a similar trajectory of shifting from adult programming to an

after-school time. In New Zealand, for example, in the mid-1960s programmes such

as Bewitched, The Dick Van Dyke Show and Get Smart all screened around 8pm,

presumably after bedtime for many younger children, which seems remarkable for

programmes that are now strongly associated with childhood viewing. By the early

1970s Bewitched had disappeared from primetime and taken up a regular 4pm time

slot, fixed in the daily schedule of children's programming. Thus, despite its formerly

adult target audience and the apparently adult themes of this marital comedy,

Bewitched could be reframed, like other comedies of the period, as suitable

entertainment for children.

' Sean Griffin, The Brady Bunch ([cited 8 March 200a]); available from
http://www.museum.tv/archives/etv/B/htmlB/bradybunch/bradybunch.htm.
* Cited in Herbie J. Pilato, The Bewirched Book: The Cosmic Companion to TV's Most Magical
Supernatural Situation Comedy (New York: Delta, 1992), 2.
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This afternoon screening is the second life of the sitcom, in which it may be

repeatedly shown in a way that allows a child viewer to become utterly familiar with

the world a given programme imagines. The effects of such repetition have been

much overlooked by television criticism that has focused on the original broadcast

context and it is the task of this chapter to remedy that inattention to the childhood

rerun. We can recognize the effects of the repeated childhood sitcom when later,

perhaps decades later, the third life of the sitcom comes around and the programmes

we knew well in childhood reappear in marginal viewing slots as scarcely marked

schedule fillers. To see them again in this context is a strangely dislocating

experience, as those familiar worlds seem to return from the past. The sense of
affective return can be fleeting and quickly overtaken by an adult understanding that

recognises how outdated a favourite programme has become. But, as this chapter

demonstrates, attending to the retrospective effects of programmes we knew well in

the past is a productive strategy for thinking about the situation comedy.

More recently critical attention has tumed to look at the repackaging of
outdated sitcoms as retro TV in a way that has also overlooked the way such

programmes were watched in childhood or the strange emotional returns that the

repeat of an old favourite can provide. Such criticism attends to the fourth and most

recent stage in the progress of the sitcom through repetition, in which sitcoms of an

earlier period are repackaged by cable and satellite channels, such as Nick at Nite, TV

Land, or UK Gold.s Particularly in the US and the UK, those channels reframe old

sitcoms under the distancing rubric of camp, or the more respectful codings of classic

or heritage television. ln identifying this later development, Kompare contends that

the television past is relentlessly plundered as a new form of commodification,

marketed to both old and new audiences, inducting them into a cultural vemacular

through an education in sitcom heritage.6 However, this thesis is written from New

Zealand, where encounters with television texts from the past are not conditioned by

the framings of the likes of Nick at Nite. Reruns of programmes from the past still

screen on terrestrial broadcast TV as ordinary programming, albeit in marginal time

slots, scarcely even marked as repeats. Perhaps the New Zealand experience is more

' Kompare, n'l've 
Seen This One Before," 25-7 andlynn Spigel, llelcome to the Dreamhouse: Popular

Media and Postwar Suburbs (Durham: Duke University Press,200l),360.
u Kompare, "l've Seen This One Before," 23.
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innocent, allowing for the emergence of the more transient affective resonances of

childhood viewing. It is probably true to say that the emotional connections

summoned by the rediscovered sitcom operate within a wider context of the

revaluation of the past by a retro aesthetic that is at work in consumer culture more

generally. Nevertheless, I contend that gathering the outdated sitcom under a rubric of
commodification is a premature and possibly paranoid move that passes too quickly

over a moment in which it might be possible to recognise the affection formerly

attached to beloved programmes from childhood.

This chapter takes a productive pause at the moment of the marginal rerun,

before the establishment of retro TV. The analysis presented here doubles back to

childhood in a process of reparative recovery that aims to understand the long-term

effects of the sitcom's relocation in the children's schedule, where it was repeatedly

rerun over many years. My concern is with the ways in which the surprising

rediscovery ofa childhood favourite as an adult gives unexpected access onto spaces

of memory. While Bev,itched is the example revisited in this chapter, any number of
comedies seen in childhood might stand in its place, for I argue that the rediscovered

sitcom bears the force it does because of its intimate place in childhood viewing.

The Sitcom as Social Commentarv

The most influential modes of criticism of situation comedies have focused on

the way that sitcoms address the social and political context in which they were made,

particularly by analyzing the meanings contained in the narrative of the individual

episode. Within the dominant practice of socio-historical analysis the fantasy sitcom

of the 1960s is frequently understood as a mirror of social relations at a time of crisis,

a time when the presumed consensus of 1950s suburban domesticity began to

crumble. Thus Bewitched is read as a text that encodes highly ambivalent messages

about womenos power and place in society. The premise of this 1960s fantasy sitcom

is a marriage between an ordinary 'mortal' man, Darrin Stephens (played initially by

Dick York and later by Dick Sargent), and a beautiful blonde witch, Samantha

(Elizabeth Montgomery), who agrees to give up her extraordinary powers and settle

down in the suburbs as Darrin's ordinary wife. But of course Sam simply can't give

up the magic, try as she might, which gives rise to comic conflict and mayhem.
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Criticism of Bewitched reads the conflict between Samantha's housewifely

duties and her supernatural powers as a reflection of contemporary social tensions in

1960s middle-class suburbia. Every episode requires her to use her magic powers for

some reason, creating a marital conflict over the forbidden "twitchy stuff," as Darrin

calls it. He strives to lay down the law with Samantha and, while she seems to want to

obey, she finds it impossible in reality and her constant inability or unwillingness to

submit makes his demands seem ridiculous. Paul Wells makes sense of Bewitched

with particular reference to an emergent women's movement, and describes the

programme as "an apt metaphor for female ffansgression in an increasingly

destabilized patriarchal context."T Susan Douglas similarly identifies a connection,

albeit an ambivalent one, with a nascent feminist consciousness. She argues that

Bewitched, appearing shortly after the publication of Betty Friedan's bestseller I&e

Feminine Mystique, "offered, yet sought to diminish, a criticism of female

confinement in the home."8 Darrin wants Samantha to be a normal wife and to

perform a particularly constrained form of domestic heterosexual femininity.

Although Bewitched is made and set in the 1960s, what Darrin strives for is that

hyperdomesticity of the 1950s American family, now rendered laughable as

Samantha's feminine potency perpetually undermines his authority. She does try to

conform, but happily she constantly fails to live within the timits of the feminine role

she is meant to be performing. She keeps being compelled to use magic to organize

things the way that Darrin would like them to be, so that conforming to her domestic

role requires the use of extraordinary powers.

In recent commentary on the series Lynn Spangler emphasizes the love and

desire that joins Samantha and Darrin and argues that "the moral to this series is not

that women should stay in their place; as a matter of fact, Samantha shows that it is
impossible, indeed against nature, to keep women confined in any role."e perhaps

because Spangler doesn't relate her analysis to the social context of production and

reception, her account of the gendered dynarnics within the programme is unusually

i Paul Wells, "'Where Everybody Knows Your Name': Open Convictions and Closed Contexts in
American Situation Comedy," in Becattse I tell a Joke or Two; Comedy, Politics and Social Dffirence,
ed. Stephen Wagg (London: Routledge, 1998), 193.
t Susan J. Douglas, lhhere rhe Girls Are: Growing Llp Female v,iilt rhe Mass Media (New York:
Random, I994), 130.

e Lynn C. Spangler, Television Women from Lucy lo Friends: Fdty Years of Sitcoms and Feminism
(Westport: Praeger, 2003), 80.
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positive and stands in contrast to the more dubious optimism with which the sitcom

geme is greeted in academic television criticism. The latter position is exemplified by

Danell Hamamoto who argues that, in formal terms, the sitcom as a genre is

inherently conflicted. Sitcoms always engage with contemporary social conflicts and

these conflicts "supply the premises for sitcom sociodrama" in which "kemels of

counterhegemonic thought and critical outlook" are integral to the form.l0 While

Hamamoto is clear that the form frequently presents a progressive commentary on

social issues, he also argues that because the sitcom is produced within a commercial

system it "stops just short of political mobilization."rr Within the narrative of any

given episode social issues are raised, but the solutions to social problems are always

private, personal and domestic, so that lessons are leamed and harmony is restored bv

the end of the episode.

Douglas finds this ideological doubleness at work within Beu,itcheds own

textuality, where women's evident power, wisdom and ability are demonstrated yet

repeatedly contained by the sitcom narrative. She argues that Samantha's emergent

feminine power breaks through but is ultimately suppressed in the interests of
matrimonial harmony. Wells, however, allows for a productive ideological duality

when he argues that "[t]he fantasy frameworks [of the sixties fantasy sitcom] are

essentially the closed contexts in which open convictions are expressed in playful

metaphors, half-appeasing cultural expectation, half-'smuggling' subversive

discourses."r2 A broader engagement with the social context in which Bewitched was

produced allows Lynn Spigel to develop an equally nuanced analysis. According to

Spigel the hybrid genre of the fantasy sitcom brings together traditional values and a

newo extra-terrestrial awareness that she argues is the product of a space-aged society.

Spigel proposes that the fantasy sitcom functions as a critical and satirical

commentary on the enforced homogeneity of middle-class suburban lifestyles, as well

as conflicted gender roles, and she imagines that Samantha, as a figure of power as

well as domesticity, "might well have alleviated audience tensions about the changing

r0 Darrell Y. Hamamoto, Nervous Laughter: Television Situation Cometly and Liberal Democratic
Ideologt (New York: Praeger, 1989),44 and 50.
rl 

Hamamoto , Nervous Laughter,2.

'2 Wells, "'Where Everybody Knows Your Name',"192.
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role of women at the time."ll The merger of the fantastic and the space-aged with the

suburban, argues Spigel, gave the audience pause "to reflect on their own expectations

- not only about the sitcom's narrative conventions, but also about the social

conventions by which they lived their lives."la

As thoughtful and productive as these analyses are, however, they are

temporally and geographically specific in ways that rather overlook the propensiry of
the sitcom to travel over time and space. Far from being determined by its original

moment and location of production and reception, the sitcom is a highly saleable

commodity that can reappear in locations that are quite distant from its origins. The

imagined adult viewer of 1960s US society on whom those socio-historical analyses

rely is an anodyne figure, bleached of idiosyncratic qualities, who occupies a very

specific historical moment and social context. The sitcom text itself has long left that

frozen moment and colourless viewer behind, as it recurs in reruns and is screened

internationally. In contrast to the generic local viewer engaged by the primal scenes of
original screening and reception, I turn here to consider the figure of the child viewer,

not a specific child but a composite, retroactively animated figure who is a function of
memory and its affective traces and whose moment of engagement is dispersed and

diffirse.

The Child Viewer

The figure of the child viewer recalls Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's own presiding

spirit for a reparative reading, a nascently gay child who is "reading for important

news about herself, without knowing what form that news will take."ls That particular

version of the child is unknowing, yet she operates at the edge of an awareness of
some crucial, though undefined, sense of difference. Such a child seeks out

representational forms that speak to her experience or that enable forms of social,

sexual or affective difference. The reparative reading that has its beginnings in

childhood is actually a two-phase operation that begins with unformed and unknowing

engagements, which are only later developed in the formal critical encounter that

'' Spigel, ll/elcome to the Dreamhouse, 129.
ra Spigel, Welcome to the Dreamhouse, 133.
l5 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading; or You're So Paranoid, You
Probably Think This Introduction is About You," in Novel Gazing: Queer Readings in Fiction,ed. Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick (Dwham: Duke University press, lggT),2-3.
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fashions something creative and cognitively powerful from earlier, unpractised

garnerings. By focusing on the affective traces gathered in the vicinity of a favourite

childhood sitcom, this chapter attends to the ways in which television nurtures the

emotional competencies that enable experiences of subjective difference.

In contrast to the processes of recovering affective meaning associated with a

reparative analysis, the paranoid imperative in critical analysis generates and

organises knowledge in terms of large-scale, overarching structures of power such as

class and gender. Like the conventional studies of sitcoms discussed above, such

readings are both compelling and critically important, but they also tend to eclipse

smaller-scale interactions in which different sorts of transactions between television

programmes and diverse viewers are taking place. Socio-historical analyses of sitcom

texts assume that the ideological narrative of a given text instructs contemporary

viewers in particular understandings of gendered relations, at worst closing down any

radical critique of systemic power issues and at best enabling a negotiation between

polarised positions. What I am proposing here, however, is that other less immediately

legible forms of instruction are at work between viewers and sitcoms that critical

analysis has thus far overlooked.

It is not that the return to childhood staged by a project of reparative retrieval

is in itself a way of getting outside the overbearing force of ideology, as though

ideologies were simply the business of adults. Certainty, childhood itself is an

ideological construction that serves particular functions within late capitalist

cultures.r6 Nevertheless, the critical return to childhood is a reparative strategy that

aims to reanimate something of the affective force the sitcom was once able to

generate for the child viewer, even within the apparently normative effects of
mainstream commercial television. The task of reparative reading, as Sedgwick points

out, is to "skill readers in attending to, rather than having to disavow, the workings of
positive affect in projects where only negative affect theories have so far had any

16 Buckingham defines an ideology of childhood as "a set of meanings which serve to rationalize, to
sustain or to challenge existing relationships of power between adults and children, and indeed between
adults themselves." Thus, for example, moral panics can be mobilised, as they continuously are around
television, as a putative defence ofchildren as innocent, vulnerable and in need ofprotection. yet such
moral panics can be seen as a distraction from the actual social and material needs of children, which
would require a more fundamental attention to matters of inequality. David Buckingham, After the
Death of Childhood: Growing lJp in the Age of Electronic Media (Cambridge: Polity Press,2000), I l.
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structuring force.'ol7 Turning back to attend to a childish encounter with the sitcom is

a means of recognising and re-establishing productive energies that are in excess of
the ideological narrative.

Those readings of Bewitched that see it as a commentary on conflicted gender

roles tend to privilege narrative in drawing that conclusion. They might, for example,

note the way that within each episode, Samantha's magical powers are the cause of
some challenge to the domestic order and point out that this challenge is always

contained by the episode's end. However, to focus on narrative in order to establish

the meaning of the popular culfure text risks a constricted understanding of its force

and significance. lndeed, it can be argued that narrative is not the central structure of
meaning for the situation comedy. In her reading of I Love Luc1,, Patricia Mellencamp

proposes that narrative is "the merest overlay, perhaps an excuse" for other, more

engaging aspects of the sitcom, such as comic performance itself.ls Jim Cook, in his

discussion of sitcom narrative, similarly notes the way that performance and narrative

can come apart in television comedy. He argues that the social nature of comedy as a

commentary on conventions and norrns invites this foregrounding of performance

over nalrative.le These are enabling points of view, for what they suggest is that

narrative is a prop that can be taken for granted by the audience as a structure that

orders the events on-screen, but that what engages the audience is some other

experience that the text is able to generate. Invoking the child viewer as the site of
reception allows the critical emphasis to fall on other, non-narrative elements of the

sitcom text. For the child viewer, watching over a number of years, the cumulative

effects of sitcom seriality and repetition cut across narrative meaning. Rather,

meaning accrues in the sitcom cumulatively, through the repetition of favoured

components, so that the audience is cued into an expectation of returning pleasures,

rather than the satisfactions of an unfoldine nanative.

The reparafive reading of Bewitched I am pursuing in this chapter operates

from a presumption that, rather than generating meaning through nanative, the

r7 Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," 24.

r8 Patricia Mellencamp, High Anxiety: Catastrophe, Scandal, Age, and Comedy(Bloomington: Lndiana
University Press. 1992), 334.

re Jim Cook, "Nanative, Comedy Character and Performance," in Television Sitcom, ed. Jim Cook
(London: British Film Institute, 1982). 17.
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repeated sitcom establishes an imaginary space that the child viewer can drop in and

out of quite effbrtlessly. This imaginary space is both a visual and an affective zone; it

allows viewers to repeatedly enter a familiar mise-en-scdne that conjures a reliably

recurring tone or mood. Reflecting on my own experience of childhood viewing, I

find that the inside of the Bewitched house is as familiar to me as any of my childhood

homes.?O I know the layout. [figure 4.1] when you walk in the front door, you are in

the living room, with the staircase that leads up to the bedrooms in front of you. Just

before the staircase is a hallway which leads to the den, while beyond the staircase

and to your left is the dining room and beyond that the kitchen. To your right is the

lounge with the fireplace set in an internal brick wall. With each new season of
Bewitched the interior is made over, with some alteration to the d6cor that marks the

passing of time and changing fashions, yet throughout the series the rooms maintain

their basic formation. How does this interior become so intimately known [o me?

Why does it snag my attention when it is surely beside the point? It is, according to

the dominant critical paradigms of sitcom analysis at least, mere background, against

which the characters perform and the ideological narrative is played out. Yet, in

memory, the sitcom mise-en-scdne has tremendous resonance that is a function of its

cumulative repetition and its intersection with moments and sites of viewing.

Inscribed in memory and layered with personal, affective meaning, the mise-en-scdne

is a fantasy space that can be returned to over and over. It is as though this were a

space one had actually lived in over the years and returning to it through rewatching

unfolds a world of childhood sensation and affect that is entirelv in excess of the

narrative's explicit articulations.

Memory Work

Before entering into a fuller exploration of remembered sitcom space, it will
be helpful to think about how memory can serye as a means of recovering affective

investments in the past. Because of the affective energies generated in relation to the

well-repeated sitcom, the experience of re-watching a favourite programme from

tt' This domestic architecture also captured the imagination of artist Mark Bennett, who, as a child, used
to sketch the floor plans of his favourite programmes. These remembered spaces have now been
rendered as fully developed architectural plans, which Sarah Bomrso describes as "blueprints for a
different mode of thinking." Sarah Borruso, At Home with the Stars (POP Gallery, [cited 26 May
20021); available from http://hotwired.lycos.com/gallery/96/50/profile.html. See also Mark Bennett, IZ
Sets: Fantasy Blueprints oJ'Clas.ric TV Homes (New York: TV Books, 1996).
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childhood can be an affectively and temporally dislocating experience. A chance

encounter with an intimately known progmmme can throw one back to an earlier

moment of viewing, recalling emotional intensities from the past. The time-shifting

effect on the adult viewer of the childhood sitcom can be so disorienting that, as a

critic, one's first inclination could easily be a dismissal of the personal affective

resonances that surface. Indeed, there seems to be a mismatch befween the nostalgic

displacement that is produced at the moment of rewatching and the scholarly project

of critical analysis. It is exactly this apparent disjuncture that Annette Kuhn

determines to confront through the practice of what she terms "memory work."2l

Kuhn offers this as a means of making sense of her own disturbingly affective

response in adulthood to the 1952 Ealing Studios' film Mandy. a film she had first

seen with her mother as a child of six or seven. Mandy is about a little girl who is

born deaf and must struggle to leave the protection of her family home in order to

gain language and make connections with others. When, some thirty years later, an

adult conversation about the film is intemrpted by unbidden tears, Kuhn sets out to

examine the source of her emotional response by turning back to an original moment

of viewing located in childhood. Via this retrospective view she seeks to bring her

naive childhood responses together with a more schooled critical response, in order to

understand how the film continues to engage feelings and fantasies within the adult.

The affective remnants triggered by the film are engaged as a basis for an

investigation, one that results in a fuller and richer understanding of the relationship

between the filmic text and the moments of its production and reception.

While Kuhn remains clear that "the child's response can only speak through

the adult's interpretation" she determines to give those childish echoes a critical

validity.22 What results is a productive pause in which attention to her childish

response to the film, and its resonances with the childhood experience of beginning to

separate from one's family and enter the social world, produces a deeper

understanding of the film and its play on more universal issues of lost attachments and

the new possibilities they enable. A repeated and moving image in Mandy has the

child looking longingly through a gap in the fence at the bottom of the garden onto a

bombed-out area of waste ground. [n Kuhn's final analysis this image is made to serve

2r Annette Kuhn, Family Secrets: Acts oJ'Menory and Imagination (London: Verso, 1995), 3.
t2 Kuhn" Familv Secrets.38.
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as a commentary on the devastation and emergent hope of post-war Britain, which is

not the explicit theme of the film, but which is constantly evoked through the mise-en-

scdne. Kuhn thus bends her own emotional response to this recurring image back

towards a socio-historical context. However, in using her own responses to make a

larger socio-historical commentary, Kuhn may pass too quickly over her own

strongest point, which is the recognition of the affective tutelage afforded by the

popular culture text and specifically, in the case of Mandy, the lesson for the child

viewer on the necessary pain of separating from one's family.

Kuhn's idea of memory work provides a suggestive model for thinking about

the child viewer and her encounter with the television text. For while memory work

allows that there is no direct access to the child and her experience of a film or

television programme, it works with the affective traces that continue to impress

themselves upon the adult that the child becomes. Memory work allows that we

cannot know for sure how we watched as children, but asks that we pay attention to

what seems most forceful in memory and try to make critical sense of that. As Kuhn

describes it, memory work even suggests a. discontinuity between adult

understandings and childish feelings, a break that in itself requires interrogation. In

rewatching Bewitched, no figwe more markedly illustrates this gap than Endora

(Agnes Moorhead), who seems now the most enduringly fur-y thing about the

programme. The force of the scorn Endora directs towards Danin/Dagwood/Dumbo

(she refuses to get his name right) is searing. Rewatching Bewitched today, the

programme does seem outdated, yet Endora's merciless assault on egocentric

masculinity and the presumed superiority of the marital dyad is up to the minute.

Consider, for example, an episode entitled o'Man of the Year," in which Endora is so

disgusted by Darrin's pleasure at winning an advertising award that she casts a spell

on him, causing all who come near him to think everything he says is utterly

brilliant.2s [ntoxicated by his new-found influence, Darrin reveals a hunger for success

and he begins to imagine all kinds of possibilities for himself, including the whispered

possibility of the Presidency. Sarnantha, meanwhile, is immune to Endora's spell. [n

the face of Darrin's rapidly inflating ego, Sam tries to reason with him, but he is quite

unreachable. Eventually Samantha demands that her mother remove the spell and,

despite protesting that "Dum Dum loves it!" Endora does so. Such moments of

2r Bewitched, Episode l39, "Man of the Year."
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campy, acerbic wit are directed at the smug presumptions of suburban domesticity and

represent a knowing commentary that takes the 1960s sitcom out of its historical

moment and lands it comfortably in the twenty-first century.

I do not propose, however, that my childhood affection for Bewitched was

based on the sophisticated enjoyment of such counterhegemonic moments. Rather, it

is the mismatch between my present-day adult understanding and recalled childhood

feeling that is at issue. The problem can be thought through in relation to the notion of
camp as a stnrcture of feeling that revalues outmoded artefacts. Patricia White

describes Endora as "a camp icon."24 Camp, in Andrew Ross's definition, is an effect

produced when the cultural products of "a much earlier mode of production become

available in the present for redefinition according to contemporary modes of taste."2s

Linking Endora's camp appeal to Agnes Moorhead's longstanding theatrical and

cinematic pedigree, which parallels the history of popular entertainment, White

emphasizes the "negative valence" of many of the roles Moorehead so successfully

took on throughout her career.26 Those roles seemed to encode the threat and promise

of female deviance and such negativity is integral to Moorhead's performance as

Endora, in which she demonstrates utter disdain for ordinary suburban domesticity.

However, there is a disjuncture between how Endora seems to us now and how she

may have seemed to the children we were. As a child, I remember feeling vaguely

anxious about the threat that Endora represented towards marital and familial

harmony. I knew nothing of her long career but I loved her flowing dresses and the

upward sweep of her eyeliner. To me she was glamorous and beautiful; I cannot recall

recognizing her relatively advanced age, but I think I remember her with affection.

Such affection might now seem to have a camp component, as if one were

looking back at the past with a knowing smile. This very knowingness, however, is

exactly what the child viewer doesn't possess. Camp requires an interpretive

competency that has to be learned and Ross explains how this competency operates

when he argues that it "involves a celebration, on the part of cognoscenti, of the

2a Patricia White, "supporting Character: The Queer Career of Agnes Moorhead," in Out in Cultttre:
Ga.v, Lesbian and Queer f.rsa1.s on Popular Culture, ed. Corey K. Creekmur and Alexander Doty
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1995),92.
25 Attdtew Ross, No Respect: Intellectuals and Popular Culture (New York and London: Routledge,
1989), r39.
to White, "supporting Character," 93.
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alienation, distance, and incongruity reflected in the very process by which hitherto

unexpected value can be located in some obscure or exorbitant object." 27 Not yet

schooled in those oblique structures of recognition that characterise camp, the figure

of the child viewer marks a more nascent awareness. ln contrast to the learned

interpretive facility of camp, memory work calls upon the inarticulacy of recovered

feeling, which represents interpretation at its most "stretched and ragged edges,o'not

at all sure of itself nor ready to locate meanings that might be termed resistant.2s

lndeed, in rewatching Bewitched and recalling the experience of childhood viewing,

recovered feelings seem to cluster around apparently normative sites and structures,

such as the family home itself, or Samantha as an idealised wife and mother. By

contrast Endora fails to resonate in memory to the same degree, for her challenge

occurs too soon to be made sense of bv the child viewer.

Another World in Your Living Room

Memory work involves more than the critical practice of mining old television

programmes for what Charlotte Brunsdon terms "subtexts of revolt."2e Rather, the

version of memory work employed here is a reparative process. It is interested in

retrieving the affective energies gathered in the vicinity of a beloved sitcom in order

to recognize the alternate emotional training present in early, formative experiences of
viewing.

As productive as the notion of memory work is, however, it presents a

problem for television studies. For while it may be possible to recall and reflect on the

first viewing of a film, it is by no means so easy to access an original moment of
viewing for a long-running and well-repeated television programme. The encounter

with the popular sitcom is a complex undertaking, since, given its recurring

appearance as reruns, the sitcom's boundaries are extremely mobile. There simply

isn't one originary moment of viewing as there might be with a film, which is often

marked by a remembered outing to the cinema, especially for those of us whose

childhoods predate video. The cumulative effects of muttiple moments of viewing are

37 Ross, No Respect,146.
tt Sedgwick, "Paranoid Reading," 3.

2e Charlotte Brunsdon. "Television: Aesthetics and Audiences," in Logics o/ Television: Essays in
Culural Criticism, ed. Patricia Mellencamp (Bloomington: lndiana University Press, 1990),65.
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encapsulated by Lynn Spigel and Henry Jenkins in the term "repisodic memory,"

which they use to describe the way that viewers remember a childhood television

programme.'O I have already emphasized that narrative is not the primary structure of
meaning for the sitcom. The insignificance of narrative is evident in Spigel and

Jenkins's study of viewers' memories of Batman, where meaning is displaced from

narrative to other elements that are emblematic of the programme in general. The

interview subjects in Spigel and Jenkins's study are unable to recall the content of
specific episodes of their childhood favourite programme, but rather express

"fondness for isolated but recurring images."3l What is produced in the viewers'

memories of Batman is a kind of "prototypical text" in which salient elements are

combined, resulting in something closer to a sense impression than a narrative

account.32 At the same time the memory of the programme is recalled in the context

of a scene of viewing and in connection with key life events in the viewer's own

experience:"Batman seemed to elicit stories that told of transitional moments, rites of
passage, through which people moved from child to adult, from family to larger social

meanings."33 Through a retrospective view the adults in the study produce an account

in which the domestic and experiential sites of viewing and the visual content of the

programme overlay one another, so that the affection invested in the favourite

programme is inseparable from the emotions experienced in the scene of viewing.

That is not to say, however, that the setting from which one watches fully
determines one's viewing experience, for the interaction between on-screen and off-

screen world is not a one-way projection. ln rewatching Bewitched and rediscovering

the intimate familiarity of the setting, it becomes evident that the layering of
experiential and televisual spaces is summoned by the sitcom mise-en-scdne itself.

The domestic interior of the Bev,itched house is perfectly accessible to the viewer

because it is located flush with the scene of viewing. That is to say, we don't so much

look into the sitcom home as occupy it, in a virtual sense. Ernest Pascucci, writing of
his own childhood encounters with sitcoms, describes how the serial repeats of

'o Ly* Spigel and Henry Jenkins, "Same Bat Channel, Different Bat Times: Mass Culture and Popular
Memory," in The Many Lives of Batman: Critical Approaches to a Superhero and hi,s Media, ed.
Roberta E. Pearson and william Uricchio (London: BFI Publishing. l99l), 135.
rr Spigel and Jenkins, "Same Bat Channel," 135.

r2 Spigel and Jenkins, "Same Bat Channel," 135-6.
13 Spigel and Jenkins, "Same Bat Channet," 137.
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favourite programmes generate a parallel world: "The same spaces appear again and

again, week after week, for the second time in summer reruns, ad infinitum in

syndication, making it possible to grow up in someone else's home as easily as one's

own."34

This sense that the child viewer is able to shuttle between on-screen and off-

screen worlds is a consequence of the child's affective engagement with the on-screen

world, which is sustained by the programme's visual construction. Immersed in the

sitcom and the details of the mise-en-scdne, the child viewer engages in an

affectionate connivance with all that passes before the camera. In my memory the

Stephens's family home in Bewitcherl conjures both comfort and security and a happy

disorder. It is a "felicitous space" as Gaston Bachelard would put it, a beloved place,

energized by the pleasurable tussles that repeatedly unfold within it.35 This sense of
sharing the happy mood of the programme is supported by the way the mise-en-scdne

functions. The Bewitched hotse is an archetypal sitcom home with an open-plan

layout that gives a feeling of complete visibility and so invites the viewer to feel

present in the on-screen world. Positioned via the camera in the living area we have a

360-degree view of the interior; it is possible to see the front door and the bay window

that looks onto the street, the stairs that lead to the bedrooms, the dining area and the

door to the kitchen, the windows looking onto the back yard and the interior stone

wall with a fireplace built into it.36 This on-screen space connects with the scene of
viewing, which is the living room from which the child watches in those long-ago

days of single TV households, so that watching in my living room at home I am at one

and the same time present in Samantha's living room. The child viewer slips easily

between these two mise-en-scdnes, but while the off-screen world might be a dull or

even a troubled place, the on-screen world marks a fabulous space of difference in

which another experience is possible. Such televisual alterity represents a space apart

within the everyday, which offers some sense of supplement or repair to the

inadequacies of off-screen life. Even years later, the domestic interior of the

3a Pascucci, "lntimate (Tele)visions." 40.
r5 Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, trans. Maria Jolas (Boston: Beacon Press, 1994), xxxv.
tu More recently I have leamed that the indoor scenes tn the Bewitcied house were filmed on a
soundstage that recreates the dimensions of a domestic interior. The external shots of the house which
show it located in a suburban neighbouhood actually show a collection of empty fagades located on a
Hollywood back lot and used in a number of other television programmes, including The Partridge
Family.
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Bewitched house recalls a sense of happiness that is associated with childhood but

which is actually supplementary to the emotions experienced in the familial context of
viewing.

Television viewing thus allows the child entry into another world even within

the confines of family life. This entry to an alternate world is an effect of the

televisual apparatus that allows a feeling of being present in on-screen space. It is also

a sensory effect evoked by the use of colour. As a serial Bewitched shaddles the

establishment of colour television, so that while the first two seasons of the series

were made in black and white, the third season's shift to colour marks Bewitched at its

luminous best, presenting a richly coloured world that signals an inclusive invitation

to the child viewer. The colours of the mise-en-scdne are so richly overstated that they

seem almost tangible, seeming to create a kind of three-dimensional effect that

suspends the boundaries between on-screen and off-screen worlds, refusing an

observing distance in the viewer.

In my own childhood memory of viewing, colour TV seems like a synaesthetic

experience in which sight is experienced as presence. Perhaps because colour

television was new, colour is essential to what once made the on-screen world so

vivid and allowed it to create links with the off-screen world. Synaesthesia describes a

mixing of perception in which information of one sense is accompanied by an

impression in another sense - sounds are tasted, smells have colours. These

perceptions are experienced as real and outside the subject, rather than a function of
an especially vivid imagination. lndeed, Brian Massumi maintains that synaesthesia is

not an imaginary experience but an event that is located in space.37 The forms of a

visual synaesthetic experience exist in an intermediate plane "between the eyes and

objects in the world. This liminal non-place has been characteized as 'peri-personal.'

It lies at the border of what we think of as internal, personal space and external, public

space."38 This peri-personal zone recalls the movement along the z-axis that Margaret

Morse attributes to the experience of watching television, suggesting that the virtual

interactivity television creates is a function of sensory perceptions that are more than

-" Brian Massumi, "strange l{orizons: Buildings, Biograms, and the Body Topologic." in Parables.for
the Virtual: Movement, AlJbct, Sensalion (Durham: Duke University Press,2002). 186.
lE Massumi, "strange Horizons," 187.
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imaginary.'n Th"y are to do with a perceptual facility that might still be available to

the child viewer but that tends to be lost to most adults.

The sensory force of colour can be seen in any number of Bewitched episodes,

but one particular example demonstrates this effect most strikingly. The episode

"Samantha's Wedding Present" opens onto a scene in which Samantha stands at the

kitchen sink in a lime green sleeveless dress, her blonde, back-combed hair loose

around her shoulders.aO Endora zaps in, a vision in an orange suit that clashes with her

flaming red hair. The two stand talking against a red gingham tablecloth and the

gleaming copper fixtures of the modern suburban kitchen. Endora has come bearing a

gift for Samantha in a large purple box with a green bow. It transpires that the box

contains a designer dress for Samantha, who, of course, has chosen to forego the

luxury of haute couture and make herself subject to the budgetary constraints of the

average middle-class family, just for fun. Samantha is zapped into the dress, which is

a shimmering gold number, complete with golden stockings for her legs. The entire

scene is a riot of overdone colour that makes the on-screen world a rich, luscious

place, strident in its demands on the viewer's senses. In my childhood viewing I

remember the colours of the on-screen world as a liquid, dream-like experience, so

that rewatching renews the feeling of being able to move into the spatial depths of the

mise-en-scdne. Colour creates a 3-D world in which the boundaries between on-

screen and off-screen world are suspended. The child viewer floats through the

synaesthetic spaces of the sitcom, half-dreaming and half-awake, alive to the

possibilities that television brings into the ordinary suburban living room,

experiencing them as entirely coincident with the scene of viewing and layered with

all the affective complexities of that scene.

The Sitcom as Fantasy Setting

Synaesthesia, in the true sense of the word, is not an imaginary experience.

Yet what makes the mise-en-scdne of the fantasy sitcom so potent are the psychic

possibilities it seems to offer the child viewer. Psychoanalyst Adam Phillips describes

the child as a kind of visionary who imagines the world as she would like it to be. Her

3e Margaret Morse, Virtualities: Television, Media Art, and Cvberculture, (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, I998), 16.

ao Bewitched, Episode l4l, "samantha's Wedding present."
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project is one of "making a promising world for herself.'rl Vision, or fantasy, as it is

more conventionally expressed in the psychoanalytic lexicon, is what makes the world

possible for the child. As Phillips expresses it, "from the child's point of view the

world made by wanting is the world.'042 Fantasy is what gives her an appetite or desire

for what life has to offer, which may require a certain imaginary reordering of the

world as we find it. "Revision with a view to satisfaction," argues Phillips, "is the

child's project.'*3 A psychoanalytic understanding of the workings of fantasy presents

a particularly enabling way to conceive of the child viewer's relationship to, and

intense engagement with, an on-screen world. Fantasy, as psychoanalysts Jean

Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis have famously claimed, "is not the object of

desire, but its setting.'{a One doesn't so much imagine having a desired object (person

or thing); rather, in fantasy, one sets out a scenario of possible achievement' Fantasy

imagines the conditions in which desire could be satisfied, a setting that represents

what Elizabeth Cowie terms an "implied narrative" of satisfaction, rather than making

its achievement an event that has already taken place.as

What, then, is the implied narrative associated with the interior of Darrin and

Samantha Stephens's home, at 1164 Morning Glory Circle, in the New York

dormitory suburb of Westport, Connecticut? In the mid or late 1960s, the Stephens's

living room represents a comfortable prosperity that is understated in earthy tones of

green, brown and beige. Downstairs, the house has a velvety dark green carpeto subtly

striped off-white wallpaper and a couch upholstered in green and beige floral fabric. It

seems obvious now that the Stephens's home represents the widely promoted

affluence of middle-class suburban lifestyles so that the house is a stage set for the

overdetermined actions of bourgeois family life. [figure 4.2JOnthis material level the

sitcom might well be understood as a prescriptive device for the promotion of

ot Phillips, The Beast in the Nursery,5.

a2 Phillips, The Beast in the Nw'se.ry,3.

a3 PhiUips, The Beast in the Nurser1,,6.

* Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis, "Fantasy and the Origins of Sexuality," in Formations of
Fantetsv,ed. Victor Burgin, James Donald, and Cora Kaplan (Londond: Methuen, 1986), 26.

4s Elizabeth Cowie, "Pornography and Fantasy: Psychoanalytic Perspectives," in Sex Exposed:

Sexualiy and the Pornography Debate, ed. Lynne Segal and Mary Mclntosh (London: Virago, 1992),

136.
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Figure 4.2. Bewitchert the domestic interior represents bourgeois family life, but it is

also a setting for fantasy. (Retrieved23 April, 2002 from

http : //www. elizabethmontgomerv. org/ima ge43. html)

ResearchSpace
Note
image removed for copyright reasons
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domestic consumption and heteronormative family building. For some children the

on-screen world might mirror the scene of viewing, reflecting the conditions of

middle-class existence, although the televisual setting is always better than real life,

for it describes a fantasy relation to the domestic setting, family life, and the

experience of being a child. At the same time, however, the sitcom is able to energize

desires that are entirely in excess of the scene of viewing by summoning an alternate

world.

Indeed, the very ordinariness of the sitcom mise-en-scdne might allow it to be

a marker of difference from the scene of viewing that charges the on-screen world

with the politically inflected longings of diverse viewers. Henry Louis Gates Jr., for

example, describes growing up in small-town, racially segregated America, where

television gave a unique look into the lives of white people. In that context, Leave it to

Beaver represented a recognizable but still distant world that the family dreamed of
belonging to: "Beaver's street was where we wanted to live, Beaver's house where we

wanted to eat and sleep, Beaver's father's firm where we'd have liked Daddy to work.

These shows for us were about property, the property that white people could own and

that we couldn't. About a level of comfort and ease at which we could only wonder. It

was the world that the integrated school was going to prepare us to enter and that, for

Mama, would be the pnze." au Here the sitcom is grasped through a more fully

articulated lens of identiry politics, yet it still has a fantasmatic dimension as a scene

of desire that draws forth imaginings which are not well-supported in the conditions

of off-screen experi ence.

That the suburban domestic setting of the sitcom functions so powerfully can

be accounted for by a further consideration of the workings of fantasy in the

psychoanalytic schema. As the scene of desire, fantasy is not the independent creation

of the fantasizing subject but is given its form by certain pre-existing culturally

available fantasies. Thus fantasy does not simply represent wish fulfillment, but rather

represents a negotiation between a set of pre-existing symbolic meanings and what is

significant to a given subject. In this dialectical fashion the fantastic representation,

*u Henry Louis Gates, "The Living Room," in Home: Americqn Writers Remember Raoms of Their
own , ed. Sharon Sloan Fiffer and Steve Fiff'er (New york: pantheon Books, 1995), 5 I .
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such as a sitcom, both performs and instructs the viewer's desires.ai The

representations we find the most compelling are those that stage our desires even

while they operate within a limited repertoire of representational possibilities

predetermined within culture. Gates doesn't simply long for the comfort and leisure of

white middle-class lifestyles represented by the family sitcom, but further than this the

sitcom is a means to imagine the lived experience of full personhood for himself and

all his family within a context of extreme racial oppression. The on-screen world

represented by the sitcom is a technology that maps and facilitates fantasy. It bears

with it, loco-parentally, the authority of a social order but at the same time it manages

to stage desires that are not necessarily secured by the lived experience of the off-

screen world.

The sitcom fosters a fantasy world where the possibilities for dreaming are

provided with a recognizable structure that allows the child to slip effortlessly

between off-screen and on-screen worlds. Standing in for one's parents, the sitcom

may provide you with the parents you dream of, allowing for the consffuction of a

fantasy family to stand in for, or simply supplement, the one you have. The sitcom

may also be in opposition to one's parents, sustaining possibilities that cannot be

recognized off-screen. Thus for a proto-gay child, for example, the child's attachment

to the interior of the Stephens's home is excessive in the sense that the domestic

setting doesn't simply equate with the normative sexual and affective agendas

determining the scene of viewing. It marks a displacement of the familial narrative by

the mise-en-scdne. The characteristic forms of the favourite sitcom connote difference

and satisfactions that might otherwise be unavailable to the immature audience.

Shifting the emphasis from the explicit articulation of the narrative - the intemrption

and ultimate reunion of the marital pair - the mise-en-scdne connotatively performs

another psychic narrative of satisfaction. This is a continuity that underpins the

explicit articulation, in which home spaces have another, fabulous dimension.

The Maternal Connection

This fantasmatic dimension is not divorced from familial relations or the

domestic scene in which children $ow up. I have been arguing that the on-screen

47 Brett Farmer, Spectacular Passions: Cinetna, Fantasy, Gay Male Spectatorships, (Durham: Duke

University Press,2000), l9 and 56.
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world represents a psychic space inhabited in childhood that persists as an enduring

domicile, neither entirely separate from, nor quite coincident with, the family home.

The temporality of this convergence is unstable, slipping as it does between past and

present, text and memoryo child and adult. Just as one moves easily between the

doubled mise-en-scdne of home and television, so the temporalities of experience and

seriality merge. In my own adult encounter with Bewitched,I find a blurring of on-

screen and off-screen worlds, confusion between my mother and the sitcom mother,

between my childhood living room and Samantha's suburban home. The past is

summoned again by the merest fragment, such as the image of a toy pony floating up

the stairs, that recalls the fantasy world of childhood. The twinkling, soaring, theme

tune provides the soundtrack to some years of my past while the curve of Elizabeth

Montgomery's back-combed honey-blonde hair is like a fleeting glimpse of my own

mother as a younger woman. In this way, Bewitched seems to archive elements of

experience that return with astonishing force, if fleetingly, on re-watching this

favourite programme from childhood.

The longer I reflect on my childhood experience of Bewitched, the more I

seem to find a metonymic connection to my mother that is highly suggestive of the

affective potency invested in the sitcom itself. Samantha both is and is not my mother,

both like her and unlike her. ln my remembered childhood imagination Samantha

stands in for my mother and is a more fabulous version of her, suggesting the

fantasmatic representational structure that orders intimate experience. That is to say,

both on-screen and off-screen experience is ordered by fantasmatic or imaginary

structures and there is no direct access to the truth of experience outside of those

structures. tntegral to the reparative argument staged by this thesis is an understanding

that the imaginary relations television energizes are positive, enabling experiences

rather than a distraction or distortion of reality. So how might imagining an alternate

or supplementary version of one's mother be a productive experience?

Brett Farmer examines the imaginary maternal associations that spectators

make through popular culture texts when he emphasizes the connection between gay

men's love for movies and their love for their mothers. While an apparently excessive

maternal attachment has been indexed to pathologizing accounts of homosexuality in

certain versions of psychoanalysis, Farmer retrieves what he terms "matrocentric"
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forms of desire for his own use as enabling fantasmatic structures that describe non-

normative desires within the psycho-social specificity of gay experience.o* The

conventional psychoanalytic account proposes a normative structure of masculine

psycho-sexual development in which identification with and love for the mother is

relinquished in favour of an identification with the father. ln Farmer's account,

"maternal-identified homosexuality" is opposed to "paternal-identified

heterosexuality.'ae It represents a path for desire altemate to those determined within

culturally normative forms of masculine sexual and social being. Such matrocenffic

identifications can be seen as alternate modes of being sustained by mass culture

texts; rather than seeing homosexuality as a failure to fulfill developmental tasks, it is

posited as "a refusal to accede to the equation of the mother with insufficiency," as

Kaja Silverman puts it.so

In a similar way, several feminist film and television theorists have noted a

special identificatory and fluid connection between viewer and text that is specific to

the female spectator and indexed to the particularity of feminine matemal attachment.

Linda Williams, for example, argues for a multiplicity of feminine interpretive

positions in relation to the filmic text which are a function of a continuing

identification with the mother.s' In a discussion of television's melodramatic forms,

Lynne Joyrich also identifies this notion of an over-identified feminine spectator who,

because unable to separate from the mother, is unable to establish distance from the

on-Screen image.52 However, unwilling to accede to an account of psychic

development that problematizes women, Joyrich links such continuity of

identification between viewer and text to a consumer culture that has feminizing

effects on all of Western society: "Not only are women presumed to be the best of

consumers, but all consumers are figured as feminized."S3 If this seems a dire

oo Farmer, Spectacular Passions, I 54- l6l .

oe Farmern Spectacular Passion":, 157.

50 Ka.la Silverman, Male Subjectivit.v at rhe Margins (New York: Routledge, 1993),372. Cited in

Farmer, Spectaatlar Passions, I60.

t' Linda Williarns, "'something Else Besides a Mother': Stelta Ddllas and the Maternal Melodrama,"

in Home is Where the Heart ii: Sndies in Melodrama and the Woman's Film, ed. Christine Gledhill

(London: BFI, 1987), 316.

tt Lynne Joyrich, "All that Television Allows: TV Melodrama, Postmodernism and Consumer

Culture," Camera Obsun'a l6 (1988): la6.

sr Joyrich, *All that Television Allows,"l45.
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situation, Joyrich retrieves it by suggesting that the affective relations enabled by

television might provide a means for subjects to reconnect with moral and ethical

values in a destabilizing postmodern context.sa

lnvoking, as this chapter does, the figure of a composite child viewer who

need not belong to any specific category of persons, whether gay male or female, is to

argue that matrocentric identifications are available to any viewer. Finding an

alternate version of one's mother in the television texto or engaging in a fundamentally

affective relation to the sitcom, the sitcom mise-en-scdne or the sitcom mother, need

not designate homosexual outcome, nor are such fantasmatic activities exclusive to

feminine subjects. Nevertheless, both homosexuality and femininity provide

recognizable structures for articulating a relation of fantasmatic alteriry that is made

available within an apparently normative televisual context. Farmer signals that

matrocentrism is a fantasy structure that enables the figuration of renegade structures

of desire and identification for gay men, who are highly invested in non-normative

ways of imagining and articulating their experience. While many gay men recall a

particular connection between their love for their mothers and their delight in

cinematic spectatorship, they do so as "a framework within which to represent and

valorize the particularity of their gay spectatorshipr."tt Furthermore, memory, in

Farmer's psychoanalytic account, is highly selective and representational. It is a

structure that does the work of organizing meaning for the subject in the present. Thus

remembering one's mother through a film or television text is a means of renewing

her presence or reaffirming a connection with her that allows the subject to return to

the dissident affective associations she symbolizes:

In this waY, certain forms of gay spectatorship act as a continual

"memorialization" of the mother's position that keeps her desire, as well as the

gay subject's identificatory attachments to that desire, alive and active within

the organizational networks of fantasy life.s6

So what kinds of maternal relation are available within Bewitched that might

allow it to resonate productively for the child viewer? Utterly central to the affective

5a Joyrich, "All that Television Allows," 148.

5t Farmer, Spectautlar Pas.riozs, 163.

tu Farmer, Spectacular Passion.s, l7l.
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resonances sparked by the experience of rewatching Bewitched is a sense of maternal

supplementarity that the programme summons. For the child viewer Bewitched

replicates a familial structure. There is a father who goes out to work, a mother who

takes care of the domestic realm, a first and later a second child, and various

neighbours and relations who drop in from time to time. Samantha is the mother that

every child dreams of, beautiful and unfailingly happy, a mother who is playful and

takes pleasure in childish things, but who remains safely in charge, the ultimate

recourse in the face of all difficulties. Samantha makes the ordinary suburban home

into a fabulous place. The opening credits sf Bewitched signal a transportation from

the everyday that is specifically indexed to Samantha and the spaces she occupies. A

cartoon ciryscape of high-rise buildings is silhouetted against a twilight blue sky,

trvinkling with stars. The music swoops, spirals and sparkles as Samantha, elegantly

side-saddle on her broomstick, flies through this magical night to land in the suburbs,

giving rise to the happy problem of a woman who is neither fully witch nor wife. In

her cartoon form Samantha wears a black costume but confounds every witch

stereotype with her hourglass figure, ski-jump nose, sparkling eyes and bouffant hair.

With a trvitch she transforms into a housewife and her pointed witch's hat becomes a

frying pan, while her black robes are exchanged for an everyday dress and apron- This

transformation signals the concealed potency of any suburban mother'

Samantha's powers are especially indexed to domestic space, because that is

the scene she reigns over and where she is least likely to have to conceal her talents.

Such indexicality provides further explanation for the enduring resonance of the

sitcom mise-en-scdne. Outside of the house Sam's effect seems to be diluted, as

though she might be absorbed by the workaday world. Once back home, she is again

possessed of the ordinary magic that signals her availability to the viewer, in that

intimate space viewers share with her. Under the eaves of the Stephens's two storey

house is the marital bedroom, intimately fumished with a double bed. In the morning,

while Darrin dresses for work, Samantha sits at the end of the bed against a backdrop

of pale green walls and red and pink floral curtains. Her blonde hair is loose, ever so

slightly tousled, and she wears a pale pink bathrobe. Here she is a feature of the d6cor,

the point at which the room comes together, linking colour and form in a connotative

summoning of a set of unnamed sensual and aflective pleasures. [figure 4.3] In fact,

Samantha and the domestic interior are coextensive with each other. If she is not
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Figgre 4.3. Samantha: a set of unnamed sensual and affective pleasures. (Retrieved 28

April, 2S02 ftorn http:i/www.elizabethqontEomery:orE/'imdso5.hfinl)

ResearchSpace
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present in a scene, then her reappearance is never very far away. The house is both her

domain and her container but it also speaks something of the matemal

supplementarity she provides. For the critically informed adult viewer, the

domesticated magic of her role as wife and mother combined with an obvious potency

sends up flares that alert us to scarcely hidden meanings. The open secret of her

character stands as a marker of any number of transgressive aspects of femininity or

sexuality. As children, however, our ability to attribute meaning to Samantha's

compelling effect was as yet unformed. Our recognitions were of the most oblique

kind, sensed rather than articulated or understood. We knew only that we liked her

and that she was good to look at. We were like Gladys Kravitz, the nosey neighbour

from across the street, who, convinced that there is something strange about

Samantha, keeps watching and waiting for the revelation that seems imminent. For the

child viewer, operating only the most tentative of analyses, Samantha marks a psychic

mobility that designates a potent capacity for things to be other than they are within a

context in which power, love, need, desire and the hopes they energize are all invested

in mothers and the televisual agents who stand in for them.

Faded

The child viewer who watches the repeated sitcom eventually becomes the

adult who watches from a point of view that is distanced in time, but also in

understanding. The highly charged worlds of childhood viewing are lost to us now,

their brightness faded by the passing of time, but potentially recalled in the careful

and reflective attention to the favourite programme. Built into the history of
Bewitched is a kind of decline that describes the passing of childhood, so that what

was once fantastic and transporting becomes tired and dull as the former child viewer

matures and moves on to other more engaging television content. In considering

Bewitched David Marc identifies a trajectory of "introduction, maturation and decay,"

and traces this progression through the use of special effects which denote witchcraft.

He argues that in the early episodes "the razzmatazz is used relatively sparingly, as if
care were being taken against carrying the joke too far."57 Over time the special

effects were more frequently used, and more elaborate, while the cast of wacky witch

57 David Marc, Comic Visions; Television Comedy'and American Culture,2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell,
r997), r 10.
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and warlock relations who can perform this magic increases. To follow Marc, the last

of the three phases of Bewitched mightwell be termed one of "decay.'n Moving into

its final seasons, the programme gets busier, with a larger cast and more elaborate

special effects, sets and costumes that, compared to the elegant restraint of earlier

episodes, appear drab and untidy. While Darrin had once been apoplectic with rage at

his inability to control the effects of witchcraft, in the later seasons he is merely

initable and resigned to a domestic order that is less than perfect.

Samantha/Montgomery herself is beginning to age and her hair is allowed to go a dull'

ash blonde. Along with the vibrant colours of the earlier seasons, her black eyeliner is

gone, her pale pink lipstick replaced by a clear gloss, her hair in the style of the day is

worn straight and flat, parted in the middle. Like the set and the concept itself, she

looks tired and frayed. The very attempt to modernize has the effect of making the

whole series look wom out, although perhaps that is only from the vantage point of a

present-day, adult view. The series ended at the finish of season eight in l'972, and, as

if to show how jaded the concept was, the last three episodes were remakes of earlier

ones.

The childhood sitcom becomes dated and seems to fall out of style, yet it never

completely dies. We might rather say that it goes into abeyance, ceasing for a time to

engage the maturing viewer as she determines to leave childish things behind. It is the

surprising return that picks the viewer up again, though one might not have been able

to say in advance which prograrnmes would be able to do this. Retrospectively we

find that the repeated sitcom is part of childhood experience and the affective intensity

of family life itself. It is not necessary, nor perhaps even desirable, to watch or work

through the narrative chain of events of an entire episode in order to drop into this

affective space. It can be triggered again by fragments such as a single character, the

familiar interior, an actor recognized in a different context, the theme music, the

xylophonic glissando that accompanied the clumsy special effects, all carrying

mnemonically the pleasures and pains of childhood and family as the setting in which

we watched.

The sitcom provides the child with a vehicle for the staging, in fantasy, of a set

of identifications that are often not supported in other, more lived spaces. [t is only

through a retrospective adult view that we come to recognize the televisual spaces of
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our childhood as providing a home for the subjectivities we were growing into. Our

own affectionate investments in the sitcoms we knew in childhood are a consequence

of the very temporality of the sitcom's reception, stretched out and repeated and thus

coincident with our own inevitable maturation. The different temporal and

experiential schema of on-screen and off-screen worlds come together and come apart

in a complicated series of reversals between adult and child that denies a single

meaning for the television text itself. Temporally fragmented and multiple, there is

thus no single viewer, just as there is no single moment of viewing. The sitcom, as

repeatable formo not only engages the child in fantasy but returns the adult viewer to a

fantasy of the child as the figure for whom the magic of television was meaningful, a

figure for reanimating the appetencies of childhood that adult knowledges too

frequently eclipse.
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Chapter Five

How to Make It: Ambivalence and

Affective Resilience in the New Woman

Sitcom

Affective fascination with a world thought to be worlhy of it may

help to ward off the existential resentment that plagues Inortals,

that is, the sense of victimization that recunently descends upon the

tragic (or absurd or incomplete) beings called human.

- 
Jane Bennett. The Enchantment oJ' Modern LiJb

The figure of the child viewer invoked in the analysis of Bewitched allows us

to recognize a different location for the 1960s fantasy sitcom beyond its initial prime-

time run, in the later schedule of children's viewing. Attending to that relocation and

to a viewer who is not immediately obvious as the addressee of the sitcom, we re-

enter sitcom space in order to understand the way in which it both supports domestic

and familial orders and energizes affectivities that are excessive to those orders' This

chapter is interested in similar dislocations of reception and interpretation in which

the New Woman sitcom of the 1970s, presumably addressed to a generation of

viewers engaged in some way with second-wave feminism, also constitutes an

affective resource for another set of viewers. Those viewers' engagement with the

programme is organized by a broader psychic scenario than the mass representation of

a feminist role model. The Mary Tltler Moore Show (CBS 1970-1977\ is the most

celebrated of the New Woman sitcoms and this chapter focuses on that sitcom's

heroine, Mary Richards, in order to identi$ the ways in which she is affectively

enabling for diverse viewers. In a set of readings of the character of Mary Richards,

both within and beyond the sitcom narrative, the focus is on a certain difficulty in

establishing an identity that Mary embodies. I argue that this difficulty functions in

tandem with a more idealized vision of the New Woman, which is repeatedly seen in

the peripheral space of the sitcom's opening credits, to provide a structure of affective

engagement that supports the viewer in making a possible world for him- or herself.
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The New Woman

Both in her moment of appearance and in her status as a single, professional

woman Mary is generally understood to be emblematic of the contemporary American

context of second-wave feminism. The Mary Tyler Moore Show is not the first, but

certainly the most significant of the New Woman sitcoms to appear on US television

in the 1960s and 1970s and subsequently sold internationally. The programme centres

on the life of Mary Richards, an attractive, thirty-something, unmarried woman living

in Minneapolis and working at a local television station. Unlike the domestic

comedies that were so popular in the 1950s and 1960s, The Mary Tyler Moore Show

moves its concern outside of the family home to explore its feminine protagonist's

progress in the world of work, friendship and romance. As an example of what Ella

Taylor describes as o'prime-time feminism," the programme's explicit focus on

women's changing lives reflects both social and industrial changes. At the same time

as feminism was gaining a new public profile, television companies sought to target

specific demographic groups, in this case young, urban women, rather than attempting

to gather the larger and more heterogeneous audiences of earlier decades.l

Feminism was clearly something that the producers and writers of The Mary

Tyler Moore Show recognized and to some extent sought to take advantage of in their

development of the series and its characters. Producers Allan Burns and James Brooks

claim that the relationship between the series and the women's movement was simply

one of good timing.2 Some of the writers for the series, on the other hand, identiff a

more explicit understanding of contemporary feminist politics. Reflecting on the

social context in which they worked, Steve Pritzker comments, "The feminist

movement was happening and this was a show about a woman discovering herself,"

but these were social changes that the writers were themselves living: "l think every

one of us had undergone some consciousness-raising during that time."' Just as the

programme makers operated out of a growing understanding of changing gender

I Ella Taylor, Prime Time Families: Television Culture in Postwar America (Berkeley: University of
California Press. l989), 85.

' Cited in Serafina Bathrick, "The Ma4t Tyler Moore S&ow: Women at Home and at Work," rn MTM:

'Qttality Television', ed. Jane Feuer, Paul Kerr, and Tise Vahimagi (London: British Film lnstitute'

1984), r03-4.
I Cited in Robert S. Alley and lrby B. Brown, Love is All Around: The Making of The Mary Tyler

Maore Slow (New York: Delta, 1989), 50.
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relations, we might assume that in its prime-time moment The Mary Tyler Moore

Show spoke to a more sophisticated audience whose social awareness was met by the

comedy of the New Woman.

Although it is commonly accepted that The Mar1, Tyler Moore Show reflects

the social context of second-wave feminism, Kirsten Marthe Lentz has a different take

on the relationship befween feminism and mass culture at work in the programme.

Rather than seeing The Mary Tyler Moore Show as reflective of a contemporary

preoccupation with women's changing roles, Lentz argues that the rhetoric and

significatory structures of feminism were adopted by the television industry, and the

production house of MTM enterprises in particular, in an effort to recuperate

television in the viewer's eyes:

The discourse of 'quality' television found the burgeoning discourses of

feminism to be useful tools in the project of improving television's public

image. If 1970s feminism, broadly speaking, sought to champion the 'rights'

of women, drawing attention to the inequities of gender role socialization and

attempting either to revalue or to eschew femininity, 1970s television was

similarly enmeshed in an attempt to resist its inferior status in relation to other

media (especially cinema) and to revalue or reverse its associations with

femininity. The strategies of 'quality' television were therefore strangely allied

with some forms of feminism. 'Quality' had as one of its goals nothing less

than the'emancipation' of television. a

On one hand, Lentz's argument reflects the conventionally suspicious view of the

commercial imperatives that organize and impede the counterhegemonic content of

situation comedies. Whatever advances The Mary Tyler Moore Show was able to

demonstrate in its treatment of women's issues, their value is lost because of the way

in which, as Robert Deming argues, television integrates "oppositional and resistant

discourses, by absorbing and naturalizing them."s On the other hando however, if The

Mary Tyler Moore Show uses feminism to rekindle a popular love affair with

a Kirsten Maahe Lentz, "Quali6r versus Relevance: Feminism, Race, and the Politics of the Sign in

1970s Television," Camera Obscura 15, no. I (2000);49-

t Robe.t H. Deming, "Kate and l//ie: 'New Women' and the Audience's Television Archive," in

Privale Screenings: Television and the Female Consruner, ed. Lynn Spigel and Denise Mann

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1992).
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television, then we shouldn't be looking for evidence of television's failure to do

justice to feminism, but rather for the ways in which a recognizably feminist figure

like Mary Richards is able to generate the kinds of intimate, affective transactions

television deals in. In particular, we might consider what television's incorporation of

feminism into a mainstream text makes possible, or what unexpected effects the

dissident figure of the single woman might generate.

Despite the dubious status of feminism in The Mary Tyler Moore Show,

because the 1970s was a period of widespread discussion and anxiety over changing

gender roles, the programme is still most often made sense of with reference to its

feminist context.6 However, a remarkably enduring affection for the character of Mary

Richards continues long after feminism has ceased to have the trendy cachet it had in

the 1970s. This suggests that both programme and character require a different kind of

analysis that is able to take in less temporally contextualized experiences of reception.

A central claim of this chapter is that Mary is an emotionally complex figure whose

resonance outdistances her original cultural context.

What is apparent from the anatysis of Bewitched in the previous chapter is the

fact that the situation comedy is a repeatable form whose meaning accumulates

through the reiteration of textual elements which may be peripheral to the narrative

unfolding in any given episode, so that its lessons are not easily read from nalrative

content alone. In the case of The Mary Tyler Moore Show it is not only the

progmmme itself that has been repeatable, but the iconic figure of Mary Richards,

especially as she is defined in the apparently marginal space of the series' opening

credits. [n a formulation that is suggestive of the ability of the Mary identity to exceed

its textual context Ernest Pascucci notes, "Even people who don't know much about

Mary know at least two things: the line 'Who can turn the world on with her smile?'

and the image of Mary throwing her hat in the air in the middle of a crowded street."7

The Mary identity has reappeared and been reinvoked in diverse contexts,

demonstrating that Mary's affective valence outlasts her emergence against a

6 Bonnie Dow gives an excellent overview of the development of f'eminism in the United States as the

contexl in which The Mary Tyler Moore S&ow appeared. lnterestingly, Dow notes the similarities

between a fictional Mary Richards and an actual Gloria Steinem as the acceptable, even attractive,

faces of feminism. Bonnie Dow, Prime-Time Feminism: Television, Media Cullure, qnd the Wornen's

Movement Since 197() (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996')'26-32.

7 Ernest Pascucci, "This City Belongs to That Girl," Architecture New York, no. I 2 ( 1995): 54.
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backdrop of 1970s feminisrn. Although born out of the 1970s, the shangely conflicted

and confluent relation of mainstream, commercial television text to the feminist

messages circulating in the period produces an intriguing affective structure embodied

by Mary, in which hope must be sustained in the face of failure and humiliation is

able to be met with continued optimism. When Lynn Spangler writes, 'oMary found

herself in the middle of a changing world, and, like many of us, she was feeling her

way through it on a personal, rather than a social level," she gestures towards Mary's

continuing appeal.8 The affective conflicts embodied by the Mary Richards character

can be explained in terms of the socio-historical context of the programme that creates

an ambivalent relation to women's progress, but they also have a larger psychic

significance for a wider audience, inctuding gay and proto-gay viewers, which

previous criticism of the programme has not been able to accommodate.

Mary's Ambivalence

Mary Richards is defined by an ambivalent relation to social change. Ln The

Mary Tyler Moore Show the comedy arises from the fact that Mary is a figure

negotiating changes that are not entirely of her making. She continually seems to

strike out for a new horizon only to be brought up short and forced to settle fbr

something less than ideal. When Mary leaves behind small-town life, she moves to the

scarcely glamorous provincial centre of Minneapolis and finds an apartment with

neurotic and invasive housemates. She doesn't so much take on the city as adjust

herself to it. She goes out to get a traditional female job as a secretary and accidentally

finds herself in the non-traditional but poorly paid position of associate-producer at

WJM-TV, a low-rating local television station. Just as her career path is accidental,

her single condition is similarly not a choice, but the result of her failure to inspire

sufficient ardour in her lover. At the beginning of the series she is a woman of 30 who

is forced to go it alone by the recognition that there is no future in her long-term

relationship. tn the f,rrst episode Mary's ex-boyfriend comes to visit in an attempt to

win her back, but when his declaration of love catches in his throat the inadequacy of

his efforts makes her send him away. As he is walking out of the door, she replies to

his regretful "take care of yourself'with "I think t just did." Mary takes up single life

' Ly* C. Spangler, Television Women fi'on Lucy to Friends: Fifty Years of Sitcoms and Feminism

(l{estport : Praeger, 2003 ), | 10.
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because it is the only viable prospect, not because she chooses freedom from the

shackles of marriage and domesticity. Particularly in the early years of the series she

is single and dating, ever hopeful that she will find the right man and settle down.

Eventually it becomes clear that her singleness is an intractable state so that she

becomes that self-conscious phenomenon of liberal feminism, the career woman, by

default.

This experience of being forced to adjust oneself to less than ideal conditions

comes to define Mary's character. Throughout the series Mary is tumbled by the tides

of a social revolution in which her feminine niceness and concem for others are

continually in conflict with the self-serving demands of her friends and co-workers.

This is what leads feminist analysts of the programme to see Mary as an ambivalent

feminist, who stands for change yet continually back-pedals in the face of it. If she is

downtrodden because she is a woman, then, as Bonnie Dow points out, she is

sophisticated enough to recognise the fact, "but she is not necessarily assertive enough

to do anything about it."e

As a serious candidate for the new, independent woman, Mary has been

subject to critical scrutiny about her capacity to make it as a role model for a seventies

generation of female and potentially feminist viewers. The consensus on the

programme itself, and on Mary's role within it, has been that what television gives

with one hand it takes away with the other, so that whatever is progressively feminist

about Mary is countered by her conventional femininity. Taylor argues that Mary's

combination of "girl-next-door sweetness and 'old-fashioned' attachment to honesty

and integrity" with "achieving, spunky New Woman" lets the programme "ride the

currents of social change, endorsing modemity at the same time as it hallows

tradition."lo Part of what might make Mary acceptable to a mass audience is the way

that she tries to hold on to apparently outdated ways of being a woman even as she

embraces the social and sexual freedoms of her new urban context. Mary seems an

outdated figure even in her seventies moment; she plays on a feeling of being out of

time in the sense of never being quite equal to the circumstances in which she finds

herself. The temporal disjuncture of otd and New Woman designates not only a

n Dow, Prime-Time Feminism,3l.
ro Taylor, Prime Time Families,124.
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conflicted relation to a feminist revolution but also a larger sense of failed

accommodation to the social world that always precedes and seems to run ahead of

the subject. As Paul Wells suggests, the comedy in the series is a product of "the self-

evident incongruities of past and present."l' Mury embodies a difficult relation

between old and new that articulates a conflicted relation to changing social, sexual

and affective experience.

What is at issue in conventional feminist analyses of the programme is its

instructional effect: the programme is evaluated in terms of its capacity to stage a

relatively progressive or conservative representation of women's experience and

usually found wanting on the progressive side of the equation. Serafina Bathrick, for

example, scarcely even concedes Mary's ambivalence, but argues instead that Mary is

a deeply traditional feminine figure. She makes sense of The Mary Tyler Moore Show

with reference to a nineteenth century ideology of "True Womanhood" that defines

women in terms of their role within the family. Mary is a single working girl and yet,

according to Bathrick, she is still a traditional woman in her care for others and the

sensitive, feminine touch she brings to the workplace, where she mediates conflict and

soothes masculine egos. Bathrick sees the spaces of home and work as quite rigidly

gendered, so that the men in the series, specifically Mary's boss Lou Grant and her

co-worker Murray, are associated with a desk or an offtce, while Mary's women

friends, Rhoda, Phyllis, and later Georgette, meet in Mary's apartment. [n Bathrick's

account, the WJM-TV news room is a distinctly masculine, "rationalised" space of

hard edges and minimal ornamentation, while Mary's apartment in a subdivided

Victorian mansion is o'warm and colourful," signiffing its traditional feminine

associations of nurture and support.l2 Bathrick argues that male and female characters

stay in their gender-prescribed locations, and only Mary can move between these

spaces. In her person differences are mediated and in this way she performs her

familial role as a vehicle for bringing together and harmonising disparate elements'

Bathrick's interpretation of the way that spatial boundaries function in the

series is somewhat tendentious, however, for it emphasizes the constraining effects of

ll Paul Wells, "'Where Everybody Knows Your Name': Open Convictions and Closed Contexts in

American Situation Comedy," in Because t Tell a Joke or Two: Comedy, Politics and Social

Difference, ed. Stephen Wagg (London: Routledge, 1998)' 195.

rz Bathrick, o'The Maty Tyler Moore Slrow: Women at Home and WorK', 109'
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sex-role stereotyping and overlooks the comedic confusion of roles that the series

continually plays on. Rewatching The Mo,y Tyler Moore Shaw in the present,

admittedty with the benefit of a cultivated intellectual pleasure in the ways that mass

culture texts can disturb presumably normative structures of gender and sexuality, it

seems clear right from the beginning of the series that no one stays contained by their

gendered spheres. Alexander Doty, for example, emphasizes the queer pleasure in

"positive gender- and sexuality- destabilizing effects" that are identifiable in mass

culture texts.l3 lndeed, his work is invested in fostering awareness of such effects in

texts that are not explicitly addressed to queer audiences. In The Mary Tyler Moore

Show men and women keep escaping from their proper roles in all kinds of ways and

this is precisely what gives rise to the comedy. Everyone invades Mary's private

space, while the presumed rationality of the workplace is contaminated by insistent

needs and humorously imrpting feelings and desires. tn the very first episode, the

work/home, masculine/feminine boundary is breached by a drunken Lou Grant who,

having just hired her, inappropriately turns up at Mary's apartment in the evening. She

assumes that he intends to make sexual advances, as though her good fortune in

getting a job so easily is now explained, but it transpires that Lou only wants help

writing a letter to his wife. On other occasions either Phyllis or Rhoda find pretexts to

come into WJM-TV, where they proceed to introduce unruly elements into a

supposedly ordered and busy professional world. Thus the visibly gendered spaces of

work and home fail to function as containing boundaries, resulting in the very

contradictions that produce comic effects. Further emphasizing the instability of a

strict division along gender lines, Doty points out that Mary's co-workers, Ted and

Murray, are feminized and queered by their respective vanity and bitchiness, making

them "two more of the girls."l4

Having said all this, however, Bathrick's point that the tension between

apparently masculine and feminine polarities is mediated and to some extent resolved

in the figure of Mary Richards is an interesting one because it is highly suggestive of

tr Alexander Doty, "There's Something Queer Here," in Oul in Culture: Gay, Lesbian and Queer
fssays on Populir Culture. ed. Corey Creekmuir and Alexander Doty (Durham: Duke University

Press, 1995),74.

la Alexander Doty, "l Love Laverne ond Shirlel,: Lesbian Narratives, Queer Pleasures, and Television

Sitcoms," in Making Things Perfectly Queer: Interpreting Mass Culture (Minneapolis: Minnesota

University Press, 1993), 48.
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the broader psychic conflicts that Mary embodies. Mary's character is inherently

conflicted, but while feminist criticism has read this conflict as ideologically

ambivalent, in affective terms that very ambivalence may be exactly what makes

Mary useful to socially and sexually marginal subjects, Rather than thinking about

Mary's role in terms of its failure to teach feminist ideas, my aim is to think about

televisual teaching as an interactive experience that generates "affective propulsions"

in the viewer which might themselves be inquired into.ls For while feminist criticism

highlights the ideological conflicts inherent in the new woman sitcom, it tends to

overlook the emotional complexity of the Mary Richards character and how useful

she might be to a wider range of viewers than the adult women feminist criticism is

interested in. What gets left out of such a focus on the ideological discourses at work

in the situation comedy is attention to the way that the ambivalence that is evidently

encoded in the figure of Mary Richards might provide a structure for the viewer to

negotiate more intimate conflicts.

Like other critics, Taylor emphasizes Mary's ambivalent positioning as both

"heroine and whipping girl," yet she takes a more productive approach to The Mary

Tyler Moore Show by focusing on the intimacy of the television workplace series.r6

This focus on intimacy allows her to explore the emotional conflicts and promises at

work in the programme and the ways these address the viewer's own emotional

experience . The Mary Tyler Moore Show, Taylor notes, "proposes television as family

- not just Mary's family but the viewers' too."l7 Within this familial feeling, narrative

progress is less important than the fostering of emotional connection between

characters within the diegetic world of the sitcom, but also between the on-screen

world and the viewer. The WJM-TV family of The Mary Tyler Moore Show is the

emotional centre of the characters' lives and the viewer is able to share in the warmth

it generates. The affective depth ofsuch a relation is fostered by the repeated re-entry

afforded the viewer into the virtual worlds of Mary's office and Mary's aparhnent

through the recurring structure of the sitcom mise-en-scdne. This affective relation is

given a certain adhesiveness by the "frisky hostilities" of the characters' manipulative

15 Jane Bennett, The Enchanttnent of Modern Lifb: Attachmenls, Crossings and Ethics, (Princeton:

Princeton University Press), 3.

16 Taylor, Prime Time Families,124.
17 Taylor, Prime Time Families, 126.
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and immature behaviour; they trade insults and take advantage of one another in ways

that make the show more "relevanto'than progranrmes of an earlier generation.18

Of particular interest for my purposes is Taylor's recognition of the pervading

pressure of embarrassment that runs through the programme, an embarrassment that is

caused by the failure of outmoded social rules to make sense in a changing social

world. ln the new social order that Mary enters, no one knows how to act and the

sitcom itself offers no explicit instruction or comforting resolution. However, The

Mary Tyler Moore Show is able to hold a tension between old and new, progressive

and conservative, intimacy and resentment, that crystallizes in the figure of Mary

Richards. This, then, is a different, more affectively inflected version of the tensions

that come together and are to some extent resolved in Mary than that offered by

Bathrick. Rather than focus on the programme's failure as social critique or Mary's

failure as feminist role model, a reparative analysis might attend more carefully to

ambivalence as an affectively enabling structure. Embarrassment and the associated

emotions of shame and humiliation mark the difficulty that inheres in the subjects'

unsteady attempts to g1asp hold of the new. Indeed, forms of failure that provoke

shame and embarrassment might be a defining experience for viewers who are

engaged by the comedy of the New Woman.

A Resource for Survival

In an informal survey of web-sites devoted to The Mary Tyler Moore Show I

sought to identiff what present-day devotees have to say about the programme and

their relationship to it.le As one might expect, the accounts of the programme given

18 Taylor, Prime Time Families, I 18. Taylor gathers The Mary Tyler Moore Slow togethet with All in

the iamily and M*A*S*H as programmes that were more "relevant" in that they addressed, more or

less obliqirely, the political ctebates of the day as well as providing a more realistic version of viewers'

own livei eiperiences. It is worth pointing out that Lentz argues that while 'quality' and 'relevance'

are taken to be part of the same general development in the 1970s sitcom. they actually refer to distinct

developments. 
-So-called 

quality programmes llke The Mary Tyler Moore S/law describe a more

literare, aesthetically improved television text, while relevance refers to more politically engaged

television. The distinction, according to Lentz, breaks down along the lines of gender and race;

feminist-inflected programming took on a self-reflexive engagemenl with the medium, while relevance

programming rorght u -ore realistic representation of race and racial issues. Lentz, "Qualiry versus

Relevance",45-6.
re The most cursory web search for The Mary Tyler Maore Sftow will bring up any number of sites

devoted to the programme. Among those that I have looked at are the following:

http://timvp.com.mtm.html, http//www.cinerhama.cor/tvpage/seventies/mhn.html,
hilp//w*w.g"ocities.com/tv person/scre"nrhots.htmJ, and http://www.marvtvlermoore-S0megs.com.

I

I
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on these sites are universally celebratory. They are, however, remarkably unreflexive.

The web-sites feature incantations about what a great show it is and what an

inspiration Mary fuchards is as a single woman making it on her own. It seems

gratifying enough to have gathered images, sound clips, trivia and screening schedules

in homage to the beloved artefact without staging moments of self-reflection on the

nature of one's engagement with the programme. Fans, as has already been noted in

this thesis, are frequently called upon to explain the intensity of their idiosyncratic

attachments to favoured programmes, which motivates them to produce commonsense

explanations that circle around the identifiable quality of the beloved programme, the

skill of the actors and writers, the inspiration of Mary Richards as a feminist icon and

so on. However, this thesis is not an inquiry into fandom per sq but into the ordinary,

everyday attachments of the television viewer who, as David Marc so eloquently puts

it, "forages the barks and lichens of a vast and mostly thankless culturescape to gain

sustenance fi'om whatever hardy trace elements it can absorb."20 Perhaps we might

say that the fan specializes in such cultural foraging and his or her efforts to articulate

a productive relationship to a given progmmme might provide a point of entry into an

understanding of what that programme enables in the viewer.

To this end, a comment on one particular web-site stands out for its fleeting

illumination of a number of issues that this chapter is concerned with. Pat. of Pat's

Homepage: Marlt Tyler Moore File, writes: "l used to spend Saturdays at 9pm glued

to the tube every week watching that show. I was a stumbling, bumbling teenager in

love with Mary (I'm sure there were plenty of others) and all she represented."2l What

can it mean for an adolescent boy or girl (Pat's gender is not specified) to be in love

with Mary Richards of The Mary Tyler Moore Show? What is the significance of

identiffing that love as a shared experience? And what. precisely, does Mary

represent that so excites the ardour of "a stumbling, bumbling teenager"? To

recognise, as Pat does, that love for Mary is a shared experience is a way of

downplaying one's personal attachment by acknowledging that the beloved object

must be shared. But it might also be a way of claiming a connection with a collective

of others who find in Mary a means of securing an identity and negotiating a felt

20 David Marc, Comic Visions: Television Comedy and American Culhrre,2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell,

1997),133.
t' Pat's Homepage: Marv Tvler Moore Files.
htto://www. geocities.com/CollegePark/Union/8 I 76lmtm.html.
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incongruence with the settings in which they find themselves. For such viewers

television characters might become "a prime resource for survival,o' so that love for

Mary is a nascently political experience.tt Be"uuse of Mury, we might understand,

one is not alone. For an atomized, suburban adolescent, Mary might be a means for

that viewer to forge a sense of connection that allowed him, or her, to endure even in

the face of adverse social or affective conditions.

Throughout this thesis reparative reading both challenges and supplements the

conventional critical strategies of academic television criticism. Those conventional

strategies are termed paranoid because of their tendency to foreground damaging

instances of the workings of power and ideology. By contrast, reparative reading

animates the affective energies at work between viewers and texts, and focuses on the

ways that television fosters forms of affectivity that enable difference. The figure of

Mary Richards brings into focus the connection between the imaginative and affective

possibilities that the sitcom makes available and their significance for subjects who

are negotiating between forms of conformity and the self-recognitions that are

necessary for psychic survival. Such processes are not finite but continue throughout

life for all social subjects. The uncertainties we might, for example, like to consign to

adolescence do not in fact end. The view that identity is always liable to failure in this

way derives from Lacanian psychoanalysis, in which it is recognised that subjects are

always divided between the conscious objectives of the ego and the dissonant desires

of the unconscious. Jacqueline Rose explains that "the unconscious constantly reveals

the 'failure' of identity." This so-called'failure'"is not a moment to be regretted in a

process of adaptation, or development into normaliry;" rathero it is "something

endlessly repeated and relived moment by moment throughout our individual

histories."23 In this account, failure underpins the experience of being a social subject.

There is always a falling short, or a wanting, inherent in the subject's relationship to

the social order. From this perspective, Mary's inadequacy is not a function of her

failure as a feminist role model. Her address to the audience need not divide viewers

into the socially legible categories of male and female, homo and hetero, adult and

adolescent. Rather, Mary signals an affective experience of failure and survival that

22 Eve Kosotbky Sedgwick, "Queer and Now," in Tendencies (Durham: Duke University Press' 1993)'

]ilu"qu"tin" Rose, Sexaal ity in the Field oJ'Vision (London, New York: Verso, 1986),90-91.
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might be occupied by any viewer. She puts into play a set of interpretive relations that

mark a fundamentally reparative determination to make the best of what one has in

the face of the inadequacy of the fit between the subject and the social world. Mary is

emblematic of a determination to "provide the self with pleasure and nourishment in

an environment that is perceived not particularly to offer them."?4

I have already emphasized that the question of homosexual possibility

instantiates what is at issue between reparative and paranoid reading strategies. For

while paranoid strategies emphasize the problem of women's representation at work

in a sitcom such as The Mary Tyler Moore Show, a reparative reading allows us to

treat gender as a much more mobile representational category that can support diverse

identifications. While Mary is fashioned out of a critical transitional moment in the

history of gender relations, the cultural resonances of the Mary identity do not course

along strictly gendered lines. From a reparative perspective, she comes to figure a

broader sense of the ways in which marginal or infeasible subjects of culrure are able

to fashion a life even in inhospitable conditions.

An example will serve to elucidate this point further. Taylor suggests that

Mary's continued romantic failure makes her an example of the "incomplete woman,"

which suggests a misogynist vision of femininity at the heart of The Mary Tyler

Moore Show.zs However, the theme of feminine heterosexual failure and survival in

the face of such failure is a lodestone for gay experience, as Charles Gandee notes in

his reflections on The Golden Girls, a comedy about agroup of older, single women

who live together:

What matters is that these women have succeeded in answering the question,

'What do you do when the Prince-Charming-happily-ever-after fantasy ends?'

The question is one that gay men grapple with from the moment it dawns on

us that the odds of our mating for life are not in our favour.26

to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, "Paranoi<t Reading and Reparative Reading; or You're So Paranoid, You
probably ThinkThis introduction is About You." in Novel Gazing: Queer Readings in Fiction, ed. Eve

Kosofsky Sedgwick (Durham: Duke University Press, 1991),16.

2s Taylor, Prime Time Families,I23.
26 Charles Gandee, "House of Dames." The New Yot'k Times Magctzine, April 14 2002.
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What Gandee's affection for The Golden Glrls suggests is an emotionally complex

articulation in which a failure to fulfill the normative trajectory of sexual and

emotional involvement is traced and then repeatedly overcome by the reassuring

sffucture of same-sex friendship. Watching late-night reruns of The Golden Girls,

Gandee accounts for his attachment to the show by looking to the way the women

reconstitute themselves as a family after the heterosexual dream has failed, providing

support and encouragement to one another in the battle to survive, and enjoy, the post-

menopause years. ln The Maryt Tyler Moore Show Mary Richards has Rhoda and

phyllis and her workplace friends for her new family and as compensation for her

own heterosexual failure. Doty similarly finds an enabling queer value in the special

relationships between Mary and her women friends, which represent what he

identifies across a number of sitcoms as a "narrative of lesbian desire" and he argues

that, as a consequence, viewer pleasure in this narrative is inherently queer.2t

Both Doty and Gandee do important work in locating and shoring up queer

sites of identification in mainstream culture, and their engagements with sitcom

women represent an advance on those that concentrate on a critical assessment of the

feminist politics of the series. However, by tracking the reiterations of the Mary

identity beyond their original context it becomes evident that Mary's affective

usefulness is not limited to either feminist or queer identifications. More than either of

these, Mary fuels an alternate sensibility; she summons a renegade sense of vitality in

the minds and hearts of diverse viewers. Even in her failure, and perhaps because of

it, Mary is able to embody a utopian sense of self-realization but also a certain refusal

of the demands for accommodation that social life and sexual conformity place on the

subject, so that recalling her renews those energies.

Maryns Urban Adventure

Those readings that focus on the ideological ambivalence at work in the

sitcom narrative overlook the emotional structure that is repeatedly invoked in the

sixty seconds of credits at the beginning of every episode, a stnrcture which is utterly

crucial to the way that Mary is remembered and reiterated in other contexts. When

Mary Richards first drives into Minneapolis, she is a transitional figure, marking a

t' Dory,"lLove Laverne and Shirle.,-," 39
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shift away from the suburban ideals of an earlier generation and towards a new set of

freedoms identified with the city. Many viewers would know Mary already as Laura

Petrie, wife of Rob Petrie on The Dick Van Dyke Show, so that Tyler Moore herself

appears to be leaving behind the New York suburb of New Rochelle.2s tn the opening

credits of the first season she arrives with a combination of excitement and

trepidation. She moves forward into the new, but her progress is shadowed by

uncertainty. As she cruises down the freeway behind the wheel of her car the camera

looks back at her to read her face for signs of anxiety and the theme tune asks

worriedly, "How will you make it on your own?" 2e

Anxiety is only ever fleeting, however, fbr the more important emotional

experience of the credits is urban thrill. Mary arrives safely in the city and soon she is

exploring the city on foot; as she walks through downtown Minneapolis she looks up

at the city buildings. We know how it feels by looking at her because, as Pascucci

argues with reference to That Girl, "[k]nowledge of the modem city is not conveyed

through the image of a buildingo" but through the expression on the face of the girl in

question.3O Mary looks wide-eyed with wonder and a little breathless with the thrill of

a daring new beginning. In the first season her excitement is still tenuous, however, so

that the theme song ends on the poignantly frail declaration, "You might just make it

after all." But this tentative beginning is soon passed over and in the seasons that

follow Mary evolves across the opening credits into the acme of the new single girl at

large in the city. At work and at play, the credits chart her growing confidence as they

leave behind the moment of arrival and show Mary embedded in the urban scene'

more worldly and assured. In the credit montages of later seasons she is seen

shopping-for-one in the supermarket, a look of resignation on her face that might be a

comment on the price of meat or a more telling response to the disappointment of

being single.3r In another shot she turns for a better look at a pair of male joggers,

2s The writers of The Ma4t Tyler Moore Siow had wanted to make Mary a divorcee, but were forced to

relinquish the plan in the face of network fears that viewers would think she had divorced Rob'

Spangler, Television Women from Lucy to Friends, 710,

2n This recognition of the exultant counter-story seen in the opening credits, and the attention to the

details that comprise it is indebted to Pascucci's own reading of Mary's urban arrival in "This City

Belongs to That Girl," 54-5.

30 Pascucci, "This City Belongs to That Girl," 53.

rr pascucci points oul that as Mary tosses the package of meat into her supermarket trolley the image is
..brilliantly story-boarded to the line 'You can never tell why don't you take it.' The action fits the

words perfectly and simultaneously drains them of their vague, cheery optimism. The antecedent to the
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revealing the sexual interest of the single girl in a moment that suggests the new

sexual freedoms of the urban context.

As Mary progresses through the seasons, the series' theme song changes with

her, both acknowledging and inviting viewerly affection by asking, "'Who can turn the

world on with her smile?" and then optimistically concluding, "You're gonna make it

after all." Of course, there is never really any doubt that Mary will make it. Certainty

is built into the energy of the theme score from its first down beat, but even more than

that it is obvious from the first time she tosses her hat out of sheer joy at being alone

in the city. This is an iconic moment, constant throughout the series' seven-year run,

in which Mary, a newcomer to the city, joyfully spins around amidst crowds of
passers-by at a downtown intersection and then tears off her woolly blue beret and

flings it skywards. The moment is not hers alone, for in that instant the viewer is

launched into an exultant identification with Mary. ln the seconds before the beret is

airbome the camera turns through a rapid circle that blurs our vision as though we are

Mury, spinning around in a crowded street. We spin with her, Mary tosses the beret

and our hearts leap. The frame freezes on an ecstatic moment, referenced and reprised

across a number of other film and television texts, crystallizing in a single action the

evocative valency of the Mary identity and "all the hope and promise of the new

woman."32 [figure 5.1]

Opening credits are most often treated as utterly marginal sites of meaning that

are secondary to the episodic narrative of the sitcom. However, as the previous

chapter demonstrates, in situation comedy narrative is frequently a pretext for other

forms of engagement befween a viewer and the programmes she watches. What

becomes lodged in memory is a composite of salient elements that are not necessarily

narratively secured. Although, within the sitcom narrative, Mary struggles to cope in

the face of romantic failure and social humiliation, what gets remembered about her is

the style and beauty she manifests in her progress through the opening credits, which

has a viviffing effect that peaks with the exultation of the beret toss.

pronoun it should be love, taken from the previous line 'Love is all around no need to waste it,' but it
seems it is just meat after all, and ground meat at that." Pascucci, "This City Belongs to That Girl," 55.
r2 Pascucci, "This City Belongs to That Girl," 55.
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Figure 5. l. Mary's beret toss: "all the hope and promise of the new woman."

(Rehieved 28 April,2002 from

ResearchSpace
Note
Image removed for copyright reasons
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As celebratory as the moment appears, however, it marks the fulfillment of

desires that are still unformulated because neither Mary nor the viewer quite knows

yet what we are celebrating. Within the opening credits the beret toss designates a

generic satisfaction that is linked to independence and to urban rather than suburban

spaces, but which has no particular content. That very contentlessness allows the

exultant moment to promise satisfaction without conditions and carry the suggestion

that happiness is possible even outside of conventional narratives of social belonging

and sexual identity. The beret toss thus speaks to the infeasibility of the queer

experience of having feelings and attachments that are eccentric to normative

expectations of what should constitute happiness and success. The liminal moment of

the sitcom credits suggests an exuberant delight in found or made possibilities for

alternate satisfactions. Across the sitcom narrative Mary's singleness signals

something not achieved, which is an ideat of feminine attainment linked to

satisfaction in love. But the vision of her urban survival that is continually reaffirmed

in the opening credits signals the possibility of a new, uncharted mode of being.

The only time we see Mary in the city is in the opening credits, but while she

might be narratively detached from the urban context, the city nevertheless persists as

"a constituent of identity" reaffirmed in the credits of every episode.33 Showing Mary

striding along beside the lake, running across the road in her fur-trimmed coat,

smiling, waving and, of course, throwing her hat in the air, the opening credits are the

space in which Mary is beautiful, elegant and in control. Apart from brief connecting

scenes showing the high-rise office building that presumably houses WJM-TV, an

anonymous shot of urban traffic, or a shot of the Minneapolis cityscape, the series is

always located in indoor studio spaces of office, apartment, a coffee shop, or the home

of a friend. As Pascucci observes, the urban scenes of the credits must fill the

imaginary spaces between "Mary's busy day at the office and the Chinese takeout

dinner that she and Rhoda share in their subdivided Victorian."'o Although these

scenes are exclusive to the seconds of the opening credits, they are essential to the

enduring understanding of Mary's character, narratively marginal but recurring

enough to be implicitly present throughout, part of what it means to be Mary-

33 Deborah L. Parsons, Streetwalking and the Metropolis: Women, the City, and Modernirv (Oxford:

Oxford University Press,2000), 7.

r" Pascucci. "This City Belongs to That Girl," 54
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The New Woman and Sexual Citizenship

So far I have argued that Mary represents an ambivalent relationship to social

change that also describes a more affective tension between personal humiliation and

the exciting possibilities of the city. The references to and reappearances of the Mary

identity outside of The Mary Tyler Moore Show demonstrate how these imaginary

effects are engaged in other contexts. In Mary's reappearances she is invoked to

designate the capaciry to Fansform emptiness and failure into exultation. The theme

tune that accompanies the series' credits reminds us that Mary is the one able to "take

a nothing day" and "make it all seem worthwhile." Indeed, the capacity to make

something from the putative nothing of commercial television is emblematic of the

reparative viewing strategies some viewers practice, even before they are schooled in

more sophisticated critical modalities.

Mary makes one of her reappearances in Douglas Keeve's 1995 documentary

Unzipped, which is a profile of fashion designer Isaac Mizrahi at work on his next

collection. The title of the documentary suggests a notion of exposure and bodily

shame arising from a failure to keep one's sexuality hidden and the film seems more

interested in the ways that Mizrahi reveals his inner life, his fantasies, insecurities and

grandiosities, than in the world of high fashion as such. [n revealing his inner life,

Mizrahi indicates a formative relation to Mary when he declares his longstanding love

for her. He pairs Mary with Jackie Kennedy as the trvin arbiters of style who he

considers set the standards for taste in America: "Between her and Jackie Kennedy

they shaped this country. Between Laura Petrie and Mary Richards it's what shaped

America's whole taste level [sic]." These women represent a stylishness that Mizrahi

would like to claim as his own and in the Mary references that recur throughout the

film it is clear that she functions not only as an icon of style but more importantly as

an ideal that Mizrahi attempts to claim for himself. Indeed, his performance of

fragments of the Mary identity in the film suggests the desire for a more self-assured

experience. At one point in the film Mizrahi wanders through the city singing "the

Mary song" and the scene cuts to a fragment of the opening credits of The Mary Tyler

Moore Show in which Mary is driving and smiling as she passes under the sign for

Minneapolis/Saint Paul. Then she is running across the street in her stylish winter coat

and white boots. Ultimately we reach that ecstatic final scene of the series' credits
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where Mary spins around and tosses her beret. The moment is doubled as the film cuts

back to Mizrahi, a bulky grey figure on a snowy New York street, spinning around

and attempting to throw his less aerodynamic bandana in the air. While Mizrahi

appears in realiry to be rather dowdy (he is, perhaps, more of a Rhoda), what the film

clearly shows is that he feels like, or wants to feel like, Mary.

Curting between Mary and Mizrahi in this way, the film makes explicit how

Mary might function as an identificatory structure for the performance of a more ideal

self, who is thus able to leave behind difficult feelings of personal insecurity and

uncertainty. The quality that Mizrahi claims in Mary is 'style' but that stylishness also

designates an emotional quality that allows the subject to hanscend the difficulties of

lived experience in the social world. The feeling that Mary enables allows him to lay

hold of productive energies, so that when the Mary song recurs at various points in the

documentary, including a disco remix that accompanies the models on the catwalk at

the end of the film, it is as though Mizrahi acknowledges the source of his inspiration-

In a film peppered with popular culture references that serve as a means of

articulating ideas and states of mind, Mary gives expression to complex emotional

experience that Unzipped does not identify in any more explicit way. More than a

style, then, Mary is both a dimension of identity and a mood-

This identification is a complex one, however, for it incorporates both a

difficult relationship to identity and a means of overcoming that difficulty. [t seems

apparent that the Mary Mizrahi identifies with is the girl in the series' opening credits,

not the conflicted, humiliated Mary of the sitcom narrative. Yet, while it is the urban

adventurer of the opening credits who is reiterated, that figure might also contain

knowledge of the difficulties faced within the sitcom narrative. The tension between

the two versions of Mary seen in the narrative and in the credits is telescoped into a

potential for overcoming difficulty built into the reiterable Mary fantasy. The city of

the opening credits is a fantasy space in which a more ideal self is lived out and in

which being single is not a failure to realise the heterosexual suburban dream, but

rather becomes an exultation and an act of survival. In her occupation of the city Mary

is at her most confident and in occupying the Mary identity Mizrahi is able to

momentarily experience some of that confidence as his own.
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For Mary's affective valency is not limited to the inner conflicts of subjective

identity, but also plays out on the more public level at which subjects find or make a

possible world for themselves. The single girl in the city is a figure for an evolving

sexual citizenship, in which a range of sexual identities and social practices gain not

only legal rights but also social and cultural recognition. In the late twentieth century

this sexual citizenship is enabled by urban spaces. Spangler emphasises the popularity

and influence of television comedy in the 1970s for making visible women's changing

experience.ss Pas"ucci also notes the particular visibility accorded to single women by

television, but further underscores the association of those women with the city, so

that an era of sexual and social upheaval and transformation is a particularly urban

phenomenon. Although television's popularization as a mass form coincides with the

turning inwards of domesticated, suburban, family life, before long that experience is

shetched and extended by the counter-image of the woman alone in the city. That

woman represenrs rhe possibility of a viable social existence outside of the normative

structures of the nuclear family. That it is a woman, even a white, middle-class,

heterosexual woman, who is able to stand for this new sexual citizenship is important

because her strange and uncertain relationship to the city describes the tentative claim

to full personhood by sexually and socially marginalized groups within the address of

mainstream televi si on.

ln her urban wanderings in the series' credits Mary is a flineuse, a woman

who wanders the streets of the city drinking in its sights and sounds. The particular,

embodied form of this new social icon signifies quite differently from an earlier

generation of male fl6neurs.36 She becomes part of the architecture of the city, herself

a structure that enables a vicarious flAnerie on the part of the viewer, a kind of

"spacing ouf in which one gets lost in the cify and in the fantasy life it stages.3?

ri Spangler, Television Ll/omen.from Lucy to Friends, 107 .

lo Walter Benjamin's metaphor for urban exploration, the fl6neur, approaches the city as something

Deborah Parsons describes as "a text to be inscribed, read, rewritten and reread." Parsons,

Streetwalking the Metropolis, 3. While Benjamin's fldneur has accumulated a diversity of meanings,

including a Jertain sexual and gendered ambivalence, Parsons suggests that its significatory functions

are so multiple as to risk meaninglessness. While she does not support the notion of a specifically

feminine perception of the city, Parsons is interested in exploring feminine challenges to what she sees

as an omniscient. masculinist attempt to get the measure of the city. The figure of the fldneuse can be

understood as one who articulatei the particularly nuanced urban vision that difference enables.

Streenvalking the Metropol,i, 2-8.

It Dianne Chisholm, "The City of Collective Memory," GLQ: Gay and Lesbian Quarterly 7,no.2
(2001):201.
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Pascucci ffaces a televisual genealogy of women walkers in the ciry, seen in the

opening credits of sitcoms, that begins with That Girl and moves through The Mary

Tyler Moore Show to take in the spin-off series Rhoda and Phyllis. Through this

genealogy Pascucci maps the evolution of a "pervasive model of gay subjectivity,"

which he describes as "giddy urban reverie."38 Mary and her cohort are seen

performing this reverie; a fantasy occupation of the city where the single girl is filled

with joy and wonder at the fabulous possibilities that are immanent all around her.

She engages in that spacing out where she both loses herself to and fantasmatically

possesses the architectural catalogue of the ciry, making it signiff the new freedoms

and satisfactions she is now about to take up. In the development from That Girl

through to Phyllis Pascucci follows an evolution from an entirely fantastic and

idealised relation to the city to a rather more gritty and conflicted one that parallels a

process of self-conscious urban occupation by marginalized groups. The single girl of

the opening credits is "part of a gorgeous mosaic - of women, African-Americans,

lesbians, and gays who, for the first time, could make a claim to the 
"ity."3e

When Mizrahi plays at being Mary in the Manhattan he calls home, he

implicitly makes a claim to the urban sexual citizenship signified by the televisual

single girl in the city. Indeed, the engagements of both Pascucci and Mizrahi

demonstrate that the single girl in the city doesn't simply represent the feminist

ambitions of white, middle-class, heterosexual women. The lines of identification do

not travel in a direct line between matched categories of persons grouped by gender,

ethnicity or sexual identity and it oversimplifies the nature of television spectatorship

to assume that they do.ao

rB Pascucci, "This City Belongs to That Cirl," 52 and 58.

re Pascucci, "This City Belongs to That Girl," 56.

a0 Another instance in which The Mary Tyler Moore Sfiou,'becomes a means of articulating experiences

for diverse subjects can be seen in Briar Grace Smith's play Purapttrawhetu (Wellington: Huia

Publishers, l99i). This play, which deals with the attempts of a small nual Maori community to

recover from cultural loss anA spiritual alienation, features a character named Tyler, who is explicitly

named after Mary Tyler Moore. At one point Tyler breaks into a sardonic rendition of The Mary Tyler

Moore Slaw theme tune. ln this context, the Mary identity doesn't seem to represent anything hopeful

but instead to mark a bitter recognition of the corrosion of Maori identity by Western mass culture.

Nevertheless, it is interesting to notice how lhe Mary identify can provide a language for the diverse

experiences of viewers besides the white, middle-class women who are the programme's ostensible

audience.
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In Pascucci's own viewerly encounter with the sitcom, city scenes are fantasy

spaces that can be entered from the safety of the suburban living room. This is

precisely what he does when he watches That Girl and participates in Ann Marie's

repeated arrival in the ciry in the opening credits. This fantasy space is a potent one,

proving utterly transformational for the viewing subject, who experiences his world

differently as a result of his engagement with the televisual city:

Urban fantasies need not be dismissed as frivolous or delusional. Fantasies

structure That Girl's relationship to the city. Fantasies structure our

relationship to the city. And fantasies structure our relationship to That Girl.

These projects cannot be meaningfully separated.al

What Pascucci calls into recognition is the triangular relation between urban space'

viewing subject and the public form of the situation comedy that fantasmatically

enables a new sexual citizenship. That is to say, public forms of belonging are enabled

by the fantasmatic structure of the sitcom credits. In the psychoanalytic account,

fantasy is not to be opposed to reality. On the contrary, fantasy describes the way in

which subjects apprehend the world. Fantasy rs reality for the subject, insofar as it

describes the framework through which subjects experience their relation to others

and their engagement with the settings in which they find themselves. This would

suggest that the triangular relation Pascucci constructs, in which fantasies move

between on-screen and off-screen worlds along multiple vectors, makes the urban

scene of the sitcom credits an important space for figuring complex relations to public

life for diverse subjects. From this point of view, Mary is so much more than an

inadequate feminist role model. In her occupation of urban space she might provide a

template for ways of being in the world that allow for excitement and exultation,

however compromised by socio-cultural factors beyond one's control.

Mary's Humiliation

While there are fantasmatic possibilities indexed to Mary's urban occupation

in the opening credits of The Mory Tyler Moore Show, reparative energies also

accumulate around the difficulties she faces within the sitcom narrative and there is a

productive relation between the two scenes. I have already suggested that the reason

or Pascucci. "This City Belongs to That Girl," 58.
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Mary's beret toss is such a charismatic moment is because it enfolds her failure in the

sitcom narrative within its expression of exultation. Mary is the single career woman

who has turned away from traditional feminine expectations and found something less

than perfect. If we read the credits in terms of what is known about Mary from the

narrative, the exhilarated blue beret toss that appears in the opening credits of every

episode is a celebration of uncertain romantic chances and her poorly paid, exploited

position as associate producer on a third-rate, local television news programme- From

that perspective the beret toss is both joyful and already ironized, as though it were

understood that the city could never belong to the New Woman in reality. Yet this

tension between desired ideals and less than perfect actualities is another aspect of

Mary's enabling affective potentialiry for socially and sexually diverse viewers.

Indeed, we might even say that the relentless humiliations that define her

character are central to Mary's capacity to function as a figure with reparative

potential for the viewer. The Mary Tltler Moore Show is a comedy of social

embarrassment in which, as Taylor points out, Mary and her friends and colleagues

"suffer orgies of discomfor"t."42 They are forced to negotiate situations in which "the

rules of everyday social interaction are confused or simply unknown."a3 Traversing

both work and home are the recurring embarrassments of social interaction where

Mary is left stuttering and stammering. With a rigid smile of discomfort frozen on her

face she retreats from a situation where she suddenly realizes her presence is de trop.

When Mary effects a reconciliation between Murray and his wife Marie, the

humiliation of her single status is evident.aa As the couple embrace and exchange

intimacies, Mary's exclusion from the scene leaves her uncertain how to proceed- She

smiles and stammers in an attempt to continue a social exchange that she does not

know how to extract herself from, her shame unnoticed by the marital dyad but

witnessed by the viewer.

Mary frequently suffers the humiliation of a woman-out-of-place, or of not

being up to the place she aspires to, for she inevitably falls short of her own

aspirations for romantic fulfilment or professional success. For example, in "Put on a

o? Taylor, Prime Time Families,I20.
ar Taylor, Prime Time Families, l2l.
* The Mary Tyler Moore Sfow, Episode 41. "The Slaughter Affair'"
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Happy Face" it is the occasion of the annual Teddy Awards, and Mary has been

nominated for producing an excellent piece of television journalism, but her success is

undercut by humiliation. Unable to find a date for the event Mary is obliged to go

with the brainless and egotistical anchorman Ted Baxter. On top of that she has a bad

cold, she has sprained her ankle and can only wear one shoe, her hairdryer is broken

so she can't fix her hair, and the dress she wanted to wear has been ruined by the

cleaners. She looks terrible and her humiliation at having to go out with Ted is

compounded by his unwillingness to be associated with her. When she wins the

award, her acceptance speech is an embarrassing attempt to explain her unfortunate

appearance: "I usually look so much better than this. Please believe me; I have a much

cuter dress at the cleaners. And my hair..."45

Throughout the series Mary is frequently lost for words, or stuck in a kind of

helpless repetition for lack of the right thing to say. Waves of emotion cause her voice

to quaver; humiliating tears or inappropriate laughter break through her composure

and break up her speech so that her excessive affect is exposed in front of others. In

"Chuckles Bites the Dust" Mary spends most of the episode berating her colleagues

for joking and laughing about the death of the WJM-TV clown, Chuckles.a6 But at the

funeral Mary herself is unable to contain her laughter, which imrpts with

uncontrollable gusto and disturbs the moumful scene. Within the sitcom narrative

Mary is entertainingly embarrassed, yet her embarrassments address the generic

subjective crises of shame and humiliation to which all social subjects are liable.

There is no resolution offered for the repeated humiliations that Mary faces' She

responds to them with resignation and resilience, always returning in the next episode

determined to be cheerful and to think well of others. But it is the scene of humiliation

that consolidates Mary's identity most forcefully. Those moments in which Mary

seems to shrink and lose the power to speak as she tries to remove her leggy body

from the gracelessness of uncomfortable social situations are defining. These are

precisely the moments in which she becomes endeared to us, for they reveal her

capacity to make embarrassment into a virtue and an enlivening force. To feel her

embarrassments as one's own may be an intolerable burden, but to t'eel them as

pleasure, which Mary enables us to do, is central to her reparative potential.

ut Th" Mory Tyler Moore Sftow, Episode 71. "Pul on a Happy Face."

ou 
The Mary Tyler Moore,Sftow, Episode 127, "Chuckles Bites the Dust."
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While embarrassment might designate a relatively mild discomfort arising

from a sociat error or felt inadequacy, humiliation and shame are more devastating to

the subject, but through Mary the self is retrieved. ln watching Mary the viewer is

able to put the specificities of his or her own humiliations into the space of Mary's

inadequacies, to use her as a field in which shame is transformed into something that

affrrms the selt rather than obliterating it. Reflecting on the paradoxical effect of

shame, Sedgwick finds that "shame and identity remain in a very dynamic relation to

one another, at once deconstituting and foundational, because shame is both peculiarly

contagious and peculiarly individuating."aT Shame spreads through an inevitable

identification with the abject other but at the same time fills the subject with a sense

of self. For in its all consuming intensity, shame represents an absolute fullness of

being. Just when Mary seems to be trying to erase herself is the point at which she is

most full of herself, most consumed by the heat and aphasia of shame or humiliation-

Humiliation can shore up a sense of identity and, as Steven Connor points out,

humiliation "is a form of life: an entire underworld, a way of seeing and feeling and

being. Because it endures, it can itself be a form of endurance.'48 Rather than

overcoming her embarrassments (for as Connor notes, embarrassment never goes

away, it can only be looked away from), Mary makes them into a mode of being and a

means of enduring in the face of a social context that is inadequate to the self. [figure

s.2l

Endurance over time is a requirement for the single girl who is still dating

after all these years, but it can also be a moment-by-moment capacity that is necessary

for negotiating homosexual possibility. tn the social space of the sitcom itself Mary

transforms humiliation into a means of survival but more than that she transforms it

into a passionate mode of being. ln the early years of the series Mary's singleness is a

central fact about her: "You know Rhoda," reflects Mary, "sometimes I think I could

discover the secret of immortality and people would still say, 'Look at that single girl

a7 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick. "Shame, Theatricality, and Queer Perfiormativity: Henry James's The Art of
the Novel," in Touching Feeling (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003)' 63.

'ttr Steven Connor. The Shame oJ' Being a Man (lcited 3 July 2002]); available from

http;//www.bbk.ac.uk /eh/skc/shame/.
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Figure 5.2. Mary endures in the face of,everyday humiliations. (Retieved 9 July'

20M fr om httB : //mnnsho{'.pjb. net/)
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discovering the secret of immortality."*' By the end of the series Mary reflects that

she has been dating for twenty years. In that time she calculates that, at a rate of

approximately two a week, she has been on 2,000 dates, only ten percent of which

were any good. The statistics might give rise to despair, but Mary only flirts with the

possibility that she should give up dating, thus relinquishing her desire for a suitable

partner. Yet if dating is Mary's main leisure activity, practiced over many years, she

never seems to be caught up by it. Her dates never pan out into a relationship and they

rarely even seem to be exciting. This perpetual difficulty prompts Spangler to ask,

'.why she felt compelled to go on so many dates if her experiences were so bad,

particularly when she had so many friends at work and at home with whom she could

spend time?"50 That dating is such a constant failure suggests that Mary's singleness

is not reducible to heterosexuality, but figures a more open and incommensurate

longing. All too often she returns home to her apartment with her sense of discomfort

firmly in place, awkwardly standing in the doorway to say goodnight. It might even

be the case, given how unengaging dating is for her, that embarrassment in all its

forms and occasions is Mary's most passionate experience. For while Mary's sexual

activity is occasionally implied in the sitcom narrative, she often seems a rather

abstinent figure. This apparent celibacy does not deaden her, for she is reanimated by

her embarrassment. Embarrassment endures even to the penultimate episode of the

series, when Mary invites Lou Grant on a date.sl As they awkwardly scuttle round one

another, trying out their sexual chemistry, Mary's embarrassment, added to by Lou's

own, is confirmed as her most ardent state.

How to Keep Wanting Alive

The productive tension between the exultant Mary of the opening credits and

the shame of her continual failure and humiliation within the sitcom narrative is

played out in another of Mary's beret-tossing reiterations, which occurs in a 1985

episode of the hospital drama Sr Elsewher".t' ln this episode Mary is explicitly

invoked as a figure for the loss and possible recuperation of identity. The episode

ae The Mary Tyler Moore.g&ow, Episode 4, "Divorce isn't Everything."

5t' Spangler, Telet'ision Women from Lucy to Friends, ll3.
5t The Mary Tltler Moore S&ow, Episode 167, "Lou Dates Mary."

s2 St El.sethere, Episode 75, "Close Encounters."
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features an amnesiac patient, known as John Doe #6, who has struggled over a

number of episodes to discover his true identity. While watching television in the

hospital's psychiatric unit one day, this drab, middle-aged man flips into a delusion in

which he believes himself to be Mary Richards of The Mary Tyler Moore Show,

taking her up as a figure for the more certain identity that he lacks himself' ln his

deluded state he dubs two of the hospital's doctors Mr Grant and Murray, while he

casts another male mental health patient as Rhoda. John Doe #6 moves through the

episode acting like a cheerful and well-intentioned single girl, planning a party and

raising anxieties in the hospital doctors about his gender confusion. Yet just as gender

fails to provide containing boundaries within the narrative of the series, so in the

patient's fantasy it is a tenuous structure that marks a quest for identity. A crisis

ensues only when John Doe's fantasy meets agreement. The patient presumed to be

Rhoda furiously denies the foisted identity and feminization, but when John

Doe/Mary saves patient Rhoda from an attack by a violent patient he agrees to be

Rhoda as an expression of his gratitude. However, John Doe's own violence, even in

defence of another, produces a shameful recognition of his failure to live up to the

Mary identity. It breaks up his Mary delusion and he is forced to admit to his doctor

that he has no idea who he is. He suffers from amnesia, he is sad and lonely, and in

order to substitute for his own lack of identity he has adopted a televisual persona.

Once the impasse of the fake identity has been dissipated a more therapeutic

connection between doctor and patient seems to become possible. At the end of the

episode the dostor promises John Doe/Tvlary that he will get well, but tells him that he

must relinquish his attachment to television. Delighted with this prognosis, the patient

tears off his beret and throws it in the air, where the frame freezes, just as it had on

Mary for so many years. tn this way the beret toss undermines the no-TV prescription.

lnstead, it reaffirms something joyful and recalcitrant that Mary signifies; the beret

toss asserts the validity of an affective experience given form by the Mary identity.

Essayist David Foster Wallace engages with this episode of St Elsewhere in

order to stage a more globally suspicious argument about television and its effects on

viewers.53 Unlike the feminist critics cited earlier, Wallace is less concerned with the

ideological messages that specific programmes communicate than with the demise of

sr David Foster Wallace. "E Unibus Pluram: Television and U.S. Fiction," in A Supposedly Fun Thing

I'll Never Do Again (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1997\,2'141.
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intellectual and social life that he argues results from watching television in general.

The harmful effect of television is proven, according to Wallace, by a set of

intertextual connections evident in that particular episode of Sf Elsewhere:

"Television, even the mundane little business of its production, have become my - our

- own interior."54 Sr Elsewherz is an MTM production (the same company that made

The Mar.v Tyler Moore Show), and the two mental health patients who become Mary

and Rhoda had previously appeared in another MTM production, The Bob Newhart

Show. The same episode of ,Sr. E/sewhere also features Betty White who played the

..Happy Homemaker'o Sue-Ann Niven in The Mary Tyler Moore show. wallace

suggests that the capacity to recognise the series of interconnections here designates a

contamination and distortion of identity that is a result of too much television.

Wallace claims that the subject of contemporary culture is lost and lonely because of

television, yet, in a tragically circular fashion, the subject compensates himself for this

social isolation with television.ss However much you might enjoy it, Wallace seems to

be saying, television is bad for you and knowing it too well is evidence of how it will

take over your life and prevent you from being a real person, just like the mental

patient in St Elsew'here.

This critique of television falls down on one of two counts: Either the writer

watches television and is exempt from the harmful effects that befall less enlightened

viewers, or else he does not watch television, in which case he is surely ill-placed to

make such claims about what television does to or for its viewers. Such disengaged

criticism is described by John Hartley and Alan McKee as "the 'intelligentsia' mode

of media reception" and t would argue that it fails to help viewers understand or

cultivate their own more productive engagements with television programmes.su If

viewers lose themselves in the worlds that television makes available, then the most

useful response is not to ban television, but rather to ask not only what is lost but also

what is found in televisual spaces.

5o Wallace, "E Unibus Plurarn." 32.

55 Wallace argues that its obvious that "the more time spent at home watching TV, the less time spent

in the world of real human beings. and that the less time spent in the real human world, the harder it

becomes not to feet inadequate io the tasks involved in being part of the world, thus fundamentally

apart from it. alienated from it, solipsistic, lonely." "E Unibus Pluram," 38'

to John Hartley and Alan McKee, The Indigenous Public Sphere (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

2000), r45.
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What I have been pursuing throughout this chapter is a recognition of the way

that Mary can be a figure for claiming some elusive possibilities. For in apparently

agreeing to relinquish television and then, Mary-like, tossing one's beret, there is a

determination to lay hold of something important or even essential to the subject that

is articulated by the television text and not so easy to grasp in an off-screen world.

Rather than a coltamination of authentic subjectiviry, the Mary beret-toss is an

affective shorthand that is a way of talking about the tensions inherent in wanting: the

stretch between apparently unrealistic desires and the joy that comes from the

capacity to keep those desires alive without caving in to cynicism and despair. The

duality of Mary's identity, constituted between resigned accommodation to the

difficult conditions experienced in the sitcom narrative and the joyful exultation seen

in the opening credits, figures a tension between unfettered desires and social

constraint that makes her a productive figure who resonates beyond the specificity of

a feminist agenda.

Let us considerthe significance of this refusal to give up one's desires further.

Adam Phillips argues that certain versions of psychoanalysis have promoted a notion

that maturity requires the acceptance of limitations on desire. This requires the

development of sensible and often reduced expectations about the possibility of a

desire's fulfillment, in order to protect the self from disappointment and frustration.

But, as Phillips suggests, this results in a rather punitive understanding of

acculturation in which "gravity prevails over gusto" and maturity is about conforming

to social law and learning the hard lesson that, for our own good, we shouldn't want

what we want.57 Yet, refusing to relinquish one's wants can bring them into a

productive tension with the limits that desires inevitably meet. To hold on to desire in

the face of extemal negation is an unreasonable kind of wanting. It can be a giddy-

making experience that simultaneously risks and affirms the self. Unreasonable

wanting is an alternative to the passive acceptance of the limits on desire; it represents

'oa capacity for transformation" through the "imaginative and often bizarre

refashioning of everyday experience." For while being a social subject entails the

acceptance of limits, to have and enjoy life requires "imaginative resilience."Ss What

is at work in the figure of Mary Richards is an affective resilience in the face of the

tt Adam phillips, The Beast in the Nursety, (London: Faber and Faber, 1998), 3.

58 Phillips, The Beast in the Nut'sery,6.
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limitations which all subjects meet and which are exemplified by the homosexual

subject, upon whom the pressures of social and sexual conformity weigh particularly

heavily.

This chapter has sought to retrieve the affective complexity of a beloved

sitcom from its relegation to a back catalogue of feminist criticism by reanimating the

affective resonances that circulate around its heroine. ln Mary's person, singleness

and urbanity come to figure not only a new independence for women, but a kind of

psychic survival for a more diverse group of viewers who find in her a means of

enduring failure and humiliation, and laying hold of desires that seem difficult to

realize. I have traced some reiterations of the Mary identity which articulate the ways

in which, in affective terms, Mary is much bigger than her original 1970s context of

second-wave feminism. ln the tension between the fantasy of the urban scene and the

humiliated girl who works and dates, Mary marks out a number of affective zones in

which the viewer might insert his or her own impossible desires. [n this way Mary is a

structure that makes it possible to imagine the unreasonable wanting of a desire that

receives little external validation but at the same time refuses to accept its limitations.

She figures a queer sort of optimism, indexed to singleness and the city but, above all,

capable of enduring.
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Chapter Six

The Brideshead Sensibility: Heritage,

Homosexuality and Recovered Feeling

It seems likety that the enduring popularity and influence of
Brideshead can be explained partly in terms of its fulfilliDg a desire

to forge imaginative links with the past.

- 
Sarah Cardwelt. Adaptation Revisiled: Television and the

Classic Novel

A record, a mementon a trace of zur absence, suits the

quintesseilially gay soul, whose tastes are retro and whose

sexuality demands a ceaseless work of recollection'

Wayne Koestenbaum, The Queen's Throat: Opera'

Homosexuality and lhe Mystery oJ'Desire

The cover of the New Zealand Listener for July 17, 1982 announces the

screening of Brideshead Revisited (Granada, l98l) on New Zealand television with a

still from the serial. [figure 6.1] In this prettily suggestive homoerotic image Charles

and Sebastian (Jeremy lrons and Anthony Andrews) lounge together under a tree on a

summer's day, against a backdrop of picturesque English countryside. The pair are

dressed in vintage clothing and the scene is completed by a picnic of wine in crystal

glasses and strawberries in an old-fashioned wickerwork basket. Emblazoned across

the image are the words "A Festival of Television Arts," signalling the serial's place

among the best of (British) television's output. The fact that the serial's status as art

television allowed it to suggest a homosexual affair in a medium that was not, at the

time, generally friendly to homosexual representation has gone largely unconsidered

in subsequent academic criticism of the serial. In particular, such criticism tends to

focus on the problematic and icleologically charged questions of 'heritage' and

'quality.' Rather than homosexuality, what has been repeatedly emphasized in critical

commentary on Bricleshead is the serial's loving visualization of the homes and lives

of an English, aristocratic elite. The serial draws attention to the artefacts, settings and

modes of living of a bygone era and gives time and space to the ornate language of the

original, literary text, making its descriptive passages visible as mise-en-scdne- The
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Figure 6.1. Neu, Zealand Listener coveq July 17, 1982 Brideshead as art television.
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serial has been condemned for promoting elite cultural forms that are presumed to

suggest a fantasmatic unity or coherence for England's past that elides the differences

and divisions of contemporary Britain. tn the face of such pressing issues questions of

sexuality have been quite overlooked. This chapter revalues the affective qualities of

Brideshead Revisited and seeks to elaborate the enabling effects of the serial's

nostalgia and its heritage mise-en-scdne. In particular, I propose that Bridesheats

nostalgic attachment to the past is a means of valuing homosexual affect and

experience. While a paranoid criticism finds Bridesheads attachment to the past a

politically conservative gesture within the popular address of television, via a

reparative reading the affect at work in the serial can be valued for its capacity to

sustain an altemate sensibilitY.

The Brideshead SensibilitY

Brideshead Revisited is the story of Charles Ryder's initiation into a cluster of

sexualo affective and cultural mysteries centred on the aristocratic Flyte family and

their ancestral home, Brideshead. Charles' retrospective narration, anchored in the last

months of World War II, recounts a series of episodes from his past. Most crucially,

Charles' recollections retrieve his time at Oxford in the 1920s where he became

involved with the charming but troubled Sebastian Flyte. The serial quickly

establishes Sebastian as a decadent figure, who introduces Charles to the luxurious

trappings of an earlier age of aristocratic privilege, including lavish menus, ftne

wines, idleness and the relaxed pleasures of European travel. Through Sebastian,

Charles undergoes a cultural and sensual awakening that liberates him from the

restraint of a bourgeois seriousness (represented by the eamest collection of young

proto-dons he first falls in with at Oxford). All of this is carefully and lovingly

visualized in the television adaptation as Charles and Sebastian eat, drink and lounge

across a series of attractive settings in the early episodes.

These settings stand in for the sexual and cultural initiation that Charles

undergoes at Sebastian's hands. Buildings apparently represent developments in the

history of architecture, but although built spaces may signifu a deep past of

aristocratic heritage the camera-work of the serial is more interested in process and

experience than in discourse and abstraction. That is to say, architectures are

significant to the extent that their visible gtandeur accords emotional significance to
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the often understated scenes that play out before them. For example, as Charles moves

through Brideshead in the first flush of his affair with Sebastian he undergoes what he

terms "my conversion to the Baroque." However, the house is associated less with a

particular architectural movement, than with a process in which built spaces define a

cultural education primarily invested in sexual and emotional experience. When,

during their summer together at Brideshead, Charles asks Sebastian about the

architect who built the house's central dome, Sebastian replies, "Oh Charles! Don't be

such a tourist!" Factual histories are not as important as the affective and erotic

training of the experiences located within and against architectural backdrops.

In Brideshead, architectures frequently denote affective significance and

contain it for the viewer. Brideshead Castle's first appearance on-screen is actually

Charles's final visit to the house and the beginning of his retrospective narration.

Emerging out of the greyness of wartime, Brideshead is an emotion marker that

summons a rush of feelings and recollections from the past. Rising grim and imposing

out of a misty winter landscape, Brideshead Castle itself leads back to vistas of

memory, specifically the scenes of Oxford's colleges as they glow softly in the

summer light. The claustrophobic, grey-brown world of Captain Ryder's wartime

experience gives way to the space and light of his recollections of youth; winter yields

to summer and congestion of the frame to the lofty perspective of a crane shot over

Oxford's dreaming spires. Such "lyrical spatio-temporal transitions" throw the present

into sharp relief against the dreamier, happier vision of an idyllic past'l Sarah

Cardwell emphasizes the "sudden burst of emotion" this transition provides as a

means of developing the viewer's affective collusion with Charles's own nostalgic

retrospectiorr.2 Here the perception of architectural space is clearly framed by

Charles's nostalgic memory, for this is the setting associated with love for Sebastian'

As we are returned to Oxford" a crane shot tracks slowly asross the city's roofs and

spires and down into the interior of a courtyard before the camera zooms in to find

Sebastian with his teddy bear Aloysius. This first view of Sebastian establishes his

difference from the setting in which he is discovered, for while he is surrounded by

Oxford's Gothic buildings and the black-robed students, his pale clothing, fair hair

' Spencer Golub, "Spies in the House of Quality: The American Reception of Brideshead Revisited," n
Novel hnages: Liteiature in Perlbrmance, ed. Peter Reynolds (London: Routledge, 1993). 145.

2 Sarah Cardwell, Adaptation Revisited: Television and the Classic Novel (Manchester: Manchester

University Press, 2002), 124.
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and childish accessory set him apart. At the same time, however, Sebastian and

architecture are often conflated, so that the buildings of the Oxford colleges become

the setting for a radiant vision of Charles's youth, the Cotswold stone illuminated by

his love fbr Sebastian.

The boys' first summer together spans the first two episodes, which are

characterised by spacious and well-lit scenes of landscapes and elegant faqades. These

scenes are flooded with light in a way that functions "to remove mass and expand

space."3 As a consequence, heritage properties never seem overbearing; they appear

softly radiant and somehow accessible, without the imposing distance that grand

architectures might usually convey. The arcadia of the early episodes soon passes, as

the pair are divided by the unnamed problems haunting Sebastian and Charles's

increasing involvement with Sebastian's family, which drives a wedge between them.

As their relationship deteriorates, the action moves increasingly indoors and into

confined and often claustrophobic interior spaces. Sebastian descends into alcoholism

and, alienated from both Charles and his own family, he escapes to Moroccoo where

Charles subsequently finds him sharing a house with Kurt, a fellow alcoholic.

Sebastian and Kurt's shared disease might suggest a stereotype at work in Brideshead

that makes homosexualiry a thwarted and disordered expression.o Howeuer, love is an

unhappy affair for all those who gather at Brideshead, regardless of apparent sexual

orientation. The developments of the serial's narrative describe a failure to progress

towards happy endings: Charles's marriage is a disaster and his later affair with

Sebastian's sister Julia, which Mark Finch and Richard Kwietniowski describe as "a

miracle of displacement,'o seems doomed from the outset.s From this perspective the

fleeting affair between Sebastian and Charles looks like a moment of escape from an

otherwise grim and hopeless adult heterosexuality, since the time that they are

together is the lightest and most visually pleasing part of the serial. In this way

Brideshead Revisited resists the logic of manrrity that would see adult heterosexuality

I Golub, "Spies in the House of Quality,"l52.
a Richard Dyer discusses the complex and contradictory function of the stereotype of the bomosexual

as a sad, uni 
"u"r, 

pathologizecl, young man in his essay "Coming Out as Going In: The Image of the

Homosexual as a Sad Young Man" in The Culture of Queers (London: Routledge, 2002\, I 16-136.

Here Dyer suggests that even though the stereotype appears to be a negative one, it is still attractive

because it suggests the possibility of escaping the dreariness of everyday experience.

5 Mark Finch and Richard Kwietniowski, "Meloclrarna and'Maurice': Homo is Where the Het is,"

Screen 29, no. 3 ( 1988): 73.
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as the peak of personal fulfilment, for its insistently retrospective view maintains the

originary pleasures of (homosexual) youth-

Indeed, Brideshead Revisited is relentlessly backward-looking; the sensibility

it invokes is a nostalgic attachment to a lost past and in watching the serial the viewer

seems drawn into the emotional temporality of yearning for a long-ago. This is both a

visual and an aural effect. In adapting the novel for television, the serial relies heavily

on voiceover narration. Charles is a nostalgic, even melancholic, narrator and "his

mood," as Cardwell points out, "provides the justification for the lingering long shot

that acts as an emotion marker for the audience."6 That is to say, an excess of visual

attention to the mise-en-scdne conveys the emotional significance invested in setting.

Voiceover narration serves to align the viewer's perspective with Charles' own' so

that his regretful view of the past motivates the camera's careful tracing of lost

objects. Our understanding of the images that pass before us is directed by that

reflective, interior voice. In describing Charles' narration as "a ospectatorial' voice, a

recording eye lodged within a voice," Spencer Golub contends that it has a distancing

effect on the viewer. 7 He observes the "flatness and numbness" of Charles's voice

and suggests that its effect is to deter strong feeling for the settings the narration

brings into focus.s Yet I suggest that the very lack of affect Golub identifies actually

works to indicate the depth of Charles' melancholy and the unending grief of

accumulated losses that makes revisited scenes all the more affectively charged'

According to Golub, Charles's lack of affect suggests distance and dispassion, but a

paradoxical consequence of the painful depression he exhibits is that it gives the

viewer more room to infer emotional content. We are required to put something of our

own understanding of irretrievable losses in the space of Charles's apparent emotional

void. The perspective we share with him allows us to develop our own affective

engagements within the framing view of his profound investment in the past.

It is also the case, however, that while Charles's voiceover directs our view it

does not fully determine it. Overlaid on top of his brooding narrative voice are the

mournful tones of the musical score and the slow pace of the narrative, which allows

6 Cardwell, Adaplation Revisited, 125.

? Golub, "Spies in the House of Quality," 153.

8 Golub, "Spies in the House of Quality," l5l-2.
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for many long takes and extended pans across landscapes and buildings- The

dominance of the brass instruments in Geoffrey Burgon's musical soundtrack accords

a sad grandeur to the architectural vistas, recalling the tones of classical music from

an earlier generation. The episodes are linked by a recurring musical theme which,

although it undergoes rephrasing, maintains a continuity that signals the importance of

key moments and locations in the drama. Any mention of the past is accompanied by

a welling up of the score, so that we understand the emotional significance of

remembered scenes and the formative priority of the past over the present- When, in

the war-time present of the first episode, Charles realises that he has arrived back at

Brideshead, the theme washes over the scene to mark the swell of unstated feeling.

At the same time, the slow pace of the narrative is emphasized by many long

takes, slow pans and little editorial intervention, which signal the serial's investment

in the past and a disinterest in temporal progress. The shot composition in Brideshead

is fypically pictorial: landscape shots of heritage architectures are lined up to be

visually pleasing, harmonious and well-balanced, organised by an aesthetic of display

rather than an interrogation of the diegetic world through which the characters move.

Steve Braunias muses that Brideshead "may well be the slowest piece of TV ever

made. Nothing happened for so long that I sometimes wondered whether the

programme was falling backwards."e Braunias describes a scene in which Charles and

Julia are walking on the deck of the QE2: "lt was filmed during a force 8 gale, but the

couple, arm-in-arm, mooched at such a leisurely pace that it seemed the rail was

actually getting further away with every step.'or0 Cardwell points out that slowness

mimics reading itself as a more leisured, quiet and reflective activity than watching

television is usually understood to be.r' While reading apparently demands that the

reader do imaginative work to animate the words on the page, television is presumed

to do the work for you. Yet the slowness of Brideshead repels the casual viewer and

demands "patient and involved viewing."l2 The "slow, careful style" of Brideshead

"indicates the amount of independent thought and activity that the audience is

e Steve Brarnias. "The Second Magnum. the Fourth Cigar," New Zealand Listener 177, no.3168
(2001): 94.

l0 Braunias, "The Second Magnum, the Fourth Cigar,"94.

rr Cardwell, Adaptation Revisited, l12.

12 Richard Sparks, "Inspector Morse: 'The Last Enemy'," in British Television Drama in the i,980s. ed.

G.W. Brandt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993),90.
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expected to contribute."ls As such it has emotional effects; it requires viewers to bring

some willingness to engage with the on-screen world and fill out what is understated

and unexpressed with their own affective intelligence.

ln Brideshead Revisited slowness is also the marker of a mode of television

spectatorship that values the evocation of pastness as a means of entering an alternate

world. "The trick,o' as Braunias writes, "is to wander slowly," relinquishing the

impatience for dramatic action and entering into a state of suspension that allows and

requires an involved viewing.lo Th. serial is invested in visualising the past and does

so with slow and careful attention to detail: one of the consequences of this is that

homosexuality emerges as a visual effect and an aesthetic quality, rather than an

explicit representation. While there are no explicit same-sex acts in Brideshead

Revisited, no kisses or obviously sexual caresses, homosexuality is present as an

affectively saturated temporality, summoned even as it is erased by being rendered as

an irretrievable plenitgde located in the past. The Brideshead sensibility is an

emotional style that values retrospection and nostalgia as the markers of same-sex

attachments.

Quality, Heritage and EscaPism

As art television Brideshead has a problematic relation to the televisual

context. lts visual aesthetic is highly filmic, while its adaptation from a literary source

gives it a special status as event television.ls Commenting at the time of Bridesheads

original broadcast, Nick Roddick emphasizes this relation when he claims that "John

lr Cardwell, Adaplation Revisited, ll2.
ra Braunias, "The Second Magnum, the Fourth Cigar"'94.
ts Bridesheacl Revisireri was a television event when it was firsl broadcast and Sarah Cardwell notes

that what is called "Event Television" still exists as a category apart from the normal run of

broadcasting. Cardwell, Adaptation Revisited: Television and the Classic Novel,2O9'

ln an extended discussion of adaptation as a concept and the televisual adaptation as a text Cardwell

outlines the problematic crirical siatus of literary adaptation. Adaptation Revisited, l-30. She identifies

a tendency in studies of literary adaptations to revert to fidelity criticism, which draws comparisons

between the novel as origin andthe television text as more or less successful transposition from page to

screen. In this chapter I try to avoid commentary about plot, character or language that might just as

easily be made about the novel itseli although at times for reasons of clarity there is a necessary

ou"riup. ln general, I arn less interested in nuances of linguistic meaning and more in how feeling is

evoked by televisual means and in the affective transactions that the television serial generates between

itself and its viewers.
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Mortimer's adaptation is so faithful and so complete that at times it seems to be not so

much adapting as transferring the whole text to television." Roddick describes

Bridesheatl as "close to the peak of British television achievement, a visual and

dramatic masterpiece of awesome proportions."l6 Built into such commentary is an

assumption that the best television is the most self-consciously artistic, the most

literary and the most filmic, and therefore the least like the ordinary run of

programming. Unlike film and literature, television is frequently condemned as a

harmful form of entertainment and television viewing is often seen as lazy, escapist

and stupeffiog.'t Given the abject status of television it is interesting to note, as

Cardwell does. that "one of the most common features of critical writing about

television adaptation is that critics seem unable to consider the phenomenon without

offering some reflections about television as a medium."ls Rarely are such reflections

favourable. Thus Golub, in his comparative analysis of Brideshead as novel and

television adaptation writes:

The world that television brings into focus, like the one that Ryder leaves

Brideshead to find, is only conventionally real, a trompe-l'oeil reality at best'

By 'annihilating distance', television does not so much bring the world closer

as destroy the reality of distance. In making history come alive, it renders it

spectral and inauthentic by destroying its spatio-temporal distance from the

present. Our fetishizing of period-style and image fattens us with nostalgia for

an unlived-in past.le

What these comments demonstrate is the fact that, for all that Brideshead might be the

best of television, television itself is the bad object that reduces vision and

understanding. The particularly problematic effect that is attributed to Brideshead

and, by association, other classic serial dramas set in the past is an emotional

escapism whereby

disengagement from

an

the

illusory relation to the past apparently encourages

exigencies of the present. What interests me, however, are

'u Nick Roddick, "Brideshead Revisited," Sight and Sound 51, no- I ( 1982): 58.

't John Hartley identifies a tradition of condemning popular entertainment that preceded the anival of

television ancl that has framed its reception in literary and educational circles ever since. John Hartley,
..Housing Television; Textual Traditions in TV and Culrural Studies," in The Television Studies Book,

ed. Christine Ceraghty and David Lusted (London: Arnold, 1998)' 33.

l8 Cardwell, Adaptation Revisited, 32-3.

't Golub, "Spies in the House of Quality,"l54.



the possibilities associated with such escapism:

llke Brideshead, creates a space apart within

affective differences are sustainable.

r77

television, especially art television

the everyday in which sexual and

To the degree that critical attention has been given to the serial's aesthetic

qualities, Brideshead Revisited has been seen as inherently conservative. It is as

though the images were themselves responsible for promoting elite values and an

excessive valuation of high culture forms. Charlotte Brunsdon, for example, sees

Brideshead Revisited as an example of so-called quality television that is reliant on a

history of privileged Englishness and the presumed cultural superiority of an

aristocratic aesthetic. "'Quality,"' She argues, 'ois semantically opposed to the

common or vulgar - these are expensive tales about 'the quality."'20 Brunsdon argues

that literary and historical adaptations for television borrow their value from elite

forms of culture and gain their respected status by reproducing "already established

taste codes of literature, theatre, interior decoration, interpersonal relationships and

nature."2l In contrast to notions of quality, she proposes the development of an idea of

..serious television" (the term derives from Raymond Williams) that understands

televisual merit in terms of something specific to the medium.z2 Brunsdon seeks a

displacement of "the historical and cultural privilege with which judgement is

encrusted" and instead asks that we develop a new framework for understanding what

constitutes worthwhile television.2' I am entirely sympathetic with Brunsdon's view

that an imitative relation to high culture should not constitute the definition of what is

best about television. Nevertheless, it would appear that in condemning Brideshead

for its elitism Brunsdon curtails the breadth of what viewers should be allowed to take

from any television programme or genre. Brideshead Revisited shows English stately

homes and gardens and aristocratic lifestyles in the interwar years- But it also

demonstrates high production valuesn lavish attention to detail and a heightened

masculine emotionality that is indexed to setting. Far from being a betrayal of the

ideologically progressive functions that television might provide for a mass audience,

20 Charlotte Brunsdon, "Problerns with Quality," Screen 3l' no. I (1990): 86'

2r Brunsdon, "Problems with Quality," 86.

22 Brunsdon, "Problems with Quality," 87.

2r Brunsdon, "Problems with Quality," 89.
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the serial's visual aesthetic conveys pleasure in and attachment to a lost past as a

location in which homosexuality is attractive, rewarding and fulfilling.

Brideshead has also been gathered, for the purposes of criticism, under the

heading of 'heritage film.'24 At its most benign the critical category of heritage film,

which includes both cinematic and televisual texts, has been characterised by the

display of authentic and well-researched settings and costumes.2s Richard Dyer, for

example, finds a particularly "straightforward and tangible" representation of the past

in heritage cinema, in which the settings and artefacts of a bygone era are reproduced

with an almost documentary accuracy. Heritage film has "the pace and tone of art

cinema without its propensity for symbolism, intellectual talk or noticeable directorial

styles." Dyer emphasizes that it is "the sense of the attentive and tasteful display of

historically accurate dress and ddcor, a museum or antiques aesthetic," that marks

particular films as "heritage."2u The pleasure of "classic period adaptation," as John

Caughie explains, is a "pleasure in detail."?7 The genre attends to the details of a

privileged and vanished way of life: china and silver, suits and dresseso hairbrushes

and hats, furniture and fabrics, domestic omaments and grand architecture- The

2a The notion of heritage increasingly emerged as a new form of commodification driving tourism and

the creative indgstries in Britain during the 1980s, when, as we shall see, it began to attract

considerable critical debate. Prominent among the products of this new heritage industry were the films

of the Merchanl-lvory production house and, while it is often assumed that Merchant-lvory established

the genre, Granada's Brideshead Revisited predates ihe success of Room with a View (1985) and

Matlrice (1987) by several years. [n fact Meichant and lvory had produced ntunerous films since the

1950s, working separately and together, and the first of their films to represent the development of a

characteristic .tyt" ir the adaptaiion of the Henry James novel, The Europeans, made in 1979.

However, to guard against a tendency to see the English language cinema as the origin of the heritage

style we shouta point out, as Ginette Vincendeau does, a tendency to insularity in British critical

formulations of htritage, ignoring the longer history of the heritage aesihetic in European film' Ginette

Vincendeau, "lntroduction," in Film/ Literature/-Heritage: A Sight and Sound Reader, ed. Ginette

Vincendeau (London: British Film lnstitute,200l), xix-xx. Emphasizing the relationship between

heritage film and homosexual representation, Dyer presents an extensive list of European titles that

date back to the 1950s and 1960s. Richard Dyer, "Homosexuality and Heritage," in The Culnn'e of

Qtteers (London: Routledge, 2002),225-27 '

,5 For many critics the argument about heritage film clearly includes quality television adaptations, the

key suspecis being Brideshead Revisited itself, and Granada's 1984 Jewel in the Crown, adapted from
panl Sc-ott's series of novels The Raj Quarret. In the British context, Andrew Higson notes a certain

overlap between film and television production, so that some heritage films shared both funding and

key personnel with television companies. Andrew Higson also allows that these films were indebted to
..the tradition of the BBC classic serial antl the quality literary adaptation on television." Andrew

Higson, '.Re-presenting the National Past: Nostalgia and Pastiche in the Heritage Film," in British

Ciiema and Thatcherlsm: Fires llere Started, ed. Lester Friedman (University of Minnesota Press:

Minneapolis, 1993), I I l.
2o Dyer, "Homosexuality and Heritage," 205,

tt John Caughie, Television Drama: Realism, Modernism and British Culture (Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 2000), 215.
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audience's interest is not in "what will happen, but in how,o'that is to say, what it will

look like.28 Ginette Vincendeau defines heritage cinema in terms of a "change of

emphasis from narrative to Setting," suggesting that viewerly engagement is more

focused on looking at, or into, the on-screen world than on following the narrative'2e

Such detail is by no means neutral. On one hand, it signifies the hierarchies of

aristocratic wealth, which was built on local and imperial forms of exploitation.sO On

the other hand, as Caughie points out, detail has historically been associated with the

feminine and the everyday, which might explain its maligned place in academic film

and television theory, where it "has not been regarded as manly, noble or dignified."3l

This tension between a critical focus on representations that seem innately

ideologically conservative and their potential significance for sexually and affectively

marginalized subjects is at the heart of my argument about Bridesheads address to

the viewer.

programmes like Brideshead have been judged to be indulgently invested in

settings and period details in a way that forecloses critical engagement' ln particular,

the emotionally charged attachment to the past mobilised by so-called heritage film

and television has been condemned as a failure to come to terms with the political

exigencies of the present. In her review of heritage film criticism, Claire Monk notes

that productions such as Brideshead andother heritage screen dramas of the 1980s are

frequently made sense of in relation to the socio-economic upheavals of Margaret

Thatcher's monetarist policies.32 In attributing 'blockbuster' status to Brideshead

Revisited, Robert Giddings and Keith Selby seek to explain its selection for

adaptation, above other of Waugh's novels, in terms of a particular cultural fixation

with pastness and with childhood.33 They find this especially evident in the figure of

the charmingly infantile Sebastian with his teddy bear, Aloysius, and take him as

evidence of an infantilism infecting British culture under Thatcher. Attachment to the

2E Caughie, Television Drama,2l5.
2e Vincendeau, "lntrodtrction," xviii.
r0 For a discussion of way in which nostalgia for an imperial past covers over traumatic histories,

including slavery and colonization, see lan Baucom, "Moumful Histories: Narratives of Postimperial

Melancholy," Modern Fiction Sntdies 42,no.2 (1996): 259-88.

ri Caughie, Television Dranta, 215.

" Claire Monk, "The British'Heritage Film' and its Critics," CriticalsttrvevT,no.2 (1995): I l6-

r3 Roberr Giddings and Keith Selby, i'fte Classic' Serial on Television and Radio (Houndmills:

Palgrave, 2001),59.
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past is presented by Giddings and Selby as though it were a temporary cultural

pathology, an unfortunate phase we were going through, when in fact nostalgia for

childhood is far more enduring than the Thatcher years. However, to the degree that

the genre is associated with conservative socio-economic policies, heritage film and

television are seen as "escapist nostalgia" thought to be "ideologically complicit with,

or at least symptomatic of, Thatcherism's radical economic and social restructuring

and reinvention of the 'nation.'o'14

Andrew Higson, for example, argues that heritage films, including Brideshead'

turn away from "the industrialized, chaotic present" and "nostalgically reconstruct an

imperialist and upper class Britain."3s Higson is highly critical of the genre's

privileging of setting and detail over narrative, an effect he judges "seductive"

because it gets in the way of a more critical engagement with social and political

issues, either on-screen or off-screen.'u There is no sense, in this view, that

emotionally charged evocations of pastness might have positive or progressive effects

for diverse viewers. The idea that heritage films are escapist is echoed by Cairns Craig

who argues that the genre, by refusing the issues of the day, allowed viewers in

Thatcher's Britain to occupy "a world whose evasions and silences are accepted as

natural."37 Tana Wollen finds a new form of commodification implicit in the heritage

film's aestheticization of the past. She describes Brideshead, in particular, as "a truly

Thatcherite text" that invited viewers of the 1980s to take pleasure in the spectacle of

privilege as one more among a number of consumables:

The trappings of great wealth, as enjoyedin Brideshead, fitted contemporary

aspirations. City yuppies bought imitation Aloysius bears, practised the

Sebastian drawl, and champagne never had it so good. The televised fiction

made good times lost instantly accessible and while the fiction showed old

ra Monk, "The British 'Heritage Film' and its Critics," I l6-17.

rs Higson, "Re-Presenting the National Past"' I 10.

36 Higson, "Re-Presenting the National Past," I 17.

,t Cai.ns Craig, "Rooms Without a View," in Filn / Literature / Heritage, ed. Ginette Vincendeau

(London: eritiih Film lnstitute,200l),4. Craig's essay was originally published in l99l'
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wealth corrupting and sapping its inheritors, the new entrepreneurs could taste

its flavour without shouldering the burdens of ancient class allegiances.3s

For these critics, at a time when Britain was undergoing radical change, the

national past was being fashioned into a marketable commodity and sold as an ideal

of uniry that covered over the real devastation taking place.3e However, although the

notion of heritage film has a good deal of currency in British media studies, its

parameters are far from clear and its origins indexed to a very particular moment of

political debate in Britain that would problematize its continuing usage for thinking

about films and television texts set in the past, especially in terms of their capacity to

animate sexual and affective thematics. After investigating the origins of heritage

criticism, Monk points out that what seems to be a reading of the specific qualities of

certain film and television texts is actually a product of the heated political debates in

Thatcher's Britain between a left-leaning intelligentsia and the New Right.a0 Monk

traces a history in which the terms of heritage criticism seemed initially to have been

launched by right-wing praise for the pleasures of period dramas over and against the

darker vision of a conflicted Britain seen in films such as My Beauti./ill Laundrette and.

Sammy and Rosie Get Laid.at The heritage/ social realist opposition at the heart of this

debate plays out in television criticism as an opposition between Brideshead Revisited

and more politically engaged, urban, working-class dramas such as Boys from the

Blackstuf(BBc 2, Ig82).42 h the context of this historically situated argument, the

criticism launched by Craig, Higson and Wollen comes in as an understandably

3s Tana Wollen. "Over Our Shoulders: Nostalgic Screen Fictions for the 1980s," in Enterprise and

Heritage: Crossutryents of National Culture. ed. John Comer and Sylvia Harvey (London; Routledge,

l99l),183.

3e In fact, to make Thatcherite politics an inherent quality of Brideshead Revisited seems to be fudging

the facts a little, since the seriai is so faithful an adaptation of a novel written decades earlier and work

on the television adaptation began several years before Thatcher was elected' Roddick notes that

Brideshead Revisited ** .on""in. d in l9-l2, "at a time when we were still just about having it so

good,, (referring to the relative prosperity and the social reforms of Britain in the 1960s). "Brideshead

F.evisited," 58.1he serial went-into production in 1976, well belbre the Thatcher years in which the

devastating effects of monetarist policies unraveled. Then, Brideshead was unfortunate enough to make

it on to teievision in Britain at a time of heightening social crisis with which the serial seems to have

become inextricably associated, in academic circles at least.

o0 Claire Monk, ,.The British Heritage-Film Debate Revisited," in British Historical Cinema, ed. Claire

Monk and Amy Sargeant (London: Routledge' 2002)' 188'

ar Monk,"The British Heritage-Film Debate Revisited," 189.

o2 See, for exarnple, Lez Cooke, "Television Drama and Thatcherism, 1979-90," in British Television

Drama (London: British Film Institute,2003), 128-60.
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reactive defence from the Left, but its unfortunate effect is that it generates "a

particularly simplistic politics of representation," in which all representations of the

past become problematic. As Monk observes,

ln a climate in which it was necessary to defend films set in the present and

featuring working-class protagonists, it became a corollary that all films set in

the past and which focused on the comfortable bourgeoisie or upper classes

must be politically conservative or obad.'43

What these comments demonstrate is that heritage criticism says more about the

political context of intellectual debate in Britain in the late 1980s and early 1990s than

it does about the films and television programmes themselves, including Brideshead

Revisited. Continued performance of such critical strategies renders heritage screen

fictions llke B rides h ead Rev is ited twrccessarily ideologically suspect'

The presumption built into heritage criticism that authentic political action

takes place outside of the circuits of commodification established by the heritage

aesthetic doesn't allow for the way that television programmes can also provide forms

of expression and identification for diverse viewers. Brideshead Revisited offers

possibilities for imaginative engagement with versions of the past that can be useful

beyond the presumably conservative significance of aristocratic cultural forms. This

transition or expansion of meaning in the scenic world Brideshead conjures has to do

with the particular affective and imaginative transactions television makes possible.

Within the temporal world of Waugh's original novel, objects and locations have their

own representative function, which is to do with a deep historical past of cultural and

religious ancestry. But in the present tense of television's recreation of the past,

objects are "real or simulated relics" that promote a particular valuation of the past in

the present which has a broader affective significance than British aristocratic

AA
hlstorv.' '

ln terms of the psychoanalytic account of fantasy discussed earlier in this

thesis, the fantasmatic engagement with the serial might be some combination of

fictional, historical and personal, bringing fantasies that circulate within culture

ar Monk, The British Heritage-Fihn Debate Revisited"' 190'

e Cardwell, Adaplation Revisited, l13.
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together with the viewer's own psychic or affective preoccupations. If this is the case,

then condemling Brideshead for promoting escapism, as heritage critics have done,

represents a particularly judgmental and moralizing account of the possibilities many

people find in the heritage aesthetic. The very idea of escapism, as Adam Phillips

explains, assumes a failure to face up to certain things and, further than this, assumes

that facing up will be beneficial in some way.4s Critics who see pleasure taken in the

recreation of past worlds of elite privilege as a failure to come to terms with the

realities of the present presumably believe that it is necessary to do the work of facing

up in order to bring about social change. They invoke a "bracing language of

engagement and confrontation" and clearly have faith in the usefulness of exposing

illusion.a6 As compelling as the requirement to face up to reality can be, we should

also pay attention to what escape makes possible. We should ask what it is that we

escape to rather than assuming that the really important things are those we try to

escape from. What might be the possibilities enabled by a fantasy of the past? Moral

judgments adhere to direction in this area, "as though strength of character was

straightforwardly equated with the direction in which we run; our best selves

approach; the timid, the lazy, the deceitful retreat.'/7 tf, howevero we refuse to accept

those moral judgments, then we might see televisual forms of escapism as a means of

imagining productive alternatives for oneself within the constraints of everyday life.

Critical Disgust and Televisual Teaching

Heritage film criticism gives the viewer of Brideshead Revisited few options.

That viewer is either naiVely seduced or complicit with the elisions inherent in the

picture of a vanished aristocratic England. Within such a framework there is no viable

place from which a viewer might have a more productive engagement with the on-

screen world. Pleasure taken in the Brideshead world is evidence of some lack of

sophistication, either aesthetic or political, that completely overlooks the way in

which, as Monk puts it, "the period setting provides an oppoltunity for specific

pleasures which are not a// reducible to ideology."o* However, a difficulty in securing

a5 Adam Phillips, Hotdini's Box: On the Arts of Escape (London: Faber and Faber, 2001), 27-

o6 Phillips, Houdini 's Box,27 .

n7 Phillips, Houdini's Box,54.
oE Monk, "The British Heritage-Film Debate Revisited," 194.
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a critical position from which to dispute all-consuming arguments is one of the effects

of paranoid modes of analysis, for those arguments gain their force from the extent of

the conceptual territory they can encompass. The very fact that Brideshead Revisited

has been so roundly condemned for the dubious politics of its lavish investment in a

heritage aesthetic should prompt us to ask what other possibilities are being

foreclosed. There is even something excessive about the critical aversion to the

sensibility evoked by the Brideshearl aesthetic. Monk points out that heritage criticism

frequently reads reception from distasteful textual features and assumes a distasteful

audience. There is a "gut level cultural-aesthetic aversion" to heritage film and

television that extends to the audiences for these texts.ae

Such moments of critical disgust directed at television programmes attract a

reparative reading, for they seem to signal the presence of a culturally marginalized

viewer. Vincendeau points out that the audience for heritage film and television is

"feminine, if not female" and that this is linked to "a derogatory attitude towards it,"

as though the feminine and effeminate associations of heritage indicated a lack of

seriousness or worthwhile intellectual engagement.so Elsewhere Monk suggests that

the audience for those heritage screen dramas that, like Brideshead, so frequently

feature beautiful young men among their visual attractions, is largely women and gay

men.t' Brideshead's very maligned quality may in fact be central to its usefulness for

a homosexual viewership, since a reclamation of objects that have been condemned is

central to the reparative capacities homosexual people must marshal in order to make

a possible world for themselves. As Joseph Litvak explains,

many gay people, at least, do have at their disposal, or in their usable pasts,

typically in late childhood or early adolescence, the highly Proustian

experience of falling, if not, at first, for some other person, then for some other

place, some other worl4 magically different from the world of family and

school, from a heterosexual everyday every day more banal, and more

oppressive.

o' Monk, "The British Heritage-Film Debate Revisited." 180.

50 Vincendeau, "Introduction," xx.

t' Monk, "The British 'Heritage Film' and its Critics," 120.
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Whatever that other world is called - "Broadway," "Hollywood," "the opera,"

..Greenwich Village," "haute couture," "high society" are some of its classic

designations - it beckons not as simple escape from the everyday but as a

vision of the everyday transfigured: What would it be like to live there? But

whatever it's called, one probably got the message, without having to be told,

that one had made a bad object-choice.-'2

I think we can add "heritage" to Litvak's provisional list of scenes in which the

everyday is transfigured. This capacity to find value in derided cultural forms is not

exclusively available to homosexual viewers and it may well be recognisable to others

who find value in television programmes. It is not, as Liftak suggests, simply a matter

of liking programmes even in the face of critical derision. The academic criticism

cited here obviously lags far behind the initial broadcast of Brideshead Revisited and

so can scarcely be argued to frame its reception. What I refer to here is a larger and

often unspecified sense in which the subject realises that the strength of his

attachments is excessive and his objects of attachment are aberrant' A similar

awareness of the problematic status of such attachments is present in The Queen's

Throat, where Wayne Koestenbaum likens the passion for opera to an addiction to

pornography, in that the pathetic pervert experiences their sexuality through

representations rather than relating to a real person.53

Heritage criticism would have us understand that a naive or excessively

sentimental viewer can be inappropriately instructed by the visual constructions of the

heritage aesthetic to find it emotionally rewarding and satisfying. Such satisfactions,

we are told, come at the expense of a more critical view, but it is precisely because the

heritage aesthetic generates a sense of emotional richness in its recreation of lost, yet

still televisually accessible, worlds that opens up a space for investment by an

alternate sensibility. One can take pleasure in the sensibility the serial evokes and still

understand the problematics of the class-bound world that Charles and Sebastian

occupy. Nostalgia need not be an inherently politically conservative emotion. As

Svetlana Boym suggests, "longing and critical thinking are not opposed to one

52 Joseph Litvak. "strange Gourmet: Taste. Waste, Proust," in Novel Gazing: Queer Readings in

Fiction, ed. Eve Kosofsky Se<tgwick (Durham: Duke University Press, 199-l),76'

t'Wayne Koestenbaum . The Queen's Throat: Opera, Homosexuality and the Mystery oJ'Desire (New

York: Vintage, 1994), 30.
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another, as alTective memories do not absolve one from compassion, judgement, or

critical reflection."S4 In reconsidering Brideshead Revisited, it is possible to

understand that television doesn't simply teach submission to its ideological address.

From a reparative perspective, the television text offers imaginative possibilities

arising in an interactive zone between television progpmmes and viewers' In order to

deduce such possibilities it is necessary to set aside paranoid or suspicious readings of

the television text as a didactic form of address and enter into the imaginary spaces

television creates. Such immediacy need not be framed as a failure of distance' but

can be understood as one among a number of affective competencies that television

teaches.

John Hartley offers a helpful perspective on such viewer-text exchanges when

he attributes to television "an instirutional desire to influence its audiences." This

o.love of influence" can be understood not as a form of ideological brain-washing, but

rather as a more positive form of communication in which the visual culture of

television circulates materials that viewers can use to shape possible identities-

Hartley argues that "teaching is what television does," "using song, story, sight and

talk rather than 'book-learning"' to impart its message.ss Television's visual culture is

a means by which forms of identity and citizenship are shaped through "textual

features" that "are not seeking power over audiences but they are trying to influence

them ('loving to influence' rather than 'taking power over')'"s6 That is to say,

television is of course seeking to engage its audience and maintain their engagement,

but this does not necessarily occur in a reductive fashion that makes all viewers think

the same. Audiences engage with texts in a multiplicity of different ways and, as

Hartley points out, television as a mass form of media actually fosters the very

diversity that resists the anonymity of massness.5t

Hartley's notion of television as a form of teaching through visual culture,

rather than an apparatus of ideological promotion, suggests that the most productive

way of understanding the transaction between television viewers and the world that

5a svetlana Boym, The Future oJ'Nostalgia (New York: Basic Books, 200 l), 49-50'

t'John Hartley, The lJses of Television, (London: Routledge' 1999),41 and 43'

56 Hartfey, The l/ses oJ'Television,44 and 46.

s7 Hartley, The IJses oJ'Television' 164-5.
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Brideshead conjures is to focus on its televisual effects. As Cardwell argues,

.otelevision aesthetics have been neglected, brushed aside or reviled in the field of

television studies for too long."s8 By focusing on the way that images and sounds

function it is possible to identiff how television works to create an interactive zone of

affectivity that spans the gap between on-screen and off-screen worlds- From this

perspective it becomes possible to understand Brideshead as generating affectively

charged spaces in which one might occupy a strong sense of feeling and, in particular,

feeling differently from the setting in which one watches. Brideshead presents the

viewer with visions of elite culture, but doesn't simply school that viewer in the

acceptance of hierarchies. Rather, it affectively democratizes those settings by

refusing their exclusivity and making them available for occupation by an altemate

sensibility.

Homosexuality and Nostalgic Attachment

Brideshead Revisited demonstrates that emotional excess invested in cultural

products marks a dissident relation to normative accounts of cultural value- It is

perhaps not surprising that a thoroughly nostalgic text like Brideshead Revisited has

been criticised for its ideological failures. Nostalgia generally gets a bad press. Fredric

Jameson, that most notable critic of the "nostalgia fiIm," argues that such films

represent an unwillingness or inability to understand history. For Jameson, echoing -
or, rather, presaging - the position of other heritage critics, such representations don't

help us to make sense of the past precisly because they render it through a "stylistic

connotation,'o which is no more than a seductive lure or distraction from the realities

of the present.5e This belief that we are so readily seduced by "the rolling postcard" of

Brideshead's vintage world surely begs the question of why it is that we take such

pleasure in those pretty images of a vanished way of life.60 [t's not simply that the text

generates escapist nostalgia; more even than that, it is the case that for some viewers

the desire for return is engaged by the heritage aesthetic.

s8 Cardwell, Adaptalion Revisited, 4.

se Fredric Jameson, "Postmodemism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism," New Left Review 146

(1984),67.
60 Simon Barker. "'Period' Detective Drama and the Limits of Contemporary Nostalgia: Inspector

Morse and the Strange Case of a Lost England ," Critical Survey 6, no. 2 (1994): 235 '
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lf we think that heritage properties represent aristocratic histories with all their

elisions intact, then the visual and affective investment in them would be

conservative. tf, however, they stand for the losses incurred in achieving some

normative version of maturity, then elite culrural forms do something quite different'

Brideshead's nostalgic longing for an irrecoverable past need not be seen as a

conservative impulse, nor one that is regressive in a negative sense' In reparative

termso it can designate a desire to hold on to something that has to be given up in the

process of attaining socially and sexually normative forms of maturiry. An affective

attachment to pastness is a way of holding on to a set of competencies that are not

well supported in culture. Litvak marks a particular determination to resist maturity as

a gay strategy for survival in the face of the cultural compulsion to grow up

heterosexual. The gay subject resolutely holds on to or revalues "various

receptivities" found in childhood "that make it possible to find the world interesting-"

This determinedly retrospective take on life can function as "a model for recapturing

not so much a lost world as a lost lihidinat intelligence, a capacity for having more

than a blandly routinized relation to any world."6l The aesthetic and affective

investment in the past may allow the viewer to claim or refind some youthful

receptivity . ln Brideshead Revisited, this dissident receptivity is not didactically

addressed as a psychological condition of difference, but it is unceasingly visualized

as a nostalgically saturated setting. That is to say, it is not exclusively a property of

persons, but is a property of settings in which one might imagine a different

experience for oneself. A nostalgic determination to cling on to what is undervalued

in the present can be an important strategy for queer survival and identification. What

Bridesheqd demonstrates is that it is not simply memory that homosexuality invests

in, but also the reparative work of recovering potential sites of investment in the face

of the emotional dispossession that can accompany queemess in homophobic culture.

When Brideshead delivers radiant visions of attractive heritage settings, these settings

stand in for the affective valuation of a same-sex romance. The serial generates and

celebrates a nostalgic investment in elite cultural forms, but these forms also carry

queer meaning.

6f Litvak, "strange Gourmet," '75 and77.
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The serial secures a viewerly attachment to the early episodes, in which

Charles and Sebastian enjoy their time together, over and above the supposedly more

mature developments of Charles's later relationship with Julia. Brideshead's

relentless attachment to the past means that the serial cannot deliver any satisfactory

sense of progress. Contemporary critics frequently commented on this narrative

flagging when Brideshead was first broadcast: William Boyd described the

..infuriating dullness" of the second half, while Kingsley Amis noted its "boredom."62

After we see the last of Sebastian at Brideshead in Episode Five, the narrative falls

into a series of longueur.s describing Charles's life post-Sebastian. [n fact, over the

remaining six episodes the serial never retrieves a sense of positive affect but remains

in the emotional doldrums. Even though Charles goes on to other involvements with

women, it is Sebastian, the one who is no longer seen, who remains the focus of loss.

The seriat thus effectively falls into two halves, divided by the presence and

absence of Sebastian. ln visual terms, the idyllic, prelapsarian scenes of the early

episodes sffucture what is to come, so that those happiest and most prettily drawn

times of Charles and Sebastian's relationship are, for the larger part of the serial, a

time that has passed. When Charles and Sebastian's relationship comes to an end, we

move into darker and more confined spaces; the serial relinquishes its romantic vision

of the mise-en-scdne and presents a more complex relation to setting. Golub accounts

for this loss of visual enchantment by arguing that, in narrative terms, Charles

undergoes an awakening in which he realises the illusory nature of his attachments.63

However, I think this literary reading is lost on the television viewer, who is

understandably engaged by the pleasures of attractive, spacious and well-lit settings.

ln the experience of the television text, positive affect is attached to radiant

architectures over and above a notion of disillusionment with the material world

required by the novel's religious conversion plot. Throughout the long viewing hours

that follow, the earlier happier times with Sebastian function formally as the site of

retrospective nostalgia, so that viewerly pleasure and interest is invested in an

irretrievable past. This means that visual pleasure in the mise-en-scdne and the

presence of Sebastian are conflated and the nostalgia for a lost idyll is inevitably

u2 Williarn Boyd, "Back to Brideshead ,- Neu' Statesman 103, no. 2650 ( 1982): 23. Kingsley Amis'
,.How I Lived in a Very Big House and Found God," i"irne.r Literary Supplement, no' 20 November

(1981):1352.

63 Golub, "Spies in the House of Quality," l5l.
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associated with the homosexual love affair of Charles' youth. As Cardwell notes, we

watch the second half of the serial "longing for the pst," as Charles does'64 This past

is the location for homosexuality which, rather than being passed over, is continually

valued as an affective precedent, the standard for affective experience that everything

else in the serial is measured against and found lacking'

In the creation of emotionally loaded mise-en-scdnes, homosexuality emerges

as an effect of the serial's investment in pastness, personal and cultural memory, and

nostalgic affect. An excess of feeling associated with setting summons homosexuality

as an affective origin even as it seems to dissipate homosexuality's presence by

investing in setting. The youthful days spent with Sebastian are bathed in a golden

light that illuminates the idealising effects of memory. Redoubling this effect, the time

with Sebastian is figured in voiceover as a second childhood, folding memory back

into infancy in a way that underscores the past as the location of happiness and

fulfrlment:

Now, that summer term with Sebastian, it seemed as if I was being given a

brief spell of what I had never known, a happy childhood. And though its toys

were silk shirts and liqueurs and cigars, and its naughtiness high in the

catalogue of grave sins, there was something of a nursery freshness about us

that fell little short of the joy of innocence.

This speech, lifted directly from the novel, runs as voiceover narration across a pretty

scene of Charles and Sebastian punting on the river at Oxford. The troubling issue of

the ..grave sin" of homosexuality is displaced onto a setting that is both aesthetically

pleasing and located in the past. Homosexuality is invested in pastness and thus given

an affective force, but this force is dispersed across the setting. So potently does this

scene convey a relation between attractive setting and homosexual involvement that

the scene is duplicated in the Merchant-lvory film Maurice (1987) as a means of

connoting homosexuality. Once invested in setting, homosexuality becomes a visual

feast; it is an aesthetic effect rather than a psychological condition. Homosexuality

floats in and across the episodic narrative, never fully battening down on Charles and

Sebastian themselves, but at the same time never completely cut adrift from other,

e Cardwell, Adaptation Revisited, 128.
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more conventional, pairings that are, as we have seen, always problematic within the

diegetic world of Brideshead Revisited-

Homosexuality in the Heritage Scene

It should be apparent by now that to only see privilege in Brideshead Revisited

is to overlook the affective valuation of homosexuality afforded by the heritage

aesthetic. Dyer foregrounds this alternate possibility when he notes the particular

hospitality that heritage film has offered to homosexual representation.6s He argues

that through the spectacle of period detail and, in particular, the elegant pleasures of

men's clothing, heritage cinema makes homosexuality appear aftractive and even

allows it to be seen as integrated into the social order of the past.66 Pleasure in

clothing is available to the viewer as a kind of tactile engagement with the on-screen

world, so that the unusual sensuality of male costume is "pleasurable to look at," but it

also invites the viewer "to imagine [himselfl touching or wearing" the items worn by

gay characters on-sc.."n.6t Within heritage film, clothing can be a marker of

nonconformity, so that gay male characters are identifiable by the colours and designs

they wear, which mark their problematic relation to normative masculinity' In

Brideshead such visual effects are apparent in the case of Charles's and Sebastian's

friend Anthony Blanche, whose full lips are a little too red and whose vibrantly

coloured clothing sets him apart from the muted appearance of other men in the serial.

However, Dyer also points out that gay characters in heritage film may not be

sartorially distinguished in this way at all, so that "conformity at the level of costume

makes it feel like the men are integrated at the level of the film's social world.'n68

Charles and Sebastian are not marked by the distinctiveness of clothing and

appearance that isolates Anthony Blanche, and the pair do seem to move through their

world with impunity, at least in terms of their relationship. [ndeed, it is Sebastian's

alcoholism, not his homosexuality, that draws down his mother's disciplinary

machinations. Attending to this visual integration of homosexuality at the level of

costume, Dyer finds that heritage cinema creates worlds which may be homophobic to

6s Dyer, "Homosexuality and Heritage," 204.

u6 Dyer, "Homosexuality and Herttage," 224-

t" Dyer, "Homosexuality and Heritage," 217.

u* Dyer, "Homosexuality and Heritage," 222'
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a degree that eosts the characters their lives or their happiness. Nevertheless, within

those worlds homosexuality itself is seen as atffactive and desirable'

Dyer argues that heritage film provides a sefting and an aesthetic which has

created space for homosexual representation. This idea is highly suggestive for

thinking about Brideshead Revisited, but something different is happening in the case

of the televisual heritage text. Dyer bases his argument about heritage fltlm's

hospitality to homosexuality on films in which there is an explicit representation of

same-Sex relationships.un On television, however, within the confines of family

viewing, homosexuality may not be given the direct and literal representation that

Dyer finds in the cinema. Thus, rather than providing homosexuality with a context in

which to appear, Brideshead generates an aesthetic and an affectivity that connotes

same sex-attachment.

Ln Brideshead Revisi/ed homosexuatity is not so much played out against a

heritage backdrop as subsumed within the setting. The involvement between Charles

and Sebastian is visualised as a series of constructed spaces that frame and contain the

lovers, thereby doing the work of describing sexual and affective connection which is

not explicitly represented or articulated. ln the earlier episodes, for instance, the pair

are frequently positioned within a series of enclosures that suggest their romantic

partnership. In Charles's first encounter with Sebastian, before the trvo have actually

met, they pass within the confines of a doorway, tight enough to force them to slide

closely past one another. Physically close, Sebastian gives Charles a lingering look

and in a seductive gesture allows his teddy bear Aloysius to almost fall against the

other man. The fact that spatial relations within the heritage setting work to convey

what is unspoken about their attraction for one another is also evident in the encounter

that effects their introduction. At Oxford, Charles's cousin Jasper has warned him of

the dangers of his ground-floor rooms on the quad, which Jasper argues are likely to

ruin Charles and attract "undesirables" such as "Anglo-Catholics with unpleasant

accents.n' This of course tums out to be a reference to Anthony Blanche and to

Sebastian himself and the location of the rooms does in fact become the means by

which Sebastian and Charles become involved, after a drunken Sebastian vomits

on Dyer focuses his argument in "Homosexuality and Heritage" on a number of films, including A Man

Colled Auntmn Flow,er (Spain, 1977), Death in Venice (ltaly, 1970), Ernesto (ltaly, 1978) and Maurice

(uK, 1987).
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through the open window. Charles is distracted in class the next day and we see that

he has been sketching the scene instead of taking notes. Subsequently contrite,

Sebastian completes the emetic seduction by filling Charles's rooms with flowers and

inviting him to lunch.

Charles's retrospective narration summons architectural metaphors to describe

his involvement with Sebastian. In voiceover, Charles tells how he had been looking

for love, expecting to find at Oxford "that low door in the wall others I knew had

found before me, which opened onto an enclosed and enchanted garden.'o On-screen

the search for love is visualized as an architectural journey that links the high cultural

forms of heritage properties to homosexual romance. On his way to a first luncheon

date with Sebastian Charles's voiceover describes the significance of the occasion as a

turning point in his history. The camera follows him through Oxford streets, so that

his progress toward Sebastian appears channelled by the ancient university's

prestigious stone walls. Charles arrives at Sebastian's college and as the camera pans

down the tower at the entrance to Christ College, it looks through the arched

entranceway to frame the statue of Mercury in the quad beyond. The image thus

references Gothic architecture, Renaissance sculpture and the study of the Classics at

Oxford. The framing is reiterated when Charles stops to ask directions to Sebastian's

rooms: he and his guide are positioned in the archway with Mercury between them,

before Charles moves out of the frame to leave the statue as the focus of the shot.

Such architectural framing together with the cultural references implied by the starue

suggests the prestige of elite cultural forms but in fact designates a journey that marks

a romantic or sexual initiation. The initiation is completed at lunch with Sebastian that

same day. As the two men are joined by a crowd of other young men, the lunch

unfolds as a sumptuous affair of plover's eggs, lobster thermidor and champagne. The

camera attends carefully to these details as evidence of the entry into a decadent new

world apart from the everyday. After all the other guests have departed, Charles and

Sebastian go off arm-in-arm to look at the ivy in the Botanic Gardens. They pass

through a wrought iron gate that is the visual equivalent of the passage through the

low door invoked by Charles's narration. The entry into love's garden is an

architectural event that consolidates the connection and this final image of their

placement in constructed space confirms their romantic partnership.
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The significatory arc between architectural space and homosexual connotation

is embodied by Charles and Sebastian's friend Anthony Blanche. Anthony is present

at that first luncheon Charles attends in Sebastian's rooms, where he marks his

queerness by giving a nervous Charles the once over and asking, o'where do you lurk?

I shall come down your burrow and chiwy you out!'o In Brideshead Anthony carries

the burden of a visually identifiable homosexuality and, as we have seen, his clothing

and appearance set him apart from the more subdued look of the other men. Charles

and Sebastian are alternately amused and discomfited by Anthony, as if they were

apart from his obvious and embarrassing queemess. Yet, when Anthony goes down

from Oxford, something of the couple's growing unhappiness is indexed to his

absence: "Anthony Blanche had taken something away with him when he went. He

had locked a door and hung the key on his chain. All his friends among whom he had

always been a stranger needed him now." His absence is noted with regret, as though

they rely on him to keep open a space of homosexual possibility and as though it were

Anthony himself who were the gatekeeper of the enchanted garden that Charles and

Sebastian have previously occupied-

Such architectural metaphors at the level of the spoken naration are

suggestive, yet it is Brideshead's loving visualization of architectural space that

carries sexual and affective significance for the viewer' For example, the time that

Charles and Sebastian spend in Venice at the end of their idyllic summer is in many

ways the romantic and architechrral high point of the serial. [t also provides

Brideshead with an extended scenic montage that signifies the status of the young

men's relationship. Their time in Venice is pictured as a series of bridges, canals,

squares, narrow streets and churches, none of which are named. The representation of

Venice, as in the earlier scenic views of Oxford. escapes being a travelogue precisely

because the affective significance of the scenes overrides their cultural and historical

import. Watching this remembered experience of European tourism, the viewer gains

only a sense of architectural weight, in which the heavyweights of Renaissance

Venice stand as figures for the powerful and transforming love that so changes

Charles's life. At the beginning of Episode Two, the camera travels over ancient

Venetian buildings until it finds Charles and Sebastian in a gondola as they arrive at

the palace where Sebastian's father, Lord Marchmain, lives. They pass through

wrought iron grillwork, a scene that repeats their entrance into the enchanted garden
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Figure 6.2. Charles and Sebastian in Venice: entirely in harmony with their setting.

(Retrieved 2tl April, 2002 from www.aboutgaymovies.info/films/brideshead.htm)
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at Oxford, and enter the intensely romantic setting of a sun-drenched courtyard edged

by a stone staircase laden with flowering plants that spill out of pots and trail over the

walls. Once inside the slightly decayed grandeur of the palace, they are shown their

adjacent rooms, whose scenic views and faded elegance add to the romantic effect of

the setting and suggests the couple's honeymoon status. Charles and Sebastian move

out onto the balcony together, overlooking the canal below, and the soft cream and

beige of their outfits is the same colour as the stonework, so that they are entirely in

harmony with their setting. [figure 6.2] Here, as elsewhere in the serial, it is their

juxtaposition with the setting itself that conveys the affective and erotic significance

of their connection.

Throughout the time in Venice Charles and Sebastian pose prettily against a

number of attractive scenes as light reflects from the canals and flickers across their

faces. We see them lie sleeping together in a gondola, Charles resting in the crook of

Sebastian's arm, his own arrn draped across Sebastian's thighs. Echoing the earlier

scene of the pair on the river at Oxford, this is as close as the serial gets to an explicit

denotation of their erotic connection. They are scrutinized in that moment by Cara,

Lord Marchmain's mistress, with a look that invites the viewer's own consideration of

the nature of the young men's relationship. Later Cara comments on it to Charles. She

recognises Sebastian's difficulty with growing up and designates the relationship

between Charles and Sebastian as necessarily transitional:

I know of these romantic friendships of the English and the Germans, they're

not Latin. I think they're very good, if they don't go on too long. It's a kind of

love that comes to children before they know its meaning. In England it comes

a little later, when you're almost men. I think I like that. I think it's better to

have this first kind of love for a boy than for a girl'

Although Cara's speech would locate homosexuality as a phase to be passed through

in a narrative progression towards the maturity of adult heterosexuality, the serial

resists that temporal logic. Bridesheats visual nostalgia continually values the past in

a way that reclaims the precedence of what is presumed to be passed over' [f it

appears that Charles's early involvement with Sebastian is no more than a phase of

homosexual experimentation that is 'opassed over in favour of more 'substantial'

outcomes," as Finch and Kwietniowski put it' then we should remember that his
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subsequent involvements with women are no less ill-fated, and frequently less

rewarding, than his relationship with Sebastian'70

The unspoken intensity of the relationship between Charles and Sebastian is

againemphasized towards the end of the time in Venice as the pair stand outside on a

terrace in the evening light. They are elegant in dinner suits, smoking cigars against a

backdrop of Venetian palaces across the water. In this scene there is no dialogue, only

Charles's voiceover unfolding the memory in his mind's eye as the two move across

the terrace and pose again, against a different view: "It left a confused memory of

fierce sunlight on the sands, of cool marble interiors, of water everywhere lapping on

smooth stone, reflected in a dapple of light on painted ceilings." Love's memory is

invested in architectural sights and aesthetic effects, yet it never quite battens down on

the beloved object himself. Although it fails to fully designate Sebastian as the lost

object, Brideshead's excessive and melancholic investment in the mise-en-scdne

functions to convey sexual and emotional depth and significance- By investing in

space over the direct portrayal of homosexuality, the serial works to make affectively

charged space the location for the investment of an alternate sensibility. At the heart

of the serial is a lost homosexual love which, although fleeting, is never relinquished

within the formal structure of a serial that summons viewerly attachment to the visual

pleasures of its early episodes.

Nostalgia Revisited

The sentimental attachment to an aristocratic past of heritage properties

generated by Brideshead has proven deeply troubling to a progressive politics.

Nostalgia labours under a critical condemnation that sees retrospective affect as a

failure to recognise and address the political exigencies of the present. The problem,

however, is that in condemning the Brideshead aesthetic a certain feminine and

sexually dissident enjoyment of that aesthetic is closed down' The "heritage

sensibility" as Dyer observes, values "left-overs" from the past and "savours the

qualities and presence of dwellings, costumes, artworks, objects'"7l From this we

might infer that the sensibility of Brideshead Revisited primarily attaches affective

70 Finch and Kwietniowski, "Melodrama and 'Maurice': Homo is Where the Het is," 73. Finch and

Kwietniowski wrongly claim that Charles and Julia marry, when they do not and it is precisely

Charles's failure to achieve a happy romantic ending that defines his character'

t' Dyer, "Homosexuality and Heritage," 206.
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significance to setting. To engage with that sensibility means practicing ways of

knowing that are emotionally motivated. When nostalgia is indexed to homosexuality,

nostalgia becomes a means of locating and reclaiming a sense of value that is invested

in heritage as ..a romance of otherness," as Raphael Samuel puts it.72 ln Brideshead

Revisited nostalgia as an aesthetic effect gives precedence to a homosexuality that

might otherwise be constituted as prior and already passed over.

Cardwell suggests that Brideshead Revisiled fails to satisff the viewerly

nostalgia it provokes, for what starts out as a pleasant and picturesque evocation of a

lost past gives way to a draggiug tedium in the second half of the serial. after

Sebastian has gone. Subsequent period adaptations, according to Cardwell, such as the

1995 BBC adaptation af Pride and Prejudice, have been designed to provide the

viewer with a more rewarding experience of the heritage world, in which visual

pleasure continues to unfold and is narratively satisfied by a happy ending'73

However, we might say that such narrative progress describes a heterosexual

teleology that links visual satisfaction to happily-ever-after marital outcomes.To This is

a point that crystallizes both the diffrculty and the affective potential of Brideshead.

By refusing to resolve its own internal nostalgia Brideshead falls into longueurs and

even paralysis. This creates an intratextual turning back that generates an investment

in pastness as the site for dissident affectivities. We might say, following Caughie's

own assessment of classic serial drama, that Brideshead Revisited promotes a relation

to the past based on feeling rather than understanding. While this might appear to

confirm Jameson's view that we lose a sense of the materiality of history, it is also the

case that in the evocation of feeling through "shots which caress the past into living

presence," as Caughie puts it, an affective engagement between viewer and text is

animated.T-s That interactive zone can provide a space for an alternate sensibility that

values nostalgia's melancholic attachment to pastness as a location for homosexuality.

72 Raphael Samuel, Theatres o/'Memory, Volume I: Past and Present in Contemporary Culture

(London: Verso, 1994), 24'1.

?r Cardwell, Adaptation Revisited, 129-

7a That the story of Brideshead Revisired itself might be told quite differently is indicated by comments

in a recent article on a British gay news website which outtines Andrew Davies' plans for a remake of

the drama. Davies, who adaptJd Pride and Prejudice for television, plans to make Brideshead "more

heterosexual" by focusing on Churbs' relationship with Julia. http:/luk.gav.comlheadlines/4397

7s Caughie, Television Drama,2l7.
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It is nCIt sinply that Brjdeshead Revisired generates nostalgia, uor that nostalgia is

esospisL,rof :sV61 that there is an$hinp tmrong with forms of escape. Rather" forssme

viewers the desire fbr retunn ts lost past$-, as irnaginary spac€s that eq4ble alteruatE

affoctive and li'bidinal possibilities, is animated by the heritagB aesthetic.
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Chapter Seven

Diana TV: Televisual Affect and the

Substance of the Political

Diana's memory in death, just like her image was in life' is a
commodity.

-Catharine 
Lumby, Gotc'ha: Life in a Tabloid llorld

You see yourself as a good product that sits on a shelf and sells

well, and people make a lot of money out of you'

- 
Diana, Princess of Wales. the Panorama Interview

tn tiberal political regimes, where politics and all else are

transacted through representation, the consumption of
representations - and of cornmodities as signs - is a prominent

means of self-making and self-expression'

-Melissaorlie..PoliticalCapitalismandtheConsumptionofDemocracy"

As Diana herself recognised through her own painful experience, celebrity

culture describes a process through which private persons are produced as a series of

images and scraps of information that can be traded in the market place. To describe a

celebrity like Diana as a commodity is metaphorical, in so far as she had an existence

that was always apart from the saleable products that were traded with her as their

referent. Nevertheless, to conceive of Diana, and in particular her televisual image, as

a commodity, a manufactured object that could be traded and consumed, tells us

something about the processes through which politics are transacted in the

contemporary world. tt is not that we operate in a realm of free choice, but that as

Melissa Orlie suggests, "practices of commodity consumption are a provocative

location for exploring the fortunes of freedom in our time."l

I Melissa A. Orlie, "Political Capitalisrn and rhe Consumption of Democracy," in Democracy and

Vision: Sheldon llrolin and the i/icissinules oJ' the Political, ed. Aryeh Botwinick and William E.

Connolly (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001), 147'
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In this final chapter I hrrn to consider four television programmes about the

late Diana, Princess of Wales, which span a decade from 1991 to 2001, in order to

examine the ways in which Diana was constructed and circulated as an emotional and

emotionally available figure. Noting the repeated tendency to name programmes

about the princess after her, I have coined the term "Diana TV" to gather together the

different ways Diana was defined as emotional within a televisual context. In

particular this chapter pursues the question of the potentially enabling political

pedagogies of Diana TV. It should be apparent by now that the transactions of

televisual teaching should not be reduced to forms of direct transmission. It is

frequently assumed, as the studies in the previous chapters have demonstrated' that a

didactic relation inheres in the transaction between television and its viewers, so that

lessons are read from ideological content. Unfortunately implicit in the academic

critique of Brideshead Revisiled, and numerous other television texts, is an

understanding that they are teaching something, but that it is the wrong something'

The same may well be tnre of programmes about Diana, had they been subject to

critical analysis. Yet, as the previous chapter demonstrates the apparent conservatism

of a television programme like Brideshead can also be the means of offering support

to, for example, a homosexual sensibility. Throughout this thesis I have argued that a

more productive way of understanding the ffansactions between television viewers

and the programmes they watch is to identify attd elaborate the affective spaces and

experiences that television enables. Through a consideration of several episodes in the

history of Diana TV this chapter will explore its potentially sustaining effects for the

constituencies of the marginalized who claimed Diana as their own. The reparative

focus of this chapter attends to the ways that the emotional energies communicated by

Diana TV frequently support the viewer in fashioning alternate and self-made forms

of public being. Such alternate forms of public being, or citizenships, are grounded in

affective difference and their significance rests in their ability to encompass the

specific and particular embodied experience of diverse subjects.

This study of Diana TV begins with a programme produced while Diana was

still an official member of the Royal Family, in order to identiff how television

produced Diana within her formal life as a royal princess. Diana: a Celebration

(BBC, l99l) apparently follows the conventions of royal tele-portraits, but already

demonstrates Diana's production as a figure of peculiar emotional ffansparency and
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availability who appeals to a diverse constituency. I then reflect on Diana's infamous

moment of self-definition in the 1995 Panorama intewiew, which preceded her

eviction from the royal circle. This has become the defining moment of Diana's

dissident status claimed by both feminist and homosexual politics, but rather than

locating its political significance in terms of Diana's challenge to patriarchal or

heteronormative forms of power, I focus on the emotional nature of her claims' The

chapter goes on to consider two programmes that were made after Diana's death'

Diana: The Mourning After (Channel 4, 1998) represents the paranoid or suspicious

position in relation to Diana TV. It deals with the media treatment of the week of

mourning and raises larger questions about the role of media in producing emotional

effects in relation to the Princess. These effects are presumed to be artificial and their

consequences for a democratic politics supposedly harmful. The last of the four

progranrmes considered in this chapter, Diana: Story o.f'a Princess (lTV, 2001)'

presents an investigation into Diana's life. The programme ostensibly seeks to

distinguish myth from reality, but I argue that the investigation is actually an alibi for

the programme's effort to reanimate feeling for the dead Princess. The fact that Diana

had some part in her consffuction as the feeling, caring Princess has given rise to

projects, both popular and scholarly, that try to discern the real person from the

mediated effect and Diana: Story oJ'a Princes.s, is one such example' My objective

here, howevern is otherwise. Setting aside questions of Diana's complicity in her

media profile, I examine how television has produced and continues to produce Diana

as emotionally available to the viewer and the consequences of that production for the

ways that subjects experience themselves in the virtual public space of television

viewership.

My argument here most explicitly defines a relationship between television's

intimate address, its affective pedagogies and a notion of the political that, as Stephen

White puts it, "delineates a possible reimagination of self, other and world; a

possibility of being together differently in public."2 [n particular, I argue that while

television is often blamed for the demise of public space it can also provide alternate

models of social formation. At issue is a long-standing presumption that appropriate

I Stephen K. White, "Three Conceptions of the Political: The Real World of Late Modern Democracy,"

in D'emocrac.v antl vision: Shetdin Wolin and the Vicissirudes of the Political, ed. Aryeh Botwinick

and william E. connolly (Princeton: Princeton university Press,200l), 175.
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forms of political being and participation should be abstract and impersonal because

this is the necessary precondition for rational argument. Yet this notion of the political

can preclude subjects whose public being is marked by differences such as race'

ethnicity, gender or sexuality and for whom political participation is particular and

based in the specificities of embodied experience. Such differences have been elided

by political formations that deal in self-abstraction and universality. Michael Warner

emphasizes the fact that when we imagine ourselves as public subjects it requires a

certain evacuation of the private and personal. However, he also points out that the

.,the rhetorical strategy of personal abstraction is both the utopian moment of the

public sphere and a major source of domination. For the ability to abstract oneself in

public discussion has always been an unequally available resource."l The claims of

minority groups to recognition of their experiences and rights is condemned as a crisis

of proper political representation by the requirement that politics be impersonal'

writing in the 1970s, Richard Sennett, for example, sees an excess of intimate'

personal feeling and personalization of public issues as responsible for a decline in

public space: "People are working out in terms of personal feelings public matters

which properly can be dealt with only through codes of impersonal meaning''{ There

is an echo of this view in the critical response to what has been termed the "Diana

effect," that opposes the emotional uprising of September 1997 to the real politics of

analysis, argument and organization.5 tn this chapter I examine television as the

location for a new politics that accommodates difference within public space and

Diana as a televisual production who enables moments of public being for diverse and

marginalized subjects.

Diana's TelevisualitY

A great deal of critical attention has been paid to the sffange and conflicting

politics that were embodied by the late Diana, Princess of Wales and demonsfrated by

the extraordinary public reaction to her death.6 Within this prolific cultural studies

r Michael Wamer, "The Mass Public and the Mass Subject," inThe Phantom Public Sphere, ed. Bruce

Robbins (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993),239'

a Richard Sennett, The Fstl of Public Man (New York: Vintage, 1978), 12'

5 Naomi Segal, "The Common Touch," in After Diana: Irreverent Elegies, ed. Mandy Merck (London:

Verso. 1998), 132.

6 See, for example, Jeremy Gilbert et al., eds., "Diana and Democracy," New Formations, no' 36

(1999), Adrian Iiear and Lynn Steinberg, eds., Mom'ning Diana: Nation, Culture and the Performance
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moment very little attention has been paid to television as the medium that framed,

created and produced a popular engagement with Diana' As wide-ranging as the

critical responses to Diana's iconiciry, the public and global mourning that followed

her death, and media coverage of the week in September 1997 have been, very little

attention has been paid to television's circulation of Diana's publicty available

emotionality. The exception is Jenny Kitzinger's essay on the television coverage of

the week of mourning. Commenting on the coverage of Diana's death across diverse

media, Kitzinger finds that only television was able to communicate "the embodied

Diana: moving, looking, gesturing, touching and being touched'"7 For some reason'

critical attention more commonly falls on still images of the Princess: Diana has often

been described as the "the most photographed person ever," yet still images do not

communicate a sense of her presence as effectively as television's moving images'8

Diana was telegenic not only because her beauty compelled the camera's and the

vieweros gaze, but also because the mobility of her body and her look suggested such

an interpretable array of inner experience. Her characteristic gesture of looking and

then looking away, for example, might be read as ambivalence, flirtation, a desire to

be looked at or a refusal of our gaze. "Diana wasn" as Kitzinger maintains, "princess

of the image, and, most especially, princess of the moving image."e Here Kitzinger

implies the dual nature of Diana's televisuality, in which she is both mobile and

emotional ly affecting.

The emotional component of Diana's televisual presence is essential to her

popularity. Catharine Lumby argues that Diana was always newsworthy because of

her formal status as a member of the Royal Family, but points out that Diana's appeal

was "attached to her unexpected departure" from her formally defined role-|o This

discernable difference is most evident in television footage, and can be identified even

before it had become common knowledge that Diana was the feeling, caring Princess-

of Grief (London: Routledge, 1999), Mandy Merck, ed', After Diana: Itreverent Elegies (London:

i.rro,'iSbSl, Re:public, edl, Planet Diana: tutnral Srudies and Globql Mourning (Kingswood, NSW:

The University of Western Sydney: Research Centre in lntercommunal Studies, 1997). and Tony

Walter, ed., The Mourningfor Diana (Oxford: Berg, 1999)'

t Jenny Kitzinger, -'The Moving Power of Moving Images: Television Constructions of Princess

Diana,;' in The Mottrningfor Diana, ed. Tony Walter (Oxford: Berg, 1999), 65'

* Nicholas Mirzoeff, An Introduction to Visual Cultttre (London: Routledge, 1999),240'

o Kitzing"r. "The Moving Power of Moving lmages," 65.

l0 Catharine Lumby, Gotcha: Life in ct Tabloid lVorld (Sl Leonards: Allen and Unwin, 1999)' 87'
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For example, in a moment of faded but now familiar footage from 1980, often

repeated in retrospectives of Diana's life, she is seen being pursued along a Chelsea

street by journalists demanding to know whether and when some formal confirmation

of her relationship with Prince of Wales would be made. Diana presses her lips

together but smiles, mugging silence, giggling and thus completely giving the game

away. watching the footage again, over twenty years after its initial screening it is

possible to catch a glimpse of some exceptional quality that transmitted itself via the

medium of television. Perhaps it was never anything more than a function of her

pretty face, but in those earliest television moments Diana presents an affective

transparency that is disarming. Other royals were far more practised at the media

game; they had acquired a studied opacity that meant they drew ovr Eaze only for it to

slide off their dull surface. Looking back at the early Diana it seems inevitable now

that we would enter into a new kind of arrangement with her, one that was

characterised by an intensification of the emotional transactions television makes

possible. Whether by virtue of her particular nature, or her special relation to the

camera, Diana introduced an affective surplus into the intimate engagement between

on-screen and off-screen worlds.

However, one of the things that should be apparent following the analyses

presented in the previous chapters is that television has intimate effects that exceed its

explicit articulations. Diana was not entirely responsible for the effect she had, nor

were the people who loved her simply dupes of her public relations machine'

Television is a technology of intimacy that generates affective connections along a z-

axis between on-screen and off-screen worlds.ll within such a framework, emotion

does not arise independently within self-contained subjects produced in a TV-free

elsewhere, but neither is it entirely determined or implanted by a brain-washing

medium. Rather, the very continuity of television with daily, intimate life means that

TV functions as a container for affective investment as well as a generator of

emotional effects. In Diana's case, we might say that television made her available to

those viewers who, as Zoe Sofoulis puts it, were able "to supply the right emotional

Ir Margaret Morse, Virhrulities: Television, Mediq Art, and Cyherurltrre (Bloomington: lndiana

University Press, 1993), 16.
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investments.o'12 Her televisual appearances wefe selected and constructed to

emphasize the informality of personal emotion and, while this may have been

repugnant to some, for others it was an innovation that summoned forth forms of

public being with nascently political claims couched in emotional terms- To retum to

the metaphor of Diana's televisual presence as a commodity, while there may be no

direct monetary exchange that Organizes our consumption of her, she is nevertheless

consumed. She becomes 'mine' in the sense that she is a locus for emotional

investment and political meaning. Commodity consumption is a model for this

process, in as much as it describes the work of self-making, through which, as Roger

Silverstone explains, "we make our own meaningS, negotiate our own values' and in

so doing make our world meaningful."ll

Diana: A Celehration

The first of the four episodes of Diana TV I want to consider is the 1991

documentary Diana: A Celebration. This is a one hour progtamme composed of

recycled news footage from the ten years since Diana had become Princess of Wales,

including bits ald pieces of television footage recorded at royal visits, public

walkabouts, photo opportunities and official functions. I use the term 'documentary'

loosely here, since although Diana: A Celebration is made up of factual material, it

lacks the organisational structure of an expository argument that would merit the

attribution 'documentary.' Diana: A Celebration might more properly be termed a

catalogue, since its objective is a display of Diana's image as a series of consumables.

Indeed the programme itself is no more than a series of images edited together to

emphasise emotional transparency. With its thin, unremarkable musical score and

equally unsubstantial voiceover by an anonymous narratoro the progranrme must have

been cheap to produce, gaining all its interest and merit from its subject matter rather

than its produation values. However, Diana: A Celebration is composed of footage

that the viewer has seen before in the evening news or in previous royal profiles, so

that. even in its initial moment of production and broadcast, the programme would

12 Zoe Sofoulis, "Icon, Referent, Trajectory, World," n Planet Diana: Culnral Studies and Global

Mourning,ed. Re:public (Kingswooi. NSW: Research Cenhe in Intercotnmunal Studies, University of

Westem Sydney, 1997), 14.

rr Roger Silverstone, Wy Smdy the Media? (London: Sage, 1999), 80'
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have been a non-event, a televisual space-filler that would have attracted an audience

because of Diana's popularity, but offered nothing new in reality.

However, watching Diana: A Celebration again many years later provides a

startling refurn to a time before the scandal and the mourning to see how television

once presented Diana to us. On one hand, this may be a ghosting effect in which

television reanimates the dead body of an icon, making her appear to move, live'

breathe again. But it may also be revealing of the unrecognized experience of Diana

that television gave us when she was alive. Many critical commentators have argued

that we made Diana up, that she was no more than a fantasy projection of regressive

desires on the part of the crowd. Naomi Segal, for example, argues that the radiance

frequently attributed to Diana does not represent a light shining from within her, but a

quality projected onto her from outside.'u Similarly, Francoise Gaillard contends that

we created Diana out of a need to locate feeling, because of'a postmodem inability

(echoing Fredric Jameson here) to understand the horrors of our time in politically

useful ways.l5 These readings of the Diana effect are undoubtedly insightful, yet, in

watching the footage of the Princess gathered rn Diana: A Celebration one is forced

to realize how fulsomely television offered her to the viewer. As Wayne Koestenbaum

writes, speaking of his icon Jackie Kennedy, "we didn't make her up, but accepted her

as part of our landscape," and the same might be said of Diana.l6 Such ambient

availability is a function of television's intimate address which brings people, objects,

ideas and experiences into the personal zones in which we are involved in the ongoing

processes of making ourselves, and being made, into social subjects.

Understandably perhaps, because they have little in the way of enduring merit,

programmes like this have not attracted much in the way of critical attention, but are

gathered into the general m0l6e of commentary on Diana's global mediatisation. It is,

howevero worth looking back at Diana: A Celebration as an example of the way that

television fashioned our experience of the Princess. Of particular relevance in

producing Diana as emotionally available is the infelicitous relationship between her

ro Segal, "The Common Touch," 132'

'5 Francoise Gaillard, "Diana, Postmodem Madonna," n lfter Diana: Irreverent Elegies, ed. Mandy

Merck (London: Versoo 1998), 165.

fo wayne Koestenbaum,,lackie Untler Ml' Skin: Interpt'eting an /con (New York: Fanar' Straus and

Giroux, 1995), I9.
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telegenic qualities and the conventional frameworks governing Royal representation'

The paradoxical difficulty and appeal of Diana's mediated presence was the tension

she embodied berween the individuating and personalising eft'ects of her visibly

legible affect and her function as an institutional representative of the Royal Family

and the nation-state. This assertion of individual, private experience is most visible in

the televisual context and evident across a number of recorded moments in Diana: A

Celebration. Her vivaciousness and irreverence contrast markedly with the

conventional attitudes of respectful distance and reserve that usually govern

programmes about the Royal Family. The disjuncture between formality and

availabiliry is startlingly evident in moments where Diana is seen laughing or

suggesting a joke in ways that push the limits of royal reserve. Alighting from a boat

behind Charles at one official function, Diana makes a game of its slippery surface

and slides the last part of the ramp. [t makes her seem naughry and childlike as she

undercuts the formal propriety of Charles, who does not see her playful gesture'

Meeting and greeting the peopte in Australia, she makes monster hands at an irritating

child who flaps a little flag in her face. It is a typically unguarded moment captured by

the television cameras and relayed to a waiting audience who can recognize a new,

more personal affinity with Diana that goes beyond the generic familial likeness the

Royal Family supposedly inspires. Diana demonstrates feeling, in this case irritation,

revealing the specificity of her personal experience over and above the containing

framework of familial belonging.

In its day, Diana: A Celebrationwas part of the domesticating apparatus of a

nationalistic and familial citizenship that the Royal Family represents. Since the

coronation of Elizabeth II in 1953, an event that prompted many people to go out and

buy television sets so they could watch the ceremony at home, television has given us

a privileged view into the lives of the Royal Family.rT The 1969 documentary Royal

Family showed the Windsors as ordinary people, chatting, barbequing, being together

like any other middle-class famity. lndeed, one of the Royal Family's representational

functions has been to model middle-class family life as the foundation of the nation-

state. Yet, despite the apparently intimate portrait of Royal Family, for many years the

media maintained the family's reserved distance. Under such conditions the pull of

't John Ellis, Seelrg Things: Television in the Age oJ'IJncertaini"- (London: I'B- Tauris, 2000)' 41'
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royalty was its capacity to transcend the everyday while simultaneously appearing to

have an association with it. As Judith Williamson writes, "the royal family parallels

our own, but at a distance.'rl8 1n fact, Royal Family TV demonsffates a number of

paradoxical formulations: distant and proximate' impersonal and intimate, abstract

and famitial. What happens in Diana: A Celebration is that the finely calibrated

economy of royal representation shifts significantly towards the intimate and personal

because of the particular emotional transparency of Diana's image. In the public

moments seen in Diana: A Celebration Diana's expressiveness and tactile

engagement with her own children and with members of the public is distinguished

from the Royal Family's sffangely impersonal style. ln the television footage Diana's

liveliness throws the Windsor's dreary stiffness into sharp relief in a way that makes

her particularly accessible while the other royals appear overly formal and distant'

R6gis Debray summarizes the problem the Royal Family has with television: "The

British monarchy, and the Windsors in particular, are not made for the 'live'

technologies with their sociological effects of sensory and tactile culture,

humanitarian compassion, idolatry of the body and closeness.o'le Diana, on the other

hand, is eminently suited to the intimacy of television's address to the viewer.

Diana: A Celehration fully demonstrates how the Princess is scarcely

containable within those conventions of royal representation. The televisual attention

to Diana's animation and mobility makes her appear unusually available to the viewer

and places her in a renegade relationship to the formality of, for example, the Queen

or Prince Charles. Consider, for example, the forms of caring expressed by the Queen

in her own televisual appearances, as opposed to those demonstrated by Diana in I

Celebration "lt is felt that the Queen ct)reso" observes Williamson, but her caring is

of the most abstracted and non-specific variety.20 Her concem is extended to the

nation-state and its citizens as abstract representations of that state, but as such it is

caring that doesn't recognize differences. On television this impersonal care is evident

in the eueen's physical demeanour. Her facial expression is immobile; her arrns are

kept resolutely by her side. She crooks her left arm to support her hand bag and her

ls Judith Williamson, Conntming Passions (London: Marion Boyars, 1986)' 76'

le Regis Debray, "Admirable England." in After Dianq: lrreverent Elegies,ed' Mandy Merck (London:

Verso, 1998), 1 28-9.

to Williamson, Consuming Pass ions, 78.
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right, gloved hand is slightly extended to shake hands with various dignitaries and

ordinary people. But the movement is minimal as she barely leans forward to speak to

the people she meets. ln Diana: a Celebration we can witness Diana throwing these

distancing behaviours into sharp relief when she makes caring a personal matter' She

actively reaches out and touches people and the movement involves her whole body,

bending at the waist, reaching from the shoulder, so that her clothing moves and

bunches with the stretch. She crouches down to talk to a child and the fabric of her

skirt touches the ground. When she demonstrates a royal caring for the individual as a

representative of the national body the particularity of her touch and her expression

appear to make formal, impersonal transactions a personal matter that recognize the

specificity of the individual. It is perhaps unsurprising therefore that she was able to

summon forth identifications and demands based on the recognition of panicular and

personal experience.

Diana: A Celebration repeatedly demonstrates this emphasis on difference,

individuality and personal style over and above the formal discourse of impersonal

national identity that Royalty lays claim to. This is visible as a lack of seriousness

that, juxtaposed with an evident royal eamestness, makes Diana an object of light

relief. on the occasion of Charles and Diana's first visit to the US in the mid-eighties,

a tour intended to promote British art and heritage, television indulges the viewer's

lowbrow interests and drifting attention in the face of more formal public matters- As

Charles delivers a worthy speech on British art and culture the camera slides away

from him to focus on the far more telegenic Diana, seated to the side of him and

dressed in a striking black and white costume. Her matching broad-brimmed hat tips

with the movement of her head to hide or reveal her face in a compelling game of now

we see her, now we don't. In this way we are invited to look past the pedagogies of

national identity in order to engage with personal and peripheral matters of style and

appearance as the basis for altemate forms of self-fashioning and public belonging.

It is not only Diana's appearance that refocuses our ways of looking at the

Royal Family as models for citizenship in the nation-state. Diana's emotional

tegibiliry draws us into a sensory experience that abrogates distance' ln Diana: a

Celebration Diana's informality and intimate availability is visible in yet another

Australian scene, itself a conceptual space in which the distance of British reserve is
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seen to melt away, adding to the Princess's accessibiliry. Diana presents an award to a

group of surf lifesavers, who are all muscular fellows dressed only in togs and sun

block. Asked to step into the group for a photo opportunity she wriggles into the

middle of the line where, evidently flustered by the sexual tension of the scene' Diana

blushes and flicks her hair nervously, chatting too animatedly to the men on either

side of her. Although we can't hear what she says, evidently a joke is made about her

height because the men playfully try to look taller than her, reaching upwards with

their bodies as Diana bobs on her toes. Watching at home the viewer is party to the

joke and to the frisson of sexuality. There is a visceral pleasure and discomfort in her

unroyal naughtiness that so radically breaks through the relations of distance

presumed to structure the popular relation to royalty. This is an escalation of, and

departure from, the relations of familiarity and connectedness fostered by Royal

Family television. The Diana television produces is composed of a transparent and

embodied emotionality that makes her entirely accessible. Her televisual image offers

no hierarchically strucfured barriers against the viewer's look. She's there for you.

I do not wish to overstate the significance of what are essentially imaginary

political relations, but it is important not to dismiss these subtle shifts in the

representational field. While some critics have found the celebration of feeling

associated with Diana not only distasteful but also politically problematic, it is also

the case that, in the context of Royal Family representation, this intensification of the

personal fragments the fictional unity of the national body. This, in turn, opens up an

experiential space within the formality of public belonging in which diverse others

could claim the difference and specificity of their experience.

The Panorarza Interview

The visibly discemable emotion that is present in Diana: A Celebration is of

course nothing compared with the disclosures that were to come and which brought

dissident identifications with Diana to the fore. [n l99l there were already rumours

about the royal marriage and Diana: A Celebration may have been an attempt to

cover over widening cracks with a portrait of a happy working wife and mother. By

the mid-1990s the fagade of marital harmony had crumbled entirely and Diana

completely shattered the rules of Royal Family representation (reserved, familial and

abstractly caring) to appear on the BBC's serious current affairs proglamme
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panorama and speak for herself. Julie Burchill notes the dramatic incongruity of this

televisual moment:

If the Queen had turned up with Susan the corgi on One Man And His Dog or

if prince Edward had gone looking for love on Blind Date, the initial shock of

hearing that the Princess of Wales would give an hour long interview to

panoyama - home of the latest Ulster ceasefire or the ceaseless Arab-lsraeli

stalemate - coutd not have been bettered.2l

Yet, rather than seeing Diana's appearance on Panorama as a dramatic departure from

the conventions of Royal Family TV, it should more properly be seen as a

continuation and extension of the hyperemotionality associated with Diana's

televisual presence from the outset. Continuing television's emphasis on her highly

visible affectivity, the Panorana interview gives the Princess license to challenge the

outmoded restraint of the Royal Family with the apparent openness and modernity of

her intimate confessions.

Diana's Panorama interview is a hybrid moment, part serious journalism, part

tabloid infotainment. Like Diana: A Celebratior it demonstrates the tension between

formality and informality that defines Diana's televisual presence. Panoroma itself

provides the structure of emotional reserve associated with serious journalism, while

Diana attracts interest in intimate, personal experience and the crises of scandal and

betrayal that define the tabloid media. Tabloid television, or infotainment, is a form of

current affairs news reporting that deals in the business of celebrity watching; its

framing concerns are emotion, intimacy and personal life, rather than the more

serious, formal matters that conventionally constitute public life' As John Hartley

argues, infotainment is about "identity and celebrity" rather than "power and decision-

making." ln this mode of television reporting "private life and personal emotion"

triumph "over rational discourse about public affairs."22 As infotainment the

panorama interview demonstrates the journalistic imperative of the people's right to

know. extended not to affairs of state but rather to affairs of the heart, specifically

what is going on in the royal marriage.

t' Julie Burchill, Diana (London: Orion, 1999),207.

?t John Hartley, "The lnfotainment Debate," in The Television Genre Book, ed, Glen Creeber (London:

BFI Publishing, 2001), 120.
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Reflecting the high-brow status of serious journalism the interview's visual

style is reserved and contained. ln its formal presentation the interview relinquishes

the parade of images seen in Diana: A Celebration and, instead offers the format of

discursive exchange between Diana and interviewer Martin Bashir, which signals the

seriousness of the in-depth current affairs programme' Throughout the interview

Bashir's pre-prepared questioning is polite and respectful: he occasionally pushes for

more information, but he is never confrontational. He maintains a sense of deferential

distance from the royal person. However, at the same time as the programme upholds

this respectful treatment of the person and the matters at hand, the themes of the

interview are not exactly those of serious current affairs, nor of Royal Family TV' The

content of the interview is essentially tabloid, for despite its quiet style of presentation

it deals with highly emotional and scandalous material as it explores Diana's account

of her life with the Windsors. Diana herself is no longer the happy, playful princess of

Diana: A Celebratjon. She is dressed in serious black and sits quietly, looking gaunt

and funereal, so although the content of the interview is sheer tabloid entertainment,

Diana's self-presentation is serious business. Her eyes are made up with heavy black

eyeliner that emphasizes her evident sadness at having come to this moment of telling

her story on television, as though it were some onerous but unavoidable duty she is

compelled to perform. [figure 7.1] The mobility and animation of her usual television

appearance is gone and the camera keeps her in a close-up view that emphasizes the

completion of her transition from public spectacle to intimate subject. For the

difference befween the Diana of Celebration and that of the Panoraraa interview

inheres in the sense in which the former is an emotionally charged image, while the

latter is something closer to an argumentative structure through which feeling gains

discursive meaning.

The bases of this transition are the highly personal confessions about her

emotional and sexual life that Diana makes in the interview. She owns up to post-natal

depression, self-hanning behaviours and bulimia. She admits that she had allowed her

friends to speak to Andrew Morton in an effort to stick up for herself against a Royal

Family who are portrayed as heartless and mean-spirited. Diana talks about her

crowded marriage and acknowledges that she had always known about Charles's

involvement with Camilla Parker-Bowles. Finally, she admits to her own adulterous

affair with James Hewitt: "Yes, I adored him. Yes, I was in love with him. But I was
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Figure 7.1. Diana during the Panorama interview: the serious business of emotional

legibility. Reproduced in Julie Burchill, Diana. (London: Orion, 1999)-

ResearchSpace@Auckland 
Note
Image removed from thesis for copyright reasons. 
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very let down." Richard Coles points out that "this was not an answer but a

justification. She finessed the forensic matter of her guilt or innocence of infidelity by

furning a cross-examination into a romantic soliloquy."z3 More than romantic

soliloquy, however, this is a defense based on her claim to a victim status. Throughout

the interview she portrays herself as badly treated but struggling to overcome the

forces ranged against her. It is this victim status, paired with her therapeutic narrative

of triumph over personal problems, that mobilizes Diana's availability to the

constituencies of the marginahzed she claims as her own. Mistreated, misunderstood

and disappointed in love, Diana embodies a generalized feeling of dispossession that

resonates for a diverse public. Adrian Kear argues that a mediated Diana is "a symbol

for the lack and loss experienced in the exigencies of everyday life" and he suggests

that "she was able to give body to a range of unknown or unacknowledged losses, to

become an allegorical figure for their unresolved effects." That she could appeal to

such a diverse constituency is evidence of the fact that the associations her televisual

image enabled "might have been less of an identification with what she stood for than

an indication of what she stood-in for: something akin to the primacy of pain."2a That

is to say, to the degree that some common experience of misery forms the basis of

political transformation, Diana could be taken up in support of any cause. According

to Burchill, Diana's appearance on Panorama is a fundamentally political event and

stands as evidence of her function as the only remaining agent on the British political

horizon still acting on behalf of "the poor, the dispossessed and the oppressed."2s This

seems an overactive interpretation of Diana's work, for plainly she was not in the

business of political action. But what she does do in the interview is take a position

that reflects the suffering of others. Her suffering makes her empathetic; it is possible

to believe she cares because she suffers so publicly herself'

One branch of criticism produced after Diana's death reads the Panorama

interview as a moment of gendered rebellion with significance for both feminist and

gay critics. Because personal emotional experience is coded as feminine, its

rr Richard Coles, "Feelin's," in After Diana: Irreverent Elegies,ed. Mandy Merck (London: Verso,

r998). r80.

2o Adrian Kear, "Diana Between Two Deaths: Spectral Ethics and the Time of Mourning," in Mourning

Diana: Nation, Culture and the Per/brmance of Grief,ed. Adrian Kear and Deborah Lynn Steinberg

(London: Routledge, 1999), 17 4.

2s Burchill, Diana, 207.
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articulation is frequently understood to be an inherently political act. After Diana's

death connections were frequently made between Diana's own emotional

expressiveness, with the Panorama interview aS the emblematic moment, and the

political significance of publicly expressed grief for the Princess that marks what Rosi

Braidotti calls "the feminist politicization of everyday life."26 Following a similar line

of reasoning, Beatrix Campbell finds evidence of feminism's influence in Diana's

story of an arduous struggle with the retrograde forces of patriarchy.tt She argues that

the way Diana spoke out about her experiences served to open up a space for

republican sentiment as though feminine emotional expression was innately anti-

establishment. Guardian columnist Suzannah Moore also attributes feminist

significance to Diana's articulation of her suffering, claiming that she "validated

personal experience" in a way that brought "into public life an intensely personal

language of pain and distress."28 For Braidoni, Diana signifies the feminine as

.'tormented, contested, but dynamic." Optimistically, Braidotti claims that this "can

also be experienced in the positive mode as passion for life, tbr survival, as the desire

to become and grow and make something of one's life." And she confirms the view of

feminine emotionality as politically transformational when she concludes that "only a

woman could achieve this much, in the era of global telecommunication."2e

It would seem naiVe and even wilfully blind to deny the significance of

Diana's femininity, but I am not sure how useful it is to pin the affectivity mobilized

by Diana TV to gender when that affect is, in Lawrence Grossberg's terminology, "in-

different."3o Thut is to say, the Diana effect is not motivated by identity categories and

Diana TV doesn't work by offering an ideologically legible appeal to specific identity

groups, for her affect is so diffuse that it can be taken up by anyone, regardless of

identity or ideological agenda. This can be the value of Diana TV for a liberatory

politics, however, in so far as it gathers a large and diverse audience. In the process it

26 Rosi Braidotti, "ln the Sign of the Feminine: Reading Diana," Theory and Event l, no' 4 (1997);

available 166 http:/imuseihu.edu/journals/theorv&eventiv.00l/l.4braidotti'html'
:7 Beatrix Campbell, Diana, Princess of llrale.s: How Sexual Politics Shook the Monarchlt (London:

The Women's Press, 1998).

2s Suzannah Moore is cited in Linda Holt, "Diana and the Backlash," in After Dianq: Irreverent

Elegies,ed. Mandy Merck (London: Verso, 1998)' 186.

2e Braidotti, "ln the Sign of the Feminine."

30 Grossberg, "The In-Difference of Television," 2845.
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creates a rspresenrational space in which forms of public being and belonging that

include marginalized and minority subjects are made available within the public

sphere of television spectatorship.

Along with feminist claims on Diana's public emotionality, gay critics have

also argued that Diana's renegade confessions in the Panorama interview are directly

relevant to a politics of sexual identity. Tim Benzie enlists Diana's story as a parallel

for a gay narrative when he draws connections between the trajectory of her self-

narrative and the structuring account of gay identity that traces a movement from a

drab, ordinary, or even embarrassing self to one that is more fully realized. This is a

visible fansformation from gauche to chic that Benzie locates in Diana's image from

her earliest appearances to her final years in front of the camera. But in terms of gay

identity, transformation is particularly marked by the illocutionary act of coming out,

which Benzie finds paralleled in the Panorama interview where Diana breaks out of

the constraints imposed on her by telling her story.3l Like Benzie, william Spurlin

reads Diana's increasingly visible struggles with the royal family as her 'oqueer

.coming out,"' presenting a challenge to the forces of conservatism and the enforced

normalization of heterosexuality :

Refusing the gender(ed) expectations to be dutiful and to sacrifice personal

happiness for the greater good of an instirution that demonized, abused and

nearly demoralized her, Diana spoke out publicly, with an unusual blend of

eloquence and defiance, about Charles's infidelities and his indifference to her

bulimia and depression during most of their marriage'

Here the Panorama interview is seen as a key moment of rebellion against the

repressive effects of traditional family structures. More than this, however, Spurlin

goes on to figure the suffering caused by normative structures of gendered being as

the basis for an alternate politics: "The contestation of regulatory regimes of gender is

3r Tim Benzie, "Diana as Gay lcon," in Planet Diana: Cultural Studies and Global Mourning, ed.

Re:public (Kingswood" New South Wales: Research Centre of Intercommunal Studies, University of
Western Sydney, NePean, 1997), 130.
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often central to queer politics to the extent that the social abjection of homosexuality,

read as damaged or failed gender, is reworked into political agency and defiance'"32

Spurlin claims not to have cared for Diana during her life but makes her

moment of speaking out meaningful in terms of his gay identity after her death' as

though the narrative fact of her contestation were more important than its emotional

content. This analysis assumes an already secured cultural identity that recognizes a

representative in Diana. Yet t wonder if this doesn't jump ahead from the Panorama

moment to read the effect as fully formed in a way that overlooks the emotional

labour or political work of making suffering meaningful and useful. Both Spurlin and

Benzie claim the panorama intewiew as a moment of coming out, but I suggest that

its value is not only in terms of the interview's explicit content. Benzie also attributes

some performative weight to Diana's revelations as "painful and seemingly sincere,"

suggesting that her usefulness to a constituency of the marginalized is not fully

contained by explicit acts or revelations, but is also indexed to a more diffirsely

circulating emotionality that resonates for the subject in productive or enabling

ways.3, lndeed, to take tnle story events of Diana's life as the literal cause of her effect

overlooks the multiple resonances of her televisual presence. Television relays these

layered affectivities with such ease that its work can be imperceptible' Diana isn't

useful only because she rebels. She's useful because the hyperemotionality of her

televisual image invites intimate connection and creates expansive, not to say global,

sites of fantasmatic possibility. It is not that the Diana TV text shores up identity in a

minoring relation, where seeing oneself on-screen reinforces the subject, but rather

that Diana's televisually apprehensible emotion sets up resonances that are specific

and personal without being didactic and defining-

The political consequences of the Panorama interview as a moment of Diana

TV can be understood more fully by examining the history that underpins it in more

detail. I have already described the interview as part serious journalism and part

tabloid infotainment. As an episode in the history of Diana TV the Panorama

interview is emblematic of a larger shift taking place in the media since the 1970s

32 William J. Spurlin, "l'd Rather Be the Princess Than the Queen: Mourning Diana as aGay lcon," in

Mottrning Diaia: Narion, Culture and the Per.formance oJ'Grie.f, ed. Adrian Kear and Deborah Lynn

Steinberg (London: Routledge, 1999), 163.

33 Benzie, "Diana as Gay lcon," 130.
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away from a mode of news reporting that was primarily verbal and authoritative and

towards a more visually appealing mode of reporting that Hartley describes as "more

energised and 'feminised.o"34 This shift towards images and personal stories has been

widely condemned for undermining serious political discourse and failing to educate

citizens in the proper business of democracy. Indeed, the rise of tabloidism is blamed,

as Lumby points out, "for everything from voter apathy to family breakdown'"3s

However, at the same time as tabloid TV news is being condemned for a failure to

sustain serious political engagement, Lumby finds in favour of its relevance to

women, and to "opoor' and 'uneduCated' people," while Hartley argues that

infotainment is able to reach "citizens (including women, children, migrants and

minorities) who have not been well served" by more formal news reporting''o

Central to this argument that tabloid television or infotainment serves

constituencies other than elite white men is Hartley's notion of 'do-it-yourselfl or

DIy citizenship as the form of public being that television teaches-" Fo. the DIY

citizen, television is a rather like a grab-bag of semiotic materials from which diverse

subjects may take what they need, rather than a didactic apparatus that trains people in

formal notions of participation in civil society. The rise of the mass media is often

seen as damaging to political engagement, but DIY citizenship is not a decline from

earlier, rights-based notions of civic belonging and participation; it should more

properly be understood as a new variation that coexists with more traditional forms-

Citizenship rights have historically been unequatly available to different members of

society, and as the notion of citizenship has been stretched to include new

constituencies its meaning has mutated from the property rights of civil citizenship to

the political citizenship of representative democracy and then the social citizenship of

the welfare state. To those traditional forms Hartley adds cultural citizenship, which is

the claim to rights based on identity (sexual, racial or gendered identity), and finally

DIy citizenship, which even moves beyond the claims to rights and recognition that

identity politics have motivated. As Hartley explains, DIY citizenship is

3a Hartley, "The Infotainment Debate," I19.

15 Catharine Lumby, Bqd Girls: The Media. Sex and Feminism in the '90s (Sydney: Allen and Unwin'

1997), I 17.

36 Lumby, Batl Girls,l23 and Hartley, "The lnfotainment Debate," 120'

It John Hartley, The lJses oJ'Television (London: Routledge, 1999)' 155'
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decentralized, post-adversarial, international, based on self-determination not

state coercion right down the details of identity and selfhood. Its model is the

.remote control' exercised by television audiences, and its manifestations

include fan cultures, youth cultures, taste constifuencies, consumer-

sovereignty movements and those privatizations of previously 'public'

cultures that succeed in democratization without politicization: extending to

everyone membership of the republic of letters that was once reseryed for

literate/clerical elites.38

Because DIy citizenship doesn't take the legible forms of formal political structures,

nor even of identity politics, its effects are difficult to discern and its outcomes are

uncertain, since they may not take the forms of organization and action that prior

models of citizenship have demonstrated.

I have considered Hartley's account of DIY citizenship at some length because

it helps us to understand the nature of the politics mobilized by Diana TV' When

feminist and gay thinkers claim Diana as a representative who mobilises a liberatory

politics because she is emotional, therefore feminizing the masculine world, or

confessional, therefore presenting a challenge to heteronormativity, these claims seem

problematically overstated. If Diana is the figurehead of a new politics that

incorporates constituencies of the marginalized, then her actual target for change is far

from clear, aside from her in-laws. But that may be exactly what makes her useful as a

political figurehead, for in the contemporary world, as White points out, "the Sources

of injustice and the foes to be fought are simply too complex and multifaceted" to be

easily pinned down.se So, although Diana TV doesn't represent a fully articulated

political movement, Diana's televisual presence still resonates productively for the

DIy citizen. Diana's emotionality is a televisually created object, dished up by the

democratising apparatus of infotainment. Its political significance is unpredictable and

must be fashioned by the viewer themselves. It is impossible to draw lines of

connection between Diana's televisible emotion and formal challenges to inequality.

r8 Hartley, The Ilses ol'Television, 16l.

rn White,'"Three Conceptions of the Political"' 178.
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But it is equally the case that discernable and dissident affect may stimulate critical

thinking or mobilise "rebel energies.'/O

Diana: The Mourning After

A third episode of Diana TV is Christopher Hitchens' documentary Diana:

The Mourning Afier (Channel 4, 1998), which was produced in the aftermath of the

Princess' death, when there was extensive reflection on the role of the media in

creating and/or feeding the public's voracious appetite for celebrities' private lives.

Reflecting on this moment of heightened debate about the media, Lumby argues that

..princess Diana has become a symbol of our anxieties about the way the mass media

has changed our lives and confused our sense of what information is private and what

should properly be made public."al The particular nature of television's intimate

address to its audience is often elided in this putative crisis over mass media, as if the

issue was the proliferation of publicly available personal detail rather than a question

of the intimate transactions that television makes possible. ln the discussions of

Diana: A Celebration and the Panorama interview I have sought to locate the

reparative possibilities of Diana TV as a means of fostering new forms of public

participation by diverse subjects. I have argued that the production of Diana as

emotionally legible and available made her a resonant figure for those subjects

marginalized by more conventional structures of political representation.

By contras t, Diana: The Mourning lfter presents a highly sceptical analysis of

the affective politics mobilised around the Princess. The documentary sets out to show

that even after death a mass-mediated Diana is cause and agent of an unprecedented

uprising of emotion that Hitchens interprets as artificial, misplaced and even

dangerous. The title of his documentary suggests the aftermath of a seduction or

intoxication, waking up to find oneself, now Sober, in bed with a stranger and

wondering what on earth you could have been thinking. Diana is almost never seen in

this programme, yet a mediated Diana is implicitly posited as the highly emotional

and demandilg woman who has drawn the subject of civil society into her morass of

feeling. In this sense, although Diana: The Mourning lfter is not really about the

4o 
Jane Bennett, The Enchantment oJ'Modern LiJb: Attachments, Crossings and Ethics (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 2001), 127.

ar Lumby, Gotcha,69.
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Princess, there is a slippage between the media and Diana herself as the cause of the

problem. Diana: The Motrrning After figures the coverage of the week of mourning

following Diana's death as a crisis in the functioning of the media as an agent of

democracy. The documentary demonstrates a paranoid determination to subject

mediated representations to critical demystification, as though debunking alone

"carries with it its own impetus for undoing wrong and enacting right.'/2

Diana: The Mourning After screened in August of 1998, a year after Diana

died, thus allowing what Hitchens terms "an interval of suitable decency-" The

programme seeks to redress the perceived absence of rational reflection in the media

coverage of Diana's death with its reffospective analysis. Hitchens explores the

production of the mourning for Diana via the mass media and, in his own fypically

iconoclastic fashion, attempts to use television to debunk the sentimentality and

excesses of emotion that circulated around the figure of the dead princess a year

earlier. For example, as if to demonstrate the cumulative relay of television's message

in the week of mourning, the documentary shows Hitchens's face on a television

screen within the screen as he delivers his commentary on the media coverage:

The press and the broadcasting apparatus, fully conscious of its sovereign role'

turned itself into a megaphone, an echo chamber, a feedback loop, a

machinery for positive reinforcement, and the more coverage it supplied, the

less its critical faculties were engaged. More meant worse and more meant

less.

As he speaks, a bank of television screens gradually multiplies, showing more and

more screens, all with Hitchens's face, all saying the same thing' The image of

multiplying screens suggests the menacing quality of media brainwashing at work

during that week in Septemb er 1997 .ln Hitchens' view, the coverage of the week of

mourning constitutes a devastating triumph of emotionalism over reason that is

tantamount to fascism.

ln Diana: The Mourning After television's moment of excessive emotionality

is presented as evidence of a breakdown of civil society in which audiences become

passive consumers, awash in a sea of feeling that blinds them to the political realities

ar Bennett, The Enchantment of Modern Life, 129-
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of the contemporary world. Jacqueline Rose points out that critics of the Diana effect

frequently invoke an opposition between emotion and reason that sees the public

circulation of feeling as a threat to politics. As Rose puts it, many critics seemed to

assume that politics should be "emotionally divested reason or it is nothing." [n other

words, .'emotion eats out the mind."o3 Dionot The Mourning A.fter summons Diana's

presence as the excessively emotional spectre haunting the rationality that Hitchens

believes should organize public life; the documentary sets up a number of visible

oppositions that consolidate his view of the problem- At the beginning Hitchens

tacitly substitutes himself for Diana in a replication of some of her final movements.

He stands outside the Ritz Hotel in Paris and then rides in the back seat of a Mercedes

through the city streets, including the tunnel where Diana died. Meanwhile he delivers

his searing condemnation of celebrity culture. In London he traces the route that

Diana's coffin had taken, walking down The Mall with the Royal Guard in shot'

Devoid of style or beauty, Hitchens is the very antithesis of Diana in life. Compared

to her sleek and seamless outline, his rumpled jacket is buttoned low over his

protruding abdomen, while the pockets of his jacket and trousers bulge with various

unknown items. This lack of style appears to designate critical intelligence and serious

politics, while the stylishness associated with Diana's televisual presence signifies

triviality. Through these oppositions Hitchens accuses us of a failure to engage as the

conscious rational subjects of civil society who should be more interested in argument

than appearances.

Hitchens has no time for celebrity culture and he determinedly refuses the

fantasy of an intimate personal connection with the famous person, dismissing it as a

delusion that he contrasts with "a conscious, responsible life." His aim in presenting

his critique of the coverage of the week of mourning is to startle the television viewer

into wakefulness from the dream of an intimate, emotional connection with Diana that

would give rise to feelings of grief. He repeatedly attempts to underscore the reality

that we did not klow Diana in person and thus seeks to mark an affective boundary

between on-screen and off-screen worlds. tt is interesting that he uses television to

argue for a demarcation between real and imaginary, because television simply

doesn't sustain those oppositions. Rather, as I have argued throughout this thesis,

ar Jacqueline Rose, "The Cult of Celebrity," y'y'ew Formations.no. 36 (1999): 13.
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television frequently functions to energise emotional and fantasmatic engagements

between viewers and televisual material. The psychic and affective mutuality

television generates allows it to foster virtgal forms of involvement and

responsiveness in the viewer. Television makes available what sociologists Donald

Horton and Richard Wohl describe aS 'onuances of appearance and gesture to which

ordinary social perception is attentive and to which interaction is cued." Television

creates a sense of "intimacy atadistance."o'Kear suggests that the viewer is able to

..perceive something intimate" in images of Diana, and if this is a quality of still

photographs it is all the more graspabte in moving television footage as "something

secretly interior.'/s These virtual forms of relationship have important consequences

for alternate modes of public participation, for television is a medium that is

potentially characterised by imaginary relations of reciprocity that allow excluded

others to feel part of the social group.

Another opposition employed in Diana: The Mourning After is between the

quiet and serious reflection of non-mourners, those who felt dismay at the mediated

compulsion to grieve a woman with whom they felt no personal relationship, and the

inarticulacy of the mob in the Mall, heard wailing as Diana's coffin passes by in the

screen within the screen of Hitchens's production. Those who felt differently are

given their say by Hitchens in order to make up for the way they had been silenced the

year before. Thus empowered, the non-mourners are often filmed in peaceful rural or

park-like settings which underscore their sensible and sturdy Englishness and

represent a marked contrast with the mass-hysteria of the urban crowds seen in

footage replayed from the public mourning. City is opposed to country, inappropriate

public emotion to the reserve of private reflection, mass to individual and emotional

excess to quiet consideration. Through these oppositions Hitchens appeals to a notion

of political participation that recalls a pre-TV, Enlightenment notion of citizenship

rights vested in the rational individual who would reflect on them in repose and then

practice them in the formal spaces of public life.

4 Donald Horton and Richard Wohl, "Mass-Communication and Para-social Interaction: Observations

on lntimacy at a Distance." Ps.vchiatry l9 (1956): 215.

as Kear. "Diana between Two Deaths," 170.
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Such a notion of citizenship is clearly opposed to the imaginary transactions of

television's virtual spaces of participation, which are much more difficult to pin

down. However, as Hartley argues, in a televisual age "citizens of media remain

citizens of modernity, and the rights struggled for since the Enlightenment are not

threatened but further extended in the so-called 'post-modern' environment of media,

virtuality and semiotic self-determination.'/u Although Hitchens' may not intend to

exclude marked others, such as women, homosexuals and all the diverse ethnic groups

who were visible in the mouming for Diana, his documentary summons a notion of

the political which militates against the recognition of difference that often voices its

claims in personal and emotional terms. Sarah Benton notes the particular resonance

of impassioned language for the ethnically marginalized subjects who claimed Diana

as their own, and points out that such emotional claims can "sound mado' when they

are put into words. Diana's televisual availability allowed her "to redeem the

individuality (and thus humanity) of the outcasto or to hint to the outcast mass that

there was a way of belonging to the main community."47 Diana TV might thus be

understood as DIY citizenship at work.

Diana: The Mourning After represents a call for a return to serious journalism

and rational and highly discursive forms of political analysis. tn the process of making

such a call Hitchens rejects the virnral, emotional and effeminate qualities of Diana

TV in an attempt to reassert abstract and impersonal forms of citizenship that have

long precluded participation by marginalized groups. Perhaps the most obvious flaw

in Hitchens's view that mediated affect gets in the way of more rational forms of

politics is the assumption that the people who make up the audience are more foolish

and gullible than the critic, who is able to be immune to the relentless broadcast of

sentiment around the dead Princess. In Lumby's view this presumption that the critic

is able to function in a space outside representation explains much of the critical

reaction to the whole Diana phenomenon.ot Fot what Diana TV demonstrates is the

loss of clearly defined boundaries between politics and emotions, real and imaginary,

insiders and outsiders. When Hitchens is scomful of those caught up in the public

ao Hartley, The Uses of'Television, 158'

ot Sarah Benton, "The Princess, the People and Paranoia," in AJier Diana: Irreverent Elegies, ed'

Mandy Merck (London: Verso, 1998)' 99.

oE Lnmby, Gotcha,gl.
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mourning, his criticism of the media merges with his criticism of the audience, but, as

Lumby asks, ..How do you attack the media without attacking its consumers?'/e Ln

fact, criticising popular television for its intellectual or aesthetic inadequacies always

implicitly castigates the viewer. Hitchens' criticises the media coverage of the week

of mourning as hysterical, sentimental, banal, mindless and even potentially

dangerouso all qualities that, as Lumby notes "have been cited in attacks on the public

taste for popular culture throughout the twentieth century''-so Yet, if one assumes a

competent viewer who is a citizen of a mediated society and thus operating within

circuits of representation that the critic himself may not escape, then it is necessary to

ask ditTerent kinds of questions of television. Rather than engaging in projects of

critique that attempt to expose the ways in which it is anificial and irrational, one

might rather ask what the mediated emotion of Diana TV makes possible for the

viewer.

Diana: Story of a Princess

Although Hitchens's documentary is an attempt to close down the emotional

energies circulating around Diana's image, it is by no means the end of Diana TV'

Critics of the mass public uprising that was the mourning for Diana have been quick

to point out how soon its effects have dissipated and that there are no anniversary

celebrations and no renewal of the energies that got people onto the streets in the late

summer of 1997. Those critics are, of course' looking in the wrong place, because

television continues to remember Diana and to mobilize her effect. She was always a

TV princess and the forms of citizenship that she energizes are presided over by

television. Each year around the anniversary of the Diana's death a television

programme is broadcast that more or less successfully recycles her emotionally

charged image. In 2001 ITV screened a major reconsideration of the whole Diana

drama, entitled Diana: Story of a Princess. This four-part programme retells the sorry

saga from start to finish, from childhood to early demise, and promises to get to the

truth about Diana. Time has passed since the extraordinary events of 1997 and the

programme claims to have moved on from the reverence accorded to the Queen of

oe Lumby, Gotcha,84.
so Lumby, Gotcha,85,
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Hearts in order to stage an investigation, yet this investigation is an alibi for the

proglamme's real task, which is repetition and a renewal of feeling for the Princess'

The opening of the first programme returns the viewer to Diana's wedding day

in July of 1981, reframing and reinterpreting that archival footage' ln a suggestion of

the lack of transparency that previously organized the Diana story, the viewer is

shown a close-up of Diana's face, shrouded by her bridal veil, as she walked down the

aisle at her wedding. This image of the tremulous young bride, crowned with a

sparkling diamond tiara, both repeats the pleasure of looking at the princess and

suggests a mystery that is still to be uncovered. The wedding footage is accompanied

by the narrator's voiceover, which sets up the problem to be resolved: "ln death, as in

life, Diana, Princess of Wales aroused intense feelings- Many thought her one of the

greatest figures of the twentieth century. Others dismissed her as an attention seekern

or a curse visited on the Royal Family." Then, as though the footage had been taken

for the purposes of this investigation, the camera shows a birds'-eye view looking

down on the wedding scene inside St Paul's Cathedral from above- Far below, the

fluttering congregation is segmented by the red carpet that runs down the centre aisle

and the long, long train of Diana's cream silk gown. The image suggests television's

capacity to gain distance and perspective on the Princess in a way that would allow us

to see her more clearly. "This series," continues the narrator, "is the first attempt to

stand back from all the controversies and tell the real story of a remarkable life."

However, the programme doesn't stand back from the conffoversies at all: it promises

to put things in perspective, but actually it just climbs back inside the drama and the

controversy and plays it all out again, only this time with the gossip and innuendo that

circulated around Diana made explicit. The narration intimates that we can now look

back with a more knowing eye, but in fact the programme's investigative impulse is a

pretext to repeat and revive the emotional complexiry of Diana's public profile'

Repetition takes us back through the experience of the Diana years; it is an exercise in

remembering but also in re-feeling, So that when the programme arives once more at

the story's end Diana's death is sad all over again. At that point it becomes clear that

while we seem to have been participating in an interrogation of the truth about Diana,

Story o.f a Princess actually functions to renew feeling for her'
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Diana: Story of a Princess brings about this renewal of feeling by gathering

together fragments from all the media that represented Diana, including tabloid

journalism , paparazzi photography, and published books. These are put together with

personal recollections from friends and associates as well as recycled television

footage and reconsffuctions that can cover the material for which there is no

accessible record. In this montage of recycled words and images every other medium

is made televisual, in the sense that those diverse materials are rendered mobile and

charged with feeling. Still press photographs of Diana are reanimated through rapid

cuts between still and moving images, or by a moving camera that pans out from the

detail of a still to show the whole image or reverses that movement- Close-ups seek to

penetrate Diana's image, as a voiceover asks probing questions, while pulling back

from a still close-up gives the impression of an impenetrable mystery' At times the

camera rakes across a still image, blurring it, making the dead body of the frozen

image move again. Thus Diana: Story of a Princess looks to uncover the personal

truths demonstrated by or concealed by the repeated image. But at the same time these

recycled fragments renew the experience of living with ambient Diana. The

programme's pretext is an investigation, but this recycling returns us to a time when

Diana was everywhere.

The archive of television footage from which Story oJ'a Princess draws is

dominated by a series of arrivals in which Diana is repeatedly making an entrance'

lndeed, the arrival is the most familiar image of Diana TV and one that crystallizes

her spectacular status. ln these arrivals she is always the focus of attention and the

clicking, flashing cameras of the press. Television redoubles the effect of these

moments when it shows Diana, herself a luminescent figure, erratically illuminated by

an explosive series of flashes. While she strides purposefully forward, her hand

outstretched to greet her hosts, her movement is broken up by the irregular rhythm of

multiple camera flashes, so that she moves and appears to halt for a split second in an

overexposed moment of arrested motion that is burned on the retina in a series of

familiar images.

The strange temporal effect whereby Diana's forward progress is arrested is

further emphasized by fragments of fbotage that are played in slow-motion- David

Bordwell and Kirstin Thomson note the expressive potential of slow-motion footage,
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which ..often functions to suggest that the action takes place in a dream or fantasy; or

to express a lyrical quality." It can also be "a way of dwelling on a moment of

spectacle or high drama."Sl Wolfgang Ernst argues that "temporally disturbed images

make you strain to see better" and So function to draw the viewer in to the drama on-

screen.t2 ln Diana: Storyt 6f 6 Princess, slow-motion footage appears to question who

Diana really is. Slowing down familiar moments allows the viewer to interrogate her

appearance as though, if we could break the moving image down into a series of

moments, it would be possible to locate the truth about her. But also, and perhaps

more importantly, slow-motion footage is an attempt to renew the feeling of Diana' to

re-enter the dream-like space surrounding her televisual image. Slowing down Diana

footage might be an affempt to extend her already fading effect and make it last'

This sense of extending the use of Diana footage is also suggested by the

discourse that organizes these recycled fragments of Diana ephemera; this discourse is

one of gossip, since the main players in the drama are not available to speak for

themselves. Gossip trades in personal experience and sensation over facts and

arguments. ln Diana: Story of a Princess fragments of footage, tabloid journalism and

reanimated still images are stitched together with segments of present-day

commentary from people who claim to have known Diana or to have had privileged

access to her thoughts and feelings. This includes friends, relatives, court officials,

photographers and royal biographers, some of whom, we are told, would not have

spoken out while Diana lived. These segments follow the conventions of the

unauthorised celebrity profile, in which "hearsay, innuendo and gossip" provide the

most authoritative sources, although the claims of insider knowledge are never tested

or challenged.s3 As Joshua Gamson argues, gossip deals in "surfaces and semifiction,"

it "continually sizes up, interprets, judges, and exchanges judgements on personal

behaviour in general."54 While gossip is invested in judging and assessing personal

behaviour, part of tlre pleasure of gossip is in exchanging and recycling it, so that

5l David Bordwell and Kirstin Thompson, Film Art; An Introdttction,5th ed- (New York: McGraw-

Hill, r997),215.
5, Wolfgang Ernst, "Between Real Time and Memory on Demand: Reflections on/of Television," The

South Atlantic Quarterly l0l, no. 3 (2002): 631.

tt Rose, "The Cult of Celebrity," 10.

so Joshua Gamson, Claims to Fame; Celebtirr- in Contemporarl' America (Berkeley: Universiry of

California Press, 1994). 185.
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something of its affective reverberation can be renewed in the retelling. Indeed, every

supposed revelation presented tn Diana: Story o.f a Princess is old news and the

purpose of its retelling is to revive the complex forms of affective engagement that

Diana TV enables.

For whi|e Dianet, Stor4, of a Princess promises to reveal the truth, it actually

contains contradictory arguments, or rather contradictory affective experiences that it

never decides between. It is organized by an ambivalent switching between affection

and suspicion, between compassion and hostility, and betrveen love and distaste. Story

,f a princeJs presents interview material with a former pubtic relations advisor of

Diana's to suggest that the open, natural Princess whose only desire was to give love

to the suffering was no more than a manipulative media campaign. At the same time'

a world-weary war correspondent in Africa for the Guardian tells of being

surprisingly moved by a tender moment between Diana and a dying child, and so

authenticates the notion of Diana's unique presence. In this way the progfamme

shuttles between a cynical view of Diana as a scheming operator and a more

enchanted notion of her emotional authenticity. In fact, the programme has space for a

diversity of views on the Princess. It accommodates both the Dianaphile and the

Diana cynic, or those who partake of both positions, or even those for whom Diana is

beloved because she is distasteful.ss However, by not promoting a singular

perspective on Diana, but instead remobilizing a range of affective positions in

relation to her, Story of a Princess facilitates processes of DIY citizenship in which

viewers can assemble a Diana who meets their requirements. Television, as Hartley

points out "is the place where people have leamt to 'do it themselves', making

centralized, propagandistic, ideological, populist and persuasive modes of

communication bend to other, more demotic purposes, allowing individual packaging

of identity."56

In his study of celebrity-watching Gamson argues that people make quite

distinct forms of engagement with the celebrities whose lives they follow. While there

s5 [n the previous chapter I noted the appeal of debased cultural objects to a gay aesthetic' The point

can be reiterated by borrowing from Koestenbaum's reflections on Jackie Kennedy to argue that it is

the points at which the icon lafses from her ideal, where she becomes tarnished. that she becomes most

unuilubl" as an agent of thntasy tbr a gay viewing subject. Koestenbaum , Jackie Under My Skin' t6'

56 Hartley, The lJses of '[elevision,187.
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are those very dedicated and credulous fans, people who idealise their icon and

believe in an intimate personal relationship with her, those people are the exception'

Far more common is the cynical celebrity watcher who enjoys the process of

recognizing and taking apart the constructed image and the game of distinguishing

between appearance and reality. According to Gamson, such knowing celebrity

watchers "continually ride the belief/disbelief and fiction/reality axes but with no

particular destination."5l Diana: Story of a Princess provides the range of material

and perspectives on the Princess that would allow for this kind of viewing experience'

Celebrity watching, in Gamson's view, is essentially a game of playing with highly

mediated material about the celebrity's personal life in order to work out problematic

social and culrural issues in an impersonal arena. Thus, we might say that Diana TV

offers the viewer a means of dealing with quite serious and complex experiences in

the ..free realm" of the semifictional world of the celebrity.ss The game itself is

seriouso yet the celebrity, according to Gamson, is not important: "What matters to

celebrity watching play is that the celebrity does not matter.n'Se One might conclude,

then, that Diana TV is in-different. Such in-difference is the defining quality of

television's affective economy, according to Grossberg'uo Yet, it is not entirely

accurate to equate in-difference with not mattering, for surely what Diana TV

demonstrates is that Diana matters a great deal. Indeed the repetitiveness of Diana TV

suggests a need to return, over and over, to her image in order to keep some affective

possibility alive. Television is not didactic; it doesn't require a particular kind of

engagement with its content, only that some kind of affect is generated in the viewer.

This is television's democratic effect; rather than constituting the viewer as a

particular kind of emoting subject who must feel in certain ways for particular objects,

television allows for a diversity of experience that can encompass a range of affective

positions.

5t Gamson. Claims to Fame, 178.

't* Camson, Claims to Fame, 184-5.

'n Gamson, Claims lo Fame, 184.

u0 Lawr.nce Grossberg, "The ln-Difference of Television," Screen 28 (1987),32.
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Conclusion : Diva CitizenshiP

Ln the immediate aftermath of her death an "effulgent sentimentality" was

associated with Diana.u' This was no more than the culmination of the emotionality

that television had long relayed around her and which it has continued to recycle. This

televisual emotionality allowed Diana to be claimed by women, ga.y men' and

suffering and marginalized others with various agendas, people who, "like her, were

struggling to find a representative and representationalimage for themselves' a 'sign'

of public belonging as welt as an insignia of authority."ut That Diana was claimed by

such diverse constituencies suggests that the forms of citizenship her televisual

presence motivated were not limited to specific identity categories. Nevertheless, the

visible and excessive emotionality of Diana TV might make it an example of what

Lauren Berlant has termed Diva citizenship, in which a formerly disempowered

subject articulates something of their suffering in a public forum' For a crucial

component of Diana's public image was her articulation of her own experiences of

suffering as well as her reaching out to acknowledge the suffering of others. Berlant

explains:

Diva citizenship occurs when a person stages a dramatic coup in a public

sphere in which she does not have privilege. Flashing up and startling the

public, she puts the dominant story into suspended animation; as though

recording an esffanging voice-over to a film we have already seen, she

renarrates the dominant history as one that the abjected people have once lived

sono voce, but no more; and she challenges her audience to identiff with the

enormity of the suffering she has narrated and the courage she has had to

produce, calling on people to change the social and institutional practices of

citizenship to which they currently consent.63

The example of the Diva citizen cited by Berlant is Anita Hill, the African American

woman who complained of being sexual harassed by Supreme Court Judge Clarence

Thomas. Diana is scarcely an equivalent because, for all her feminine suffering, she

('r 
Homi K. Bhabha, "Designer Creations," n lfter Diana: Irreverenl Elegies. ed. Mandy Merck

(London: Verso, 1998), 105.

t'? Bhabha, "Designer Creations, 106.

u, Lauren Berlant, The Queen of America Goes to Washington City: Essays on Sex and Citizenship

(Durham: Duke University Press, 1997)'223.
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was clearly a privileged figure. Yet to the degree that she appeared to embody the

unacknowledged suffering of those who knew her through television she often seemed

to give expression to the experiences of the marginalized. Berlant is highly sceptical

about the usefulness of such performative moments. From her point of view, what is

made available is no more than a fantasy of liberation that quickly dissolves and is left

behind. Berlant argues that "in remaking the scene of public life into a spectacle of

subjectivity, it can lead to a confusion of wilful and memorable rhetorical

performance with sustained social change itself."s There is certainly something

elusive about Diana: Story o.f a Princess's recyclings, as though it were trying to

grasp some transformative energy that is already slipping away' Yet this is no reason

to discount the imaginative and emotionally complex acts of self-making that

marginalized subjects might have fashioned in relation to Diana TV and that a

reparative reading will always seek to reanimate. lmportantly, those same subjects

must continually add to the store of materials for self-making that they draw on in a

cumulative process of subject formation. The affective citizenship enabled by Diana

TV is just one moment in this ongoing process-

If we figure Diana's image as a kind of commodity, a manufactured product

that was available to be consumed and organizedby processes of exchange that are

often hidden by her endlessly available and apparently free presence, then we can see

our consumption of her as a process of self-making. Henri Lefebvre argues that

commodity consumption involves "an original search - whether clumsy or skilful is

unimportant - for a style of living. And perhaps for an art of living, for a kind of

happiness."6s [n my reparative reading of television progpmmes in this thesis I have

sought to emphasize the ways in which television is an enabling technology that

makes something possible for the viewer, something which would otherwise have

been unavailable. Our'consumption' of Diana's image is a vivifoing experience in the

sense that it animates our specificity. As a commodity, Diana's emotionally animated

image energizes the possibility of an imaginary recognition of oneself within the

anonymity of public space. Orlie points out that commodities are useful to us for what

they allow us to imagine, rather than what they actually do: "the fantasies we

associate with particular commodities enable us to imagine emotional conditions and

n Berlant, The Queen o.f America,223'

65 Henri Lefebvre, CririEte oJ'Everyday Lilb.trans.John Moore, vol. I (London: Verso, 1992)'42'
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styles of life.',66 To the degpee that oun ir'mgihary re-lalion to commodities reprecents a

desirr for a better lif€, it ean be talaen as a hopeful sign that the will to soc'ial

engagement is alive and kioking and we harren't slmply beeonre passive subjects

driven by u;onotrithie forces boyond our csn-trol. Ftom this perspective, our relation to

the diss-ident affective energies of D|3rna's telev'isual image mOJ 6[p1ssS a will to

socinl jrntice, a dcsire for thi.ngs to be otheryise and for differencE to be included in

the public body withoutbeing silenced

'6 Orlie,'?olitieal Capitalise and the Consum,ptioa of De-mgcrgcy,' 1 52-3'
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Conclusion

The Television Past and Critical Futures

HoPe needs a Past and a future'

- 
Jayne M. Waterworth, A Philosophical Anabtsis of Hope

In this thesis I have focused on an emotional engagement with television

because I wanted to take seriously the idea of love and affection for the medium. ln

particular, my objective has been to attend to the ways in which television fosters a

range of emotional competencies that are not reducible to forms of social compliance,

but offers conditions of possibility to diverse viewers. I have argued that existing

forms of television criticism present a rather serious and emotionally distanced

relation to television, which fails to take into account both the intimate history that

post-war generations share with the medium and the affective density of our

relationship with television programmes. ln the introduction to this thesis I suggested

that television criticism should help us to understand how and why we watch and that

it should enrich our engagement with the medium. My thesis has presented a series of

case studies of particular programmes which demonstrate reparative reading as a

means of enlivening critical vocabularies and practices that have not flourished in

television studies to date. I have tried to write from inside an affection for television

and I have focused on a diverse range of texts, rather than writing aS a fan of

particular genres. My aim has been to make love for television into a critically

interesting and productive experience and to show how television could be thought of

as a loving medium that nurtures and sustains the subjectivities of diverse viewers-

In many ways this project may seem more whimsical than urgent, and the

reader might be forgiven for thinking there is no pressing need to reclaim affection for

television. However, underpinning my argument in these chapters has been a

contention that an inability to find value in the context in which we are located is a

fundamentally disempowering and disabling experience with very real political

effects. Recovering love for television programmes, as the thesis has sought to do, is a

project with consequences for our future experience of both television itself and other,
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newer, technologies of intimacy. This has to do with the capacity to sustain hope or

optimism in the face of frequently overwhelmingly difficult social and cultural

conditions. This optimism necessarily looks to the past for exemplars and to the future

to set goals. Hope is related to love in that both have a temporal dimension which

makes them more than a passing fancy; what makes love love and hope hope is that

they endure over time. The other parallel emphasized by philosopher Jayne

Waterworth is an ethical orientation of care and concem common to both affective

states:

When one loves, one pays attention to the particularity of the beloved and

when one is oriented in one's thinking and acting by hope, one cannot but pay

attention to the particularity of circumstance since hope rests on conceptions

of what is possible from here and now. Therefore, the present must be attended

to since its transformation is at stake in hope.l

Foundational to the reparative critical orientation of this thesis is a belief that hope,

optimism and other forms of love are essentially political skills that critical theory

should not overlook in its drive to expose the risks and harms of contemporary

culture.

At

Over the time I have been working on this thesis I have repeatedly had cause

to learn how well-schooled we are to hate television. One of the small challenges of

post-graduate research is explaining one's study to friends and acquaintances in social

situations. Hoping to deflect the requirement for a more thorough exegesis of my

work at its formative stages, t learned to respond to polite enquiries into the topic of

my research with a vague "television." The very word frequently summoned forth a

tirade of anger and dismay, especially from baby-boomers like myself, about the

condition of the media and, in particular, the genre of Reality programmes' My thesis

should be, according to those people, 'bhat is wrong with television today," or,

"television ain't what it used to be." The more enquiring have wanted more

information: what in particular was I studying about television? I have learned to

summarize it as "why we love television," oro "why television is good for us." For

anyone the least bit schooled in contemporary critical theory it appears to be a

' Jayne M. Waterworth,A Phitosophical Anqlvsis oJ'Hope (New York: Palgrave Macmillan,2004)'64'
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shocking idea that one might find something to approve of in the formative influence

mass media apparently has on its audiences. Many researchers and contemporary

pundits never stop pointing to the contagious effects of television violence on

children, fbr example, who are portrayed as increasingly obese, illiterate and

unhealthy because they spend too much time eating junk food and consuming junk

media, thereby rendered dangerously overactive and overpassive at one and the same

time. Adult populations are likewise at risk of stupefaction, political passivity and

narrow-mindedness as a result of what television tells them. Popular discourse around

television so clearly presents it as dangerous that one might be forgiven for thinking

that there is nothing good to say about it. For example, television is the cause of

America's out of conffol gun problem in Michael Moore's film Bowling for

Columbine. While the film is ostensibly about America's out-of-control gun problem,

it is actually an attack on television. Moore argues that fear is what makes America a

more dangerous nation than other gun-toting societies around the world and he blames

television for circulating stories that elicit fear and for teaching the nation to focus on

real or imagined threats to its safety and well-being. Yet his logic is circular. for he

creates an argument that television is the thing, one more thing, that people should

fear and distrust.

In both popular and scholarly understandings television is a teaching medium

that provokes anxiety such as Moore's own, because its lessons are both false and

harmful. It has been evident throughout this thesis that a pedagogical theory of direct

transmission is frequently evident within much existing academic television criticism,

although it is rarely fully worked out as such. In a recent newsletter of the Cultural

Snrdies Association of Australia, editor Greg Noble bemoans the lack of a useful

account of ..culture-as-pedagogy."2 Noble locates a failure within cultural studies to

come to terms with the nature of the transactions that take place between the subjects

of culrure and artefacts or texts. His argument is timely for my purposes' since it

raises issues that I have explored in this thesis, allowing me to emphasize the

contribution of my own work. Noble claims that cultural studies is well-versed in

locating dominant or resistant meanings within media texts, for example, but it does

t Greg Noble, "Culture as Pedagogy: How Do We Learn Culturs? How ls It Taught?," Newsletter oJ

the Culnral Snrdies Association of Austalia May (2004): I I '
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not offer a satisfactory account of how those meanings impact on the reader/viewer,

nor how that reader/viewer is constituted in the first place.

In my opinion this reflects something of the difficulty culhral and television

studies have with psychoanalysis and with psychoanalytically influenced accounts of

ideological constitution that see the subject as formed within a wider field of power

relations. In Chapter One I pointed out that the notion of reception without a history,

in which viewerly pleasure is the product of temporally immediate negotiations over

meaning, doesn't take account of the longer-term' formative relationship that

television has in our lives. I began by positioning television within the family home

and within the formative psychic scenarios and emotional pedagogies of that familial

context, so that the viewing subject invoked in this thesis is already embedded in a

domestic familial+elevisual nexus, garnering the very competencies that might enable

conformity or resistance within the mediated culture that is often presumed to distort

subjectivity. Lest those formative scenes be figured as somehow naturally occurring

before television, I have located television's emergence in relation to a popularization

of psychoanalysis and the democratization of private housing as forms of

interiorization that precede and provide the context for television's intimate address.

Far from seeing these ideological forms of social and emotional reproduction as

negative or repressive, in this thesis I have sought to locate the possible emotional

surplus television generates as a means to energize forms of difference. Chapter Two

set out the reparative thsoretical framework that guides the focus on affect and

affective transactions between viewers and television texts developed in the

subsequent chaPters.

This thesis has highlighted formative moments in a viewing history, so that in

Chapter Three I ffaced the history of the Up cycle of documentaries as a means of

identifiing how television produces its subjects as intimately known- Television

generates a sense of intimate depth and personal history in the viewer that is mutually

constituted between on-screen and off-screen experience. Although there is an

implicit presumption at work here that the family is the primary constituting structure'

I have argued that television is capable of stretching the parameters of what families

make possible. Many television programmes are read as inherently conservative, or

part-conservative, part-progressive. I have suggested, however, in my discussion of

Bewitched in Chapter Four, for example, that an affectively focused reading shifts the
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terms of such an argument altogether. While the situation comedy is often read as

representative of anxieties about social change, at an affective level Bewitched

functions in a way that sustains and supplements familial relations and, paradoxically,

queers them, in the sense that it causes them to carry some affective excess that is not

sustained in off-screen experience.

Noble traces the nvo most influential models for figuring the transactions

between subjects and artefacts or texts. The first is the Althusserian concept of

interpellation, which, as Noble explains, claims that "textso places or artefacts address

us in particular ways, and we recognize ourselves and respond to that moment of

address and function within that context because we have been located within a

recognizable subject position."3 The problem with this model, according to Noble, is

that it assumes the subject arrives in that encounter fully formed, so that what is

missing is some account of how the subject comes to be formed in the first place' ln

fact, the Althusserian model does treat interpellation as continuous over time' so that

subjects are bom into a network of meanings that constitute them as gendered,

classed, ethnically marked and so on. The larger difficulry of this model is that there is

simply no way to operate outside of ideology, and it has been rejected by many

television scholars as deterministic, disabling and frankly depressing. To some extent

the notion of a viewer already embedded in a televisual context posited in this thesis

reflects the influence of an Althusserian notion of subjective reproduction' However, I

suggest that the network of meanings we are born into, whether characterized as

affective, psycho-social or ideological, is not necessarily determining in a negative'

reductive fashion, but can be seen as expansive and highly variable. To this end, the

versions of psychoanalysis I have drawn on for thinking about televisual engagements

are those that are interested in ways of thinking that keep hope alive.

The second model that cultural studies has engaged for explaining what takes

place between readers or viewers and texts is what Noble terms "the appropriation

model," which "sees the text as a series of resources which are taken up and used by a

subject according to their own interests and desires.'* Again, Noble's difficulty with

this idea is that it doesn't explain how subjects become "active or resistant

I Noble, "Culture as Pedagogy." 10.

o Noble, "Culture as Pedagogy," 10.
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consumerls]" and it once more repeats the assumption of a subject who is formed

somewhere else and arrives in the textual encounter with gender, ethnicity, class,

sexuality and so on already in place. tn Chapters Five, Six and Seven I have more

self-consciously figured television programmes as resources that might be taken up by

subjects who do come to the text with a sense of marginality and difference already in

place to some extent. In the case of The Mary Tyler Moore Show,l argUed that Mary

Richards's capacity to rework shame into exhilaration is enabling for a homosexual

viewer because she embodies strategies for surviving a hostile social context. My

reading of Brideshead Revisited suggested that televisual recreations of a nostalgically

saturated past are a means not only of representing homosexuality within the

normative address of family television. but also of calling upon the viewer's own past

to reanimate affective energies that are undervalued in the present. My objective in

these readings of the televisual archive is to demonstrate the ways in which television

both enables and sustains forms of subjective and affective difference that may be

prior to the specific text, but are located within a larger history of television's intimate

place in our lives. [n western, developed nations both the baby-boom generations and

those who have succeeded them have been raised in a televisual context; we come to

the medium already tele-literate and able to engage in the kinds of imaginative and

affective interactivities along the z-axis that this thesis has sought to revalue.

From the perspective of this thesis, and this is where my argument differs from

the perky idealism of a proposed active viewer, subjects do not come to television

with their social needs and political desires already worked out, subsequently latching

on to texts that would reinforce them. Rather, the transaction that a reparative reading

brings into focus is one in which affectivities are mobilized that are only nascently

political formulations; they are the pre-conditions for more worked-out forms of

resistance, which may yet dissolve into conformity. Thus, in my reading of Diana TV

I doubt that the life and death of a Princess as represented on television has been able

to bring about significant social change. Yet, it still seems important not to overlook

the capacity of televisual forms to speak to and for constituencies of the marginalized

and to accord them, however fleetingly, a sense of affectively-based inclusion in the

public arena. I do not claim the reparative readings of progtammes presented here as

exhaustive or correct accounts, but I offer them as useful approaches for those who
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wish to resist a view of television's forms of ideological reproduction as only

negative.

AP

It often seems as though broadcast television is coming to an end' tn 1990

Margaret Morse described the television receiver as "already a nostalgic object'"s In

2004 we seem to be constantly on the brink of any number of technological

transformations, not least of all systems such as TiVo that are designed to personalize

television so that one only watches favourite programmes and can be spared the

general dross that fills the schedule. There are televisions in cars, in fridges, and we

are continually being told that television will increasingly merge with computer

interfaces and the internet. Television has already, it would seem' ceased to be the

cosy, domestic object positioned in the living room of the family home.

At the end of this thesis I find myself left with an elegiac feeling, as though I

had, without realizing it, been mourning the end of television and wistfully tuming

over the remnants of something that is no longer available. In the conclusion of his

televisual autobiography Stuart Jeffries ends on a similar note, regretting the end of

television as he has known it. Yet even as he does so he characterizes television as a

faithful. but "false" friend:

Television has left its mark on me. When I feel lonely and the house seems too

quiet, sometimes t turn on the television. I've done that for years as' I'm sure,

have lots of other people. tt helps me forget my loneliness and fills my living

room with soothing noise. lnstead, I could go out to the pub, pick up the phone

and call someone. But instead I turn on that false friend, knowing that it won't

quite give me what I want and that it silences real human contact- But it will

always be there, always dependably filling the unbearable spaces' t wish I

wasn't like that, but I am. I feel sure that children of later generations will not

be like me in these respects, and I am glad for them. They will watch a new

kind of television, and find that it doesn't enchant them very much' They

won't have the poignant childhood television memories that I have and that

are brought to life by tin foil cups, but they will have others. They won't live

5 Margaret Morse, "The End of the Television Receiver," in From Receiver to Remote Control: The TV

Sel, eJ. Matthew Geller (New York: New Museum of Contemporary Art, 1990)' 139.
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in a virtual community of national TV viewers, but they will have time to form

other groups - perhaps better ones. The rise of Digital is going to do a great

favour to these kids: it will make them less interested in television than I was.

And its doing me a favour too: its curing me of the need to watch television-6

Is it possible to feel other than betrayed by this conclusion to Jeffries's book? After

over three hundred pages of homage to his beloved medium he turns on it in the end'

as if to say that everything he had learned from and shared with television wasn't real'

He mourns the demise of a shared national culture that is lost in the face of the

massive choices made available by Digital television. At the same time, however, he

celebrates that ending, arguing that younger generations won't have the happy

relationship with television that he had. According to Jeffries, this is a good thing

because it won't prevent those up-and-coming viewers from participating in

relationships he judges to be more authentic. In fact, it hardly seems likely that the

demise of television as an intimate friend will return the subjects of contemporary

culture to face-to-face relationships, since other virnral forms of interaction are

increasingly available and enthusiastically adopted. If Jeffries had been able to keep

faith with his love for television he might have had some more useful things to say

about the technologies of the future.

If the critical love for the television archive practiced in this thesis is

essentially nostalgic, in as much as it celebrates a bygone era of programming and

delivery, then I would argue that nostalgia is an important means of holding on to the

competencies of one's past. In particular, the capacity to find and create value in the

products of a frequently inadequate cultural landscape describes is a necessary skill

with a history a1d criticism should look to foster that skill into the future. Practicing

reparative forms of criticism is not simply nostalgia for the good old days of the

television programmes we have loved in the past. The project of recognizing and

recovering affective value needs also to be applied in the present and seen as an

ongoing project. We might try to pay attention to the televisual affections of children

and young people, but they are often not able or willing to be articulate about their TV

loves, and perhaps they won't know until later which programmes were the most

important to them. However, the success of the genre known as Reality TV suggests

6 Stuart Jeffries, Mrs Slocombe'.r Prrssy.' Growing IJp in Front of the Telly, (London: Flamingo, 2000)

340-41.
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that it gathers the kinds of audiences that advertisers wanto so it evidently works for

viewers on some level or many levels. The same kinds of questions that I have asked

in this thesis should be applied to the types of programmes that many educated

middle-class people roll their eyes in horror over. What do those programmes make

possible for the viewer? What forms of emotional training, sustenance or provocation

are enabled by those programmes? How will the young audiences of today look back

on their engagement with, say, Big Brother or American ldol in the future? If we are

not to see skepticism as the only valid affective stance that criticism can take, and thus

endlessly point out the horrors of the cultural landscape, we must tum our thinking to

a reparative mode. Television criticism itself should serve this function, in both

academic and popular contexts, by assisting viewers to recognize the value they find

and create in the programmes they love'
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